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PREFACE.
The followin~ leeture"' were reported by the arrangement and, for the
convenience of the members of my class; beina' printed and distributed to
the student in the form, nlerely, of student' notes. The tudent' aw fit to
bring them out in bound form for the sake of pr(~servation. 'fheir di tribution
bas been strictly limited to the tudent of the American chool'of 0 teopathv,
hence the little volume is to be considered only a one of tudents' note, and
in no sense as a published work.
eHA . HAZZARD.
'KiR~SVILLE, Mo., APRIL 16, 1898.
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LECTURE I.
I. GENERAL CONSIDERATION •

Learn to treat understandingly; imitate no operator's motions. .Mmerson
ays, "Imitation is suicide." Take for instance a case of erysipelas. Should
the operator treat about the sore spots, occuring usually on one side of the
face near the ear, a·nd treat there alone, without giving attention to the general
conditions of the patient, taking into account the affectIons of the kidneys, liver
and other organs, in this trouble he would certainly not meet with success. One
must understand the nature of the disease which he is treating.
Make a correct diagnosis of the case. There are no two cases alike. You
cannot take it for granted that one case which you receive to-day is like the case
which 'you treat~d yesterday. Look over the case thoroughly' making an individtlal diagnosis for it; likeness and unlikeness to other cases are incidental
only. Make no diagnosis by telephone, as I knew a physician-a fellow townsIDan of mine-to do once. Remember that a young doctor's success often depends upon how he hundles a simple case. For instance headache, which although not always simple, is frequently so. Should you be called first upon a
case of headache and treat it successfully, granting it was a simple case, your
future success in that town in which you may be located, may depend upon
that. I may cite here 3n incident told of Thoreau~ It is said that, traveling
upon a train one day he had occasion to lower the car window; soon thereaft.er
he was accosted by a manufacturer traveling- upon the same train, who said he
had noticed his delicate manipulation of that window and upon the strength of
thafJ observation offered him a position in his manufactory.
Have your theories, but stick to facts. Remember that you cannot. always
treat a case according to preconceived theories-that each case is peculiar .to
itself. Huxley says, "Theories do not alter facts, and the universe remains
unchanged, even though text crumble.
II.

GENERAL CONSIDERATION OF THE SPINE.

Origin of the Spinal erves, (Holden): "The origin of the eight cervical
nerves corresponds to the interval between the occiput and the 6th cervical
pine.
"The origin of the first six dorsal nerves corresponds to the interval between the 6th cervical and the 4th dor al spines.
"The origin of the lower dorsal ner es corresponds to the interval between
the 4th and 11th d~rsal spines.
"The ori~in of the five lumbar nerve correspond to the interval between
the 11th and 12th dorsal spine .
'The origin of the five acral nerve correspond. .to the last dor al and
fir lumbar spine ."
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Landmark along the spine: Holden in tance a median furrow can ed
by the prominences of the erector spinoo, which extend along the pIne as far
as the interval between the 5th lumbar vertebra and the sacrum. Hollows upon
the surface correspond generally to promInence of the skeleton, and vice ver a.
This is on account of the attachments by tendons to prominent skeletal pOInts.
Sharp friction will redden the pines of the vertebroo 0 that they can be counted and notice whether they are in line or not. The level of the 3d dol' al spil?e
is the level Jf the beginning of the spine of the scapula.
The level of the~ dorsal spine corresponds to the inferior angle of the
scapula.
Cf-=
The level of the 12th dorsal spine corresponds to the head of the ]a t rib.
The level of the 3d costal spaee corresponds with the root of the pine of
the scapula.
The level of the 3d dorsal spine corresponds with the 3d il1terco tal pace.
The level of the 3d intercostal space corresponds with the level of the
right and left bronchi, the right being nearer the posterior chest wall.
The following is a convenient method for ascertaining the po ition of th
12th dorsal spine: Have patien
. arms and lean-formr, us ornlging'
the spines of the vertebrffi out prominently; then the lower border of the trapezius muscle can be traced to the 12th dorsal spine.
The kidney is best reached by pressure below the level of the last rib at the
outer edge of the erector spinre.
The tip of the crest of the Ilium is about the level of the spIne of the 4th
lumbar vertebra.
The ilio-costal space txtends from the 10'wer border of the 12th rib to the
crest of the ilium, varying in width from the width of a finger to th~t of a
band. So says Holden. I would caution you, however, in the former ca e to
ascertain carefully whether or n0t there be a dropping of the rib and alteration of the chest in its antero-posttrior diameter.
uch a condition, a narrow
ilio-costal space, is usually accompanied by neurasthenia and kindred affection
in the patient.
In the depression below the occiput are found the edge of the trapeziu
muscle and the upper end of the ligamentum nuchre.
The 2nd cervical spine is forked and rather prominent. The 3d, 4th and
5th cervical pInes are not usually made out, as they recede anteriorly from
the surface. The 6th and 7th (prominen ) are prominent. The I.:pine of the
dor al vertebroo eorre pond with the heads of the rib next above, e. g., the
4th dol' al spine ,vith the head of the 3d rib. But the 11th and 12th dor al
pines correspond with the head" of tho e ribs.
III. ILLU TRATIO
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In the location of the a'tla , it i felt only' by making out it tran ver'e
proce e which are readily felt on each ide between the rna toid proce and

the angle of the inferior -maxillary bone; the normal position being about midway between these points on either side. Should there be a deviation from
the normal, either to one sIde or the other, anteriorly or posteri~rly, or a twist
in either direction, it is readily made out by the trained touch.
Peculiar _ertebrre are found along the spine, viz.: the 2nd, 6th and 7th
cervical, 12th dorsal and 5th lumbar. The 2nd cervical is noticeable because
of being slightly prominent and bifid. The 6th and 7th cervical because of
slight prominence. TLe 12th dorsal because it often marks what the Osteopath
calls a "break," a separation of the spines of th-e vertebroo occuring bet", een
the 12th dorsal and 1st lumbar. This is a point of importance. The same is
the case with the 5th lumbar, there often being a break between its spine and
the superior creEt of the sacrum.
The ligalnentum nuchoo is of great importance to the Osteopath. You will
reme-mber that it extends from the occipital protuberance to the 7th cervical
spine. You must learn to reco~nize it by touch. Frequently it will contract
and is the sole means of relieving beadache when stretched.
HOW TO EXAMINE A SPINE.

In the first place, notice if at any point along the spinal column the spine of
any vertebra is deviated laterally. In sueh a case there is usually a sore spot
in the muscles upon the side of the spine toward which it is deviated. In the
neck we do not depend upon thf\ prominences of the spines behind, to diagno~e
a slip in the vertebrre, but by turning the head to one side, thus bringing into
prominence the transverse processes of the vertebrre, we may ascertain whether·
or not one is prominent anteriorly or posteriorly; in such a case a sore spot
usually is found at the end of the transverse process of the vertebra. Spi~es
may be separated at any point along the column; you may find the spines abnormally far apart. We occasionally find what is designated a smooth spinal
column, by which I mean that a spinal column may have its vertebrm so protected by the thickening of the ligoaments or other. structures as to obviate the
ordinary feeling one experiences in running the hand down the spine. For
uch a condition I have somewhat arbitrarily adopted the term, "a smooth spinal
column. " The natural curves of the spine may be. changed, as will readily be
observed by you in practice. I do not speak here of spinal curvatures, not at
all; but frequently a ~ light, or it may be a marked, deviation from the natural
curve described by the normal spinal column, will be noticed. 'Hence, if there
i a break, ligaments often cause lesIons in that they may, by the displacement
of the bony parts to which they are attached, be dragged across orne important
tructure, uch a a nerve or a blood ves el thus compres ing it and abridging
it function.
The e point upon how to examine a spine will be continued In further
lecture , and their ignificance to the 0 teopath be fuB
con idered at those

time

LECTURE

~I.

1. CE TERS OF THE SYMPATHETlc:-The e center are of va importance to the Osteopath. Rea oning according to center i frequentl with
him going from effect back to cause, and of course from periphery back to
center. It instances one of hi mode of thought; and to acquire thi habi of
mind a;nd of thought is frequently the ba i of our profe ional ucce . Th I'
is a given definite center for the activities of a given point or organ. For instance, there i a center upon which we work to affect the kidney; or, e may
say there is a given definite center for each phy iological proce.
for instance, there is a center upon which we work to affect the general circulation.
In the absence of a discoverable lesion, which frequently occur , the 0 t 0path's work must be largely on the centers, ometimes entirely o. E en
when the lesion ha been found and attended to, he must give much attention
to the particular center governing the part affected. Remember, it i going
back to first principles. I ~ould beg you to remember that th following
points have been gathered from various sources; from the experience of
operators, from lectures heard from others, from books, from conver ation ,
from my own personal experience, and that I cannot in ev ry ca e give you
the authority for the center designated. I speak of the centers more in an
Osteopathic than in a purely physiological sense, meaning that point a~ong
the spine which has designated itself as a center in response to the work upon
..it; results justify such statements. In other cases, of course, these jo-called
centers are the physiological centers indicated by the authoritie .
Centers of the Sympathetic. (For the following center I am esp ciall
indebted to Dr . Alice Patter on and C. P. McConnelL):
Third cervical vertebra, middle of neck. Above, manipulat upward;
below, downward.
Third, fourth and fifth cervical, origin of the phrenic-hiccough .
Third, fourth, fifth and sixth, vaso motor. The superior cervical
ganglion is connected with the first to fourth cervical nerves. Thi anglion
lying opposite the second and third cervical vertebrre. The middle cervical
ganglion connected with the :fifth and ixth cervical nerve ; this ganglion
lying opposite he ixth and eventh cervical vertebrre.
The point between the fir t and econd <k>r al vertebrre th cen roth
lung.
Fir rib for heart flutter.
Be ween econd and third dol' aI, ciliary center, 'and I' ti of the
ball.
Be e n fourth and fifth dol' al on l'igh id for h to ach c nter; on
he left the pneumoga tric' for the p loric orific .
Fifth and ixth dol' al va 0 motor to th arm.

Fifth sixth, eventh and eighth dorsal, great splachnics.
Eighth dor aI, center for chill .
Between eighth and ninth dorsal, center for liver.
Ninth, tenth and eleventh dor al mall plachnics.
Twelfth, mallest splachnic.
From a point between the eventh cervical and first dorsal to a point between the eighth and ninth dorsal, the center for the anterior dor al branche
which convey dorsal branches to pulmonary center. The posterior pulmonary
plexus .connects with the second, third and fourth ganglia of the sympathetic.
The anterior pulmonary plexus from the pneumogastric and the sympathetics.
Vaso motors to the lungs have been found in the dog from the second to the
eventh dorsal. Thi corresponds to the center upon which we work in man
to rea~h the lung .
econd lumbar vertebra, center for parturition, mictur tion, defecation.
Third lumbar, coeliac axis.
Point between fourth and fifth lumbar verteb!ffi, defecation.
Fifth lumbar, center for hypogastric plexus.
From a point between the second and third sacral to a point b3tween the
fourth and fifth sacral, center for the neck of the bladder.
Fourth sacral, center to relax vagina.
;
Fifth sacral, sphincter ani (the latter two are spinal branches.)
The term ."cervical brain" has been -applied by Dr. Still to the region
lying between the first ecrvical vertebra and the fourth dorsal vertebra. The
term "abdominal brain," has been applied by him to the region lying between the fir t dorsal and third lumbar vertebrre. Pelvic brain, to that region lying between the tenth dorsal and fifth lumbar vertebrre.
Other center of the sympathetic are as follows:
ensation, atlas to fourth dorsal.
Motion, fourth dorsal to sixth dorsal.
utrition, sixth dor al to coccyx.
The e three centers are spoken of by Dr. Still, not fully understood by
me, and are till food for thought.
Centers in the medulla as follow~: Cough, sneeze, vomit, respiration,
alivation, phonation an~ deglutition, renal center, center for spasms. "J
Va 0 motor centers: ~edulla, second to sixth dorsal, fifth lumbar. - -(I remember once when sent to attend a case of Dr. Hildreth's, his words
o m were, "Reduce the fever by de ensitizing in the superior cervical
anglion, the middle dor aI, and -the lower lumbar.") _
/"
ilio- pinal center, fifth cervical to the second or fourth dor al.
To dilate he iri and ontract the pupil, from fifth cervical by the superior cervical ganglion.
-
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Heart center, in the corpora striata; first rib; first, econd, third, fourth
and fifth dorsal vertebrre.
Parturition, second lumbar vertebra.
Cervix uteri, ninth dorsal.
Blood supply to ovaries, eleventh dorsal.
Uterus, second lumbar, econd and third
vertebrre, also from
hypogastric plexus by the lower dorsal and four upper lumbar nerves and
through the splachnics.
Vaso motors of the head: The eye, ear, salivary glands, tongue, brain, )
etc., are all reached at the superior cervical ganglion. Here also a general
vaso motor effect to the body is claimed. Vaso constrictors for the head are
said to exist at the fifth and sixth dorsal vertebrre. Stimulation of. the superior cervical ganglion has a vaso constrictor effect upon the. vessels of the
retina, probably through its ascending branch and its connection with the
fifth nerve.
The lung , second to seventh dor al vertebrre.
Jejunum, first to fifth dorsal vertebrre.
Small intestine, above first lumbar.
Large intestine, first to fourth lumbar.
J
Liver, from the splachnics, vagi, and inferior cervical ganglion.~
Kidneys, at the sixth dorsal, second lumbar, renail splachnics and super- .
ior cervical ganglion.
jJ..)
J.~ .
•
\__ ',,"
l'-.J
Spleen, splachnics on the left side, eighth to twelfth dors 1.
Lower limbs, econd dorsal down.
Circulation, superficial fa cia (the second dorsal for the upper part of
the body, the fifth -lumbar for the lower part.)
Valves <?f the heart, second to fourth dorsal.
Rhythm of the heart, third and fourth cervical.
The genito spinal center and the lower hypogastric plexus and plexu
intestinal canal, bladder and vasa deferentia, at the fourth and fi
umbar.
Bowels, peristalsis, ninth, tenth and especially the eleventh dorsal.
Larynx, first, second and third cervical.
III. How TO EXAMINE A SPI TE. (Continued.)-Look for the lesion
always. It may be high above or much below the usual center. For instance, we may work as high as the lower dorsal for sciatica, its center being
in the sacral plexus. This lesion may be in the nature of a strain, congested
muscle, a dragging of ligaments, a tightening of the ligaments, thus drawing
the vertebrae together. It may be in the nature of a prain or break. It
may even be absent. But remember that your duty i not done until you
have thoroughly looked for the lesion. A congestion of the pinal muscle is
often noticed on examination; it may be of the superficial muscles or of the
deep muscles; it may be primary or secondary. By primary, I mean a conI

ge tion to the mn cle set np by orne direct effect npon them, e. g. the effect
of a draft or a blow. This congestion involves the peripheral termination of
the pinal nerves, acting through them and through their sympathetic connection to affect orne internal viscns. By econdary I mean the reverse
for example, the stomach may be affected, and the effects may be transmitted
over the solar plexus back along the plachnics thence to the spinal nerve~
with which the splachnics are connected, thence back over the peripheral ter.minations of these nerves to the skin and muscles of the back. You may, in
our examination of the spine, find' that it is frequently rigid, not pliant; on
the other hand, you may :find that it i quite relaxed· abnormally mobile.

LECTURE III.
I. FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS OF THE SYMPATHETIC SYSTEM :-1 have aleady spol,en of the importance that we as Osteopaths attach to centers, especially to those centers which I have given you along the spine. The theory of
our work upon them and their significance in connection with disease we shall
take up later. I may In passing, however, ' say that they are one of the most
important things by which the Osteopath has to work. The same is true of
the sympathetic systelll in general. The general anatomy of the sympathetic
system is doubtless already known to you, but there are points which I wish to
recall to your attention and cite you their, significance from our stand point.
POINTS FROM QUAIN :-The sympathetics are connected with the spinal
nerves by white and gray rarni communicantes. The white are medullated and
pass from the spinal nerves to the sympathetic ganglia. Some white fibres
pass from the ganglion to the efferent ramus. Some end in the ganglia; they
may ascend or descend in the sympathetic cord to higher or lower ganglia,
thus connecting with several, and being in this manner widely distr,ibuted to
the ympatbetics. The gray ralnl communicantes are non-medullated, or pale.
They pass from the sympathetic ganglia back to the spinal nerves, the reverse
of the white They ariSE; from cells in the sympathetic ganglia. They may,
rarely however, run in the sympathetic cord to another ganglon, and then
emerge to take their course to the spinal nerves. They enter the anterior -prImary division of the spinal nerves, divide to send some fibres centrally toward
the cord, some pel'ipherally through ,the spinal nerves io the general system.
Those gray fibres of the sympathetic which pass centrally join in pa.rt a recurrent branch of the special nerve and with It run to supply the vertebrae,
th.e dura. ma.tet, the {igament~ and b~ood vessels of the spinal eanal. Other
filament pass over the bodies of the vertebra and supply the intercostal and
lumbar arterle and veins, ligaments and bone. Tbu , the central distribution
.

of the sympathetic nerve is of great Importance to the Osteopath in hi work of
building up a weak or defective spine, aLd he~ps. in part at least, to explain
the wonderful results he obtains in that department of his work. Those sympathetic fibres which pass diftally in the anterior and posterior primary divi ions of the spInal nerves supply the blood vessels of the body walls and muscles with vasa-motor fibres, and the sweat glands of the skin with ~ecretory
fibre , and the hall'S with pilo-motor fibres.
Here again the sympathetic system becomes significant from the Osteopathic poiut of view, and aids in explaIning the reason for the immediate re"u]ts attained in keeping the skin, the so-called lung, and superficial fascia in
good working order. It is important in cases of blood and skin diseases and
in fevers. The centers for the superficial fascia, you wIll remember are the
2d dorsal and the 5th lumbar. The Old Doctor, who in the past fe\v months
has been making special studies upon this subject, attaches great importance to
superficial fascia. Of equal, or perhaps greater importance, finally are the
visceral distributions of the sympathetic nerves, there being efferent oranches
running forward from the sympathetic gang-lion to the reat. pre-vertebral
lexuses, the cardiac, solar, 11 ypogastric an pelvic plexuses so-called primary
'~"""JLV.A.USeS, . g., the phrenic, renal, spermatIc, coeliac, superior and infprior
mesenteric, aortic, hemorrhoidal, vesical, etc. Their importance to the Osteopath lies in the fact that through them he may regulate the actions of the internal viscera to a wonderful degree. Thus we stumble onto the paradox that
a. man's own internal, organic life may come under the control of another to a
greater or less extent.
Some gray fibres pas from the ganglia out over the efferent rami. I have
placed here upon the board a diagram from Quain in which you note illustrated the points which I have brought out concerning the gray and white rami
communieantes and their connections with the anterior and posterIor dIvisions
of the spinal nerves, their course toward the cord and also the efferent rami
running outward to the great prevertebral plexuses. The medullated fibres,
that is, those of the white rami, m~y be, 1st, sensory, running from the posterior root of the spinal nerve; 2nd, vaso and viscero-constrictor ,. from the 9th,
10th and 11th cranial nerves ending in the sympathetic ganglion, whence their
action is carried out through pale fibres rising from cells in the ganglia. TheNe
fibres thus have become demedullated by passing through the sympathetic gan ..
glia, 3rd vaso dilators from the anterior and posterior spinal roots, and from
the 9th, 10th and 11th cranial nerves, pass through the sympathetic ganglia,
(10. not connect with any nerve cells therein, and reach the organ they supply
as medullated nerves.
II. LANDMARK. A tabular plan of the part opposite the spine of the
. vertebrae. After Holden. Opposite 7th cervical spine apex of lung, higher
in female.
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pp i e 3rd dorsal, aorta
of bifurcation of trachea.
Opposite 4th dorsal spine, aortic arch ends; upper level of heart.
" "8th "
"lower level of heart; central tendon of diaphragm
,. "9th "
"<Esophagus and vena cava perforate diaphragm;
upper edge of spleen.
Opposite lotb. dorsal spine, lower edge of lung; liver comes to the surface
posteriorly; cardiac ori c £- s l!Jac~.
(
Opposite lIt
orsal sine, lowe t part of pIe ra; a<Jrt ~
mphragm; pyloru .
Opposite 1 t lumbar spine, renal artery; pelvis of kidney.
"
2nd "
"
termination of spinal cord; pancreas; duodenum just below; receptaculum chyli.
Opposite 3rd lumbar spine, umbilicus: lower border of kidney.
"4th
"division of aorta; highest part of ilium.
Apex of lung is mqst liable to dISeaSe; may be examined by percussion at
external end of clavicle.
Angle of junction of trachea is in some cases opposite the 4th dorsal spine.
This angle corresponds in front with the junction of the first and second parts
of the sternum. As to the kidney, its upper border may be as high as the level
of the space between the 11th and 12th dorsal spines. Its lowel border may
extend as low as the 3rd lumbar spine.
III. How TO EXAMINE A SPINE. (Continued.) I spoke in a previous lecture of variations of curves of the spine from the normal. A few more words
concerning this. There may come to your notice in your examination of a
pine a flattening between the shoulders; on th~ contrary, the tendency there'
may be postelior decidedly. The same condition may prevaIl itnmedlately below the houlders about the middle of the back. You may have a posterior
flattening of the lumbar region, which naturally, a,s you know, is curved anteriorly. But, on the other hand you may have too pronounced a tendency
anteriorly In this region. Again, you may have all of the normal curves of the
spine lessened, leaving what we de~cribe as a straight spine. You will readily
see that in such a condition the whole equilibrium of the body is more or less
disturbed. You may find the sacrum itself too prominent posteriorly, or too
flat, thus increasing or diminishing the antero-posterior diameter of the pelvis.
, Finally, yOll may find that the 'coccyx has been bent to one side, in which 'case
. it may be the cause of pile ; it may be bent forward, as frequently you will
find,' from horseback ridin@; etc. In such a' case it mav become a mechanical
impediment to the passage of fecal matter, thus mech~nic~11y causing consti- -. pation. Remember, please, that in calling your attention to these points in
bow to examine a spine, I have left aside the subject of their significance.
Tbat ubject will be fully con idered in later lectures.
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LECTURE IV.
HOW TO EXAMINE A SPINE (CO CLUDED.)

There are a few more points reg-arding the abnormal curves of the spine,
which I think will be useful to you-flattening between the shoulders or posterior tendency there-the posterior tendency that we frequently meet with
along the lumbar region
flattening there. 'fhen the different positions that we
find upon examination that the coccyx has aS,sumed, and the different positions
in which we find the sacrum itself.' Also I may mention the fact that there
may be considerable variation in the curves of the pine, so that you may have
qUIte a straight spine by the time you have looked over all the points. Hence.
the natural eqilibrium may be destroyed in ~hat way.
There is one other point which you will probably fiud. and that is that a
ve"rtebra may not only be slipped from side to sIde, but by following the curve
a10ng the spine we may at any' point come to a vertebra extending backard-..;...
not only one or two, but several may be displaced backward; or you may find
a single one dIsplaced anteriorly.
I was treating a case not long ago in which
one of the dorsal vertebrrn was pushed anteriorly, and it had an effect upon the
kidney. It generally affects the center near where it occurs.
Hilton says that frequently he has found that a pressure of the head
straight downward on the spine, and then rotation from side to side will c~use
a sensation of pain In the cervical region, and will be evidence of disease there,
when one has not been able to find it by any other diagnosis. He has found
that the general symptoms justified his locating- the disease in the upper cervical vertebrre.
There is another point that is not of very much importance to yo,u, but
you should understand it,. because your patients will notice it probably and are
apt to ask you to explain why it should occur. That is, a:; you work along the
spine you may hear certaIn Doises, somewhat like popping. You will find theln
all along the spine, sometimes distinctly on one side, sometimes distinctly on
the other. Also when you are working in the neck, llloving it from side to
side or in any way, you .may get a click. Or the patient may hear it when he
is turning his head from side to side. Now the reason, as to why you hear
these noises along the spine is explained differently in the different regions.
In the dorsal region there are three things that may move. The whole vertebra may be moved; of nourse there is inter-vertebral motion, but we do not get
many of these noises from that cause, on account of the way they are bound
together, being connected by inter-vertebral discs, with no synovial membrane. The second place in which you may get motion is between the head of
the rib and its articulation with the bodies of the 'vertebrae and the inter-vertebral substances. Then in the third place, you have motion between the
tubercles where they articulate with the transverse processes of the next verte-

or
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bra below. In the neck the only place you are liable to gAt any click. is between the articular processes of the vertebrre. Thes'e noises in the spine are not
of much siguificance, but you wIll meet them and of course would like to understand thent for the patient's sake, because if they find you do not under. stand these tlllngs, you may lose a valuable patient.
II.

0 TEOPATHIC SIGNIFICA CE OF POINTS OBSERVED I

EXAMINATIO

OF 'THE SPINE.

After understanding -fully how to examine the spine, your next question
naturally is, when I have found these things along- the spine, what is their significance? If we do not know what they mean they are useless to us. When
once you know. the results of certain lesions it does not take you long to find
the lesion. I have therefore for the present dropped the subject of the sympathetic nerve, and have decided to devote one or two lectures to the general
consideration of the osteopathic significance of the point which we find in our
examination of the spine. .Remember, please, that thi~ cannot be given to you
III full by lectures, and that you will only recog-nize the full significance in
your practice. I can make it plainer later when we take up particular cases.
What I want to do is to show you the significance of certain points, alld to get
you into the Habit of. osteopathic reasoning-to sbow you how we look at these
things, and the process of thought followed.
The first point, then, is as follows: In geueral, a lesion along the' spine,
whatever its character, affects the center at which it occurs, and thus may affect
cerebro-spina.llife or sympathetic life, either or both. The former if it is more
superficial, in general, and the latter if it is deeper in general. As to the character of the lesion, it may be of any form found in the p-xamination of the spine.
As to locality, it may be either superficial or deep. You may find along between the shoulders a flattening, which may extend as low as the 8th dorsal,
and interfere with the centers of the stomach. If it be serious in character it
will extend deep enough to affect the sympathetics, and thus organic life, and
you will probably have stomach trou ble. If it is deep enough to affect
the sympathetic life, it may affect the cerebro-spinal life and you will have a
lame back; or if it is in the region of the 6th or 7th. dorsal, pains may run
around the ribs and meet over the pit of the stomach at the abdomen. The
character of the injury may be uch that it affects deeper structures, or it may
have a more superficial effect.
The next point in osteopathic reasoning is the consideration of the amount
or intensity of life display in any given eondition. This is an importan t
point and perhap not clearly expressed, but I will try to make it plain to you.
You may have a rigid spine, or yon nJay have a relaxed spine. Now, in general, the process of reasoning which the Osteopath uses is ubout as follows:
The fact that the. pine i re.laxed shows a lack of nerve force, ~ lack or life -
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there. On the other hand, if there i great tension along the spine, the pine
is closely bound down and held together by the ligaments, so that you have a
rigid spine with llttle motion, the reasoning would be, to some extent at least,
that there had been an injury to the spine or a strain that had resulted in directing too much nerve force to that part of the body for a shorter or longer
period of time, which resulted in throwing too much food supply there, causing a thickening·of the ligaments binding the vertebrffi together. Of course
·collaterally, when too much life and vigor was thrown to that part it was
robbing some other point.
Take everal illustrations to make this clear: You may have a tension in
the spinal muscles behind. It may seem queer to you. or to your patients,
for you to tell them that a muscle is contracted, congested or drawn, and has
remained that way. It is hard to believe, but such is the fact. What does
uch a condition argue to your mind~ Simply tbat there is too great an
amount of nerve force there, which, reacting upon the muscles} causes them
to contract. In that case your nervous force is in the nature of a violent stimulation to those terminal sensory nerves. On the other hand, it may be secondary from the condition of an internal viscus. There may be some visceral
disease, say stomach trouble, which would be reflected from the solar plexus
out along the splanchnics to those spinal nerves, and through those spinal
nerves back to their destination. There may be a misdirection of nerve force
or life, which life is sent to the spinal muscles, and you have too great a supply of nerve force along the spine. ""T e reason according to the amount of
nerve force or life sent to these point. Again, when you make a digital examination of the rectum, you may find that there is some irritation which acts
in the nature of a stimulation to the nerve force which supplies that rectal
sphincter, and is causing it to contract. On the other hand, you will find in
some examinations that there is no force put forth whatever, the sphincter is
relaxed, and in such cases it is very likely that the patient is suffering from
incontinence of fecal matter. In the one case there is too much nerve life, in
the other too little. This may also result from visceral troubles. In a -case of
iarrhea the Oste )path first examines to find some lesion along the spine at
the 9th, 10th, or 11th dorsal, causing too Dluch nerve force to be directed from
the sympathetic system to the intestine so that there is too rapid peristalsi
and also too great a secretion of watery matter. There is too much nerve life
there, or there could not be too much motion. On the other hand, in constipation, either something has happened to deaden the nerve force or to di seminate nerve force, to other parts of the body so that you have too little left.
You have not enough energy to pass the fecal matter along its course, and the
result is a case of constipation. Thi.s is not a full explanation of all these
~ases, but I simply use them as illustrations.
You will find this a valuable
"poin in Osteo"pathic reasoning. In the former cas the Osteopath adopts such
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measures as will disseminate the nerve force and equalize it throughout the
body. In the latter case he directs his attention to a rational means of renewing the nerve force which is lacking at the given point affe~te?
When you find upon examination that the spines are separated, what
is your conclusion? Simply that some lesien has caused a relaxation. There
is too little life, and hence a separaticn. This may impinge upon the nerve
centers and there will be trouble according to the center over which the leSIon
has occurred. In a case of a "smooth spine," where every verteba seems to
be jammed down close to it" fellow, there seems to have r~sulted a contraction
of the ligaments connecting them, affecting almost all of the centers along the
spine to a greater or less degree; there may result neurasthenia, a general lack
of nutrition, general eye troubles, nervous troubles, circulatory affections.
A spine twisted leads us to look at the center which is affected. This
brings us to the tension on the ligaments which I have mentioned a time or two
before. . When we have a case in which there is a twist of the vertebra, we reason from the position of parts as to what ligaments are affected. Suppose, for
iL stance, that a vertebra is twisted so that a spine instead of being exactly in
line, is turned toward the right, then what is the condition of the ligaments?
The anterior and posterior ligaments along the bodies of the vertebra will be
obliquely upon a tension, the supra-spinous and inter-spinous ligaments will also be upon a strain, the ligamentum subflavium on the left side will be tightened
ond that on the right side tightened also; the in1jer-transverse ligaments on
each side will be tight, and extend one forward and the other backward. This
is the method of reasoning you should adopt, and you should reason from the
symptoms as to what nerves are affected. You will find that the ligaments
may draw across nerves in such a ·way as to affect nervous lIfe, either spinal
alone or sympathetic through the sp~nal.
I Inentioned along the spine certain peculiar vertebrae. In regard to the
second cervical vertebra, if you are a young Osteopath and examInIng your
first patient, you will be sure to find something wrong with that vertebra.
Please' bear in mind that it is not like the others, but has a prominent forked
spine. You may make the same mistake with the 7th cervical. You should
acquaint yourselves with these natural condItions, so that you may judge cor·
rectly as to any change from the normal condition. Then bear in mind also
that the 12th dorsal and the 5th lumbar are very apt to be points of mischief.
and a separation is very likely to take place at those points. Between the 5th
lumbar and th.e sacrum is a point which is frequently affected and which makes
a great deal of trouble. The 5th lumbar may be anterior or it nlay be posterior,
and in such a case it depends upon your other symptoms as to how you will diagnose your case. This may cause trouble with the viscera supplied by.th·e
sylupathetic nerve, there may be uterine tronble, trouble with the genelative
organs of either sex, paresis, paralysis, or sciatica.
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In these variations from the normal curves of the spine in general the signification to the Osteopath is as follows: If there is a flattening or posterior
tendency between t,he shoulders, you will generally find that the patient has
heart or lung trouble. You will expect to find some lesion there affecting tho'se
organs, which acts directly by impinging upon the nerves or by changing the
position of the ribs. There may be a change in the first or econd rib, causing
heart trouble; .of the 7th rib, causing asthma. You may have heart or lung
trouble there, or if it is as low as the 8th dorsal you may have stomach trouble,
or there may be renal trouble caused by a lesion as high as the 2nd dorsal, or
ciatica as high as the 2nd dorsal. You must reason according to the centers
affected. If there is a change from the natural curve in the region of the
planchnics from below the shoulders to tlhe first lumbar, then look for such
troubles as intestinal affections, renal troubles. This same reasoning applies
in general to the sacrum and coccyx. The coccyx may cause either mechanical troubles, such as piles and constipation, or sympathetic trouble and affect
the internal viscera in that way.
The Osteopath finds the atlas of great importance to hirn in his work for the
reason that it may impinge upon certain nerves, and may affect lipinal centers;
or it may act in such a way as to deprive the brain of its supply of nutrition,
and thus lead to results which are very significant to the Osteopath. It may act
in such a 'way as to shut off the blood supply to the brain and it may affect
every center in the brain. Hence, you may commonly find that your patient
has been unable to speak for a long time, or has been unable to hear plainly, or
he may have become insane. It may also impinge so much that it presses on
the cord and robs it of its nutrition, so that there may follow various spinal
troubles. It may press upon it on one side, causing hemiphlegia, the patient
having no use of one half of his body, the legs and arms being small in the
case of a child, where'the development has been impaired. This is the Osteopathic way of looking at a case when you find that the .first cervical has been
slipped. I had a case of this kind not long ago. The result was that the child
could not speak; it could say "Mamma," but everything else that it said wa
just a peculiar soun.d, it could not articulate except that single word. In addition to that, its left side was paralyzed, or there was a paresis there, the child
limped, the leg was short and the arm was drawn ·up. The whole trouble there
was really at the first cervical vertebra, which was slipped, affecting the pinal
cord and the brain, either through its blood supply or directly by impingenlent.
What is the significance of the noises that we find a.]ong the spjne~ Usually nothing watever.· You may find noises 'all along the spine in a man who
i quite healthy. But on the other hand, it may have considerable significance
and these the Osteopath should always take 'into .consideration. As I have explained, either the heads or tubercles of the ribs may be slipped, or the po ition
of the vertebra may be changed, or the articular processes may cause a great

deal of trouble in the neck. The Osteopath in thinking of these things thinks
of the normal anatomy of the part. He says, here is a point which may be subjected to a strain or twist, it can be extended or shortened to some extent, so
that these are movable points; and being points at which a strain may occur,
are points which are liable to disease. You will find this of great significance
in the etiology of spinal curvature. Along this line I simply want to quote
from Halliburton. He says "Disease of the spine .may begin in the vertebrre or
in the inter-vertebral substances; I think on the whole, in the intervertebral
substances where it is joined to the vertebrare."
His editor, Dr. Jacobin, says
that his view is supported by the fact that the junction of a more with a less
elastic body is the weakest spot and therefore receives the full effect of the
strain. He instances the case of an atheromatous artery, the weakest por~ion
is where the diseased wall joins with the more elastic substance of the healthy
wall, and it is at that point where the real strain comeS and where an aneurism
is likely to occur. Hence, as I explained, here arises for the Osteopath the
significance of a distorted vertebra, causing a slight irritat:on of the parts
throwing too much blood and nerve force and life there and setting up some
irritation, causing a thickening of the ligaments and perhaps a permanent injury to certain parts, especially the nerves.
The Osteopath realizes that the ill effects of injuries along the spine are
not dependant upon their great extent. That is to say, you may have a very
bad curvature of the spine which is congenital or there may be a very bad
curvature of the spine which had come on through years, without very serious
trouble following. In such cases where the curvature hds covered a very long
period of time, or where a child has been born so, the parts become adapted
to the variation from the normal, and such persons may go through life with
good organic life. I have seen some cases of dwarfs or hunch backs who-had
very good health; and, reasoning from the Osteopathic standpoint, we sometimes wonder why it is in such pronounced curvatures of the spine, the person
does not have stomach trouble, bowel trouble, why the kidneys are not affected, and so on. .On the other hand, you may have a man with a sound back,
but who has a little twist of one vertebra, which may make him a great deal of
trouble. So the Ostetopath reasons not from the great extent of the departure
from normal, but from the center affected and from antecedent conditions. Hilton says that almost all diseases of the spine are the result of some slight
strain or some slight accident, and that is what the Osteopath finds every week
of his practice. A man will come into your office in trouble; you will find a
spinal lesion. He knows he never fell, a horse never kicked him or anything
of that kind, but in about three weeks he will come and tell you that he went
bome and talked it over with his wife, and she reminded him of that time he
fell down the court house steps, or something of that kind. He has had some
accident which he ha overlooked, but which ha caused some slight-lesion of
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the spine, taking time to develop, but which has at least caused considerable
trouble. Hilton also instances a very serious case in which the lesion of the
spiue was not discovered at all; it was only after the patient had been fourteen
years a paralytIc and died that post mortem revealed the fact that the 5th, 6th
and 7th cervical verteorrn had been ankylooved. The fall which caused it was
a fall of forty feet upon his back and neck; upon examination of the patient
he was unable to find any lesion in these parts at the time. So the lesion may
not be discoverable.
Once more, Hilton says that he believes many cases of spinal diseases are
due to a slight injury which has been overlooked or to exercise persisted in
after fatigue: A man falls down, says he has hot been hurt, get up and rubs
bilnself to restore circulation, and thinks nothing more of it; but as Hilton
says, very slight injury may cause very serious results, and the Osteopath has
to take all these things into consideration, and reason accordingly.

LECTURE V.
At the last lecture I called your attention to how to examine the spine,
concluding that subject. I also took up the Osteopathic significance of certain
special points which we had before noticed in our examination of the spine.
In general, a lesion affects a center over which it occurs. The Osteopath reasons from tbe amount of intensity of nerve force display at any point. Spines
may be separate or approximated. I called your attention to the special vertebrre,
the 2nd and 7th cervical, and lesion at the 12th dorsal and 5th lumbar, and
instaneed the results of such leSIons. I called your attention to the dIsplacement of the atlas, stating that it was of great signficance to the Osteopath, as
it may shut off blood supply to the brain and ~ay impinge upon the cord, causing serious troubles. I also called your attention, finally, to the fact that the
Osteopath does not measure the injury by its vast extent, instancing the case of
a hunch back with good organIc health, versus the case of a man with a slight
slip or twist of one vertebra having" g"reat trouble.
I wish to-day to continue this line of thought, taking up then, as the head
of this lect~re: The futher consideration of the Osteopathic significance of
points in dlagnosis. I tailed to explain fully to you the significance of the
clicking in the neck. From what I said you may have gathered the impression.
that it has no significance, or very slight, as those noises which occur lower in
the spine. . 'uch is not the case, however'; if you hear a near click, the reason
1s that 80methlng has shut off the blood supply~ it may have been a little strain,
a congestion of the ~us~les, anything that·will 'Produce a tension over the
blood vessels, or affect their vaso-motor fibers, causing a contraction ana shuttIng off the blood. Thi may prevent the l'ight amount of lubrication being
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deposited in the synovial membrane between the articular processes of the vertebrre, hence, you have the vertebrre too close together, and the patient in turning his head, or upoP its being turned by the operator, elicits a click or grating, and the patient wonrlers what that is. To you such noi es are of considerahle signsficance.
You m~y find it useful to consider the various trouble~ which you will
find in your practice in relation to the plexu es from which they arise, and if
you adapt yourself to the habit of thought, and at once think, when you see
trouble in one part of the body, where they ma.y have come from, what plexus
is affeeted, and what region in the spine, I thInk it will be of consjderable use
to you. Now, there may be lesions of certain groups of nerves,- the upper
cervical group of nerves, those from the first to the fourth inclusive, may be
affected by spasms, by convulsions, or by paralysis in general. I wish to call
your attention to some points in relation to the distribution of nerves, and
show you how important it will be to you as Osteopaths to have a good knowledge, a knowledge which you can very quickly call into use, of the distribution of the various nerves in the body . Yon may have a pain in the ear
-the person who·m it affects may describe it as an ear-ache. If this earache occurs upon the anterior pendulous portion of the ear, or upon the posterior aspect of the ear, you will have to refer that pain to the 2nd cervical nerve,
.which supplies those parts. If the ear-ache is in the canal of the ear, or the
.upper anterior portion of the ear, you will have to refer that trouble to the 5th
cranial nerve. Hilton states how it waE that he happened to find so definitely
just how these nerves were distributed to the ear. The case was that In which
an attempt had been made to cut a person's throat; the auricular branch of the
second cervical nerve had been divided so that sensibility had ~ntirely depal~ted
from the posterior and lower parts 'of the ear. By prIcking very carefully over
the whole surface of the ear he found just the distribution of the nerves. Yon
may have the ear-ache and tl?e tooth-ache. And why~ Simply because the
5th nerve supplying the auditory canal supplies also by the superior and inferior maxillary branches, the teeth of the upper and lower jaws respectively.
You may have ear-ache associated with disease of the anterior third. of the
tongue, imply because the 5th nerve, which supplies sensation to the anterior
third of the tongue also supplies the auditory canal. Pain in the anterior
lateral part of the scalp, o~er the temples, pain in the face, eyes, nose, tongue,
or teeth you refer to this same 5th cranial nerve. On the other hand in 'Case
the pain i in the back of the scalp, we have two areas, one supplied by the
great occipital nerve, and one by the small occipital, bra,nches of the 2d cervical nerve. So it is that you have these area of distribution given so that
ou can reason and thus refer pains in a particular part back to the origin of
the nerve. Both the 5th nerve and the e upper cervic'al nerves are readil
acces ible to the operator.· You thus ee what the ignificance of these thing
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are to the osteopath In enabling him to make a correct diagnosis. If he i
not acquainted with th~ distribution of these nerves he is not able to trace back
and find the seat of the lesion. So it is by following correctly the distribution
of the nerves you may fit yourself to make a correct diagno£is.
In general the diseases whIch occur from lesions in this upper cervical region are such troubles as torticollis, troubles with the phrenic nerve-hiccough,
neuralgia, and troubles of that kind. Of course the osteopath finds trouble
with the phrenic nerve lower than the upper cervical group, generally ari ing
from the 3rd, 4th and 5th cervical. When an osteopath meets such disease a
crutch paralysis, writer's, violinist's or pianist's cramp he refers such cases to
the plexus at SOIne point, or to a lesion affecting it centrally. I remember a
case of crutch paralysis which I treated. It was simply secondary from the
us~ of a crutch, the crutch pressing upon the median nerve which comes from
the inner and outer cords~ thus aff~ting that nerve and con~equently the thumb
and fir~t finger, which are supplied by it. Learn, then, to reason as to which
pl~xus is affected.
Having known this and how to treat it, your dlagonosis
lvill be correct, and you will be able to go understanding-Iy about what you are
trying to reaJh.
HIlton considers diseases of the upper cervical vertebam amon~ the most
serious which may affect the spIne. I quote fromhim as follows: ' 'No case of
disease of the spine are so immediately dangerous to life as th ~se of the upper
part of the cervical region, especially if situated between the first and second
cervical vertebrm."
The reason of this is the close proximity of the bones to
the pinal cord. There is danger of rupture of the ligaments about the odontoid process of the "axis,- and in case this is ruptured or worn away by disease,
the medulla may be iInpinged upon, thus affecting the centers located there, especially the center of respiration, and so cause death. He instances a case
which I have thought would be llseful to you. He had a case of a lady who
was affected thus: She had pains upon the left side of her head at the back,
pains behind the ear, and over the clavicle and shoulder, pain and muscular paralysis of the left arm and deeper pain in the neck, which became apparent by pressure of the head straight down upon the spine and rotation of the
parts there. He found that about the ist, 2nd and 3rd cervical vertebrm there
was some tenderness slightly more marked on the left than on the rig-ht. He
anticipated, that there wai a history of some accident, but could find none, as
the lady knew of no accident that had occurred. Her general health was very
much affected; she was unable to work; for she had very sleepless night , and
her nervous system was very much affected in general. He diagnos~d thIs
case, of course, from the t~nderJJ.ess in the cervIeal region; he diagno ed it as
a dIsease affecting the s~cond cervic31 nerve, hence the pain is in the back of
the head; he diagnosed it as affecting the 3rd, hence its distribution, also a
affecting those parts supplied by the nerve which go to rnake up the brat.hial
plexus.
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I simply bring" this out to demonstrate the need of accuracy in diagnosis,
the need of reasoning closely along the lines of distribution of the nerves. In .
this case Hilton found that th'e urine was affected, that it was ammoniacal, and
a less skillful physician would have treated the case for bladder trouble, a in·
deed often occurs. The point I wish to make is, that the osteopath must not
be earried astray by general synlptolns. So where you find foul urine, pain in
the bladder, and things of that kind you may be led astray; you surely will be
if you are not one who knows his business. It is the dictum of one of the
old schools, I do not know which, to "Watch the symptoms carefully and treat
them a they arise." And that has seemed to be the practIce followed. But
it does not need much reasoning to show you that should an osteopath adopt
such a course, he would rapidly become a failure in his chosen profession.
Ther.e was a case here some time ago-a young luan from Springfield, Ill.,
came he.re with one leg shorter than the other. He used crutches; he had a
severe pain on Qne side of the knee of the affected limb. That man had traveled extensively seeking help. He had been massaged and treated in almost
every conceivable way; had lived In the hospitals for months. But one day he
said to the physician In charge, "How does it happen that that leg' is shorter?
What is the trouble with that knee?" "Well," he said, "The bones may be
separated and the tibia may have been pushed up, thus shortening that limb."
If I remember correctly that case was cured practically in one treatment. I ·do
not say this to illustrate our quick cures. The treatment was sufficient because the mu c]es had been massaged, and were softened and ready to be worked upon. The hip was set. I became acquainted with the young man later.
I realized what It was to have the deformity cured. He had been treated, for
years for the knee, but the trouble was in the hip. ThIS is almost a threadbare
illustration of what osteopathy does, but it illustrates my point here perfectly.
If you follow up the symptoms and treat them as they arise, you will land in
obscurity. I do not wish to criticise any system of medicin~, but from our
tandpolnt it will not do for an Osteopath to work in that way. If he does,
he is a poor osteopath and does not understand what he is trying to do. and
simply makes what the "Old Doctor" calls an "engine wiper". He goes after
the seat of pain, and not the seat of the trouble, aud SImply becomes a masseur,
and in hi ca e the criticism could justly be made and that is some times claimed-that osteopathy is notl:!ing but massage.
Dr. Hildreth brought out this same point some time 81{O. Be mentioned
two things that made up the success of the osteopath. The first was in not being too rough in our treatment, but the one I 'want to call your attention especially to was that osteopathy makes correct diagnoses. It O'oes back to the original cause, and does not depend upon symptoms nlere]y. 0
I wish to call your attention to the following point: That pain upon the
~rface of. t.~e body, not accompaniett by any rise in temperature, indicates a
dl tant orIgIn of the trouble, and that trouble is usually in the spine.
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Hilton says that if this local pain be npon the cutaneous surface then it
will Indicate ~pinal disease in every case. I have had a drawin~ put here
showing "a" and' 'b," the distribution respectively of the 6th and 7th dorsal
nerve£. They meet over the pit of the stomach in the skin, and wIll refer ~
pain to that point. The patient think,; the trouble is there; his trouble is invariably at the spine. He, of course, will want you to treat the affected spot.
There is a case on record of pain in the pubes and over the lower part of the
abdoIIlen; the physician finding the trouble in the lower part of the spine, it
being associated with paralysis of the lower limbs, decided it was spinal trouble
and rubbed an ointm~nt on the spine. The patient thinking the symptoms
should be treated, rubbed the ointment over the lower part of the abdomen,
being paid for his interference by a great deal of smarting. He wanted to
treat tbe seat of the pain instead of the seat of the lesion. It is true that these
pains are not mere happen so's. They depend upon a close connection, as in
this case, of the nerves; this close connection may be either ~hrough the spinal
nerves or it may be through the sympathetic system. You may have a pain at
a part, which you may trace up through a nerve, back up through the cord to
the brain or center, down another nerve to the original cause; so that an-original cause may act along a nerve through a center and down through another
nerve. So that the seat of the pain is not the seat of the lesion. If such a
patient comes to you, do not become a masseur; do not treat the seat of his
pain, but treat the seat of the lesion causing the trouble, and convert him by
showing him true osteopathy.
~,.-/
A peculiar phenomenon is often Itnes ed. You may come aero s a case
in which one part of the body is more sensitIve tha~ another; you may have
paralysis, both museularaud sensory, below an injured part, with very acute
hyperesthesia above. The explanation which has been gIven in such a case is
two-fold. In the first pla0e, take such a case as a fracture of the spine; of
course the parts about the site of the injury are the seat of the inflammation;
after the fra~ture the parts are engorged with blood, there are exudations, both
fluid and cellular, about the parts, w~ich may press upon the origins of the
nerves just above the seat of thp, fracture ~nd may irritate for a considerable
distance up in the spine, thus causing considerable sensation above. Below
the nerves have been injured by the trauma to the cord. The other explanation is chiefly the same, except that in it the origin of the spinal nerves is taken into considera'tion; as you go further down tbe spinal column you will find
that. the roots run more and more obliquely in the canal, until finally the lower
on~s run an inch a.nd a half or an inch and three-quarters before emerg-ing.
And of course when the impingement is upon the ?rlgin of tb~se nerves, the
pain will be at their distribution upon the m.uscles and the surface of the body.
I had a ease similar to this-a man who is still in town for treatment. He has
paralysis af the lower limbs, almost complete lack of muscular ability and also
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almost complete lack of sensibility In the lower limbs. The lesion appears to
be in the lower part of.the spine. I say "appears to be," because there is
another place higher up in the spine which may be the cau e. But taking it
as the lower one, he has a terrible itchIng and smarting along the spine; upon
treatment, however, he readIly recovers from these symptoms Now, the explanation may be simIlar to that given, and it may partake of the reasoning
that I gave you the other day concerning osteopathic matters. That is, that
there is too much life above, and there is too little life belo'w; something has
interferred to cut off nerve life and blood flow below, while that above is supplied with its full quota already and does not need that WhICh is misdirected
to it, thus there is irritation'to the parts above and the resulting symptoms.
What the osteopath does is simply, as was indicated before, to try to restore
the equilibrium of nerve and blood forces to the lower parts of the body which
are suffering, and then to the parts which are impigned upon above. To do
thIS he simply goes 'back to the parts affected.
Q. In the event of peripheral trouble, sensation, would you also find the
sensation at the origin?
A. Not necessarily. You might not have any sensation there. OtherWIse, the patient would have hilDself perhaps discovered It. You may not
have a sore spot at all; it may be such a lesion as preading of the spines or
approximation of the spines, not necessarily any tenderness at the central, at
the lesion.
Q. Are there no exceptions to the rule that where there is pain on the
surface, accempanied with rise of temperature, the trouble is of spinal origin?
A. I took Hilton as the authority there, and he gives this exaluple., It
is just as invariable as in the case of inflammation, in which tbe principal sign
i rise of temperatnre, you may have the- swelling and the pain without the inflammation, but if you have these two and heat also it is a sign of inflammation. He makes a parallel and says it is just as invariable that if there is
pain upon the surface of the body, accompanied by rise in temperature, the
cause is of spinal origin; he does not make any exception.
Q. I understood you to say that the 5th nerve was reached through the
ympathetic?
A. The 5th cranial is reached through the superior cervical ganglion.
We get results which justIfy us in saying this; any operator will tell you that
he gets res.ults from the superior cervical that influence the 5th nerve. Of
course he does it by sympathetic connection; which I will explain at another
time.
Q. In the ca~ e of that man with the pain on the in ide of the knee, suppo e that he should have had locatized trouble at the knee, would you have
recognized the condition by the lesion in the spine?
A. Ye, partly and you would have to go into the hi tory of the case.
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You would have to go back to your centres and determine what was the trouble.
The first thing would be to go to the spine and thoroughly examine; if you
find a lesion there, the probabilities are it is of spinal origin. You should by
all means whenever you have such a case, or any case, ~o back to the center of
the nerve supply, and you may find the lesion there, above or below the center,
or you may not have a distinguishable lesion.
Q. In the event of a severe gastritis would there be a soreness in the
spinal region?
A. Very likely there would be, and in that case your soreness and congestion of the muscles would he what I have explained as secondary.
Q. WLICh would be secondary?
A. The congestjon of the muscles along tlle spine. In a case of severe
gastritis you would very likely find sore spots along the spine. The explanation being that the nerve influence from the disturbed stomach travels along
the sympathetic branches of the solar plexus back to the spinal connection of
those nerves, and then passed through to the peripheral termination Qf the
spinal nerves in the muscle of the back.
Q. Is it true that you can designate which organ of the body is In trouble
by finding the tenderness in certain spots in the spine?
A. Yes, in general that is true. I thought I brought that point out in
my last lecture. The sore spot may be due. to either peripheral or central
trouble, and by determining whether they are primary or secondary you may
locate the trouble by reasoning from the center to the periphery.
------------

LECTURE VI.
At the last lecture I called. your attention to the further significance of
the clicking in the neck, stating that it frequently meant a lack of lubrication
secreted in the synovial membranes. I began to take up the general effects
of lesions of plexuses along the spine, taking up the first group, the upper
four cervical nerves. I called your attention to the fact that pain must be
referred to the origin of the nerve supplying a part, instancing the anterior
pendulous portion of the ear and the posterior portion of the ear as being
suppl~ed by the second cervical nerve, versus pain in the other parts of the
ear indicating lesion in the fifth cranial nerve. Hilton considers disease of
the upper cervical portion of the spine among those most dangerous to life.
The operator must not confus~ symptoms with causes~ He must not take,
for illstance, ome s mtom which may be prominent, thinking it to be one of
the first causes. If there is pain upon the surface of the body not accompanied by any rise in temperature, it indicates disease of the spinal region.
peculiar phenomenon often witnes ed is th~t there i paralysi of en ation,
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or motion, or both, -at a point below a spinal injury, while there is acute
hypere hesia just above. rrhe explanation was given that it was owing in
part to the obliquity of the course of the spinal nerves, in part to the engorgement of the part and the exudations, fluid and cellular, which takes
place around a serous lesion of the spinal cord. To-day I wish to pursue
thi line of thought somewhat further, hoping to finish it in this lecture. That
is, this general point of the significance of general symptoms to the Osteopath.
1. Further consideration of Osteopathic significance of points found in
diagnosis.
The lower four cervical nerves and the brachial plexus constitute what
is known as the second group of nerves. The brachial plexus sends short
branches to the shoulder and upper intercostal muscles, and long branches to
the arms. In general the effects which may follow lesions to the second
group of nerves are p~ralysis, spasms and neuralgias. Such troubles the
operator must learn to refer back to the center; that is, to the origin of the
plexus along the spine. Should you have palsy of the hand, or edema which
is neurotic in origin, such cases you mu ~t refer to trouble in the brachial
plexus. Of course this is speaking of the e nerves as members of the cerebro-spinal system. Please remember, also, that the first group of nerves is
connected with the upper cervic~l ganglion of the sympathetic, and that the
second group of nerves is connected with the second and third ganglia of the
sympathetic, and that in case the lesio:p. be severe enough to -affect sympathetic life, you may in lesions in this region have far-reaching disturbances. Remember also that from the third, fourth and fifth cervical nerves arises the
phrenic nerve, and that injury here may cause diaphragmatic trouble, hiccoughs for instance, which we treat in that region.
The third group of nerves is composed of the twelve d.orsal nerves. Of
these the first six are connected with the first six dorsal ganglia of the sympathetic, and the last six out one are connected with the remaining six dor-al ganglia of the sympathetic. In their capacity as spinal nerves the members of this third group are subject, usually, to merely sensory affections.
Thus you will frequently come across in your practice, cases of intercostal
neuralgia. Thi the Osteopath diagnosis, and is usually correct, as a pressure upon the nerves, can ed by crowding together of the ribs. Later, when
we come to take up the consider~tion of the thorax, you will find that we
mak prominent the point that the 'ribs are dropped together 'frequently or
are drawn together, and you will learn to rea:son thus, as in the case of intercostal neuralgia, from the Osteopathic point of view. Lesions here' may
al 0 cau e herpe zozter, commonly called shingles, a nervous affection accompanied by eruption upon the skin. From the4' sympathetic connections
this group' of nerves may be -associated with troubles of the pleura or lungs,
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and with sympathetic trouble of the viscera, as you know the splanchnic
nerves run from the sympathetic connections of .the dorsal n.erve to the vari0us viscera of the body.
The fourth group of nerves, is composed of the five lumbar nerve , the
upper four of these nerves, with the twelfth dorsal are connected with the five
lumbar ganglia of the sympathetic. Diseases which may affect these nerves
a members of the cerebro spinal system are mainly neuralgic. Of course
you may have paralysis or spasms, but you are not 80 liable to have them as
in l~sions of the nerves of the cervical or sacral region. ympathetic trouble
of course would occur according to the centers with which the e nerves are.
connected.
The fifth group, finally, is that compo ed of the five sacral nerves. These
five sacral nerves, with the fifth lumb!1r, are connected with the five sacral
ganglia of the sympathetic. Lesions affecting these spinal nerves are" such as
affect the cervical nerves in general, that is, paralysis, spasms, and neurargias, which may vary greatly in character. You may have tonic or clonic
spasms of the lower limbs; you may have neuralgia, such as sciatica; or yo'u
may have paralysis of the lower limbs. Sympathetically, of cour e, you
would reler to such troubles as are indicated in the outline of centers given.
I have thus taken up the grouping of the nerves along the spine. Of
course it has been very general. The purpose has been to give you a general
view of regions affected, and to give you a general idea of how the Osteopath
looks a~ disease; that is, he reasons from periphery back to center. My treatment of the subject has necessarily been general, leaving aside a more particular view until such time as we shall tak~ up these different effections which
we meet, more in detail. I may in these last few lectures h~ve been.a trifle
obscure; I find it a rather difficult subject to elaborate and, being so general,
it may have been indefinite. Still I trust it may have fulfilled its object,
which was, briefly, as follows: In the first place, to indicate to you the necessity of keeping separate in your mind the ce-rebr9-spinal system and the
sympathetic system. Remember that you cannot separate these entirely, but
look for symptoms from the one and look for symptoms from the other, one
is a cerebro.:spinal view and the other a sympathetic. You do not really:find
them so separated in your practice. Second, to impress you with the importance of diagnosis based according to the centers aff~cted. Third, to teach
you not to confound incidentals with essentials; not to mix mere symptoms
with causes of disease. I thought I could thus indicate to you, that 0 teopathic point of view, that Osteopathic habit of mind in looking at diseas .
Hilton states that as a rule pain in disease of the lower cervical, dorsal
and lumbar regions i indicated by pains symmetrically upon the urface of
the body. That in the upper cervical region being not indicated symmetrically by pain upon the surface of the body. The orio-inal cau e for such pain
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we would look for, of cour e, in a central lesion. If the trouble be bi-Iateral,
located on each side of the body, we would look for a central cause, or perhap the cau e rna be bi-Iateral. I instanced a case at the last lecture of
pain over the kin at the pit of the stomach, being referred back along the
cour e of the nerves to the sixth and seventh dorsal vertebrffi. Hilton intance a case in which a boy had severe pain there; he went about stooping,'
holding his hands over that region. Upon lying down the pain disappeared
to orne extent. His ~iagnosis of that case was that there was trouble at the
sixth and seventh vertebrffi, and he found disease there of sucll nature that it
exerted pressure upon the sixth and seventh nerves upon both sides. 'Another case similar, was more complicated in that it Ie d to vomiting. Almost
any physician would have diagnosed such a case as stomach trouble, no
doubt, Hilton, however, upon examining the tongue found no indic~tions of
tomach trouble, and diagnosis that case also as disease of the sixth and seventh vertebrffi, directed treatment to those points, and was successful in curing the case. Sometimes in such diseases we find a pinching feeling about
the body, a feeling as if the body were girdled.
ow, as to the reason why
these pains are symmetrical in these parts of the body I have alr~ady indicated. But why they do not occur so above is simply this: The difference
in the nature of the vertebrffi. Thus, below the second cervical,- the vertebrre
articulate. with each other by their bodies and articular processes, but above
hat point it i different; the atlas articulating with the occiput by just two
point , and one might be affected without communicating with the· other.
The articulation of the atlas with the axis is by just three pointR; the odontoid process articulates with the anterior arch of the atlas, and the bodies by
the articular surfaces. Now, anyone of these may be affected, and it is the
rule that one of these is affected without communicating the disease to the
other. Thus y~u may have a symmetrical distribution of the pain. A further
point of importance is that if a certain organ is affected the impulse may be
transmitted ympathetic~lly ·from it and reflected to another organ, 'and that
always in such a case it is carried to that organ connected most closely by
nerve strands to the organ first affected. Byron Robinson says that ganglia
of the sympathetic, e pecially the cervical ganglia and the abdominal brain, are point of reorganization of impulse sent to them, and of redistribution of
the e reorganized influences or impulses, which are sent to various viscera, in
general, to those' most clo ely connected, those which are furnished with the
greate t number of nerve fiJament .' I quote from him as follows: "It is a
principl in phy iology that· when a peripheral irritation is sent ,to the abdominal brain, the reorganized forces will be emitted along the lines of least
re i tance, 0 that the organ which is upplied with the greatest number of
ner e trand will uffer the most. ' , He cites here a prominent instance of
uterine tumor affecting the heart, and in this way, that the influence of the
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uterine tumor upon the hypogastric plexus was reflected back through the
solar plexus, where it was reorganized and sent out along the plachnic to
the superior cervical ganglion and the next two below it, and was then sent
out along the three cardiac branches to the heart, thu cau ing an irregularity
of the heart, leading finally to heart disease. This point is of great importance
to the Osteopath. You will find it very common in your practice to find a
case of uterine trouble resulting in headache. Thoroughly apply any of the
ordinary methods of treatment to the headache, and they will certainly be unsuccessful. . You must learn to diagnose with these things in mind, and to
reason according to the connection of these parts through the sympathetic
system. Now, in the instance given, the impulse might have been ent differently. It might have passed from the hypogastric plexus to the solar
plexus, being there reorganized and then sent out to other viscera throughout
the body, as is frequently the case. Or it might have run up through the
sympathetic cord, reaching the medulla, then affecting the vagi nerves, resulting in stomach trouble. Another illustration I take from him. He calls
to mind the fact that the kidneys, ovaries, uterus and fallopian tubes of the
female are developed from the Wolffian bodies in the embryo. They are thus
closely connected in nerve and blood supply, and it is a fact that uterine
trouble results oft~n in kidney trouble, and kidney trouble may very readily
result in uterine tro~ble. In such a case it is difficult to diagnose the ,case
according to the symptoms, and to determine what must be the original cause.
These econdary symptoms are frequently quite prominent, and treatment
directed to them will not necessarily have any effect upon the original trouble.
II. Landmarks concerning the scapula. Holden instances the following
points concerning the scapula. First, that it covers the ribs from the. second
to the seventh inclusive on either side; that its superior angle is beneath the
trapezius muscle; that its inferior angle is beneath the latissimus dorsi mu cle; this latissimus dorsi binds the posterior edge of the scapula closely down
against the posterior chest-wall in a strong person. In case of consump.tives
the scapula is allowed to project outward at its lower angles, and this give
the peculiar appearance which is called, "scapulre alatre.'-' A. horizontal line
from the sixth dorsal spine to the inferior angle of the scapula outline the
superior margin of the latissimus dorsi muscle. A line drawn from the root
of the spine of the scapula down to the twelfth dorsal spine outlines the-inferior burder of the trapezius muscle. In examining a back it i convenient
to have the patient sit leaning forward with the _hands hanging between the
thighs; this brings the superior angle of the scapula down about the third intercostal space, about on a level with the fissure between the upper and low r
lobes of the lung.
III. How TO TREAT A SPINE :-Having learned ho~ to examine a spine,
having learned also the significance of points one finds along the spine in his
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examination, the next question naturally is, how to treat these points when
ooserved. I am indebted to Dr. Eastman for calling my attention to the fact
that often these noise which we may find in treating along the spine are
of peculiar significance in this way: 'rhat he says he has often pushed rihs
back into place which had been shpped, 'simply by this pushing motion along
the pine. In our treatment of a pine there are 'Jwo points ·whi.ch we may take
into consideratIon; two objects which we may have in view. In the first place,
we may wish to treat the spine per se, treat the spine it elf. In the second
place, we may wish to reach, by treating the centers along the spIne, the vi~cera
to whIch these nerves run. It is not always possible to diassociate the e in
your practice. Indeed, this is more a separation of convenience. I have divided these point thus simply for convenience in the consideration of them.
You will of course, in practice not be able to separate the results upon the
pine itself from the result which you will get upon the centers when working
along the spine, but the Osteopathy of it is the same, and I trust will be made
clear to you by thi" division.
Now,' when you are treating a patient, one very good way to treat. the
pine, to get everything relaxed, is simply to lay the patient on his face. The
patient usually thinks he is relaxed when he may not be. I think thos~ of you
ho are familiar -with Delsarte methods will agree with me. Your first care is
to see that the patient has become fully relaxed. Now, we wish to learn how it
is that we may affect,the central distribution of the sympat.hetic nerve. I spoke
to· you the other day of the gray rami communicantes extending from the ganglia of the sympathetic bac 1, to the spiual column, supplying the blood vessels
of the dura mater of the vertebrae, and the ligaments. Thus, if you wish to
treat the spine itself, wish to strengthen it, of course you must necessarIly direct your treatment to reaching these vaso motor nerves in order to relax and
allow sufficient nutriment to be s6nt to these parts. In order to do thi you
must always first loosen all the contractions of the muscles along the spine.
Very frequently you will find that- the muscles are contracted unevanly and slip
under your fingers. That is a test; a muscle may be hard, as it naturally is,
from exercise; then the hardne s is homogenous. The first point, then, 18 to
100 en up Jhe muscles, and in doing this it, is well to bear in mind that you
must work against the course of the muscle fibres, the deeper ones especially.
It is perhaps easier in that way to get a relaxed effect, and your idea .should
be to work in such a way as not to hurt the patient. You may treat so hard
and so roughly as to dalnage. The motions that I may make, or the facp.s that
Dr. Hildreth make when he i~ treating a patient, are not any indIcation of
the amount of force u ed, that is a habIt, and the thing you should guard
against is too roug-b treatment, as you may injure delicate parts. In seeking_to relax a nerve you rna harden it, and tbllS caUSt tbe muscle to shrink. You
should not manipulate with the tips of th~ finger·s, you should turn the fingers
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so that the cushion of the finger does the work, and in that way thoroughly relax all the congested or contracted muscleE along the spine~ What if you do
not have any contracted musfJles there? That, of course is the condition in
many cases. It is our work in such a ease where the muscles are flabby and
the!e is a lack of tone, to stimlate all along the spine, and thus to tone up the
parts. Do not be afraid of being thorough in this matter. You must relax
all tbe muscles there from the occiput to the coccyx, as they may any of them
produce sympathetic troubles which may be reflected over a consider~ble portion of the body.
There is a certain amount of hair splitting done over the terms of desensitization and stimulation. 'l'heir significance I will take up later, but always bear
in mind that your first point must be to relax contracted muscles if you find
them; if you do not, your work should be directed towards reaching the deeper
structUl'es mechanically and securing an eq~al distribution of nerve force. If
there are concontractions, no matter what your final treatment is to be, you
must get rid of those contractions first. While the patient is upon his face there
is an important effect which we get upon the spine itself. Of course we cannot
separate this really in our prctice ; that is, the work along the spine has its effect
upon the body according to the centers reached. Suppose I wish to reach the
center going to supply the nutrition of these parts, I spring the spines up,
using the arm as a lever, and by so doing you can exert a great deal of force.
Drawing up' the arm raises the ribs, and at the same time, by springing the
spine up, I can get a considerable force all along the spine~ This is one way.
Another way IS to draw the limbs up; you will find this a very convenient
method, this of courge wilt bow the back and make prominent the spines, then
you can readily reach under, and in that 'way you can spring the spine or any
part of it; and it is always advisable for you to stretch the spine in that way
rather than to attempt to stretch the patient by pullIng the neck; that is a tensile strain upon the spinal column, and of course it resists more than it does
a lateral force. You will find this useful in your practice. There is. another
method which we frequently use, getting one elbow down against the upper
edge of the pelvis, and the other against the prominent part of the shoulder,
and separatin~ them, also reacing over the spines of the vertebre, you relax
all along the spine. When you have done this upon one side, repeat it on the
other. And why' Because when you spring the spine in. this way all along"
you have stretched the ligaments upon that side, but you have not stretched
the others. You can readily see that as I spring these spines the effect must
be to stret.ch the ligament on the con ex side, and to relax the ligament upon the concave side of the curve. So you ~ust turn the patient over, treat the
other side, providing you wish to reach the ligaments upon both sides of the
spine. You may treat the muscles alone in this way. When you have that
object in view, wbich depends upon your case, usually you mu t exert consid-
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erable force; but do not dig. Do not use the end of your finger. You can develop strength so that you can keep the fingers.flat and work with the cushion
of the fingers against the muscle, and in t:3is way you can g~t a very good effect upon the muscles themselves. Do not be afraid, but keep
it until they
are rBlaxed; do not tre~t too hard or you may stimulate, and they will con·
tract more, but by deep work along the spine you may have a soothing effect
upon those nerves and thus cause them to rela,x. What has been the object
of this work? Simply this, that by relaxation of the contracted mu scles or
by stimulation of th0se weak, flabby muscles, you have succeeded in drawing
new life to that spinal column, and in that way have made your first step towards reinstating the strengh of that debilitated spinal column.
Q. Is a simple manipulation there enough to relax the contracted muscle ?
A. Yes, simple manipulation is enough if rightly applied.
Q. Is a dislocation of a vertebra liable to cause giddlness?
A. It may very readily. It may act in such a way as to shut off the
.blood supply to the brain.
• Q. More likely the cervical vertebrae?
Y. Yes, more likely in the cervical region. Or it might act in such a
way as to cause retention of the blood in th~ head and result in dizziness.
Q. Did Dr. Eastman say that a rib displaced was the cause of a noise
along the spine?
A. As he pushed the rib, and as. it went back into place it made the
noise.
Q. If you had' a patient who was unable to raIse his hands above
the level of the shoulder, and ther~ was pain at the insertIon of the
deltoid muscle and also over the shoulders, where w'ould you look for the
trouble?
A. I would look for the trouble in the brachial plexus, the origin of the
circumflex nerve, supplying the deltoid muscle.

at

LECT URE VII.

At th.e last lecture I took up further consideration of the Osteopathic
.significance of points found in diagnosis. I called your attention to the troubles which may" in g'eneral, effect the lower cervical group of nerves; those
.which affect the brachial -plexus, for instance, being chiefly s-pasIDs, neuralgias and paralysis. .Also, I called your attention to the connection between
those nerves and the sympathetic ganglia; also the connection of the third
group, the dorsal nerves, exce-pt the twelfth, with the sYID-pathetic dorsal
,ganglia; the diseases of .this group being chiefly sensory. I then spoke of
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the connection of the fourth group, the upper four lumbar nerves and the la t
dorsal, being connected with the five lumbar ganglia of the sympathetic; the
diseases of the fourth group being chiefly neuralgias, and not spasms or paralysis, although you might find them in that group. Spasms and paraly is,
as well as neuralgia, being more commonly found in the fifth group; the five
sacral nerves and the last lumbar being connected with the acral sympathetic ganglia. I also traced in general the connection between the e plexu es
and diseases which might originate there, stating that my object in the la t
two lectures had been to . aid you to keep separate the cerebro-spinal and
sympathetic systems, to diagnose diseases according to centers, and to teach
you to separate non-essentials from essentials. I instanced this rule of nerve
force, that it is emitted along the path of least resistance, and that, sympathetically, the organ ·most closely connected by nerve-strands with the organ affected is most apt to suffer; that, in the sending of ·such impulses along the
paths of the sympathetic system, certain centers, such as the abdominal
brain, are centers for reorganization of those impulses, so that, being reflected to these centers, they are sent out reorganized. I then drew some illustrations to account for phenomona witnessed according to this law. I then
called your attention to landmarks concerning the scapula, and to treatment
of the spine. That being the question you naturally ask after having learned
to examine the spine.. The general points brought out being that there is a
treatment upon the spine itself, and a treatment of the spine for further reaching effects, chiefly through the sympathetics, upon the internal viscera. And
I showed you, by laying the patient upon his face and upon his side, what
was the technique of manipulation that we employ. I shall, in the latter part
of this lecture continue that subject. I have tnought that for the first part
of my lecture to-day it would be helpful to us to consider the Osteopathic
theory of work upon centers.
I. Ho·w does the Osteopath by external manipulation upon the surface
of the body affect internal nerve life~ How can he reach centers in the spine,
or nerve centers in any part of the body~ What does the Osteopath mean
when he says that he stimulates, or desensitizes, or inhibits nerve action~
Those are great questions. It is needless for me to ay to you that they lie
at the basis of our science. It is not a question as to fact. The facts are already proven beyond a doubt, but it i a question of finding a rational
scientific explanation of facts; of establishing theories which lie back of our
work.. Osteopaths have different views concerning these matters. They
. answer the e questions differently. I called upon the different operator in
the building to give me a synopsis of what their views were. There were
some who aid they were not able to explain atisfactorily some of the e
things, and there was ~ also some disagreement in their answers. I simply
wish to add my little mite, not at all supposing that it will solve the ques-
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tion for all time. There are, however, certain facts in relation to these questions which I think it will be profitable to c~ll to your attention, and I will
also make orne reference to the answers which I have received from the old
operators whose e:x;perience has been wider than mine. Remember, it is not
a question of "Do you do this~ Do you accomplish such results~" but
granted that the results are accomplished, which is true, "how do you accomplish them~" In approaching this question we must clear away alJ- misapprehension as to definition. Do we, when we say "desensitization." etc.,
mean the arne as the physiologists mean when they say desensitization,
timulation, etc., and can we, in the generally accepted view, have such an
effect upon the nerve as to desensitize or stimulate them~ For this reason I
will first define these points according to the physiological view, and then according to the osteopathic view. The physiologist uses these terms in two
enses. First, in the usual p.ormal sense; a normal impulse sent from a center along a nerve or from a periphery along the nerve, resulting in function.
For instance, an impulse is sent from the brain along nerve causing the
contraction of a muscle. Again, a sensation of pain comes from the periphery
to the center, which thus receives it, and there is a sense of pain. In this
ca e there was a stimulation of a sensory nerve by the agency producing the
pain, no matter what that agency was. For instance again, the normal and
continuous inhibition of cardiac action through the vagi by the impulse sent
from the brain. Now, that is the normal and usual sense in which these
terms are used. The second sense in which these terms are used by
physiologists is irritation of a nerve, and thus its stimulation or inhibition of
function by physical agencies, as heat, cold, electric current, application of
pressure or tapping, or the application of chemicals. That is~what~he usually
means when he says he has acted upon a nerve, has experimentally treated a
nerve. He may, for instance, apply a caustic and elicit a sensation of pain,
and state that he has stimulated the nerve. He may, for instance again, apply an electric current, stimulate the nerve, and cause muscular contractions.
Or, finally, he may by pressure -or tapping upon the nerve, carried to the
point of exhaustion, secure the result of paralysis, that is, inhibition of the
nerve action, resulting in the 10s8 of sense, or of motion, or of both. He
then ay that he has desensitized the nerve. He thus by the use of physical
agencies produces results similar to the normal, for instance, the contraction
of muscle, and he reasons that the impressions aroused by such agencies' al'e
imilar to normal;' he ha really stimulated, or inhibited, or desensitize~.
For in tance, he by some agency, the use of an electric current, so stimu1 te the riph r of the ciatic nerve that he gets a vaso-motor effect in
h nerve. He rea ons that, a he ha timulated the nerve :tiber in a :rp.ann r imilar to normal, therefore there are sympa hetic ~a o-motor .fibers in
h
iati n r . -Thi
a the actual method emplo ed in determining that

a
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vaso motor fiber were contained in the ciatic nerve, and thi wa accepte.d
by the authoritie. I believe that I have thus correctly repre ented the
views of the physiologists in the definition of the e term .
econd: How doe the Osteopath define the e term ~ What doe he
mean when he uses them~ He use them, of course, in the normal,
physiological sense, which - we will leave aside. He also u e them in another sen e, which fot' the pre ent we will leave aside' Iso. But the que tion
to-day is, does he by a physical agency, that is, by manipulation, by presure, by tapping, and stretching, all of which he use in effecting nerve filaments or nerve centers, produce a result similar to normal, and he be, with
the physi910gist, allowed to reason that therefore the impulse which he has
aroused by the use of such physical agencies is similar to the normal~ A
pressur~ on the phrenic nerve controls the spasm of hiccoughs. The result of
the use of such physical agency is similar to normal, hence the impulse must
have been similar to normal. Again, by rubbing the neck in the region of
the superior cervical ganglion, he stops bleeding from the nose, and produces
an effect similar to normal, hence the vaso motor influence generated by irritation in that region must be similar to normal. He says he de.sensitized
phrenic or stimulated the superior cervical ganglion. We must allow him
equally with the physiologist to say that he has stimulated, or inhibited, or
desensitized the nerve in question. 'Now, the question at once ari es, what
wa the manner of the applicatio:p. of those physical agencies~ Does - the
physiologist, as well as the Osteopath apply these agencies externally~ Of
course if there is a difference in a ltcation, then our reasoning would not
hold good. But my reply here is, yes, he applies them e.xternally, though
not always. Still, if he, the physiologist, does it only sometimes, and obtains results which justify him in saying that he has really de en itized, stimulated or inhibited, the case is proven for the Osteopath, even though the
latter works externally always, providing only that the Osteopath obtain as
wide a range of results as does. the physiologist, who works both externally
and upon the exposed nerve or center. That the 0 teopath, by his means
obtains results in every part of the body is shown by cases upon record.
I wish to quote fro~ text books to show that the physiologist doe wor:k
externally upon the body to produce his results. In the. fir t place I quote
from Dr. Lombard, Profe or of Physiology in the University of Michigan,
in Howell's American Text Book. "If pressure be brought to bear upon the
ulnar nerve where it comes across the elbow, the region supplied b the
nerve becomes numb.'
ow, in the context he explain that everyone has
occasion to d monstrate thi upon himself, evidently implying that external
.pre sure wa used. Dr. W. T. Porter, M. D., A i tan Profe or of
Physiology in Harvar.d Medical School, in the same text book tates as follow~:
"The reflex action of the
mpathetic nerve upon he heart i w 11
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shown by the experiment of F. Goltz in a medium sized frog, the percardium
was exposed by carefully cutting a small win<low in the chest wall. The
pulsations of the heart could be seen through the thin pericardial membrane.
Goltz now began to tap upon the abdomen at the rate of about 140 times a
minute with the handle of a scalpel. The heart gradually slowed and at
length stood still in diastole. Goltz now ceased the rain of little blows. The
heart remained quiet for a time, and then began to beat again, at first slowly
and then more rapidly. Some time after the experiment, the heart beat about
five strokes in the minute faster than before the experiment was begun. The
effect cannot be obtained after section of the vagi."
I have thus quoted at length to show with exactness the manner of experimentation and the external application of this physical agency which was
employed. Again, the physician in applying the electric current to a living
patient for the purpose of diagnosis or treatment, applies the same externally.
I quote from Dana: "Static~ electricity is applied from fifteen to twenty
minutes daily or tri-weekly. For general tonic or sedativ~ effects, sparks are
drawn from all parts of t,he body except the face; in paralysis or spasms of
pain, sparks are applied to the effected area. In general electrization,
whether galvanic or faradic, the indifferent electrode is placed on the sternum,
feet or back, and the other pole is carried over the limbs, trunk, neck, and,
if indicated, the bead." In this course of the argulnent I wish to instance
what I ·heard Dr. Eckley say once concerning the surgical method of treating sciatica. He said that an incision was made through the gluteal muscles down to the nerve, laying it open to view; that a hook was then used,
and the nerve stretched with a force of about forty pounds, that is, sufficient
to raise the heel of the patient from the table, the patient lying on his fac~.
That was the surgical method of stretching the nerve to relieve cases of
sciatica. He also went on to say that the method used nowadays is that of .
flexing the thigh upon the thorax, thus giving a strong tension to the nerve,
and that is the treatment used to-day by physicians for the cure of sciatica.
You will see that that was external manipulation, that the application of the
electrical current was external, the tapping upon the abdomen was external,
and the pressure upon the u1nar nerve was external. I have simply endeavored to show that the Osteopath intreating nerves and centers employs
physical agencies externally. In one case the physiologist is allowed to say,
and it is accepted by the authorities, that he has stimulated a nerve, stimulated nerve action by this means, and inhibited nerve action by this means,
and my argument is, therefore, that in the same manner the Osteopath must
be allowed to say that he has stimulated or inhibited nerve force, and that
we therefore u e these terms in the generally accepted manner. This is my
view of the subject, and I believe that my conclusions are reasonable and
fair. That from the results accomplished, means .employed, and manner of
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application of the physical agency by the physiologist and by the Osteopath,
the latter is a much entitled as is the former to ths u e of the terms timulation, and inhibition in their generally accepted sense.
I shall follow thi subject further for a lecture or two. There are many
point,S in relation to ·the work upon nerve centers which are obscure, and
which I think I can with value attempt to illustrate before you.
II. How TO TREAT A SPINE. (Continued.)-Whereas, the last time I
gave you the treatment for the spine itself, to-day I will take up the consideration of treatment of the spine for distant effects. The point here is,
that we may not only treat the spine, with the patient upon his face, for immediate e!fects to the spine, but we may treat to reach viscera through the
sympathetic nervous system. Your first object is to relax all the structures
as in the other case, for the reason that tension here in the muscles may affect a center, it may affect not only the center which relates to the spine itself, but a center, for instance, the splachnics, controlling the stomach, or
the kidneys, or the bladder, or some of the internal viscera. You will very
commonly find sore spots along the spine. The indication i usually that
they are the seat of lesions. We reason, then', according to the ore spots,
or according to the contraction of the muscles, or according to the separation
of the vertebrre, or whatever the lesion may be, to the centers of the sympathe.tic affected. If we know where the different centers are situated along
the spine, and find a 'lesion at a certain point, we can reason what the result
would be, or vice versa, by finding a certain disease manifest in the body we
can t.race back from the disease to the center, and expect to :find a lesion at
or near that center. For instance, suppose I had examined this gentleman
and found that he had lung trouble, I would then, according to Oste<?pathic
procedure, go back to the centers along the spine, and I would look from the
second to the seventh dorsal for a lesion, and if I did not find a lesion, I
would still 'stimulate in that region. I might here instance a case that I have
treated, a case of congestion of the lungs associated with heart trouble, where
there was great difficulty of 'breathing, considerable pain accompanied by
pallor and general debility, and there was every indication that the lungs
were affected.. And by giving not more than a minute's work in this region,
from the second to the seventh dorsal on both si'des; the patient sitting upon
a stool, I, standing behind, rai ing the rib and stimulating the cen1ier , got a
good effect. Sometimes in such a case you have to work quickly, and in
orne cases you will find that it will not do to have the patient lie down. If
I should, for. instance, be treating this gentleman for stomach trouble, having in my examination and in my conversation with him found that he wa
so afflicted, I would look for some lesion along the spine in the region of the
plachnics, from the sixth dorsal down to the twelfth, e peciall the upper
splachnics for the stomach, And in that' event, how would I go about to
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treat him~ Simply by use of. the points which I gave you in how to treat the
spine. I would loosen the spine, and reliev:e any tension in the ligaments
which I might find there. I would stimulate the muscle's all along in this
region, and work out any sore spots, and any contracted muscles. This contracture, or tightening of the muscles, I shall go into d.eeper in the course of
a lecture or two. Thoroughly work along the spine, not too hard, using the
fiat of the fingers, which requires some little Atrength in the muscles of the
forearm. You need not be afraid of the' patient, you need not be afraid to
apply your treatment thoroughly, but you should use your judgment as to
how long a treatment you should give. It is very hard to say anything as to
the length of time of treatment; you will have to learn that for y~urselves.
Though in general a young Osteopath will treat a very long time, and an old
operator will treat a much shorter time. If I should ,find that there was
genital trouble or trouble with the pelvic viscera I should naturally look
along the centers in the lumbo-sacral region, and I would very likely find a
lesion at the fifth lumbar, where I would find a soreness. In that cas~ he
would relax all the parts; I would bring the legs up against me and get a
close application of the hand to the affected spot. Then holding in the sacroiliac articulation, and, by lifting up against it allowing the weight to hang
down from that point, I spring the pelvis and bring pressure upon these ligaments, first on one side and then on the other, relaxing all the structures
around the fifth lumbar, preparatory to reducing any slip which may be
found there. Suppo.se there was not a slip there but simply a sore spot, my
object would be then to work out the sore spot and thoroughly relax all of
the tension. I will take up the setting of the slip of the spine at another
time. In the examination of a spine we may find a vertebrrn lateral at 'any
point. Suppose, for instance, that the twelfth dorsal is slipped laterally, toward the right, we would very probably find that' the sore spot was on the
right side, as the sore spots in the muscles are as a rule on the side to which
the spine is slipped, though it may be on the other side. I would first treat
here at the twelfth dorsal, loosening the muscles about that point. How do I
know when I have done enough of that~ In general, when you find a more
relaxed condition there. Yet you cannot'always at the first treatment relax
all the muscles; you will find cases very stubborn. I have treated cases
where the. muscles would relax under treatment but would contract again immediately. It will depend upon the case, but work a rea:sonable length of
time and -relax all the -parts it -possible. Alter I have relaxed all the mu.scles
upon the right side about the twelfth dorsal, I pursue the same course on the
left side; then go deeper than the muscles and stretch the ligaments. What
is the condition of tho e ligaments when the s-pine is sli-p-ped in this waJT~ I
have shown you in a previous lecture that they are probably all upon a tension, some forward and some backward. What we seek to do is to spring
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,the spine up. By springing it you get the curve above and thu tretch the
ligaments on this side; then turn the patient over and go through the same
process upon the other side.
ow, you will naturally want to know how
soon to attempt to reduce this slip of the vertebra. Mo t young 0 teopaths
when they fi:o.d a dislocation want to put it back into place at once. You can
only do that in rare ca es. In a recent di location, if it i not very erious
and does not set up a great amount of inflammation, it may be reduced at
·once. In an old dislocation you will have to work a considerable time to relax all' these parts, throw new' blood and nerve force there to endow them
with new vitality which they have been lacking, and you will have to learn
by practice to work a sufficient length of time before attempting to set a
vertebra. There are several methods of doing this. One of the best is to
first exaggerate the condition. I would in this case have my patient upon a
stool, the spine being tipped over toward the right, I bend the patient so as
to exaggerate the condition, and thus bring tension upon the ligaments upon
that s:de. I have before brought tension upon the other side and relaxed
everything as far as possible, and by working the patien~ up and around,
bolding against the spine of the vertebra, I in that way slip it back into
place. It does not always go back with a pop as nicely as could be, but you
will perhaps have to pursue that method of treatment for a considerable
length of time. But remember,please, that in setting. a misplaced vertebra,
in general the method is to exaggerate the condition, and that you then work
in just the opposite way and throw the curve in the opposite direction;
Q. I do not understand the connection of the 5th nerve with the pneu~
mogastric.
A. The pneumogastric supplying the stomach is _affected directly from
an exciting cause, t~e impulse passes along the pneumogastric goin~ . directly
to the medulla, which is the center for all of these nerves which arise from the
floor of the fourth ventrical, and then directly out over the 5th. cranial nerve.
It has been proved that an impulse can be sent from a nerve, through a center,
and out over another nerve.
Q. In referring to the Qack work we have gone over, I. do not quite understand why a clIck in the neck in the cervical region should be more serious
.than in the rest of. the' spin.e.
A.. Well, I so stated sin"lply because It bas 'been my experience that I
.could flnd the.se noises all along tbe spine wb..en they mean nothing at all, the
'ubject being perfectly bea\t:hy. While in the cervical region it eemed to me
t1at there was. always some _slight break or contraction between the parts, lIkely epough to be serious. It showed that the blood supply had been cut off,
thus diminishing the "up-ply Qj: lubri.cating material in the 'ynovial membrane
I said that it was in general rrior~ serious beeau e my experience in "practice
seemed to bear out that point.
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Q. In the case of a lateral displacement of the atlas, would you exaggerate
the condition also?
A. Ye, sir, as far as possible, but to set an atlas i quite a technical
matter. I will take that in detail later.
Q. Suppose there was a spinal curvatur'e would you set it in the same
way you would a single vertebra?
A. In that case you would use the same general meth{)d, but you would
begin at one defitlite point and try to et it, and then work upon the next vertebra, and so on.

LECTURE VIII.
At the last lecture I commenced to consider the osteopathic theory of work
upon nerve centers. That is . what I have called the subjeet in general, although it includes not only ntrve centers, but n~rve distribution and blood
supply; how the osteopath works by external manipulation upon the surface of
the body, gaining- results internally. I first defined the terms stimulation and
inhibition, and showed that whIle they are used In several senses, the osteopath uses theln in the u ual sense. Our conclusion was that the osteopath was
justly entitled to the use of these terms, stimulate and inhibit nerve action, and
that he works in the same manner as the physiologist when he is experimenting
upon these nerves. That since the physiologist, gainIng results which were
imilar to normal, reasons that be has therefore affected the nerves in a manner similar to normal, the osteopath.shoutd be allowed to say that, since he has
gained results similar to normal, he has also affected the nerves in a normal
manner. As to the term ,"desensitize", I was not fully informed. i have
sinee found that there is no such word, it is not in the Century Dictionary, and
I think I had b.etter dispense with the use of -it. However, we do the thing,
whether we have the' word the same or not. That is, taking away the sensitiveness from a nerve, or the excitability, or its excited conditIon, IS really an
inhioition of nerve force. Or it may amount to this, that we affect the conductivity of the nerve~ and that "is what I meant by the use of the word desensitise., Since it was simply the improper use of the word, and not any confusion of points, I do not think we have to yield any point to the authorities
there. We then are privlleged to say that by- external manipulation we have
really stimulated or inhibited a nerve. If we have worked upon nerves and
upon nerve centers in that way, we, have produced certain results. The point
that the phy iologist works externally qnly sometimes, while we work outside
altogether doe no~ make any difference with argument, from the fact that we
have a bro3;d a ra.nge of results to show for our work as he has by both external wor1{ and work upon the exposed uerve. I think that my position taken
at that time wa ound.
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1. THEORY OF 0 TEOPATHIC WORK UPON CE TER . (Coutinued.)Our operators agree that we secure direct results upon nerves by mechanical
wQrk, and while they do not all fully agree in all they say,' I gat;her from the
communications they have handed me that they all take that view of the lnatter.
E'or instance, Dr. McConnell says; ".We affect Internal nerve action by manipulation on the external parts of the body, by a general mechanical stimulation given to the nervous systel.n·" He says further, that we stimulate or in·
hIbit sometimes but that be believes there is a general misuse of these terms,
and that the results which may be expressed in these terms, are not often the
result of SOIne direct inhibiting or some dIrect stimulating work that we put
upon an affected point. But we will bring that point up when I corne to take
up the further definItion of these terms according to the osteopathic point of
view. Dr. Harry Still says, "We inhibit by pressure or by holding-, thus cut
off nerve action, and break th.e force between the termination of the nerve."
Dr. Harry also says that work outside upon the body, that is mec·hanical manipulation, produces a direct effect upon the nerves through pressure, thus affecting sympathetic life through its connectIon with the spinal nerves or their
centers. He instanced the pneumog-astric. Mrs. Still's reply shows that her
idea is that we eIther directly or reflexly affect nerves or centers by external
manipulation. Dr. C. M. T·. Hulett well illustrates the theory of our work as
follows: ~ ~Pressure upon a nerve fibre will cause a break in the continuity of
the semi-fluid axis cylinder; and if abnormality exists, then the ever ~resent
tendeney toward the normal will tend to restore normal conditions." I understand him to say that we may obtRin that result by pressure upon a nerve, by
external manipulation, which is the method ~e em 10
r. Hildret .and Dr:.
Charles Still bot
h i
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 1 ~r.
Thus, as you see, there i .
considerable unanimity upon this point. I have not quoted all these partie
have to say, but I shall quote from them to explain further points wb~n we
come to them.
Re~ember, that this is .not the only effect that we get upon nerve centers
or nerve lIfe, this mere stimulation or inhibition, as we may be privileg-ed to
call it, but that we do it and get important results. I leave this subject to
consider a different point-there are other means at the osteopath's command,
by which he may affect blood and nerve force. These means are important,
but they are not what we style as the most important means at our COlllmand.
'fhey are, however, important as being- external, non-me~icinal method of
reaching deep blood and nerve force. They are not distinctivel, Osteopathic;
they are simply adjuncts to our work. One of these is the external application
of heat or cold. I shall take up later, possibly, the u bject of Hydrotherapeutics and kindred subjects. Green in his Pathology sa.ys, "It seem that va cul~r dilatation of deep organs may be produced reflexly by the application of
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stupes to the skin." They are valuable, then, as adjuncts which the osteopath
may call to his aid if necessary. I may instanc~ here that in case of inflammation following some injury, you may find the parts so swollen a~ to make It impossible for you to determine whether or not parts are broken, or what the
~onditi'on really is. You will frequently.find that In such cases you must first
reduce the swelling before you can apply your osteopathic work.
ot to say
that we do not do it osteopathically, for I believe that we do. In the caEe of a
swollen ankle we may by manipulation of the venous flow, loosening the structures about the femoral vein, aid in taking down the swelling, but you will
find that if such cases be of any great extent, you must bring in the application
of heat or cold.
You will have to use fomentations and the application of dry heat very often, and it iR always advisable to have a good supply of hot water near you in
case you have a patient where it is likely to be necessaj·y. For instance, if
you are treating a patient for some oisorder, and he is continually troubled
with cold feet while lying ln bed, you must use the application of heat, the
idea being to get the patient as comfortable as possible, and to get a good distribution of blood throughout the systenl; also to prevent collateral hyperemia
on account of having too little blood in one part. I think this is a good therapeutic hint for the osteopath. You must pay attention to these details, or some
such little thIng may hinder to a considerable extent, the results you are trying to attain. The idea is to equalize the flow of b~ood throughout the body.
The app1ica~ion of cold is frequently useful, though we do not use It very
often. I spoke of fomentations, that is a term applied to a hot, moist application. You will frequently find it useful to w.a."ing out a cloth in hot water, as
hot as can be borne, and apply It to parts, repeating the operation frequently.
That is a fomentation, while dry heat is applied by mean8 of a hot water bag,
or some such thing. Please bear in mind that these things are good in our
practice. You may also get a vaso ·motor effect by application of cold. SpeaJ,riug of renal constriction, Howell's Text Book says: "The same effect (renal
constriction) is easily produced by stimulating the skin,. for example,. by application of cold." Remember, please that we as osteopaths do not depend upon
the u~e of these agepts, but I call your attention to· them as valuable, nonmedicinal adjuncts to our practice, and also as supporting, by q notations from
standard text books, the contention of the osteopath, that without medication
the blood and nerve forces of life may be regulated to produce health. This is,
too, valuable in our argument with medical meQ. It all tends against the use
of medication." I belIeve that the osteopathic position may be RtilI further
trengthened by considering the effects produced, on the one hand by the use
of chemIcals, drug'S, or electric currents, and on the other hand by the osteo".
path in his use of mechanIcal agents. In the first .place, drugs and chemicals
introduced into the system alter normal chemical condition in which the nerve
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must be in order that Its normal irritability may be preserved. In Howell'
Text Book it is stated that the introduction of digitalis, ether, alcohol, water,
etc., changes the condition of the irritabilIty of the n~rves. "Fron) all these
re ults it becomes evident that the n<.'rmal irritability of nerves and muscles require that a certain chenlical constitution be maintained, and that even a slight
variation from this suffices to alter, and if continued, to destroy the irritability.
ow, it is the physician, and not the osteopath, who introduces these abnormal
ehemical conditions, tllus destroying the normal irritability. I grant the force
of the physicians' argument when he say that he supplies these drugs for the
purpose of supplying to the body some elements which are lacking, but I coubt
whether that is the general l11ethod of medication. Where digitalis is given to
retard the action of the heart it paralyzes the nerves and in that case certainly
it was not given to supply t~e lack of some such constitubnt in the system.
On the other hand, the osteopath does not introduce any of these foreign substances. He stinlulate nature, and nature supplies frolll the food these various thIngs which are needed to keep the normal chemical condition under
which a nerve or muscle is normally irritated. I further quote from Howell's
Text Book to show the abnormal effects of electricity. "Undoubtedly, chemical and physical alterations may occur in nerves as the result of the pas age of
an electric cnrrent through them, and it would seem that the loss of conductivity which they show when subjected to strong currents]s to be accounted for
by such means."
"The conductivity, like the irrltabihty of nerve and muscle
is greatly influenced by anything which ::lIters chemica.l constitution of active
substance.'" Hence it must be that electricity, chemicals and drugs produce
abnormal changes in nerve tissues. Therefore, I maintain that the osteopath
may secure better results from hi manipulation than may tb~ physician, for,
whereas the latter introduces into the system those agents which by their nature
produee abnormal changes in nerve tissue, the osteopath introduces no foreign
matter. Moreover, be may, through his manipulation, attaIn results very similar to that produced by normal physical exercise of parts of the body. I might
explain here the effect upon the nerves of an athlete in stooping and jumping.
He may, for instance, stoop in such a way as that the thorax is bent upon the
thigh, the knees touching the shoulders, and the sciatic nerve is stretched, just
as we stretch it in sciatica. There are normal exercises, the results of which,
if we can judge at all, are exactly similar to re ults we obtain by givin~ a certain motion which is in our stock of rernedies, we might say. Thus WP reason
concerning vf1rious contractions of muscles, motions of the back, bringinoelastic pressure upon the parts and thus keeping them stimulated up to the
normal. I think that the similarity is readIly seen between normal exercise, on
the on~ hand, and the application of osteopathic methods on the other; between
the applicatIon of violent rneans such as the u e of electrIc currents, chemicals
and drug, and the application of normal exerci e to the part by 0 teopathic
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manipulation. In the treatment of disease, normal exercise differs from osteopathic treatment, in that the osteopath has the patient passive in his hands and
can work at will. These are not €;xercises upon his part, and it Inay be that he
being ill would not be able to undergo such exercises of his own free wIll.
Remember. please, that the points which I have bronght out have been adduced in favor of the argument that we may work externally upon the body,
and thus stimulate or inhibit nerve force. But we do not consider that t.he
most important part of our work. What we consider' more Important than that
I shall take up when I come to describe what the osteopath means in the second
sense in which he defines these terms, and this is but one part of the {trgument.
I shall at the next lecture attempt to earry this line of thought little further
by quoting from authorities in support of the view that we may stimulate or inhibit nerve force by external work.
II. How TO TREAT THE SPINE.-(Continued. )-1 showed you at the last
lecture how to treat a spin~ where a vertebra "Tas displaced laterally. To-day I
want to show you how to proceed when you find the ·spines separated. If by
exa mination we find that th~re is a separation. between the twelfth dorsal and
first lumbar, how should we go about to rectify the conditions? Bow should I
heal the breach? In such a case of course our method of reasonin'g' is that
there is a lack of tone here; there is a relaxatioll of the ligaments; we would
rather expect that, though it is not necessarily so. And in that case, we would
first go about to restore tone to all the parts here before proceeding further. I
need not go over the same g-round of explaining to you that you thus here
reach the central distribution of the sympathetics all about this part which is
lacking in tone, bnt iIi this case that would be the first step, and you might almost say the only step, altbou~h that is saying a little too much. The pr0babilities are we would not be able to put these vertebrea back into place at onee,
you cannot do that often. Simply thoroughly stimulate and loosen up the
structures, and patiently await results, and you will gradually see those spines
coming together. So that your best method. finally, is to stimulate, first on one
side and then on the other, using the motions I have given you, bring about a
strengthenIng of those parts. You need not work just between the twelfth
dorsal ·and first lumbar, work a little higher and a little lower, and get a good
effect all about the parts. Probably this nlotion of getting the elbows between
the pelvis and shoulder, and spreading while you have the fingers on the opposite side of the spines, and springIng up us you spread, will obtain good results.
Q. If the three upper lumbar and two lower dorsal vertebrae are pQsterior,
in that case would springing it in that way tend to bring It back to the proper
po itlon in time?
. A. Yes, in part. I hall take that up when I consider variations from
normal curves; that would be a part of the method, how'ever.

a
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Probably I would have the patient sit up on a stool in case they are separated. You can separate them a little more. Going upon the principle of exaggerating the defect, spread them a little more, thus allowing a stretch and a
recoil, which natur"ally follows, and in that way throw new life to the part, and
then we seek simply to push them together. You can lift up and push down
and get the parts approximated in that way.
Q. In the lecture reference is Inade to paralysis without loss of sensation,
do we ever have loss of motion wIthout sensation ~
A. Yes, frequently. You will find that in your practice, loss of motion
without loss of sensation.
Q. Do we have loss of sensation without loss ot motion ~
A. Ye~, sir, you may have either.
Q. Is epilepsy caused by displacement of the vertebrae?
A. Very frequently caused by displacement of one of the upper cervical
vertebrae; we find it so in our practice.
Q. You were speaking of stimulating the circulation in the feet by the
application of dry heat, is there any practical osteopathic treatment for cold
feet?
A. Yes, but in case you have a severe case of cold feet it would"be very
difficult to throw enough blood to those feet to warm thenl in case the patient
were very sick. You could not adopt measures strong enough on account of
the general debility of the patient. But I will say this, that condition yields
g'radually~ as do a great many other things to treatment, and people I have
known who had been troubled with cold feet for years would find, after a
course of treatment of a month or more, that they were no longer troubled in
that way, that the general circulation was better than it had heen for year:5.

LECTURE IX.
At the last lecture I considered further the theory of osteopathic work upon centers, and briefly, to recapitulate, these were the points I took up: First,
that our operators agreed in the use of these terms, stimulation and inhibition
in general, although there is some difference in the reservations they make.
r also quoted from different ones of our operators to show their opinions in
the matter. I then called your attention to the fact that that was notthe only
way, nor yet the most important way in which we considered these term ;
that there are other means by which the Osteopath may command deep nerve
force and blood flow, by the application of heat and cold, which, while not
being distinctly Osteopathic methods, are y~t at the Osteopath's command,
and serve to strengthen our· argument that these force of life can be reached
fro __ the external surface by proper method , without medication. I quoted
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from authorities to substantiate these points. In general, the application of
heat is better than cold. I compared the effects produced upon the nerves
by chemical .and by electric currents, as producirtg a certain change in a
nerve, producing a change in the chemical conditions under which a nerve
mu t be normally in order to be normally irritable, and so I reasoned that
the Osteopath's practice was the more rational, since he does not introduce
the e foreign thing into the system. Further, I called your attention to the
similarity of the effects of the Osteopathic work upon the body, and the
effects on the body of normal exercise; the difference being, in part, that your
patient being sick i not able to undergo these physical exercises, whjle in
your hands he is passive, and these effects may be given without the fatigue
which would accompany his own exertion. To-day I continue the considera
tion of this subject.
I. THEORY OF OSTEOPATHIC WORK UPO NERVE CENTERs.-(Continued. )-'rhe arguments advanced in the last lecture may be strengthened
by quotations from standard text books. Having shown that the Osteopath,
by mean peculiar to his system of treatment, accomplishes results through
stimulation and inhibition of nerve action that are as worthy of being consid, ered normal results as those accomplished by physiologists through methods
employed by them in experimentation; hav:ing shown, further, that the Osteopath accomplishes such normal results in every part of the body, there being
cases upon record to prove that that is the fact, it therefore ~t once becomes
apparent that the whole field of nerve-force, controlling directly or indirectly
every motion or function of life, lies open to the Osteopath; that wherever
there lies a nerve of the body capable of stimulation or inhibition, it is his to
command, providing only that such nerve may be reached by Osteopathic
methods, either directly, as through pressure, or indirectly, as through the
blood supply.. For stimulation is stimulation, and inhibition is inhibition.
It makes no difference in fact. I will grant that there may be a difference of
degree of stimulation or of inhibition. However, having shown that the Osteopath stimulates or inhibits just as really as does the physiologist, "the ques~on .of the degree of stimulation becomes a secondary one, and one relative
oply to the point in view. Results obtained in the cure of diseases in every
part of the body, and of almost ·every known form of cureable disease, show
conclusively that the Osteopath has really stimulated or inhibited nerve force
according to the end whi~h he has in view. In would be no argument to say
to an operator that he could not stimulate enough to cause a man to jump
over a table. His fitting reply would be th~t such was not the end in view,
that the end in view, perhaps, wa the stimulation of a flagging circulation to
restore it to its normal force and activity, and that he very readily accomplished that result. .So degree of stimulation really makes but little difference to u , granted that we have gained re ults. I believe that there is no
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nerve of the body ·that the Osteopath may not reach by proper manipulation,
either directly or indirectly, by pressure, by correction of lesion, by' removal
of obstruction, or by control of blood supply. What that fully means we
shall see as the subject is developed.
Now, for further argument, in view of the above facts, it is interesting to
note the following quotations from authorities as confirmations of the claims
of the Osteopath, since the authorities have made use of such mean as has
the Osteopath to produce effects upon nerve action. Speaking of an experiment upon the ear of a rabbit, Kirk says: "Division of the cervical sympathetic produces an increased redness of the side of the head, and looking at
the ear the central artery with its branches is seen to dilate and become
larger, and many similar branches, not previously visible, come into view.
The dilation following section can be demonstrated in a very simple way, by
pressing the nail of one finger upon the nerve where it lies by the side of the
central artery of the ear." So that you see that the application of the external force, in Kirk's opinion, is equal to section of the nerve. Again, from
Green's Pathology; speaking of the vaso-tonic action of the sympathetics, the
author says: "The reflex process is generally due to stimulation of sensory
nerves, the dimunition in tonus produced being more or less accurately confined to the region supplied by the nerve. Friction and slight irritants, in
the early stages of their action, produce hyperemia in this way."
Thus you
have another illustration of the application of an external mechanical agent,
that is, friction. No doubt you also thus set up a reflex action. I shall consider that further when I apply this argument to work on the centers. I
quote further from Howell's textbook, "A sudden pull, pineh, twitch, or cut
excites a nerve or muscle. All have experienced the effect of mechanical
stimulation of a sensory nerv~ through accidental pressure on ,the ulnar ner..-re
where it passes over the elbow, 'the crazy-bone.'" 'Speaking of their irribility, the same text book says: "Stretching a nerve acts in a similar way,
for this is also a. form of pressure, as Valentine says, the stretching causes
the outer sheath to compress the myelin, and this in turn to compress the
axis cylinder." . This is a common mode of our treatment, as we flex the limb
npon the thorax strongly in order to stretch the sciatic nerve, that being a
part of the treatment, and there are certain movements we adopt to stretch
the brachial plexus in nervous affections of the arm. I quote. farther from
the same source: "-<-tl. reflex fall in blood pressure is also produced by a
mechaJ;lical stimulation of the nerve endings in the muscle.'
This, then, wa
a mechanical means, and the fact that we can thus work upon nerve ending ,
which of course occur allover the body in the muscles, gives to us a fruitful
field for the ap-plication of external mani-pulation. A little further, Howell's
text book says: "Both the sympa~hetic and vagus nerve fiber have their
influence over the heart, deceased by cold and increased by heat."
ow,
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having made the e quotation, allow me to call your attention again to the
fact that I have quoted thus fully for the purpose of showing, ?ut of the
mouths of the authorities, the fact that the blood .and nerve supply may be
regulated by external manipulation, I have quoted them for the sake of the
argument, not for the purpose of giving license to our practice, because we
demand license only on the results which we have obtained. Nor by the above
quotation which I have made do I intend to yield a point and say that the
o teopath can obtain only such results upon nerve action as is attained by
physiologists by external manipulation, because I believe I have shown that
the conclusion is fair that the Osteopath can, by his method, affect any nerve
in the body. Hence, I shall deem it competent to give you vaso-motor centers, etc., with the understanding that the Osteopath has a right to regard all
such as legitimate objects of treatment, as his facts to revert to in argument,
and as .his equipment for work in the eradication of disease. As I said, the
more important part of how the Osteopath stimulates or inhibits is still to
come, and I shall pursue this subject for a lecture or two further.
II. How TO TREAT A SPINE.-(Continued.)-At the last lecture I attempted to show you how we reason and work in case the spines were separated. In to-day's lecture I wish to take up the question of how we would
work in case the spines were approximated. That is, how would we separate
tho e pines~ If, in passing your fingers down the spine you come to some
place where the spines of the vertebroo are too close together, and this is a
very common lesion, your reasoning in that case would be that there had been
orne injury, at that point, to the spine, perhaps a sudden jerk or a twist,
which had resulted in irritation; that too much life, and the form of nerve
and blood force, had been thrown there, resulting in a thickening of these
ligaments, thus contracting and binding those part together. When you
come to study pathology you will find that any irritatioJ. sufficient to set up
an inflammation is very likely to be followed by the formation of new connective tissue or the tickening of the existing tissues. Thus, you will find that,
reasoning that too much force has been directed to these parts, our work' is to
overcome the results of sucb misdirection of energy. We set about to do it
largely by the same manipulation as we would adopt in the case of approximating spines, at least in the first stages. We would loosen up all the parts,
very likely you would find a tension in the ligaments at these points as well
as in the muscle. The musc~es show that they have been tensed by the
010 eness of the vertebrffi.
Having loosened up all the muscle3, we would
then pring the pines upward, getting this stretching motion that I have before de cribed. I would work with sufficient force, according to the size of
the patient, to stimulate the~e parts and set up what would seem to be a free
action a far a pos ible. You can then operate by flexing the knees up
againj; t your own body, a.nd get considerable purchase on such a point as
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that, and while it is rather a strained position for the operator, and I cannot
say that it is always comfortable for the patient, it is a very good way to
work, becau e you have your patient in uch shape that you will hardly injure him by lifting him, as I have done, fairly off of the table. By this
method yon Iuay use considerable force, but of course you must not be rough.
I spoke to you about a smooth spine, meaning a spinal column which showed
all along it that the spines were approximated and bound down close together. Now, you have a variable condition there, it may be so bound together that it will be quite rigid, or it may be capable of considerable motion,
but having thi peculiar smooth feeling all the way, so as to lead you to su pect some trouble. I have had a number of cases of that kfnd, where the
whole spine was in that condition, or some one particular part of it, and almost invariably there was a history of some strain or jolting or twisting that
had set up an irritation along the spinal column, and had resulted in a tightening of the ligaments which has resulted in the approximation of the vertebrre. In such a case the manipulation would be largely as I have shown. I
would simply loosen up first all the muscles along the spiue, remembering to
work against the grain of the muscle, of course working on both sides. A
good way to do that by the motion I gave you with the patient on his face;
you can exert considerable force, and as he is relaxed you can loosen muscles
very nicely. Having done that I would proceed to spring the spine along it "
various parts. By flexing the knees you can sptlng the spine in the lumbar
region, and by using the arm as a lever you can spring the spines in the upper region. Of course it is rather difficult to spring the spines between the
shoUlders; one good way to work there is to get the elbow against you, and
work along the spine by holding and stretching in that way, your object, of
course, being to loosen all of these ligaments and to relax whatever i holding the spines together.
As to the misdirection of energy in a part resulting in tb.eir being bound
together, it may of course be entirely possible that at this present time ther
is not a misdirection of energy, but there has been, whether past or present
it does not make a great deal of difference. The misdirected energy may
have acted for a time sufficient to thicken and perhaps to contract the ligaments, and then diffused to other parts of the body, so that this may be an
old result without there being at present any misdirected energy or life at the
point of lesion.
I :would then have the patient on his back and would tretch the lower
part of his spine by taking one of his limbs and my assistant the other, and
working both limbs up toward the chest, thuf' getting a purcha e on the lower
part of the. spine. You are not very likply to hurt the patient but you must
be careful becau e. different people are different in that respect, and you may
do considerable hurting if not actual damage, in hat wa. Again, if ou
C1
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have such a 'case you want to bring traction on the spine as much as possible;
and it is a very good way also to take hold of the patient by the occipital
protuberance and the inferior maxillary so as to exert traction enough there
to pull the patient along the table. You are not likely to hurt the patient
with that degree of force, unless it be a delicate lady. Remember that you
have already sprung the spine by working all along on each side. One precaution you must observe when you have the neck extended in this way, remember that the neck is less supported than the other parts of the spine, and
if you hould twist at that time you might cause a dislocation, the articular
processes might slip out of place, so it is advisable not to attempt to twist
when you have it extended. If you wish to twist the neck, do it when the
spine i not under traction. In order to be thorough the treatment must be
applied to the whole length of the spine, and when yo:" had the patient upon
his face you would have loosened up the muscles along the lower regions of
the pine, the sacrum and coccyx. You may get considerable force by putting the knee against the sacro-iliac articulation and springing the pelvis.
You must relax all the ligaments, you should loosen up all about it as well as
further above. Remember that your work has been simply to loosen up parts
which through misdirected life have been drawn together. Of course, when
you have such a condition you may have almost any result, that is, results
affecting the body through the nerves in almost any way. As a general rule
I think you will find that the results may not be marked, but may be general,
and you may have a case of general malnutrition, or neurasthenia, or Romething of that kind. I,vould then set the patient On a stool and use the motion I showed you at the last lecture, then you can get hold along the spine,
generally it is better to work from the bottom up, though it does not make
much difference; I just hold in there, bend back a little and bring straight
traction as I ascend the column. That is a very good way. You may produce the same result and I think get a little better stretching motion by taking
a turn as you work, you would be more likely then to stretch all the ligaments about the vertebrre.
In case you have a spine misplaced anteriorly, you will have something
which is rather difficult to deal with. In such a case you must dellend largely
upon the effects of the 'general strengthening which you give to the parts to
work the spine out into its normal position, as you must in other cases
also. But when you have the spine anterior it is very difficult to get hold of
the vertebra or to influence it. However, Mrs. Dr. Patterson makes a point
of getting hold of the spine as much a · possible and working at it. In case
of dislocations of cervical vertebrre it is a good point to examine internally,
and when the dislocation is considerable you may find a protrusion into the
pharynx. In uch a case you would use not only the method I told you of,
trying tQ reach the spine, but would thoroughly manipulate every point about
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it, and would spring it each,way. You might al 0 sit the patient down and
go through the lifting motion. There is one other method that I think would
be helpful, that is, your spine being anterior, and going upon the principle
that we sometimes adopt, of exaggerating the defect, you could bend the patient backward, and by placing the knee in th'e back and raising the arm
above the head (you must be careful with thi motion) that would exaggerate
the defect, it would loosen the ligaments along the anterior part of the pine
which are already stretched, and which you ;wish to stretch a little more in
order to get the effect of the recoil, and then by relaxing and allowing the patient to drop forward again we get the recoil. Then there is another poin
which I think will be helpful to you, it is pr-actically the same as I showed
you, as you work along the spine, the idea i that you get the bodies of the
vertebrre to move one upon the other. Mr. Bolles first spoke of this to me.
You get the same result as when you move your body by working your feet
along the floor. I think you may very readily get such a result by working
the bodies of the vertebre on against the other.
In case there is a spine posteriorly, what would you do~ I take up these
points in detail as I went over them in examination of the spine, although
the method of treatment is largely the same. If the spine is posterior you
would bend your patient in this way, simply to exaggerate the defect and
then you could turn him to either side and get the effect of the recoil by pushing him backward. Of course in such case you must be careful not to use
too much force and not to strain the parts beyond what they would normally
stand.
In examination of the spine I poke to you concerning the ligamentum
nuchae and the importance it sometimes bears in our treatment of the spine,
IDentionirrg the fact that I have_ often found cases of headache which would
yield to treatment only when the ligamentum nuchae was relaxed, By carefu lly examining along the furrow just below the occIpital protruberance you
may find that the ligament is tense, you may find that it presents a firm resistance to the lland; the patient can also feel it by stretching the head forward; he will feel that the ligament is tense. Naturally, in projecting the
head forward, one should not feel a sense as of a check rei.n there, but in case
of cold I have frequently fGund it distinctly upon myself, have felt a sense of
tightnes5 along that region of the neck, and by examination with the band there
I came to the conclusion that there was no other reason for the trouble than
that the li~ament was tense, and I think that that was really the fact. The
way to stretch tbat ligament is very simple. I usually just flex the bead directly upon the thorax, admoni bing the patient to lie with his eight down,
just to let hi weight f~l1 again t my bands, qnd I raise up in that way with
sufficient force to rat e the shoulders off th~ table. That would be a good
movement to adopt in stretching of the spine when the whole spine was mooth
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or tense. That, together with flexIng of the two knees against the shoulders
would make a very good exten~ion movement. In such a case of tig-htening of
the spine it is a good idea to advise your patient to hang himself, not lIterally,
but to catch hold of his closet shelf or the top of the door jam and bring the
weight of his boq.y upon his arm muscles. That would tend to relax the spine,
and it is a very good way to relax the lumbar portion of the spine, as it is not
o much supported by attachment to"the shoulders as the upper parts of the
back, from the twelfth dorsal up, I have often heard Dr. Harry Still advise
orne such stretching motion.
Q. When you have relaxed the structures along a smooth spine, w'ould
you give the stretching treatment at the same treatment?
A. Yes, sir.
Q In the case of a vertebra being anterior, placing the knee on the
spIne, would you put it above
below the vertebra that was anterior?
A. Well, generally just about that point. You of course _regulate Jour
force, and I do not think you are in any danger of pushing it further forward,
but the general idea there is not to bring pressure upon that point, so much as
to give a fulcrum agaInst which to work, and' letting the general tendency of
the forward nlotion of the spine do the work.
Q. Would stretching the ligamentum nuchae have a tendency to get posterIor curvature out between the shoulders?
A. , Partly so, though we do not usually pursue that method for that particular thing. It would help.
Q. In stretching the ligamentum nuchae forward, is there any danger of
a cting upon the nerves that go to the tomach?
A. I have never found any trouble in that way; I hardly think there would
be, unless in case of defect, as you thus stretch the whole spine, you might
get an effect upon the splachnics.
Q. In case of anterior displacement of the 4th cervical~ would the stretching of the ligamentum nuchae have a tendency to draw it ont?
A. It would not have llluch of a tendency to do that, it is true there are
slips that run down to those vertebrae, but you would hardly get enough tenion by those slips to brIng tension upon the vertebrae.
Q. In separation of the spInes there -is a weakness of the lIgaments and
in approximation there is tenseness, and our treatment seems to be very much
alike, how do we know that the Sftme treatment will cause an opposite effect'
A. 'rhat i good question. Of course there IS a certain lesion, in one
case there i an approximation, In the other a separatio~; there would be no
trouble in diagnosis. You must not misunderstand the use of the terms, too
much or too little life directed to a point. That is true, but there may be exceptions, in ca~ e of a udden' wrench or jerking of tbe vertebrae apart, which
frequently happen
there would not nece sarily be a relaxation of the liga-
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ments; but that is a general method of reasoning, I have mentioned it for the
sake of its importance. But as to your question how we could get the different effect by practically the same treatment, it simply amount to this: that in
each case you are trying to stimulate parts; in one case where there is a tightening of the ligaments you use a tretching motion to draw th~m apart; in. the
next case where they are separated, granting there is too little life there, you
wish to stimulate them by stretching them, and getting the benefit of the recoil
and throwing lTIore life to the part.

LECTURE x.
At the last lecture I brought out the point that from the preceding arguments it became apparent that the whole field of nerve force was open to the
Osteopath, and that the probability was that there was no nerve in the body
which he could not manipulate either directly or indirectly, thus opening up
to him the whole field of nerve life. That the question of degree of stimulation was n t an important one, since the Osteopath manifestly could stimulate
or inhibit, that is, could affect the nerve in such a way as to gain the desired
end. I then quoted from certain texts, one from Kirk concerning an experiment upon a rabbit's ear, section of the nerve followed by vaso-dilatation of
the ear, he showing that the same thing could be done by pressure of the
thumb nail upon the nerve. Also a quotation from Green concerning the reflex process being generally due to stimulation, which might be applied mechanically. The general idea of those quotations being to show that we could
from the books get authority for what we have been arguing. That that did
not limit us, since we have shown that we can gain results in every part of
the body; hence, we are not limited to the same kind of experiments as th
physiologist when he gains results by external experimentation, but since w
can reach the whole body, we are privileged to say that we can stimulate the
nerves in any part of the body. To-day we continue the same subject.
I. THEORY OF OSTEOPATHIC WORK UPON CENTERS. (Continued.)The subject grows under my pen, and I do not know but what there will be
several more lectures before we hall have concluded the subject. I ,have
been calling your attention to the fact that the view I gave you of mere stimulation or inhibition, direct or indirect, was not the important .thing that the
Osteopath considers when working upon nerve centers. I have re erved
that until now, calling it the second view taken by the Osteopath in regard
to stimulation or inhibition of nerve action. This is that by the removal of
lesion, that is, some obstruction which has been preventing the direct flow of
blood or nerve force, the tendency toward the normal is left free to act.
nd
that i the kernel of our work, I believe. J.. ot that we do not do the other
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things, but I wish to lay stress upon' the fact you must look for lesions, and
having found the lesion and having- removed it, you do not have to stop to consider whether it i stimulation or inhibition that you must produce. After you
have the lesion removed you have the ever present tendency toward the normal
to regulate the activity, and leave Nature' to do the work. In case the lesion
or obstruction had been such as to inhIbit nerve action or lessen the conductivity of the nerves, and thus prevent the proper conduction of nerve impulses,
and you removed that lesion, the result would practically be stimulation. For
instance, you might have had the tightening of the spine along the region of
the upper splachnIcs resulting in an imgingement upon the branches connecting
with the sympathetics in that region, thus interfering with the nerve force to
the solar plexu and to the stomach. The result might be a case of dyspepsi~.
.There you have an inhibition of nerve for(le; you have not enough life to dIgest
the .food put into the stomach. When you have removed that obstruction,
what have you done? You have taken away that obstruction, you have left
Nature free to act, and she will go about stimulating and renewing t:3e nerve
force at that point. What you did was to correct the lesion, you did not
stimulate nor inhibit, you did not care about that particular point in your
treatment. On the other hand, if the lesion has been just sufficient to brIng
irritation upon the nerve and to keep it stimulated to an abnormal degree of
activity, that is what you would call abnormal stimulation of the nerve, then
by removal of the lesion, you would obtain the result of inhibition. That is,
you would remove the irritation, leaving free the tendency toward the normal
to act, and the re ult of ature' work would be a quieting of the nerve, and
thus a cure. You have simply corrected the leSIon. A very familiar p-xample
of such a condition is in female troubles; you may have an uterine tumor affecting the hypogastric plexus, disturbing the kidneys. If that tumor is taken
down or removed the result would be stImulation, but you have simply corrected
the lesion. That is the most important thing that the operator does; he removes leRions in the great majority of cases. The lesion may be lack of nutrition, that is, of blood-supply to 'the nerve; it may be a displacement' of some
·mportant part, bringing direct pressure upon the nerve. No matter what the
lesion may be, the Osteopath'S knowledge of anat0my, and his trained sense of
touch enable him to discover abnormahti6s in anatomy and gives him his peculiar adaptibility for the treatment of disease. I do not know that it is because we are any wiser than physicians, because I do not tbi,nk we are, but it is
because our svstem differs from others radically; we look at disease from an
entirely different standpoint. I hope later to take up that subject, the different ystems and schools of medicine and their modus operandI. The result of
our~ method is that we make a correct diagno is of the case. You remember
that Dr. Hildreth put especial emphasis up'on that; stating that the strong
point ot Osteopathy is that we make a correct diagnosis; that we diagnose
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from a physical standpoint. In the great majority of cases the Osteopath
diagnoses and removes some displacement, hence the importance of looking for
the lesion in every case. To illustrate the difference between the position taken
by our medical friends and our position: When I wag visiting at home about
a year ago, a young man called on me to be examined. It was the same old
story of a dislocated hip, the leg being shorter than it ought to be by about
an inch, and there being f' tumor upon the side of the sacrum, made of course
by the protrusion of the head of the. femur .
TOW, he told me how the accident had happened, be haa bad quite a severe fall from a wagon. He told how
the doctor bad examined him, simply by setting- him on the other side
of the room and questioning him.
'fhat illu~trates the dIfference in
onr methods. You will find that in your practice, there will not be a month
pass but that you will find game similar case where the doctor has simply sat
across the room and questioned the patient and has not made a thorough physical diagnosis. So if you will take the troubl~ and will thoroughly aequaint
your.sflf with texts on physical diagnosis, I think you will be arnply repaid.
By quoting from the operators in the building I wish to show that they believe tbat we reach centers and affect nerve force directly by the removal of
lesions. I quote first fron1 Dr. Hildreth: "In the first place, where a lesion
may eXIst, hy luanjpulation or rather hy Osteopathic treatment you reduce the
lesion, you re-establish a natural circulation, and in so doing you carry away
any obstruction which rnay exist. You thus remove the obstruction to nerve
centers. If there he a contracted ~ondition of muscles, it affects these centers;
the dislocation of a vertebra, or recent injury of tissues sometimes without dislocations, all these condItions may produce disease of the different nerve centers 0f the spine, and the effect of Osteopathic treatment in all these conditions
is to help to re-establish a natural nerve curr~nt, thereby restoring a normal
condition of circulation, thus relieving all tensions on nerve centers. With
this done gradually health cannot help but follow, for a healthy condition is a
natural condition." Thus you see that Dr. Hildreth's idea is that the Osteopath adjusts abnormalities existing in the anatomy and silnply leaves Nature
free to restore a condition of health. I wish to add this in addition to what
Dr. Hildreth has said: In some few cases you will find that all th~t is necessary to do is to stimulate the blood supply. The blood supply acting through a
longer or shorter time removes the lesion. What you have done in that ca e
was not to remove the lesion, but you have stimulated the blood supply, which
you have done through direct manipulation of the nerves controlling circulation. In that case the matter is reversed, the cart before the horse. You
have to do this in the case of rheumatism, where there are deposits in articulations. That of course is not a primary lesion, but it i a lesion. You must
stimulate the blood flow so· that it will absorb those deposits. We Rometime
absorb small abscesses. or thickening parts in that way. You first remove the
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primary lesion, and then the econdary result has been to remove the other leSIon. Of course we cannot always bring things ,down to fit theories. I quote
further from Dr. M0Connell: -'Our Osteopathic work is largely performed In
correcting lesions involving nerves or nerve centers, also in correction of lesions of the arterial, venous, lymphatic, and other fluids that bear a relation to
such centers. In some few cases we SImply correct lesions of nerves passing
from or to the brain, or the cord, or sympathetic chain, from or to the organ
affected. " Thus you see that Dr. McConnell's idea is that we work upon
nerve centers, but that we do it by affecting either the fluids of hfe or the
nerve forces of life. His idea being, of course, that we remove Ie ions, as his
words imply. He also says that we sometimes work to r~store organic activity
or health by removing a lesion through a nerve, that is, independent from its
center. That is, you nlay have a pressure upon a neave, and removal of that
lesion .may not affect the center. From Dr. Turner Hulett I quote as follows ~
"Pressure upon a nerve fiber would cause a break in the continuity of the semifluid axis cylinder and the damming back of its current upon its center of supply. If any abnormality exists, then the ever present tendency toward the
normal will tend to restore normal conditions. If the preVIOUS condition was
abnormal stimulation, then inhibition or desensitizatIon was accomplished; if it
was sub-normal, then stimulation was accomplished."
This expresses very
nicelv what I have tried to show you, that whether you stimulate or inhibit depends upon the nature of the lesion that you remove. I might quote further
frOIl} other operators, but lack of space forbids. I hope this subject is not
growi~g threadbare. We hear a great dral about removal of lesions and stimulations, etc., and perhaps you get a little tired of it, but I think it important
to get these thing's correlated in some definite system of argument, so that we
may have together the points relative to Osteopathy.
We have thus answered two of three questions propounded. First, what
Second,
does the Osteopath mean when he says he "stimulates or inhibits ;"
how doe~ he affect internal hfe by manipulation upon the outside of the ,body;
and we have partly answered the third; How does he affect centers. I have
taken this up in detail becaase these questions are some of the most bothersome to the young Osteopath, and to the older ones as \-vell, sometimes, and if
you are prepared with arguments, you may retain many a patient by explaining these things to him in a logical way.
ow, as to how we wO.L~k .upon centers, I wish to carry the argument a little further. E'rom what I have quoted from Doctors Hildreth, Hulett and McConnell Y0U see that they believe that
work upon centers first, by the removal of Ie ions or obstrnctions. and second, by direct stimulation, and I think
there is no doubt but that we do affect - centers. What I have quoted fr0m
them was given to me in reply to the question, "How do you affect cen tel'S in
the pine 'r" I wi h to call your attention to' the faet that the conclusion is in-
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evitable from what has been said that we must reach nerve centers, not simply
nerves alone. Certain facts which we show bear out this conclusion. Speaking of the sympathy between the area that is supplied by the 5th nerve and the
area which is supplied by the vagus nerve, Dr. Jacobson, Dr. Hilton's editor,
says: "This sympathy is an example of a reflected sensation in which the COllnection between the nerves concerned takes place in the nervous ceBter."
Thus you have your effect running up one nerve throagh a brain center and
down another nerve.
ow, if you have a lesion affecting the periphery of one
of these nerves and you remove that lesion, you have naturally affected the
center in the brain, there is no doubt whatever of that. H.e gives a case of obstinate vomiting in a child, which was cured by simply removing from ea~h ear
of the child a bean which had been introduced in play. There was a stimulalation of the 5th nerve, the impulse must have gone through the floor of the
4th ventricle out over the vagus to the st0mach. Of course there is a connectIon of the 5th llerve and vag'us by means of the sympathetic, but it is indirect~
and it is prohable that the nerve center was the connecting link, as Dr. Jacobson says. Again, we must reach nerve centers, because by the very definition
of reflex action, which we know is an action caused by an itnpulse sent back
along a nerve to a center and then out. From its very definition. if we cause
reflex action by manipulation, the inference is inevitable that we affect eenters.
That we may do thIS is shown in performing the experiment for tendon reflex.
Thies is very easily done by crossing the leg' at about right angles and then get.ting the reflex by tapping the tendon. That is a reflex action. You have sent
the impulse from the nerve endings in the muscle back to the center in the
cord which governs the nerve supply of the muscles of the limb, the gluteal
muscles have contracted and thrown the limb out. So you have affected the
center. AgaIn, every time we set up a vas(') motor action we have probably
acted upon a centel'. Howell's Text Book says that vaso-motor nerves ('an be
excited reflexly by afferent impulses conveyed either from the blood vessels
themselves, or from end organs of sensory nerves in general. Of course the
thing is proven the moment you show that vaso-motor actions are reflex actions
I have instanced here the bleeding of the nose~ epistaxis, stopped by irritating
the superior cervical ganglion of the sympathetic; simple stimulation of the
neck at that point has stopped bleeding of the nose. The conclusion is that
you have acted through a nerve center.
I have shown first, that we affect a nerve and its area of dIstribution dIrectly, instancing the result of pressure of the ulnar nerve ,,-here it crosses the
"crazy bone" so-called, thU8 you have numbness in the hand; you have affectecond,
ed-that nerve in its area of distribution directly, not through a center.
we affect a center hy removal ofa lesion, the beans in the ear being the example cited. And third, we affe-ct a c~nter without removal of lesion, but by the
effeect upon the nerve, as in the ear of the rabbit, there was no lesion removed
1
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when we press on the nerve, we acted on the nerve back through the center
and got our effect. Those are at least the tbree different way;s in which we
may affect nerve action.
.
II. How to Treat a SpIne. (Continued.) I have examined this gentle·
man and find the curves of his spine are not normal. What I wish to do is to
work inward this curve in the lumbar region, and wish to make more pronounced tbis .curve in the upper dorsal region, because it IS flattened, while
the other is drawn out a little posteriorly, thus you have a somewhat staight
spine. At the risk of being tiresome I bring these points up in detail as I took
them up in examination of the spine. I think you know what to do here as
well as I; I have shown you how to approximate or spread vertebrae, and you
would treat by a combination of the methods I have shown you; the relaxation
treatment with the patient on his face, or springing of the spine all along, the
relaxation of the ligaments and muscles, and thus of the blood ~nd nerve force
to those parts. By a combination of tho e treatments you would tend to
strengthen the normal curves. You would thus remove the lesion, which
would be the tightening or tension that had thrown them out of their normal
curves, and would leave nature free to act. You cannot quickly replacp, those
vertebrae in their normal curves; you must strehgthen gradually and build up
the spine in order that it may take its normal position. This tendency toward
the normal is of great use to the Osteopath.
You may find the coccyx in almost any position, either anterior or to one
side. What you must do is to give a local treatment. The method 'of digital
treatment is to first place the finger along the natural curve of the coccyx, and
by working' from side to side free up all the lIgaments and tissues thereabout.
In thi way you loosen everything over the foramina where the nerves emerge,
or any binding down which may have occurred over the nerves directly. y'"ou
have inserted the finger and have turned it so that you have simply worked
every side; you must thoroughly relax before attempting to reset. 'fhis must
be done not only internally, but ~you must thoroughly relax all the muscles externally. It will take some time, but you can at each time you treat the patIent bend the coccyx toward its proper position. Of 'course there are lesions
of the COCC)YX which may be set immediately. In general, it is recent dislocations that yield thus quickly to treatment. When it is chronic, as it usually
i , the man usually did it when he was a boy riding horse back or some such
way, you will have to goo slowly. Suppose the coccyx were tendi~g to be
slightly curled up, as is frequently the case, you must simply spring it backwards each time. You must go according to the cond.itions, and must con.tantly spring the spine toward its proper position. I think I explained the
troubles which may follow this displacement, and I do not need to take them
up now.
The acrum may be anterior or po terior. I hall take that up more in de-
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tail when we come to the consideration of the pelvIs it elf. But, supposing it
·were posterior, we would at first, of course, loosen up all the tissues~ mu cles,
and ligaments, and then adopt the method that I showed the other dq,y-get
your knee against the bulging portion and spring it in ward, a direct application
of the treatment to the displaced part. It is a good deal like putting a coccyx
back into place; by training it in the way it should go.
ow, you may also
get the same motIon that I showed you and spring the sacro-Iliac articulation in
this wa.y. Then have the patient lie on his back and you can get a very good
Illotion for the sacrum in this way: Your hand IS placed In this position; the
knuckles forming one fulcrum and the tips of the fingers the oth8r; there are
two fixed points, you have the ends of the fingers placed against the sacro-iliac
articulation, and your knuckles against the table. You thus have two fixed
points, and you can in this way relax . by an upward, downward and outward
motion ot the limb, all of the rnuscles and lIgaments. The weight of the pelvis
is upon those two fixed points, it gives a considerable spring there, and is a
very good motion. In case the sacrum is anterior, of course it is very hard to
apyly any dIrect treatment to it, but use the motIon I have just shown you;
stimulate and relax every part, and depend upon the tendency toward the normal. You might, by gotting pressure upon the sid.e of the pelvIs, spring
down, but I doubt if you could do much in that way. Your tendency, however, would be to approximate the innominates and to cause it to bulge out.

LECTURE XI.
At the last lecture I eontin ued the consideration of the theory of Osteopathic work on centers, calling to your attention the second vie taken by the
operators as to how we stimulate or inhibit nerve action, the idea being that a
a rule we remove some lesion, and that that is our strong point in diagnosisto find some lesion which we may reduce to the normal, and thus, if the tendency before was toward stimulation, you have removed the lesion and allowed
nature to tend toward inhibition, and vice versa. Thus you do not have to
SplIt hairs over the question as to whether you employ a certain motion to
stimulatP. and a certain other motion to inhi bit. 'fhat is, as far as lesion g-oes ;
you have removed the lesion. I quoted from different ones of the operators to
show that that was the view generally held. I also called your attenti@n, in
line with what Dr. Hildreth said, to the fact that sometimes you stimulate
blood-supply to remove the lesion, which although secondary IS still a lesion;
as for instance we stimulate the blood and nerve force to remove depo its in
rheumatism, and to cause absorption of abscesses, and things of that kind.
Thus I bad au wered two questions propounded and partly the third, a to the
effect we have upon nerve centers. Then I went further into the question of
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how we might affect centers, bringing to your attention the fact that the quotations I made from the,operatorg were given in response to that question, and
one way was by the removal of lesions, another way was that in any manipulation of the nerve we mu t very likely affect centers, as for instance, in getting
a reflex effect, because from the definition of reflex action we must have affected
the center, and we often produce reflex action by work upon a nerve, not a center. I instanced a case of obstinate vomiting produced by the irritation of
beans in the ears. The fact that you have removed the bean shows that you
reached the center; that you worked throngh a brain center; up one nerve and
down anothe:r nerve to the periphery, to the organ supplied by the nerve.
And the fact also that we can produce vaso-motor actIon shows that we have
affected centers, since va a-motor actions are essentially reflex. Thus I showed
that we may affect a nerve by three ways: 1st, we may directly affect it and
its area ,of distribution by direct work; 2nd, we may affect the center by removal of lesion, as when we produce a reflex actIon. To-day I continue the
same subject.
I. THEORY OF OSTEOPATHIC WORK UPON NERVE CENTERS. (Uontinued.)
In the December issue of the Journal of Osteopathy, a theory was given ,in an
article by Dr. Lawrence M. Hart, one of our recent graduates, which I think
was worthy of notice. It was well received at the time, I believe, and I have
thought that it contained points which would be worthy of our conSIderation
this afernoon. His idea is that we always remove lesions. His theory, in
brief, is this: that contractures of llluscles occur along the spine, these contractures along the spine, he says, act in a way to mechanically shut off the
blood supply in the branches supplying the spinal muscles themselves, collaterally producing a hyperemia in th~ blood vessels running to the cord, ar.d in,
that way stimulating the nerves, irritating them, and thus leading to inhibition, the final result always being an inhibition, and the lesion al ways being
contracture. There are certain points with which I do not agee, I will call
those up later, but I will go over the reasoning that he has followed, bringing
out his points. In the first place, he says there are two ways in which a nerve
may be affected through its blood supply, and I think that is true. In the
first place, you may have anemia of the nerve, that is, total lack of blood supply, thus robbing it of its nutrition and leading finally to a degenerated nerve,
and thus paralysis of the part supplied follows. In the second place, you may
have hyperemia of the nerve, _which he claims leads to an irritation, there being too much blood thrown to the part, leading to abnormal activity, this leads
to too much stimulation, resulting in inhibition. Thus, in one case from
anemia and'degeneration you have paralysis; in the the other case yuu have
practIcally the same, an inhibition which is iiable to be more temporary, becau e it i produced by an over- upply of blood ana not by starvation. Thus
you ee that hi argument lead al~ay to the one result of inhibition. He

calls our attention to the distribution of the blood supply to the spinal cord,
showing how the branches from the vertebral, intercostal and lumbar and other arteries in their respectIve regions run to supply both the cord and the spinal
muscles, the same branch supplying both, that is, dividing to supply both, the
posterior division running to the spinal Illuscles, and the other division running to the cord and its membranes. Thus he, show the close relation between
the blood-supply, and states the fact that from the occiput to the coccyx, all of
the muscles and parts of the cord are thus supplied. Now, his argument here
is that In contractnre of muscles, the lumen of the vessels being thus practically closed, the over supply of blood is sent through the branch which supplies
the membranes of the cord, thus producing a condition of hyperemia about the
cord. In the first place, this would result in throwing too much blood supply
to th~ nerves in question and the nerve centers of the cord, the result would
be that by over blood supply there would be over stimulation, leading finally
and naturally to an inhibition of nerve force, and thus yOli see there would
always be inhibition. Now, in relIeving this condition we of course simply
take away the lesion, '",'8, by our methods relax these old contractures, and alIowa return of the flow of blood through them, and thus take away the overplus w:3ich is being misdirected to the cord and, through the centers, effecting
other parts of the body. You see that the point is made that we remove lesions, and that IS one reason why I bring this up, becase it illustrates thflt fact.
Whatever the result, according to his theory,. if I correctly understand it, we
have always stimulated, but that since we remove lesions and then leave nature
to work, it is not an essential question to us whether we stimulate or inhibit,
which I think is another g'ood point, because there has been a good deal of
hair-splitting as to whether you should give a certain twist of wrist to stimu~
late or certain other twist of the wrist to inhibit. Now, to me, Dr. Hait's
theory is valuable in bringing prominently to your attention this one kind of
lesion, contracted muscle, and showing the probable effect produced. That-is
at least one kind of lesion with which we have to deal. He shows the importance which we mnst attach to this condition of contracted muscle, which we
frequently find along the spine. I doubt if there will be a day in your practice
in which you wHl1 not find such a condition along the spine. In the criticisms
I have to make, I do so not to critIcize the article, but simply for the purpose
of bring-ing out the points which I think will be helpful to you. From his article I do not gather that he allows of other lesions, though perhap I am mistaken. I do not think he makes it general enough. Now, I think there are a
great many other lesions along the spine which will affect nerve centers and
nerve distribution, and saying that contracture is the only cause of lesion is
far from correct. So that his theory is tt"ue only when the lesion is in the nature of a contracture, and then I do not agree with the explanation, but I
shall speak of that later. I wish to call your attention further to the fact that
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we sometimes stimulate and sometime inhibit. After you have removed the
lesion, you sometimes have to do your Osteopathic work upon parts affected,
and in those cases you must st.imulate or inhibit. .In the case of head-ache we
l~ frequently have to hold and, a we call it, inhibit the neck, while in the case of
J'~ ~ .pepistaxis we would stimulate the superior cervical ganglion. Then again, to
~ remove the chalky deposits in rheumatism, or in absorbing an abcess, we have
. to stimulate frequently, and in that case, of course, it is not a matter of removal of les1ons. Now, I have said that I think the explanation of the effects
following contracture is only partly true, and for this reason; I believe the
theory is somewhat too mechanical, making this a mechanical shutting down
upon blood supply, and thus sendIng an over-plus to other parts. The theory
does not, according to my mind, take into consideration enough the mechanism of nerve distribution to the vessels and to the nluscles of the back, hence
I have gone somewhat further and have endeavored to explain the conditions
which would follow contractures on the basis of nerve influence. I belIeve
that the generally accepted view is that not only the blood vessels of the body,
but all the func~ions of life, are directly under the control of the nervous system, sympathetic or cerebro-spinal. And hence, I think it would more in line
with the accepted theory if we could explain these things according to some
theory of nervous influence which they have produced. Now, it is reasonable
to suppose that there is by contracture some vaso-motor iufluence set up. 1\'1echanical contracture would result in stoppage of blood to the muscles along the
spine, and would, of course, result in an over-plus of blood to the cord and its
meninges through the collateral branches. That w\)uld be inevitable, but that
condition would hardly be permanent unless the vessels were dilated to accommodate it, so that we must look for some sort of a nervous action to account
for the blood remaining at that place, otherwise I believe that the blood would
be distributed about the body, and that collateral equalization would be set
up, and as you had anemia along the spinal muscles you would have that much
more b~ood in other' parts of the body: not necessarily just along t~e spine.
That is, in case the mechanical theory holds true. But I believe you might
have in such a case not only hyp~remia of the cord, but you might have anemia of the cord and its centers. If the muscles contaacted a.nd shut off the
blood supply mechanically only, you cannot have anything but byyeremia;
but if you regulate your theory according to nervous mechanism, you cg,n have
either. There is no question but that contractures are importat?t lesions. For
in tance we have heart trouble caused by lesions along the back. I remember
having heard Dr. Hl1dreth say that in case of weakness, general debility, ana
irregular heart-action he al"ways looks on the left side between the shoulders,
lookin~ for some contracture of muscles in that part, and that such a condition
· would usually make the patient despondent. Dr. Hildreth al 0 said that when
he found such a lesion on the right side of the spine It usually make the patient
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"sIlly;" has the opposite effect. Such is Dr. HIldreth's -explanation of this
kind of lesion along the spine, and there must be orne goed explanation for
the results thus produced. Now, as I have said, to me it seems very probable
that the contractures act not so much mechanically, as through va o-motor
centers and fibres which they involve, and not only that, but indirectly through
the nervous mechanism of the muscles involved. I quote from Gowers on the
Nervous ,System : "The sensory nerves of muscles have been shown by 'l'schirjew to commence not jn the Inuscular fibres but in the interstitial connective
tissue." Then he goes on to explain his theory of why we get a "myostatic
reflex action, the term he has adopted for' 'tendon-reflex." He says that in
such a case the muscle is upon a tension. You remember in showing you how
to produce the knee-reflex I crossed the knees, thus bringing tension on the
muscles above the knee, then if you shock the muscle not necessarily the tendon itself, you get the throwing out the foot. He bases his theory on the sensory nerve-endings between the muscle fibres being impinged upon by the
fibres them~elves. It seems reasonable to suppose that if the muscle is in a
state of tonic contraction there would be a pressure upon the nerves; and that
is a fair explanation of the sore spots we find along the spine. Those sore
spots have been started in a contracture; it has become axiomatic that we
must look for the sore spots al~ng the spine, and you will find that they coincide with the seat of the lesion, which is the contracture. That theory would
account for the spot being sore, that is, providing it had not been of too long
standing, in which case if you find it not sore you might account f<»r it by the
same theory-that stimulatIon has gone on until it is equal to inhibition. ,I am
a g'ood deal like Dr. Hildreth when he says, "If this theory does not suit you,
figure one out for yourself,"
And whIle I am endeavoring to explain these
thing's in as scientific a way as po~sible, if my theories are not correct; it i
your privilege to do better.
Now, not only would we affect the terlninal sensory fibres in the muscles,
but we know that there is a close connection between the spinal nervers and
the sympathetics and It looks very probable that an effect might be sent from
a muscle through its sensory terminal right through to affect the sympathetic
nerves, and thus to affect the g'eneral sympathetic life, irrespective of any effeJt you might have through the-blood supply upon nerve centers in t.he spinal
cord.. Thus you get the direct sympathetic effect from the irritation of sensory nerves. You remember that I quot~d from Howell's Text Book a few
days SInce to show that nerves were frequently stimulated through their sensory termin~tions in the muscles. Now, as I have said, I believe this contracture, taking the theory that it acts .through blood supply, may thtl'S produce
either vaso-dilation or vaso-contraction, according' to the centers affected along
the spine. I here quote frOID Kirke: "The vaso-dilator nerves in part accompany those first as descrIbed, but are not limited to the out-flow from the 2d
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thoracic to the 2d lumbar."
Further: "The vaso-constrictor nerves for the
whole body leave the spinal cord by the anterior roots of the spinal nerves
from the 2d thoracic to the 2d lumbar."
Hence, my argument is that since
you have both vaso-dilator and vaso-constrictor centers all along the spine,
according to the quotation trom Kirke, that acting on the e~nter affected you
might have either a vaso-dilation or vaso-constrictiun; vou may have anaemia
or hyperemia of the center involved. That looks reasonable to me from the
theory of nervous mecbaniBID of the blood supply. In case the lesion were
such that it brought thi overflow of blood upon a vaso-const.rictor center, that
center would be stimulated at first, and the first result would be to shut cff the
blood to the parts affected by the contraction resulting from the over stimulation of that vaso-constrictor center. Thus you might have anaemia; the constrictor may act in such a way as to entirely shut off the blood from a part.
Byron .Robinson is authority for the statement that the sympathetics may crowd
the blood from a part even unto death. However, suppose that the actIon has
gone so far that the stimulation has resulted first in irritation, then in InhibitIon, s.o that there is a paralysis there, then your constriet~on is lost; your dIlator are not opposed and there would be a flooding of the part; a hyperemia.
In line with this theory I quote what Green has to say. He says that hyperemia of a nerve center leads to, first, an excessive nervous excitabilIty, together
with paraesthesia of SIght and hearing, and finally may even lead to convulsions. On the other hand, if In the first place the vaso-dilator center be affected, you would have the dilators over stimulated resulting in hyperemia, but
when it went on, finally resulting in paralysis of those dilators, then the unopposed action of the constrictors would set up an anernia, and that would be a
permanent result. It would lead to death of the part paralyzed from the excessive anemia of the spinal centers and the spinal nerves. Thus you g-et an
effect not only upon the spine, but upon the whole distribution of that nerve.
Thu you can see what would be the probable effect of anemIa or hyperemia of
the cord either from this shutting down of the contractures upon the, blood
supply, according to one pa.rt of the theory. The other part of the theory beIng that this contracture might shut down directly upon the nerve and through
it end the effect to the part supplied by the nerve. Thus you se~ that contractures along the spine may act as stimulators or inhibitors mechanicall.y.
o in thi ea e we remove the lesion for its own sake, and Dot simply to stimulate.
o much for that thought. I wish to take up another question in relation to
blood-suPlly, how it affects nerve life, and how, perhaps, the Osteopath may
thus'influence nerve-life through blood supply. That is perhaps getting the
cart before the horse, according to the preVIOUS argoument, still from the facts
which I wish to brin~ to your attention it looks as though we mi.ght accomplish
thi ... Tbi questioI!. is not proven, but I thus throw it out for the sake of sug-
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gestion. It may lead to a good theory later. The quantity of natural, healthy
blood in the vessels of a part act reflexly upon the mechanism, that is, the vasomotor nervous mecbanislll, and thus affect the parts. There would thus be a
collateral equalization of the blood throughout the body. As I stated, the
facts that I have to give along this line do not strictly prove the point, and I
have not tried to make them, but they are valuable as hints. In the first place,
if Dr. Hart's argument be true that the effect of the blood may be stImulation
j"esulting in inhibition, or that it may be inhibition direct, then the quantity of
the blood in a part, being drawn from the spinal muscles to the centers there,
the mere quantity of blood would account for the effept upon the nervous
mechanism. I use the term, pure, healthy blood, bec'luse I do not take in·to
consideration the question of the effect of deteriorated blood, which you know
is a different thing. From Green's. qnotation we see that .he considers the effect of hyperemia upon nerve centers produces paresthesia, convulsions, etc.
Howell's Text Book states: "There is in some degree an inverse relation between the vessels of the skin and of the deeper structures by the reflex mechanIsm of the vasa-motor centers." If superficial parts have their vessels dilated,
deeper parts have them contracted, the flow of blood being regulated.in different parts of the bod3T according to conditions. The question is, what is
the stimulation~ There was one of our students who conceived the idea that
the distribution of the fibres of the solar plexus upon the blood vessels close
to the heart, chiefly the aorta, were stimulated by the flow of blood from the
heart into the vessels: that they thus acted as vaso-constrictors or dilators,
and thus propelled the blood, producing the rhythmic beat of the aorta. This
student wrote to Byron Robinson, who replied that he considered it a ~ery
reasonable theory. Hence, you may have the quantity of blood thrown into
the aorta acting as a stimulant. Green further notes the fact that in hy:peremia following inflammation, that in other parts of the body there is 00llateral
anemia, because there being too much blood in one place, there is too little in
another place. As I said, I quote these facts as suggestions, and not for the
sake of proving the theory, but if that theory can be proven, it will be important to the Osteopath; he may mechanically pump blood into a part, as
for instance by flexion of the thigh, he might repeatedly flex it and pump
blood into it and thus get a vasa-motor effect which i mechanical. Thus, he
may get a nervous effect through the quantity of blood sent to the part. We
sometimes make a practical application of such a theory by working upon the
planchnics to reduce the amount of blood in the head; the parts gov~rned by
the splanchnics being a sort of a reservoir for an over-plus of blood, and that
vie can work it from one part to another. These facts may be taken for what
they are worth and may be suggestions for some of you.
II. How To.TREAT A SPI E. (Continued.)
sto the econd par' of my
lecture, I shall try to conclude this subject if po sible. There i one point I
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want to give you in relat~on to the general treatment of the spine.', When
you have acute hyperesthesia, an acute tenderness all along the spine, the
Old Doctor treats in the neck, in the- cervical enlargement, corresponding in
general to the spines of the cervical vertebroo, and in the lumbar enlargement
of the cord, corresponding to the spines of the last three or four dorsal and
the space between the 12th dorsal and 1st lumbar.
There is one treatment that I have not shown you. It is a treatment I
have not seen any of the ladies use. It is a treatment in which the operator
simply brings his weight to bear in this way_ That is what I have denominated as the "straddling treatment."
I mentione.d to yo~ that we frequently get noises along the spine which
are due to motion between parts, and in some cases that that was due to a
slipping of parts of·the ribs to their place, and when I have worked along the
spine by getting direct pressure over one side only and I have not been able
to produce these noises with their accompanying result, it was probably because I did not get equal pressure upon both sides, but when I adopted this
"straddling movement" it brought equal pressure on both sides, then I could
get that sound and the good effect following the replacement of the parts in
that wary.
I might call your attention to the technique of stretching some of these
scapular muscles. You will, in your treatment of the upper part of the
spine, either to reduce ·contractures or to loosen the muscles along the spine,
find that you must stretch these scapular muscles. It is a good plan to push
the patient's arm well down to the bide on a level with the table, then, putting the hand beneath the scapula until the fingers are overlapping the spinal
edge of the scapula; :the shoulder blade has been approximated to the spine,
there is not much space between the spine and the edge of the scapula. By
holding firmly you can stretch that part of the muscles, so that by bringing
the arm across the chest you bring a stretching motion upon the scapular
muscles. By use of the thumb on the scaleni muscles at the side of the neck,
bringing the arm up over the head, with your thumb over those muscles you
can loosen them, this being a preparatory step to the setting of the first and
second ribs. You must have those muscles relaxed, and you get'the effect in
this way as welL Just hold them with one hand while you push the elbow
up toward·the head and around toward the body. Those are motions frequently employed in practice~
There is a question now as to how to reach the psoas muscle. It is one
of the flexor muscles of the thigh. It i a good plan to simply straighten the
legs out and then bow the back inward at the lumbar region; that gives it
some little stretch and gets considerable of an eff~ct upon the psoas muscle.
The lumbar plexus is formed in the substance of the psoas muscle, and if it
i contracted you may have trouble with that plexus. I want to show you
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one other motion which it i
ometimes nece sary to use, though with grea
moderation. I how is to you principally to warn you again tits u e. The
patient lie on his face and you lift the legs from the table and then work from
side to side; you can thus stretch the psoas muscle often more than you did
before; and by working upward along the spine, one operator places his hand
on one side of the vertebra, the other on the other; you can thus bring pre ssure against either side of the vertebrffi. This is the treatment called' 'breaking up the spine."
It is frequently used with very good effect in ca es of
diarrhrea, flux and other troubles. The warning is that you should not raise
the knees high above the table; if you do that and bow the back too much
you may have serious results, and the Old Doctor has cautioned us against
any such performance, so you must be extremely careful, though the motion
is useful in reaching certain troubles. You might not only strain the spine
and the anterior ligaments, but you might tip th-e parts of the pelvis.. Dr.
McConnell spoke of a case which had been injured in that way, and which
has been serious ever since; he said he had found that the innominate bones
had been slipped, and that there was an inequality at the symphasis )f the
ndbes.

LECTURE XII.
I wish to recapitulate a little in regard to the 11th lecture. At that time I
brought up the theory of work upon a spine through the effect we could get
by removing lesions in the shape of contracture of muscles. I referred to Dr.
Hart's theory, which wa a good one; his idea being that the contracture of
muscles shut off the blood supply in the muscular branches of the arterie ,. and
the overplus is thus thrown to the cord and affects centers and nerves, stimulating at first, but afterwards leading to inhibition. I explaIned how his view
-led up to that result. I then went farther and .endeavored to show that such a
process must necessarily be by affecting vaso-motor nerves, otherwise the blood
would not be retained about the centers of the cord to influence them. And
further, that we might have an effect not merely upon the vaso-motor nerves
and their centers, but we might have an effect directly through the terminal
sensory branches, running from the muscles, upon sympathetic and internal
life. I then brought merely to your ~otice, without attempting to prove it, the
point that possibly the amount of blood in a part would account for certain
nervous effects. Then again the theory of Byron Robinson, that the pumping
of the blood from the heart into the aorta may set up a reflex action. And
finally, the quotation from Green's Pathology that there wa always a reflex arrangement of the circulation, that if the superficIal ve sels were di~ated, the
deep vessels were contr'acted~ and vice ver a· and froln these and other facts it
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seemed probable that .,\ve, by ·working lnechanically, as for instance pumping'
blood into the limb, bring a certain quantity of blood to act upon nerve, we
could influence nerves and centers. However, as I said, the theory is a little
hard to prove.
I. THEORY OF OSTEOPATHIC WORKUPO
ERVECE 'fERS. (Continued.)
- I wi h to continue the same general subject to-day, going a little further into
the que tion of contractures; their occurrence, nature and cause. Now, a to
the occurrence of contractures along the spine and in other parts of the body,
their importance I think was fully brought out in the last lecture, in showing
you how important they become when considered a lesions along the spine, especially from an Osteopathic standpoint. We, as Osteopaths, find a great deal
to ay about contracted muscles, and I think we are backed by the authorities
when we are talking about them. When we get out in practice and tell a
patient that there is a muscle in his back or neck which has become contracted
and failed to let go, he is "ometimes inclined 'hot to believe it, because the popular idea is that a muscle contracts and l~ts go when you wish it to, and that it
simply connot contract and hold on. You will also find that when you get out
among the rnedical fraternity they will try to pick flaws In your argument, and
unles you are backed up by authority, you hardly feel so strong in argument
a you otherwise would. Hence, I have taken up this question a little further
to show that what are termed "contractures" are re00gnized by the different
authorities. Howell's Text Book says: "A contracture is a state of continued
contraction of a muscle."
Gower on the Nervous System says: "Tonic spasms
persistent and involving only a certaIn group of muscles causes distorsion of
the parts to which they are attached, and is termed a -contracture. " In the
Journal article which I quoted at the" last lecture a quotation is made from Dr.,
Allen' work on human anatomy, which is as follows: "A.n abnormal phase
of tonicity is met with when a muscle sustains unduly prolonged action of its
fiber ; under these circumstances a shortening of its belly takes plac~, whIch
per i t'"' a long a the cause of the contraction is maintained. Such abnormal
modification of contraction is termed contracture. Stretching of a contractured liU cle is readily accomplished and maintained, provided the cause for
the contracture i removed. Contracture, clinically considered, i a subject of
great importance. In lateral curvature of the spine contracture of muscles will
take place on the side of least curvature."
Hence, you see that the authorIties
agree; they say that contractur.es are of considerable clinical importance; they
say that they can e distortion of parts to which they aTe attached. Hence,
y u ee that others be'ldes 0 teopath at ach significanc'e to this eon~e ted
condition of the muscle which we call contracture. But it is important, perhaps, in taking up this ubject, to how that the Oteopath, in work upon contracture , in treating them as Ie ions and in removeing them, i throughly cientifi and has the weight of authority and" cience behind him. There 1 a ques1
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ti\)n as ~o "That the nature of a contracture is. We saw from the quotation
above that Gower understood it to be tonic spasms; then Howell's Text Book
says that continuous contractions may be caused by continuous excitation, and
it regards It as a tetamis. Such a conditi?n of a muscle may be found aloin
inv~luntary muscles.
When you are jn practice you will find that frequently in
your work upon the intestines that they are drawn and hardened; you will find
the stomach hardened to the touch, and this is an abnorlnal tonicity which is
regarded in the same light as contractures, although that term is not applied to
it. You will get so that you will recognize by touch the normal feeling of the
abdomen, and hence WIll be able to recognize any departure from the normal.
Kirk is authority for the following statement: "Thoug-h involuntary muscle cannot be thrown into tetanus, it has the property of entering into a condition of
sustained contraction, called tonus." Which is, as far as our purpose goes,
~ractically the same thing.
You will find in your work that there is quite a
difference· between the feeling that you will get from contracted muscles in the
1)ack and the feeling that you get when working upon the abdomen. Now, the
external musles of the abdoIllinal wall may be contracted as well as those internal musles, and you will find often the -outer covering of the abdomen much
contracted' and hardened. As I said, you will have to learn by experience
what is the natural feeling of the muscles in the back and muscles in the abdomen, and how they have departed from that by becoming contracted. Then,
again, the question comes, "Is it not exerJise that makes these muscles hard,
particularly in the back ~' , Therefore, how can the Osteopath recognize the
difference between the normal hardening of a muscle due to exercise, and a
contraction of the ]TIuscle which is cailed a contracture? There are. varIOUS
ways, SOlue of which I shall give you later In the lecture, but one way is that
when a musele is Lardenpd by proper exercise it is homogenlously hardened,
the same degree of hardness all over it; while when you come to feel of a muscle whi0h IS contracted, you are apt to find it raised in welts. We shall find
the reason for that presently. Of course there is a contracture which, accord·
ing- to the defi~ition, would be called contracture, but different from what I
have.been describing. That is in se~ limbs in rheumatism, and things of that
kind; but you will recognize tho~e readily by the case itself.
Now, we usually find these contracted muscles not only in the back and
abdo'men, but we find them frequently in the neck, and that is one important
place that you WIll have to watch for hardening of muscles. The explanation
of the contracted muscle rising ]n welts on the back: When you work upon the
back you will find that parts of rnuscle lip under your fingers, as if you were
working over a WhIp cord or something hard; that is what is called a welt.
You will, of .cour e. find muscles normally contracted to produce motion. I
take the following quotation f~om Gower, which will explain itself. "Every
movement IS due to a contraction of a series of fibres, WhICh seldom corre-
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spond to the s~ries massed together in a mu cleo " That is, you frequently
have a contraction of different fibres, you might say. a sort of a wave of contraction rnnning through different fibres cf different muscles to pr0duce complex movement, and he says that it ~s seldom that these movements are massed
together in a muscle. Of course there are prominent exceptions to the ~u]e,
one being that of the bIceps. He goes on to say: "Fibres, not muscles, are
represented in the structure of the brain, and those that cause a simple movement may be in several muscles."
Hence, you see that a derangement of a
certain part of the motor area in the cerebrum may cause a leSIon of parts of
several muscles, or a lesion of different nerve fibres of the muscles may cause
a contraction of parts of different muscles. Howell's Text Book states: "If
the muscle be in an abnormal state the contraction may remain localized as a
welling or welt." That is the term by which we usually describe those contractions..
The Osteopath is sure of his grounds scientifically when be says to a patient that the muscle has contracted and has failed to relax. When he finds
that such a condition is present it is a basis of work on his part, to be treated
a~ a lesion, and when ~e describes it as a welt, be is in accord with the authorities.
The question naturally comes, "What is the cause ot these contractllres?"
The Osteopath regards them as pe<.~uliarly significant from bis standpoint. We
notea, in quoting from Howell's Text Book that he said constant irritation produced constant contraction, so it must be some irritation which is c6ntinually
acting" upon the muscle itself or upon its nerve connection, causing it to act in
. this way. That of course would lead you to inquire if the irritation came through
the sympathetics. You will find some of the visceral diseases sending a continuous impulse over the sympathetics through the spinal nerves to the muscles of the back. Dr. Billroth, in the article quoted from the Journal, states:
"Contracture of muscle, is due to disease of the muscles, to primary disease of
the nervous system, to loss of antagonism, as well as to excessive use of one
Gowers, in speaking of nerves and muscles
set of muscles over another."
says: "The excitability is changed by disease, of which the chan~e is often an
important symptom."
(That is, the change in a muscle or nerve IS frequently
an important symptom of disease.) "It indicates the seat of nutrition of the
nerve fibres and muscles, and fronl this we can draw important inferences regarding the condition of the centers."
Gowers states that paralysis or abnormal excitability of a nerve refers back to the nerve centp,r controlling it. If
the abnormal excitability has been such as to result in contraction, It will refer
us back to the point from which the irritation came, it may be the distant
center or distant periphery of some other set of nerves reflected back sympathetically.
In di cussing before you previously to thi the 0 teopathic view of con-
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traeted llluscles, I said that the Osteopath regarded them in one case as primary and in anoth~r case secondary. Primarily, yon might ~ay, is where a muscle is directly acted upon by some external force, some blow, strain or draught
of cold aIr, causing it to contract. Your contraction then is your primary
lesion. It will impinge upon the nerve fibres, as we saw a few days ago in
quotations from one of the authorities, that the terminal sensory fibres of the
of the muscles are irritated by contr~cture8, and that constant irritation 1uay be
set up and carried into the system anywhere, according to the centers affected.
This, then, would be a primary lesion. A secondary lesion would be one of
the kind described a few minutes since, when I noted the fact that we might
have stoma~h trouble producing- secondarily a lesion of the muscles of the back
producing welts; so-called contractures. When the lesion is primary, of course
that indicates at once to us where the trouble is. and you, as Osteopaths, have
learned by this time that you must go to the seat of the trouble; even though
you have to trace it a long way back, you will finally come to it. So that when
you have the contracture acting as a primary cause of disease from its nervous
connections, then of course by removing the con~racture, yo~ have removed
that which is irritating or inh'ibiting. You have restored the n0rmal, and allowed nature to take care of the balance. When it is secondary, It is a symptom, as Gowers says, of a diseased condition of a center; it may be, and so
the Osteopath treats it. In case the di,;eased stomach has caused a contracture
in the back, we could not say that by removing that lesion we have rem·oved
the primary cause itself. But the value of that to the Osteopath is, that he
thereby sees where tLe trouble is ; it is to him a symptom, and he can trace it
back, and aided by other synlptoms, find the original cause. .r ot only that,
but,. according to what we have learned previously, the effect that the Osteopath can have by working through nerve terminals may be gotten. He can
work npon these lesions, which are secondary, and remove them, and he can
thus affect the peripheral terminations. Now, if the cause works backwards
over these nerves, then bis ,york can reach forward along the same track, and
he can get an effect upon the original seat of the disease. He can stimulate
the stomach, in ether words, by working' along the back in the region of the
splan~hllics. Of course he would combine work upon the secondary lesion
with work upon the original cause of the disease, whatever it was, and his good
judgment and ability to diagnose would have to tell him when the lesion was
prlmarv or secondary. I recollect a case o.f cholera which we treated at one
t.ime in Evanston, which had been of seven years' standing. It ·was the case
of a young lady who was some twenty years of age, and it was very bad when
brought to us. She tossed about and nearly threw herself from the table, and
It required one to hold while one treated. The lesIon in that case we found
mostly along.the back on the left side of the spine; the muscles were in a contracted condition all along that side of the pine. Weal 0 found that the
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mu cle in the neck were quite tiff; we were particular to remove that congested condition of the muscles, and the cure was complete although the case
had been of even year' standing. It .was quite a satisfactory case. Now,
the question is, whether that was a primary lesion or a secondary, and it is
very hard to aYe The causes of cholera are external sometimes-rheumatism
or exposure-and in such a case the lesion may have been primary, the effect
of exposure or rheumatism may have hardened the muscles in the back. In
other cases it is due to over-work, worry and a whole list of dIffer.ent causes.
So it may have acted indirectly, and thus have produced those contractures.
By working there we remove that lesion, whether it was primary or secodary,
and we get our results. Of course we used general treatment with the special
treatment which we gave to the lesions. My chief purpose in follOWIng this
line of thought was to show that the Osteopath in talking about contractures,
in treating them aE lesions, and in working directly upon them as Euch, IS
thoroughly scientific. As I showed you in previous lectures, he can work upon
nerve terminals in these muscles and thus gain important results. Arid I thillk
that an Osteopath in an argulnent with a physician ought not to come out second best.
.
There is one further point which I want to bring out; and that is the fact
that you will find flabby mu cles, and when a muscle has become flabby it i
u ually an indication that the disease has progressed to a considerable degree. Very frequently these muscles have lost their tone, and our mode of
reasoning is that we must restore life to them. I wish to state what Gowers
has said in this regard. He says: "That when a muscle is thus flabby, it
hows some lesion of the nerve fibers controlling the muscle. And pathology
has shown that section of a motor nerve of a muscle will lead to deterioration '.
in the condition of the muscle. Hence, there is close trophic connection between the nerves and the muscle fibers, so that, reasoning from that, when
., ou find a flabby condition of a muscle, you must have a diseased condition
which has advanced considerably.
In previous lectures I have considered fully the spine, first: How to· examine it; econd, how to consider the lesions found, that is, th.eir significance;
and third, how to treat your lesions when found. I know of no other point
which I should bring up in that connection. I shall, therefore, go to the
neck, and tell you of its indications.
II. LANDMARKS CONOERNING THE NEOK:-First, as Holden says, we
note a great difference between the skin on the back of the neck, where it is
vel' thick, and that on the front of the neck, which is extremely thin; this i
the best place in the body to note that difference. The external jugular vein
corre ponds with a line drawn from the angle of the inferior maxillary bone
bone to a point at the nuddle of the clavical. We find in: certain heart trollble a enou pul e can be detected in that ein, we can se it from a distance.
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There is a case in town in which the venous pulse can be seen in the jugular
vein. There is also a venous hum in that vein in anemia.
The hyoid bone is on a level with the lower jaw; the gap just below it
corresponds to the apex of the epiglottis; therefore any deep cut at that point
leaves almost the whole of the glottis above the cut. The thyroid cartilege
is falniliar to you all, and you can by feeling carefully trace out both the upper and lower cornua. The lateral lobes of the thyroid gland lie on each side
of the thyroid cartilege; the bridge lies across the middle, and in that region
you can feel the pulsation of the superior thyroid artery. The crico-thyroid
membrane, as you know, joins the thyroid and cricoid cartileges, and that is
the point at whieh laryngotomy is performed. The level of the cricoid cartilege corresponds to the interval between the fifth and sixth cervical vertebrre;
it is also the level of the oesophagus. Hence, if a child has attempted to
swallow something too large for ,it, it will probably be lodged in that place.
The superior opening of the oesophagus is u~ually an inch and a half above
the sternum, but it may get as far as two and a fourth inches above the
sternum. Normally about seven or eight rings of the trachea protrude above
the sternum, but they are not felt from the outside, being covered by other
structures.
urgical operations are conducted in the middle line of the neck,
which is called the "line of .safety."
III. How TO EXA'MINE THE NECK:-Of course you all know that there
is nothing of greater imp~rtance to the Osteopath in the body than the neck.
Dr. Harry Still is authority for the statement that almost all diseases of the
body can be treated through the neck. Of course that is putting it very
broadly, but it is very expressive. You can treat in the neck alon~ and effect the stomach, heart, liver or intestines and you can treat, of course, in
the neck and affect the brain, or affect the vaso motor life for the whole bo~y.
In the examination of the neck I have divided the subject into first, the
throat. You all know where to find the tonsil just beneath the angle of the
inferior maxillary bone; it is very readily felt when you want to find it, in
cases of tonsilitis it is easily found. If you cannot find it on the outside, you
can examine inside in the throat. So in examination of the throat you must
always look for the tonsils if you suspicion tonsilitis. You must look for
tender points about the throat, and where we frequently find them i , in case'
of catarrh, just below the angle of the jaw. It is said that in every ca e of
catarrh there is a tender point just below the angle of the jaw. I will not
vouch for the statement, but it is made on good authority. Further, in examination of the throat, always look to see what is the condition of the hyoid
muscles. They are of great importance. to the Osteopath-tho e above the
hyoid bone and those below it; either or both may be contracted, congested,
or drawn, s1?-utting off the blood supply to the other parts of the head or the
throat causing very numerous troubles. Of course you must alway examine
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your pati~nt to see that ·all parts are normal. You should direct your attention first to the hyoid bone, then to the thyroid and cricoid cartileges, not becau e we find them of great Osteopathic significance, but to see that everything i normal. Of course, in order to recognize"the abnormal you must acquaint yourselves with the normal. The thyroid gland itself has been decribed. You should bear in mind that it may be enlarged in disease, as in
goitre, or it may be atrophied, as in myxedema. You will be able to find it
very readily, and you must decide whether it is enlarged or wasted, and
therefore, you must know what is its normal size.
You will frequently find that the lymphatics are enlarged in the neck;
the kernels found along the course of the veins in the neck. The lymphatic
glands sometimes become enlarged, and remain so for years, showing that
there is sonte irritation or some septic process still going on. In people with
chronic sore throats we will frequently find that the lymphatic glands are enlarged, ometimes they are left so by diphtheria, or any disease which leaves
in the system a septic product, which of course is taken up by the lymphatics.
o you must look to see whether or not the lymphatics are enlarged. If they
are, of course the treatment is not to them, but is to remove the cause of the
di ea e.
A further point as to the anatomy of the neck in connection with Osteopathy: you will find that the glossopharyngeal, pneumogastric and spinal accessory nerves leave the skull through the jugular foramen. The pneumoga tric runs on down just behind the anterior border of the sterno-mastoid
muscle, and we work upon it as we work along-the muscles in that way.
Frequently we work upon it high up at its exit from the skull, that is, as near
as we can get to it. We can usually bring pressure upon the nerves at that
point. Frequently, also, we work upon these nerves through their sympathetic connection with the superior cervical ganglion.
The phrenic nerve, as you know, springs from the 3d, 4th anq 5th cervical nerves, and you reach it at the anterior border of the scaleni muscles,
right along the edge of the transverse processes of the vertebrre. Yon can
impinge upon the nerve in that region, and you can also find the nerve, or get
an effect upon the nerve by pressure bet·ween the sternal and clavicular origins
of the sterno-mastoid mu cleo That i where the treatment is usually given
in ca e of hiccongh .

LECTURE XIII.
At the Ia t lecture under the general head of theory of work upon centers,
I considered contractures, their occurrence, nature and cause. I explained,
accordIng to the authoritie, how these contracture h.appened, and that thIS
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wa the scientific definition, the term meaning continued contraction. I quoted
from Gowers, Howell's 'fext Book, and others, to substantiate the point. I
called to your mInd the clinical importance that is attached to these conditions,
especially by the Osteopath. I called to your mind their nature, that is, that
they are called a tonic spasm, bein·g considered in the nature of a tetanus; also
the fact that the continned tonicity of the inv<;>]untary muscles might exist,
which fur our purpose is practically a contracture, although not called so. I
called your attention to how you might recognize the difference between these
conditions by the touch. The chief points where these occur are in the neck,
back and abdolnen, as well as the limbs in some cases. I called to your attention the fact that muscles normally contract not as a whole usually, but as separate fibres of several muscles, according to Gowers' authority, and that accounts for the appearance of welts; the feeling of welts under the fingers. That
the cause was some constallt Irritation, some direet injury to the muscle, or
some exposure, or something of that kind. That IS, that the contracture might
be primary, as in the case of a blow or injury; and secondary when a muscle
contracts due to a trouble which is far removed, as for instance ·muscles over
the splanchnics contracted secondarily to the affection in the stomach. I noted
that nluscles which felt flabby were a sign that the disease had probably progressed for some time, and that the centers and nerves were affected. I also
called your attention to certain landmarks in the neck. rro-day I wish to consider the same general subject further.

I.

THEORY OF OSTEOPATHIC WORK

UPON THE NERVE

CENTERS,

UNDER

THE SPECIAL HEAD OF FURTHER POSSIBLE LESIONS.

I have explaIned to you the nature of some lesions, at the last meeting the
"ature of a lesion when it is a contracture. I have also called to your mind
other lesions, such as a slip of the vertebrrn, a displacement of a part, bringing
pressure upon a blood vessel or upon a nerve. I believe I mentioned tumors at
one lecture, but I shall carry that idea further at some time. Also I mentioned
.the lack of normal blood-supply being anemia, or perhaps too much blood, being hyperemia. So that we have already considered certain lesions which may
affect the body,_may act through the nerve and cause disease. ~t\. further very
important leSIon which we frequently find in our work is a thickening of ligaments following a strain or some injury. Pathology teaches us that after having irritation we frequently have an inflammation. That means that too much
blood is circulated about the part, and in the.natural process of inflammation an
an exudation follows, first fluid, lat r cellular, of both kinds of corpuscles.
When this state of inflammation bas gone far enough you have resulting a new
growth. \Ve know that this new growth is connective tissues or scar-ti sues.
It is well seen in a disease called cirrhosis of the liver, usually induced, or
om' imes at least, by the drinking of alcohol. The alcoholi~ pOIsoning sets up
. :flammation~ FollOWIng this inflammation there results a g-rowth of new
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connective tissues, the connective tIssues normally occurring thronghout the
liver are thickened.
ow, thi new growth of connective tissues is all right as
it is new and fresh and filled with blood vessles. But sooner or later the blood
vessles begIn to be contracted and absorbed and the tissue looses its blood
supply and then it begins to contract and become pale. When that process has
gone far enough, the contraction has acted mechanically and shut down upon
the blood supply passing through the liver, thus the portal circulation is obtructed, and the blood set back and produces what i known as ascites, or
dropsy of the abdomen. There you have a thickening of the connective tissues,
you have resulting from that a condition of pressure, a shutting down of the
thi(~kened tissues upon the part concerned.
In sclerosis of the spinal cor-d
you have a thickening of the connective tissue either at the expense of, or following, degeneration of the nervous elements of the cord. When you have had
a wound, say a cut wIth a knife, you have, in the process of healing, the formation of what is technically known as granulat.ion tissues, this is followed later
by the appearance of blood vessels in new connective tissue, and you have your
scar. 80-called scar tissues occur not only after cuts and wounds, but after
abscesses and various pathological processes in the body. I wish to bring
these things to your attention for the purpose of showing you that it is a constant and very general pathological tendency in the body to produce new connective tissue, and it is the tendency of that connective tissue when produced to
contract. There you have something that is a very frequent source of disease,
and it is of especial interest to the Osteopath, from his point of view, since it
means that there may thereby be a mechanical lesion, a direct shutting down
upon the parts. You have all known of cases where a scab has formed upon
some external sores, catching some sensory ne..'ve terminals in its connective
tissue, as it becomes old and commences to contract, It irritates those termil1at10ns of nerves, produeing constant paIn in the part.
I wish to quote from Green's Pathology, where he says: "The new connective tissue is called inflammatory or scar tissue. The tendency to contract
is ·characteristic of this new fibrous tissue."
This contraction of scar tissue
may produce serious results."
You will readily recognize the Osteopathic
significance of anything that will contract and obstruct the channels of blood
or nerve force. These causes are especially significant, it seems to me, in
relation to the spine, so I have considered that first. Now, what may the
nature of your lesion be~ As I have said before, it might be a vertebra dis'placed; it may be twisted or slipped, or in any way so placed as to bring irritation upon the parts surrounding it. lt makes no practical difference for
our purpose whether first, that irritation act upon nerves or upon blood
vessel , just so it be 'ufficient to act upon the ligamentous parts about the
vertebrae to irritate them. You will then have an inflammation. Secondary
to thi irritation you may not have inflammation, but hyperemia. Following
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thi inflammation you would naturally, according to the law of di ea e, have
a thickening of the connective tissue. I wish again to quote from Green,
speaking about inflammations, and under the head of injuries, slight but long
continued, he says: "In many case the inflammatory process ends in the
formation of new tissue-inflammatory fibrous tissue."
You will notice
there that the injury may only be slight, but long continued.
uch is the
nature of a great many Ie ion that we lind in the spine. A man comes to
the Osteopath's office for examination. He say: "You have had a strain or
twist here in the spine in some way."
The patient says he never had any
strain or twist t.here. The Osteopath still think that he must have had a
strain there. The reason why he did not know it was imply because it was
so slight as to escape observation, and has not been attended to because
slight, and therefore has been long continued, and finally results in some proce s of pathological growth. Further, Green says: "If the hyperemia be of
long duration or frequently repeated, the epithelium and connective tissue of
the part increase."
So an inflammation is not always necessary to produce
thickening of the connective tissue, but it may occur from hyperemia. Too
much blood about a part may, according to Green, either cau e a thickening
of the epith~lium or of the connective tissue. So your lesion which has produced nerve irritation and caused inflammation, may be slight, or on the
other hand, may cause hyperemia, which may not neces arily be known to
the patient. So much, then, for the tendency of these newly formed tissues
to contract and to obstruct. }1-'rom what I have already said you will see the
significance of these things from our standpoint, as I have already explained
to you the effect of thickening of tendons or hardening of muscles or ligaInents.
Your lesion may be not only in the nature of some slip or twist of the
vertebrae, but, secondly, it may be a strain, a pull, a cold draft, or something of that nature-external violence. You are all familiar with the
phenomena which follow a sprained ankle, as we call it, and you have probably often heard the physician say that such an injury wa i:Q. some cases
worse than a broken bone. You have, following a strain, an inflammatory
process, and you have following that inflammatory proces of course, this
thickening of the connective tissue. Then, again, you may have a lesion in
the nature of bad blood. If the blood is not pure, and if all of the excretory
organs- of the body are not doing their duty, the bad blood then ants as an irritant and may inflame parts. Your lesion may, fourthly, be i~ the nature of
some expo ure, or cold, or rheumatism. Quain, in hi dictionary speaking
of disease of the spine, says: "The ligaments here, as in other parts of the
body, are especially liable to a rheumatic form of inflammation."
Inflammation means to u the formation of a new growth· a new growth ver probably
mean the formation of an obstruction, which of our e act a a continual ir-
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ritation upon the part affected, with all the concomitant results. In view of
the above "facts, may not any Osteopath see the tremendous significance from
his standpoint of slight, or it may be severe, sprains, slips, twists, subluxations, injuries, exposures, and the like~ Can he fail to recognize the importance of uch factors in the causation of disease, or can he disregard the
therapeutic value of their removal ? It seems that when we look at these
things fr(J]]l an Osteopathic standpoint, they become fraught with great significance, and to my mind, nothing is more encouraging to an Osteopath than
the, thought that he can go about to remedy these pathological results. I have
brought this up because it seemed to me that these were properly Osteopathic
points. Hence, you will note the importance of what we have already said
in previous lectures, that you should always and under all circumstances
look for lesions. You should always, also, inquire into the history of the
case.
The method of questioning is one of the valuable means by which we
diagnose the case, it is the only thing that leads us into the history of the
case.
These lesions, such as described, are of particular importance to the Osteopath because yo~ know that a contraction may cause, for inst~nce, distortion of a part, as we frequently find in our practice. When a part has left
its normal position it may very likely be obstructing some of the fluids of
life, or pressing upon important parts, thus producing disease. So that the
result of the lesions may not only be distortions but may be obstruction of
parts; and further, they may lead to ankylosis or ossification of the parts.
Quain s Dictionary in speaking of Pott's disease, says: "In the majority of
cases sclerosis of one or more intervertebral cartileges occurs as a result 0'
sub-acute inflammation; if the caf4e proceed favorably toward a curative termination, the destructive process becomes arrested and a healthy process is
re-established, terminating in bony ankylosis between the bodies of the
'vertebrae; ossification also spreads along- some of the ligamentous structures
. passing between the laminae, as well as between the spinous processes."
"Thus, ' he goes on to say, "the resulting posterior protrusion becomes a
persistant deformity, a deformity essential to the cure of the disease." Pott's
di ease, I might say, is the extreme posterior curvature of the spine, also
commonly called hunch back. N ow, as ,to this explanation, there are several
points to which I wish to invite your attention. In the first place, it emphasizes the important of infhlmmation, as he says the condition may result
from inflammation between the bodies-of the vertebroo. Further, that that
inflammation may be the result of Oille rheumatic process started in the ligaments about the spine. Second, that the result may be ankylosis or ossification, if the ca e has gone far enough. Third, to the Osteopath it is difficult
to call a deformit a cure'; that is what we call di ease; patients come to us
Q
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with deformitie to be cured. It has been a matter of orne urpri e that I
noticed that not .only Quain, but others, for instance, Hilton, speak of cure
by fixation or ossification of parts. N ow, I do not call this to your attention
to tell you that you can cure everyone having ossification or ankylosis of the
vertebrre. However, there is a kind of ankylosis that may be cured by the
Osteopath, and that is the ligamentous form. When it has reached ossification, it is beyond our power. What the Osteopath is called upon to do in
such a case, where there is fixation of parts of bony growth, is to give relief
or perhap strengthen the general condition of the body, which he can very
frequently do. The peculiar work of the Osteopath, in cases which are proceeding to uch a terminatjon, is not that he may remove th~ ankylosis or
the ossification, but that he may 'prevent it forming. I think our practice
justifies the statement that he can prevent such things. A great many cases
of spinal curvature have been cured out-right, and there is no telling what
the termination of such a case of spinal curvature may be. However, they
might have gone on to ossification or ankylosis of the joints. The simple
facts are that cases of deformity have been saved from being parmanent, and
that people have been saved from the lives of cripples time and again by Osteopathic therapeutics. And s) these things are significant to us more in a
prophylactic light, that is, that we may prevent their growth.
For examples of the general cause of disease following a slip or strain,
which has resulted in a thickening of ligaments, I wish to note several cases:
I have had ca es in which, along the region of the splachnic nerves, there
was a tightening of all the ligaments, the parts of the spine being approximated. The result of that lesion was some form of stomach trouble. I have
seen a case of neurasthenia, which I would attribute to such a cause. When
practicing in Chicago 'we had a gentleman who was in rather a remarkable
condition. His general trouble might be described as neurasthenia. His
trouble was largely circulatory and nervous. He had a skin a oft as a
baby's almost; a ruddy complexion; looked strong and healthy, and ODe
would hardly think there was anything wrong with him. But he aid he
would at almost any time break out into a perspiration, when there was not
any heat at all or exertion to account for it, or perhaps he would be chilly.
Then, again, he would flush up following any exertion. He would have
trouble with his head, and could not work at 'times. At times he would be
bothered with sleeplessness. N ow, those were general nervous troubles and
troubles of the circulation· He was a man, who, on account of his disease,
led practically an outdoor life. The lesion in his case, according to our examination was along the pine. We found that the ligament along the spine
seemed to be tightened, and that the mn cles were contracted. ow, whether
or not the theory fit 'the facts, and whether or not all the things are
brought out properl it eem to me the explain at lea t theor ic lly, hat
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:we do when we meet imilar cases and go to work to remove such"lesion .
uch Ie ion then, ma come, first, by direct impingement and irritation of
the nerves. A for instance, where they emerge from the spine at the intervertebral foramina.
econd, they may act through the blood supply, as was
shown in a lecture or two since, by causing anemia or hyperemia of the centers or the nerves. Thi hyperemia or anemia may be collateral on account
of the condition of the" circulation to the spinal muscles, or the anemia may
exi t ~irectly by pres ure at the intervertebral foramina on the anterior and
po terior spinal branches, or perhaps pressure in the same ~ay on the
vertebral branches of the arteries, and thus shutting off of the blood supply
to the cord.
II. LANDMARKS 00 CERNING THE NECK :-Holden notes the sternomastoid mu cles, which he call the surgical land-mark of the neck, and calls to
our attention the fact that it stands out in relief when acting to turn the head
toward the 0poslte shoulder. Behind its inner border lies the pneumogastric
nerve, in the arne sheath with the common carotid artery and the internal
jugular vein. The common carotid artery runs as far as the upper level of the
thyriod cartilage, where it branches into the internal and external carotids; its
course corresponds to a line drawn from the sterno-clavicular articulation to a
point midway between the angle of the lower ja,v and the mastoid process.
Note the interval between the sternal and clavicular origins of the sterno-mastoid muscle. Just behind this interval lies the common carotid artery internally, the internal jugular vein externally. Between them, and a little posteriorly, lies the pneumogastric nerve. The sterno-clavicular joint is important.
Behind it lies the commencement of the vena innominata. It is the level of the
division of the innominate artery on the right, and the level of the apex of the
lung. As to the apex of the lung, it may rise one and a half inches and perhaps
two inches above the suerno-clavicular joint. This is the point of the lung
which is least apt to be inflated with air, and hence very apt to be the seat of
disease. I have already ealled your attention to its examination by percussion
at the sternal end of the clavicle. The subclavian artery is also important. In
the supraclavicular fossa, just at the outer edge of the sterno-n1astoid mus~le,
about an inch above the clavicle you will feel the pulsation of the subclavian
artery; at that point it crosses the first rib. Pressure slightly downward and
inwar there will impinge upon the subclavian artery; a little pressure is 8ufncient. As you know, the outer border of the sterno-mastoid muscle correspond nearly to the onter border of the scaleuu anticus muscle, ann. that across
the calenu anticu run the phrenic nerve~
ow, at about the point where
you Impinge upon the subclavian artery you will also reach the phrenic nerve.
In fact, the way Dr. Harry Still often treq,ts hiccoughs is by standing behind
the patient ·and placing his thumb along the outer edge of the sterno-mastoid
rnu cle and thu reaching the phrenic nerve. Deep pres ure at the upper part
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of the supraclavicular fossa will reach the transeverse proce~s of the seventh
cervical vertebra. . In a long thin neck it is stated that just above, and nearly
parallel with the clavicle can be felt the posterior belly of the omo-hyoid lTIUScle, as it rIses and falls in inspiration.
III. I 'wish. .to' cont.~ne 'the examination of the neck. There \V.ere a couple
of pOInts that 1 should have noted in going over the. spine, ·but they slipped my
nlind at the tiIne., .One of them is how to ~tretch the quadratus lum.borum
muscle. This muscle in various cases will become cd.ntracted and will then
draw down the lower rib, and may make considerable tronble. ·1 have found
that I coud treat a lalne back
that way and get results that I could get in no
other way~ Frequently the lalneness there is between ·,tbe' fifth lumbar and the
sacrum. And why? Because the traction in the quadratus lumborum muscle
is drawing· the pelvis ;up and is bringing a strain at the point of junction of the
fifth lumbar with the sacrum. I have often removed'lameness there by stretching that nluscle. It takes' a diagonal puI,l to stretch the ql1adratus_ 'lumborum
properly. If 1 have an assistant I have him draw on the pelvisi while I draw
the arln in the other. direction .. 1 draw .steadily, but do nGt jerk, and I put a
considerable force of traction upon the part. Then I have my asssitant take
the arm, and I stretch in the other _dIrection, and in that way get' a pull upon
every part of the quodratus lumborum muscle.
The other point concerning the spine was, that you will in running your
hand over the back frequently detect changes in tem-perature. Yo'u will find a
warmer s.pot, or, more frequently a oold str-eak fol1owin~ the distribution of
the inter-costal nerves. That is qUIte an important method of diagno'sis. You
should accustom your hand to detect differences in ternperature. Of couse that
has to be done next to the skin. When you iti'nd that, ot. course it indicates at
once that the blood supply is not equally distributed, and that probably there is
a lesion along the spine at the point where· the cold streak leaves it. If you
find it hot it D,ay mean the same, but we do not find that as often as we do the
cold streuk.
In the consideration of the neck I have divided it into, first, the throat,
which 1 considered at the last lecture; second the neck proper, 'which I shall
consJder at this tilne. I have already. noted the spints and peculiar vertebrae,
and the fact that you can ,note the dislocated vertebra sometimes by an examination in the pharynx by means of the finger. 1 have. called the atlas' to. your
attention ;~and the fact that you must turn the head from. side to side in attempting t? exalnine- the transverse processes of the vertebrae.,. In a case of ~ractl1re,
which we llJay possibly' find, there wilt be crepitus and abnormal mobility of
the parts. You should in your",examination· of the neck look at.the·:condition of the superficial' .and deep' niqsclps, ..Carefully examine to note any
hardening of the muscles. ' Thehatd~ning, of course,~. may be in the superficial
muscles or in the :deep muscles; . you' wil1.hnve to j\ldge as to wb.ere you think
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the tightenin~ of the muscle is. Examine very carefully all about t.he uperficial and the deep mu cles. It is usually in the throat that you find the superficial muscle contracted and the deeper ones in the neck further back. The
terno-mastoid muscle of course always comes prominently to your attention.
It is contracted in cases of torticollis; or it may be hardened and produce presure upon the structures beneath it. Then examine the scaleni mU8cles. You
know how they are attached. reaching all the way from the second cervical
dO\\'n to the eventh and th.en running to the upper two rIbs. Normally these
mu cles will feel rathel· hard, you will become acquainted with the normal feeling of them. They are SIgnIficant to us from the fact that they sometime become contracted and bring traction upon the upper two ribs. Hence it is that
any displacement of these upper two rIbs is ver.y likely to be upward~. This
will cause heart trouble, or lung trouble, etc. These muscles are useful in replacing ribs which are dislocated. I have already noted the ligamentum nuchae; how you may find it and how you may treat it. The neck is about as
good a place as there is for the Osteopath to find sore spots. Principally you
Rre liable to find them in the fosE'ae just below .the occipital bone. In fact I
have been told that it is always naturally sore there, but I don't believe it, because I find lots of cases that are not sore there at all, and I think that in the
normal neck there is no soreness there. Of course you may impinge at·any
time upon a nerve hard enough to hurt it, but I am speaking of examinations
not of chopping wood. Why these sore spots occur is hard to say, but I think
the soreness is du'e primarily to the condition of the great and 8uboccipital
nerves which you find at that point. I do not think that it is just because you'
touch'them, b~t they were sore before you touched them. Then you will often
find that just below the occipital protuberance there is a sore spot, and just
there you ',viII often find a tightening of the ligaments. The lesion is important because if you find a sore spot there or in the fossa below the occipital
bone you are led to believe that there is some irritation affecting the sub- and
great occipital nerves, and since they are in close' connection to the uperlor
cervical gang-ion of the sypathetic they may have an affect through it upon the
distant parts of the body. You should also examine in the region of the three
ganglia of the . . ympathetic. The superior cervical ganglion lies opposite the
'econd and third vertebrae on the scalenus anticus muscle. The second cervical ganglion lies· opposite sixth and seventh cervical vertebrae. While the inferior cervical gan,glion lies jllSt below the seventh cervical vertebra, and is
frequently coalesced with the first thoracic ganglion of the sympathetic. Quain
puts it that this Inferior cervical ganglion of the sympathetic lies just over the
'costo-central Rrticulation, that is, the articulation of the first rib with the spine.
ow, if you should find lesion in those places they are, of course significant to
you according a they may affect the sympathetic life of the individual. They
may affect the brain, heart and lungs, or an., di taut part of the body. Also
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remember the di,tinctly spinal nerves here, tho e of the cervical and brachial
plexuses. Impinge upon these nerves where they pass out between the scalenus medius and calenus anticus muscles and upon deep pressure the patient
will tell you he can feel pain in his shoulder and arm. You should also here
look at the temperature of the parts you are examining, and I think that ~o
where else in the body we as frequently find a cold place as in the back of the
neck. I thought perhaps it was because it was more p,xposed, but I doubt that
very much because I have treated patients who had been in the house for hours
and those muscle were cold. I have treated patients in the heated period of
summer when certainly there was not any chance of there being exposure to
cold, and the temperature was abnormally low. That argues to ~lour mind
certainly that there is SOllIe inequality in the distribution of the blood flow, it
may be a tightening of the muscles upon the blood vessels, but it shows you at
.any rate that there is probably the seat of the lesion. In relation with this examination you must look at the condition of the blood upply to the throat,
throuO"h the neck and thus to the brain, which is important, and you hould be
very sure that the blood supply to the neck and brain are normal.
Q. You spoke of treating the phrenic nerve above the clavicle. Could it
not also be reached from the econd to the fifth cervical?
A. Yes sir, Dr. Harry StIll frequently works right along the third,
fourth and fifth cervical. The phrenic nerve ari"es from the fourth, al 0 partly from the third, and havIng a connecting branch from the fifth. So we g'et
work at the anterior edge of the scalenus 111edius and impinge upon the nerve
by pressing backward against the transver e processes of the vertebrae.
Q. Do you use the word lesion for any abnormalIty about the body~
A. I have used it for an injury. Taking it in its generic sense It means
InJury. There is a difference, perhaps. in the use of that word, hut we "here
use i~ in the sense of an injury. That is the use I have heard made of it ever
since I have been here. I believe the books define it as some abnormality of
'the tissues.

LECTURE XIV.
At the la t lecture I considered briefly possible lesion of center. I
shall carry that idea farther to-day. What I took the most time to explain
wa how thickening of connective tissue of parts might lead to impingement
upon blood ve sels or upon nerve, showing that, in the fir t place, there
D;light be an irritation can ed by a'slip of a vertebra, thu etting.up inflammation, thi followed by formation of new tis ue which has a tendenc to contract. I showed that the arne thing could folIo hyperemia.
nch things
then are ignifican to the 0 teopath ince the act a ob trnction. to the
v
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flow of blood and nerve for~e.
uch lesion may, if not prevented, go much
further, re ultfng in bon ankoylo i of joint or in ossification of ligament ,
thus setting up a permanent deformity. It is then the function of the Osteopath not so much to treat that deformity, as to ·prevent it. That is, in such
case his treatment i prophylactic.
I then called our attention to landmark in the neck, and to certain
p'oint in how to examine the neck.
I. THEORY OF WORK UPO CE 'TER. (Continued. )-Furtherpos ible
lesions.. You Inay have a pressure upon important parts by exudates or by
oedema. An exudate is in the nature fluid or cellular, and it follows pathological proce ses in the nature of inflammations or hyperemia. Having an
inflammation, you have an exudation of t.he contents of the blood' vessels;
those contents are fluid, or in the later stages of the exudation, cellular. They
thu may, at any place, and do, build up a considerable thickening among
the tissues, acting as a mechanical pressure or irritant upon important parts.
The e important parts may be blood vessels or nerves. Byron Robinson says
"The nerves may suffer from pressure by exudates or oedema, congestion or
from malnutrition. The final outcome is derangement of the nerves, exaltation of sensation and motion, or deba~ement of sensation and motion." He
was speaking there particularly of the nerves to the bowels. The Osteopath's
duty in relation to such things is that he must, in making his diagnosis, take
into consideration the probability o-f there being such a lesion present. You
will, of conr e, in your further studies. which will include pathology and
other important things, learn how to recognize these lesions better than I can
tell you here. What I propo e to do is to use these things to illustrate the
subje·ct of Osteopathy, but I cannot of course' go into detail and explain everything in pathology that I come across, but they are "aluable to you, and you
will recognize their importance when you come to that place in your course.
In general, you will recognize or look fQr the process of oedema in patients
with lung, kidney or heart trouble, you will be very apt to :find it in s~ch
ca e ; or in ca es where there i obstruction to the blood flow. It may be
mechanical shutting down upon an artery, or it m(ty be a narrowing of the
lumen of a ve sel from some di ease, or something of that kind. The Osteopath must judge what may be the cause and work to remove the lesion. As
to hyperemia, and its effect upon the cord, I have alzeady shown this to you
in a quotation from Gr.een ,some time since, where he said it caused parae "'
the ia of ight or hearing or perhap even,spasrns. But according to Robinson, this hyperemia may act mechanically to affect not centers only, but directl to affect nerv through pre sure. 'Your le ion rna be malnutrition,
but I will notice that later. Other lesions which may produce pressure upon
important part are deposit or growth. I wish to quote from Dr. Jacob on,
Dr. Hilton editor, where h ay: "en ation of harp pain like kniv a
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around the runk, increa ed by luovement, and a numb d feeling about the
body, may be produced by gummatou meningiti making pressure upon the
po terior roots of some of the spinal nerves."
You note here that the
pathological process is an inflammation, that econdarily there i et up a
pressure as the result of that inflammation, which i a gummatous deposit,
thus it acts as a lesion producing pressure. Hilton instances a case, further
where there wa pressure upon the ulnar nerve, causing much numbne ,
lack of en ation, and particularly of motion, in the third and fourth finger .
They became discolored, and finally gangrenous. (Gangrene is death of ti sues.) Upon examination there was found an exostosis, an outgrowth from
the bone, upon the first rib, pressing upon the ulnar nerve and the subclavian
artery, thus shutting off the nerve and blood supply partly, the nerve more
fully. However, shutting off the nerve supply alone would have been sufficient
to cau e degenerative changes in the part affected.
.
I wi h to call your attention to thi.s structural degpneration by pressure
upon a nerve. Thus, you may have pressure in the form of a foreign growth
or in the form of some excrescence upon important parts. Further, y.our
lesion might be an aneuri ~, and it might bring pre ure upon parts. Green
states that active congestion follows pressure upon the sympathetic, ai for
instance in the-neck by an' aneurism. Thus you may inhibit vaso tonic action
of the ympathetic and cause hyperemia, or vice versa. Another kind of
lesion which will frequently come to your attention is tumor, which you will
notice also is of such a nature that it produces pressure upon important parts.
You might take, for instance, the case of ex-ophthalmic goitre; there you
have protru ion of the eye ball due to a deposition of fat behind it. That
shows an over stimulation of the trophic fibers to that part of the head. There
are also cardiac symptoms, palpitation and irregularity in the beat of the
heart} whieh shnws an interference with the cardiac nerves, the sympathetic
receiving pressure from the goitre in the n.eck. And further, you have va 0
nl0tor symptoIDRfrom the pressure of this goitre, because you frequently have
a flushing up of the cutaneous circulation. This is a good example of what
mechanical pressure may do to influence nerve life. Robinson al 0 instance
the case of an abdominal tumor leading to fatty degeneration of the heart.
The impul e sent from the tumor up along the abdominal ympathetic to the
olar plexus, here it i reorganized, perhap sent to the cervical ympathetics, down the cardiac branches to' the heart, resulting in irritation of the
heart, causing the h~art to over feed it elf, which finall re ult in hypertrophy, followed by fatty degeneration. Thus you can learn to trace the
causes. .Almost any young Osteopath would treat that effect, h art trouble,
when really it is the tumor, far removed from the heart, which i the cau e
of the trouble. In speaking of abdominal tumor , R·obin on a. : "The ir.ritat,ion from the tumor i carried on the plexu of an contiguou vi u to
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the abdominal brain, w:here it is reorganized and emitted to the dige tive
tract over the gastric plexus, the superior mesenteric plexus and the inferior
mesenteric plexu. In any case the brunt of the force end in the ganglia
hich lie ju t belo~ the mucous membrane. The ganglia c)llstitute what i
known as Meissner's plexus, which rules secretion. If the irritation be of
such a nature as to produce exces ive ecretion, diarrhea may result; the excessive secretions will decompose and induce malnutrition." Thus one difficulty leads to another. You might have constipation, indigestion and various troubles. He goes on to say that small tumors on pedicles so that they
may swing around, and roll about, and pound upon the abdominal structures
are those which are most injuriou , for obviously, if the tumor is fixed, it
will not irritate much, but if it rolls about and is quit·e movable it will keep
irritating the sympathetics and aggravating the trouble.
The lesions gi.ven above are the lesions which produce pressure in the
body, pressure upon important structures, for the most part nerves. I have
already in my lectures noted certain results that you would get from pressure
upon nerves, for instance, irritation, stimulation, inhibition, hyperemia,
anemia, etc. But I wish to go further to-day and show that the result may
be more serious than a mere inhibition or stimulation, that it may lead to degeneration of the nerve fibers. Thus there would be processes of deterioration of the structure of the parts, especially of the nerves affected. The proce of degenera~ion of the nerves is about as follows, and is called secondary
degeneration, since it is secondary to some primary lesion; it is also called
allerian degeneration. The first process is that the myelin becomes degenerated, the sheath of Schwann becomes separated into parts, still later it
become~ granulated, and finally disappears from the nerve sheath, perllaps
by the process of saponification, as has been stated by some writers. During
thi process the axis-cylinder, which is the important part of the nerve, is
egmented,
broken down and removed in practically the same
wa.
Thus you finally have nothing but the nerve sheath
left.
The nerve has then lost its conductivity and is useless
as a nerve. What I wish to show is that pressure upon nerves may be
bad enough to induce this degeneration, which you can readily see is a serious
result. Gowers says: "Degeneration follows many slight lesions of nerves,
compre sion, over extension, and the like."
He says further that it is probable that a compression for 11 few hours has such an effect in separat.ing' the
molecules in the white substance of Sch~ann as to set up a secondary degeneration of the same character as that resulting from divi~ion of the nerves. This
pressure does not need to be severe; it may not extend over a period longer
than a few hours to produce finally all the results which the Osteopath meets in
his work. Pressure of some dislocated part or pressure of some such lesion as
I have mentioned to-day upon nerves, interferes with the sen e of feeling- and
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with tructure of other part , and may have a imllar effect to cutting the nerve.
Gowers says that after division of a nerve or degeneration of its fibre~, there is
a marked change in the mu cle supplied by the motor nerve.
Thi is a change
which is a deterioration of their structure.
So much, then, for lesions which may be brought on by pressure. You
have seen from what I have said what - thIs pressure may result from. I wi h
to call your attention to the fact that the action of mnscles may in certain cases
bp.come traumatic, wounding a nerve, and setting up serIOUS results, often degeneration. Gowers, speaking of neuritis, sa.ys: " erves are sometime damaged by a violent contraction of a muscles through which they pass. It is probable, also, that muscular action excites neuriti in other situations, especially
in persons \vho are predisposed."
Also we may notice the indirect result of
traumatic lesion by action of the muscles.
Bryon Robinson~ in speaking of peritonitis~ say: · 'Peritonitis is due to
two causes, (of which I will name one.) viz., trumatic muscular action of the
psaos magnus on the sIgmoid, and trumatic muscular action 'of the lower right
limb of the diaphragm on the descending colon."
The way by which the nerves
there are Involved IS this: That that injury allows the mig-ration of pathogenic bacteria, which set up peritonitis, thereby crippling the nerves, and perhaps caUSIng considerahle degeneration of them. And this traumatic lesion,
directly by action of muscles upon nerves, or indirectly as in this case, is an
important thing to the Osteopath, and he must take it into consideration in diagnosing his cases. You will learn later that these nerves when degenerated,
may, by appropriate treatment, of which rest and quiet i an important part,
be regenerated.
To illustrate the results of pressure, take a case of which Dr.. Hilton
speaks; being a case of fracture of the radius. The callous in the growing- together of the bone had pressed upon _the ulnar nerve above the wrist. and
there haa resulted, not a paralysis, but an ulceration upon the skin of the
thumb and first and second fingers. He also notes a case in which pressure of
the humerus upon the brachial plexus has resulted in a wasting of the deltoid
muscle by insufficient nerve supply from the circumflex nerve, which had been
impinged upon. That empha~izes the importance and necessity of taking into
consideration everything whIch may bring pressure upon parts.
Your lesIon, a I have stated, may be malnutrition. I have alreadyexplained that to some extent. Amenia may not only affect centers in such
,cases, but it may affect nerve fibres directly, or the malnutrition may be from
a poor quality o~ blood.
'l"he que tion comes to you, what can au Onteopath do in uch cases?
Can he remove exostosis, anuerisms, and ucb things as that.
0 he can not.
If you have a ca e of exo to is, it is a surgical ca e and you will have to send
it to a surgeon. Aneurism h~ usually to be treated by urgical mean. I
I.;
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have called the e thin a to your attention on account.of their importance, and
to lead you to be upon our guard. You ~ hould not take secondary "ymptoms
and treat them. Be on your guard alway in making your diagnosi. Some
of the e lesions you may relDove of cour e, sueh as the exudate8 in hyperemIa
or inflammationior the gummatoulJ tumor in meningiti..:,al 0 the goitre pre . iog
upon the sympathetic. All these things are subject to your treatment.
II. How TO TREAT A ECK :-1 have called your attention to how to examine the neck. I wi h to say to you that it is an extremely important thing
that you treat the neck carefully for the treatment of the nec:<:, more than any
other part of t,he body is to be done 'with great care by the Osteopath. As in
the con "ideration of the examination of the neck I first take up the throat, 0
in the treatment I will notice that part of the subject first. In treating the
throat your first duty is almost always to note whether there be a contraction
of the hyoid muscles, and if uch be the case to relax them, as that leaves a free
field· in which to work, ince they may mask other troubles which you may not
notice without hav~ng that removed first. Your tehnique of rnanipulation mu~t
be carefully noted, and the degree of force which you exert, because there are
important structures which you may injure by rough pressure. The best way
is to use the flat of the hand; the cushions of your fingers. To relax the mu cles here the. bel.:~t way is to push the head toward the side, that is a·way fr\)m
you, while drawing the other hand toward you. You do not have to rub your
fingers over the neck as though your fing-ers ,\yere a file, as some people's finger are. Draw the rnu cle WIth the fingers, do not let them slip over the surfaye, but -bold against the muscles and draw them toward you. You can do
thi work as thoroughly as possibe without any rough rubbing at aU; necks are
readily chafed sometimes, and if you wish to save the patient to your practice
you will have to be a little careful how you handle his heck .
.!. ext as to
the tonsils. When you find an enlarged tonsil and wish to
treat it, the first thing to do i to loosen the muscles over the blood supply to
the tonsil, which is from branches from the carotid arteries. Hence, if you
have relaxed all the mu cles about the tonSIls both internal and external, . 0
that there is no further inpingement upon the blood supply then you have re.lieved the Ie ion. Of couse if the Ie ion is back in the neck· eausing the nerves
to hut down over the vaso-motor supply you mn t attend to that. However,
generally we work directly in this way. Give it a thorough treatment, but not
too bard. Work along the angles of the jaw, and then work all down along
the course of the common carotId artery, down a far a. where the artery comes
from the thorax just behind the edge of the sterno-mastoid mu cleo That"hould be done thorougbl~y; you hould not be in a great hurry. Furtber, I
alwa put my finger in behind the clavicle; be careful in puttio your fingers
there not to hurt, because it is a very tender point.· I always put my finger
in there, then approximating the bent arm to tb.e . face pr.es it ~n above and
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over while TIDy finge'rs lie betwee.n the clavicle' and the Jj:r t rib. rrhi ·rein·xes
everything"; tben bTin~ the,arm down over the head, outward and downward;
this ·will·stretc~. the J!'arts 'a,nd stimulate the ~ow!_of blood through theearotid
.artery. perhnp.~ the cbief'value of th'3.t movemelJt is this: W B frequently find
that the muscles about the upper part of the thorax are drawn and are making
-some impingement upon or st0ppage,of the blooddlvw, through the carotId artery, and you simply give it freer action bl the mutions you nse there. We a-l'o
'frequently ~tretch the jaw, '8.8 we .call it. fI put my iingHfsjust 'helow .the inferior maxillary bone, 'placing the thumbs above, usually about the.molar.process, then holding fairly tight spring the mouth open, ru.bbing dow.nward as
the mouth "opens ito relax the muscl~B. That 'shou~d be1do-DB th .ee or four
tim~s. .ltcisnot iR bad .idea to simply b.old thB jaw firmly ;and tell-the .patient
to open the~mouth.while you ar:eholding, and ,thllt'will stretch the mnscles
about the part. Of course, 'in ·treating any part you must watch its blood and
nerve.supply. W:e h,av.e me.ntioned the'hfuod'snpply in this instance. The
neI've .supply js.ironl·the.pnellm,~8trlc ·and from 'Meckel's Ganglion of the
fifth. You cab stimulate the pn'eumogastric :atjts ~~itifTom tbe skull by·dp-ep
pressur.e. You .can also get. an tefTeet ,upon Meckel~s~ganglion by. having the
.patient;o(')en his mouth.:and thruBting the . gngeT8 into the'glenoid fos 'R, have
him close it ag~in. It will usually hurt, but jt ,is' supposed to h-ave an :effect
upon Meckel's ganglion, which I will show later when I tell you how to treat
the neck. rl'he point there' is the communication of the sympathetic with the'
pneumogastric and with the Fifth'and'tWltb 'tile blood supply about the tonsils .
.T hus you :have treated both, tti.e~nenve·and ,b16Gd supply in treating an1enlarged
tonsil. If your .diagnosis has --shown you a tender point just below the angle
of the ja,\\y, as -is.<s.tated ~to b£ the ease-in ca.t-arrh, the best way to Bttend to it is
by the ~means already:gi-v:en, viz., relaxing-sll th-e·'p:UTtB. In tha.t \~ay you will
throw fresh life .there ~nd;take<a,way the pain and ·.tenderness.
Should you find:'lymphlatic glands ·~nlat'ged"it·is<a mistake ·10 go at them
and treatt~m dlree·tly. -If they are enlarge.d:.it is from :csome-rffison. You
will sonietimes ·find :them ,enlarg~d in tonsilitis or in dip.htheria, and they are
enlarg-ed ,because they ba,ve work to·do,sea:\Lengers, "and:you:must look to the
original cause. I·do ·not think it admissable .(\ver to ,work tlire~tly u on tho e
lym.phatJ~s, I.thinking -that~that ·,will·take down the enlargement, .especially 'in
acute·.·eas-es. It nlay pQ,ssibly do in,ahronic' eaS~8, ·hut in -acute cases I have
. kno'wn 6f·injurly being'done by rough treatment of "~nlaFged 'l'vmpbatic glands
when. th.e trou·b.le was ~omewhere .else.
.Q. -.Intbe cQse,oftonsilitis ,would 5YOU .not timulate .the blond awav frotn
. the tonsils f
A When you have ·stimulated -the .arterial supply, you will sweep~awaJ'
the congestion. ,W.henever ,you ~h.ave 'attend:ed to .th~ nerve. suppl,Y ,there regulatin!! the blood, the vaso-motl!rs., of e.our e tben ~Vou get tbe.·sarne el(ect, -it all
I
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tends toward the. normal and to restore the circulation as it 'should be~
Q. Inereasing the arterial flow will sweep away the condition?
A. Yes, that is . the tendency, that is h.ow·you can affect congestion
throug-h blood supply, but do 'not forget to couple;:it . wIth nerve.supply vasomotor.
.
Q. I·thought the_ way to~get at . it ·was to: ~drain the congested part by
venous withdrawal.
A. ,. That comes partly through your vaso-motor effect, but if you can ~et
sufficient vis a tergo from behind to sweep that all out, that is all you need, and
that IS' readily done.
"~"Q. Do you always have a local edematous condition with inflammation?
A. I :do not know' that there ean be an inflammation without edema-without ,an exudation; that is one of the important synlptoms of inflammation.
'.i . Q..
Do you treatthe sympathetics for goitre?
, A. The cervical ganglion, all three of them I 'would treat, but would especiarHy..diTeet{my -;, attention to loosening the anterior and posterior muscles,
with the idea.--o£ r_elieving all parts and allo Ning a free flo\\" of blood and .nerve
force~(. Of course you mnst do here, as you always do, .look for tbe·lhsion.
o:u·.:may.find the clavicle is slipp~d, or you may find that- one of the . v ertebrre
i ,'(}. plaeed-It depeuds upon the cause.
.1
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LECTURE xv.
. J.
,-?·,:"Atrthe.lastd·ecture I considered, under the gelleral subject of theory of
won ·~upon:;oonters~· further lesions that you might meet· in 'your work. That
youfmightL.ll'ave pressure by exudates or edema; that the exudate might be fluid
or cellular; that the Osteopath must take into consideration/ the' possihility of
such lesions and be on<the lookout for them, thus going:into the bistory.of the
cas;-e:..'~ For instance, if there is a history of inflammation, you will look tor
such a possible lesion ',-' or if a history of 0ongestion, you will look fot that
lesion~.. ·, The lesion.: may be 3. congestion bring-ing pressure upon parts, Of: .it
may' be malnutrition; it. may be some kind of a deposit, as for instance a g·umma.tous deposit, of which ;1 instanced a case; the pressure· of the gumma -uPon
the posterior roofs of the nerves, where they emerge ftrom the spinal column.
I spoke also of an exostosiS, or growth froma bone; the lesion may be an anerism b:ringing pressure upun the sympatheties; or it may be some kind" of a .tumor, as in the case of exophthalmic goitre. I then quoted from Robinson to show
what the effect of such lesions might be. I wen.:t farther to ·show that the result mIg-ht be more serious than mere ~timulation or inhibitIon vf nerve force,
showing how It might cause actuai' degeneration of the nerves and paralysis of
the .parts .supplied. I show:ed· yon. how such; degeneration might be accomplished by the traumatic action ·of contraction ':of Inn ele . " That although the
~ j ~ '. ; ~. 1 .
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Osteopath was not able in every case to remove these lesion ,he lnay p1'event
their formln~, or he may be able to recognize the pr~sence of nch I ion and
end the patient to a surgeon if the case required surO'ical interfereo(· , without
hinlself uothering with them.
I. GENERAL Co "SIDERATIO.l. .
There is a question that sOluetimes ari es in the mind of t e
teop3th, a
to what the effect of stimulation or inhibition will be upon parts which he is
not attempting to affect, but which are conneeted directly or indirectly with the
parts on which he is working'~ In other words, will he thus stimulate or inhibi~ other important paths of nerve force, and thus, you might say, set up a pathological result, and his treatment result in certain pathologIcal pro e es which
were not intended? Every once in a while a patient will say to y ,such and
such a thIng hap)ened after your last treatment, and do you think that j 7 0ur
treatment could possibly have lead to such and such a troll ble ( If you are
perfectly sure that the action of your treatment upon surrounding parts is not
such as to produce pathologIcal results, you will often be able to an swer him
strongly in the negative, when otherwise he would think you Lo blame for
~omething that happened.
You will frequently meet cases of that kind. I
have had a nUInber of sUf~h questions asked me. When conSIdering probability, remember that the tendency is always toward the norrnal, and that helps
you much, unexp~ctedly as well as expectedly sometimes, not only where you
remove a Ie ion lind depend upon nature to tend toward toe norfna! to restore
things as they should be, but that the manipulation that you make upon an affect ed part tends to restore that part to normal, while a manIpulation that ~~ou
make upon the parts associated does not tend to the abnormal of those associated parts at all, but that the effect upon them is si.mply w~at might be compared to the effect of normal exercise. So that you need not be afraid of prcducing pathological results in that way. For instance we have to treat the
pneumogastric in a case where the liver is not acting properly, and the intes
tines seem to be lacking in stimulating- force. Part of our treatrnent In nch a
case would be directed to the pneumogastric nerve, SInce it has to do with these
viscera. Now, the question is, whether by stimulating, or inhibiting, or treating those nerves you would also have an effect upon the lungs and heart, which
are supplied bV the pneumogastric nerves, an effect which would be bad. uch
has not been the experience at all, and you are not in danger, in treating the
pneumogastric in such a case, of having a bad effect upon the heart and lung~,
supposing them to be normal, because your treatment tend to re tore the abnormal intestine and liver to the normal, while it tends imply to have the effect of exercise upon the other parts and there is certainly nothi ng bad in that.
Again, you might have a case in which the splanchnics were involved, and one
who wa very careful over question of theory Inight want to ktloW whether
treatinO' tho e nerve'" would have a bad effect upon the }{idney. Exp~rience
'-=
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shows that nch would not be the case. Or, for instance, in the case of eye
trouhle, you very frequently find that the terrninal branches of the fifth nerve,
emerging from the supra-orbItal foramen, are very tender to the touch, probably on account ot a secondary lesion there, abnormal irnpulses coming from
that nerve terminal causing tbe parts about the foralllen to contract and impinge upon the nerve, thus keeping it tender. That nlay be the cause of it.
Now, of course in treating there you simply remove the contraction about the
parts, you stimulate the blood vessel there, and the nerve, and lemove the soreness, and you would not be afraid of interfering .with the nutrition of the eye,
which is innervated by the fifth nerve. This ,viII serve partIcnlarly to explain
the effects 'obtained by those who are not entitled to the right to pra~tice Osteopathy, certainly of those who have seen the pecunjary benefits of . Osteopathy
,and have gone out without proper equipmtnt, and have becolne what the "Old
Doctor" calls "engine wipers," and I presume others who have had better op'~portunities may work in the same way. That is, they work all ov~r the patient,
and work pretty near a half hour, so that .the patient will think he has had a
good treatment, so that if there is a plal"d that should he treated, be will he
sure to hit it. rThat is the way the Osteopathic quack \vill work in lllost -instances, taking into consideration tbat the effect is toward the normal, he gives
a nice stinlu]ating treatment all over the body, and if he strikes' a fe'" If sions
they may be helped, as the tendency is toward the normal. That will explain
how he happens to get result,S in some cases Then, our work IS to relTIOVe the
lesion, and not to be afraid that we will disturb the normal eonditions.·
Further, concerning' work upon abnormal parts, it iE ~onsidered as a prillfliple in our practice that we should work against the resistance we meet. That
is a little hard to explain, and it is not a principle which will apply as generally
as some others. That is, to move the part in the direction in which you will
cause the unnatural tension to appear. .dec~use if by moving the part in a certain direction, as for ins~ance, flexing the limb, you find that there is an unnatural tension opposing the normal movement, you then see you have a lesion
with which you are dealing, and in working against the unnatural tension you
are working against the lesion, at least in some cases. This, then, becomes a
method of how to work to remove certain lesions. Dr ~ Harry says he alw~ys
"springs the part," as he expresses it, in the direction to cause the most pa i H.
Frequently you will find that the manipulation that yuu put upon a part will 'be
diagnostic in part, and that it will often reveal to you eertain 'lesions 01' the
kind I have descrIbed. Remember, tpat in such cases your cue IS the pain that
you find. For instance, I might find a contraction in the pyrifo:'mis m llscle in
i sciatica.
he cause frequently or sciatica" from our standpoint, is a
contraction 0 this pyriformis muscle in such a way as to irnpinge upon the
sciatic nerve, which runs under it. So that you will then have an abnormal
tendency to the external rotation of the head of the fe'mur, and the movement

o
that we adopt is of such a nature a
to stretch the pyriformi mu cleo l~he
same thing is seen in the stretching of the ligamentum nuchrn, or the stretcuing of the sterno-mastoid nluscl~. I bave seen ca"'e in which that ruu '(de wa
stiffened and contracted, in wry neck, and the treatment was to tretch the mu~
ele. This will illustrate what I mean when i ay to work again.:;t the re"'istanee
which you will find, and that that 1 a cue to the Ie ion it elf.· Of cour:se that
IDay not he a primary lesion, it may be a 'e()ondary le"'ion a in the ca:-e of the
terno-mastoid, the primary lesion may be ~omething affecting the pinal acce sory whieb Jnn~rvates that muscle, but at any rate it has ct up a eertain trouble whieh Inu"'t be corrected. That is Dot, as I aid, a general principle; you
cannot. apply it everywhere; it _applies especially to \ parts vvbich Inay contract
a ud thus forrn obstr lctions. Do not be too eager in carrying out thi idea, because you lIlay ir :itate the .parts. In trying to get the cue you rnay do harm;
I have seen that done.
In the removal of lesions the question of stimulation or of inhlbition becomes secondary, since the lesion being removed, nature tend tOvYard the normal.
evertheless, there come times in our praetice when we mU8t either timulate or iuhibit accordIng to the rules laid down. As for instance, after we
have removed the lesion and we have still to treat the parts to strengthen them,
the question arises once more, what shall we do in this case, stimulate or inhibit; 80 that our work is not ent.irely confined to the removal of lesions.
Sometime8 the lesion is not apparent, and we simply have to go to work' at t4e
innervation of the parts and get the results that we desire, either by tirnulatio~
or by inhibitLon. 'fhe disease .may be of such a nature that thL will be tbe
ratIonal method of treatment. Not that we should not look for lesion al\\ays,
but sometimes we have to get to work directly upon nerves. For in tance, in~
diarrtea or flax, their abnormality must be of nerve for~~e, It freq ue'ntly happens that we simply have to. treat that ca e by stronglv holding the spine, that
is, inhibiting toe sympathetie nerves, even though we may not at that time correct some lesion in the spIne. I frequently simply inhibited strongly all along
the lumbar region, and I certainly did nothing there but Inhibit nerve actioll.
Iu ohstetrics the partuition center is stimulated at certain times to can'e the
contraction of the circular fibers of the uterus; we are not removing a Ie ion ill
that case, we are stimulating to bring about the de ired end, and are workinO'
upon the nerves whicll. control those muscles. In orne headaches \ve can not
find any partIcular lesIon; we very frequently go to the ub-occipItal and hold
them and inhibit them there-the sub- and great occipital" ~ i.
that ca e we
have inhibited. In the cas..:' of epistaxis we must irnply -'tinlulatt~ in the ne~k,
or in the case of hlccoughs, which i. a very go'ed example~ we ofte.l do nothing
but go to the phrenic nerve and inhibit it by bring pre ure upon it.
-'0 I think
the point i well taken, that we lUll t ometune'" stirnulate or ill lJibit without
rernoving Ie "'ion either after removal of Ie iou'"', or in the ab ene ~ of di eover
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able lesions. That then brings up the point that there must be some different
movement which we employ to stimulate or inhibit. The difference in stimulation and inhibItion is well illustrated by a simple phenomenon-a very light
touch over different parts of the .body will cause a tickling sen8ation, which
may become almost unbearable; whereas a firm pressure at the same place
simply removes the conductivity of the nerveE or inhibits. 'fhe other was a
stimulation. In general the movement used to inhibit is a holding or pressing
motion; I will show you that later; a holding or pressing motion, having as
its end In view the idea of quieting the excitability of the nerve, that is, the
lessening of Its conductivity, which we know is done by pressure. \\T e have
seen that to be a fact according to the authorities. Thus, in that pressure upon
the phrenic nerve we quieted the spasm of the hiccoug-h. In general, alternation of pressure and relaxation of pressure, is used to stimulate, the idea being
to excite, to titillate, and this is comparable to the "making and breaking" of
an electric current. We use alternate pressure and relaxation . and the idea is
to in that way arouse nerve force. For instance, in a ·case of nose bleeding we
have to rub the superior cervical ganglion, and thus stinlulate the tonicity of
the blood vessels. In stimulating- we work frequently along the spine, giving
a stimulating treatment, described by one as working hard and fast, making
and breaking. We simply keep working in that way. We do not adopt the
pressing motion, what we use is a quick, stimulatIng motion. At least that is
the Osteopathic view of how we stimulate or inhibit. That is the technique of
manIpulatIon. Perhaps I do no~ fully agree with all that the physiologists say
on the subject of stimulation and- inhibition, but I think I have shown that we
have a pretty good a,llowance of authority, from quotations made, and that is
the way we get results. This, then, would naturally pring- us to consider the
question of the degree of force that we should us'e. It is certain that you can
stimulate so assiduously that you can get the opposite result, and finally inhibit instead of stimulate. The secret of it is that stimulation must amount to
irj"itation, which if performed too frequently or if done too hard will, after it
has run its course, result in the nerve refusing to respond to the usual ;tiffiUIus, and finally to' respond to any stimulus if the irritation i~ carried far eI1ough.
So that stimulation may become Irritation, and -finally inhibition.
You must remenlber in treating a "patient to adapt the degree of force to
the end in view. This refers not only to the treating of a case, how hard to
treat at the time, but tne treating of a case too often. I wish you could all
have heard wha Dr. Conner said yesterday concerning the practice outsIde.
He said.a great many cases have to be treated too often. A. patient comes into
your office, and you tell him, "I want to see you not lnor~ than once a week, in
your case I can do you as much good in treating you. once a week as I could
treating you three times a week or every day." And that is a fa'ct, .but the
patient want to get all he can for 'his money, and he says, "You are charging
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lllC $25 a month and I think I ought to get more than four or five treatment',
that makes it come pretty high, and I would like at least two treatments a
week."
And it is almo t Impossibl~ to prevent treating too frequently, but
when you do, of course you are in danger of irrit.ating. A I say, you mu t
explain to the patient that by treating so often you irritate these nerves and
structures and thus keep up an abnormal irritation instead of reIlloving it.
You might also say that it i'.: not you who cures, but ature cure : you ~imply
aim to assist Nature. Now, if you should treat so often, tell him you do not
give Nature time enough between times to work, and that you do not think it
best. You have to learn these arguments that apply to such ca e , as you will
meet them frequently. \Vhen you say to Nature that you will aid her so much
that she does not have to work at all, she finally gets tired of the effort and
simply lays off and lets you do what you can. We had a case in Chicago of
neuralgia of the fifth nerve which was treated once and disappeared for quite
a long tinle. It finally returned and was quite a severe case, a hard a case to
treat as any that I had ever seen. We tried all sorts of treatment and finally
got to treating it pretty nearly every day, and it did not do much better. ~"'inal
ly we told the gentleman not to come back to u~ inside of a week or two week ,
we had by this time quit taking his money, but were trying- to do what we
could for him, so he was willing to do that. The result was improvement We
had simply stimulated until we had irritared and had kept up the abnormality.
Then, again, some lesions must be removed only gradually. If you go
to work and remove the lesion instantly, you do not give nature time to accommodate herself to the changed conditions.
ature has been for years at
work trying to adapt herself to the unnatural condition of things, and she has
done so to a greater or less extent finally, and now you, as an Osteopath, try
to change all that in a second's time. It can rarely be done. I ha e known
some cases where a very quick change of a lesion could be made, but it is
not a very common occurrence. I have heard Dr. Harry Still state that he
had set a hip too soon and he had great difficulty with it until he had got it
out again, because the muscles were all so contracted by being adapted to the
abnormal conditions. They would not relax as they would normally have
done when the hip was in place 4 and he had great trouble to get it out again.
The Ie ion should not be reduced too oon. In a ca e of asthma the "Old
Doctor" says you should not treat oftener than once in ten days or two week ,
because by frequent treatment we keep up the irritation.
I wish as soon ~ possible hereafter to take up certain center and the
consideration of the sympathetic ystem, that I left aside after the first few
lectures, as it j an important subject. There are certain thing which I wish
to bring to your attention to-day in regard to them. Remember that timuhlting accelerator fibers -accelerate and stimulating inhibitory fiber inhibit.
For "in tance, if you wer to tre.1t, t~ heart and wi h to timulate it action
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you will recollect that there are two et of nerve innervating the heart; one
the sympathetics, and the other- from the pneumogastric. That the sympathetic keep the heart running and tend to run it t~o fast, while the inhibitory influence of the pneumogastric i to bring about an equilibrium between
the forces and keep it running just right. If it is not running just right, not
fa t enough, you will want to stimulate it a little, in which case you would
timulate the ympathetic upply to the heart through the upper dol' al and
the cervical ganglia and you would inhibit the pneumogastric cO as to remove
the inhibitory influence. You would thus, according to the t.heory, get a
stimulating effect upon the heart. If you wi h to quiet the heart' action
you would adopt just the opposite plan of treatment. That will illustrate the
fact that stimulating a nerve stimulates it to its action, whether its action be
that of an a.ccelerator or an inhibitor. Stimulating vaso-dilator3 dilates.
timulating vaso-constrictors constricts. This is very simple and perhaps
it seems unnecessary to call it to your attention except in the connection it
has with these other things. There are certain things to remember in r~la
tion to the va o-motor system, and which though hard to explain are of a
great deal importance to the Osteopath. There are certain thing concerning
the centers and the fibers. It is said that vaso-motor fibers are present in
orne cranial nerves, for instance, the chorda tympani of the fifth nerve. The
chorda tympanI is the vasa dilator of the submaxillary gland. The general
vasa motor center is in the medulla. It is said by Howell's Text Book ho\v
ever, that that center is a: constricting ~enter., from which a cuntinual constrictor impulse goes to all parts of the body, pre erving the .proper tonicity
of the blood vessels, but he sa .~ is not roven that the~e is any vaso-dilator center in the medulla. Simply not proven; there may be, however~' The
va o-constrictor fibers, as before stated, leave the spinal cord from the second
dorsal to the second lumbar, while vaso-dilators leave the cord all the way
along, being not limited to certain places.
We frequently meet with the terms, in description of the circulation, increa e of blood pres~ ure, and so on. Remember that stimulating vaso C011trictors constrict the blood ve sels, and thus lessens the quantity of blood
in that part, but it increases the blood pressure. On the other hand, the
va o-dilator loosen the tis ues and allow more blood to go to the part, but
decrea e the amount of blood pressure. I thought I would call that to 'your
attention so you would not get those facts confused.
A further fact that ou mu take into consideration i that ometiwes a
ingle anatomical nerve will contain more than one kind of fibers, vaso-dilator and vaso-constrictor fibers. That is true in the case of the sciatic
nerv
and the result you would get in timulating the ciatic nerve
ould be an average result between va o-dilator power and va o-~ontricto power.
gain, ometimetimula ing 'a center will produce va 0-
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dilation and ometime va o-con triction. You might have a va o-dilator
center and expect it always to produce vaso-dilatio.n, but according to Howell'
Text Book the center is sometimes changed in condition, and you get the opposite effect by its stimulation. Va o-constrictor are less easil excited than
vaso-dilators. Vaso-constrictors degenerate more rapidly when injured.
The maximum effect of stimulation is more readily reached in vaso-const · tor than in va o-dilators. Vaso-motor nerves are axis cylinder of sympathetic nerve cells. The pilo-motor and secretory· .fibers we hall con ider later
w en speaking of the structures in which they terminate. As we cannot be
certain of all these things we have to depend more than ever upon the tendency toward the normal-we cannot always work to get a et va o-motor or
vaso-dilator effect.
II. TREATMENT OF THE NECK. (Continued.)-The pinal acce ory
pneumogastric and glosso-pharyngealnerves emerge at the jugular foramen.
We frequently have to treat them, especially the pneumogastric and the
spinal accessory; the pneumogastric perhaps more often. We treat them in
various ways. We can reach the pneumogastric by deep pressure over the
exit from the skull-deep pressure just below the mastoid process will affect
the nerve. Some work there. Others on the pneumogastric by stimulating
all along the anterior border of the sterno mastoid muscle. Thus you get a
ort of a massage and direct mechanical pressut'e upon that nerve and no
doubt affect it there -if our theories are correct. Another very good way to
reach these three nerves is through the superior cervical ganglion. That is,
we work on the superior cervical ganglion to affect them. We may affect
the superior ganglion by working on the sub and great occipital nerves. That
is rather an indirect way, but it is claimed that we get an effect upon those
nerves by working that in place. That is the method Dr. Hildreth. u ed to
reach those the nerves.
There are various ways in which we reach the phrenic nerve, one way i
t() carefully find its lo.cation opposite the transverse processes of the third
fourth and fifth cervical vertebrre, and get slightly in front of them and impinge back upon them, thus pressing the nerve against the tran verse processes. That is one way. The way that Dr. Harry Still treat the phrenic
nerve i by thrusting the thumb between the clavicle and the fir t rib above;
that is, thrusting it above the clavicle, between it and the first rib, then pushing the bent arm and hand on back over the shoulder in this way, thra ting
the thumb deeply in there at the sternal end of the clavic.11 and holding in order to impinge upon the nerve and lessen its conductivity, thu inhibiting th
action of that nerve. It is sometimes reached, a I showed you the other
da by pres ure at the sternal end of the clavicle. You can either pre in
the fonticulu gutturis, slightly backward, or between the ternal and clavicular nd of th origin of the terno ma toid mu 1 backward and in~ard

to impinge upon the nerve. The best plaee to treat it is the best place that
your practice tell you you can reach it. Different ones treat in different
plac , and it al 0 depend upon the patient, a to how thick or how thin hi
n ck i .
:iext we will consider the treatment of the terno rna toid mu cleo
e
can get a direct ort of a rna sage by working right along it cour e. It i
very readily worked upon.in this way, relaxing it and drawing it toward you
ithout rubbing the fingers over the neck. -<-~nother way is to follow the obliquit of the mu cle and turn the head, thus stretching the mu cle on the
am ide. Remember that, on account of the obliquity of the muscles behind, you will at the same time stretch them, and I find that a very good
plan in giving t~e neck a general treatment, as I will show you later. Oi
cour e you may have orne trouble with the spinal accessory nerves causing a
tiffening of the terno-ma toid, in which case you must give it attention.
ow a to treating the neck proper, or the back of the neck. The first
thing i to 100 en up all of the Illuscles. In giving thi treatment I alway
u e th flat of my hands, and lay them directly on the neck, and have thus a
bro d hold and do not run any risk of hurting by pressure with the tips of
finger. I u ually go to work in this way and work straight backwards, thus
100 ing all of the mu cles, giving a certain twist or turn as I work. You will
b able to recognize by the sen e of touch when you have relaxed everything.
It i al 0 good to relax the muscles by working from tbe side. Remelnber,
above t,he tbird cervical to work upward and below it downward. I simply
r la all the muscles that are rigid. Tben when you have them thoroughly
r la d, it i a good idea to till furtber relax the deeper structures by a
traight pull. I hold beneath the jaw and occipital protuberance and draw
the patient toward me, that stretches the neck. I have warned you not to
turn it while tretching it in that way. I then turn t,he neck strongly from
ide to ide in thi gen'eral treatment of tbe neck, loosening all the d~eper
tructure, timulating all the part about the vertebrre· and 100 ening the
liO'am nt. Tben before fini bing the neck I u ually stretch the ligarnentulll
nuch and al 0 the other ligament about the vertebrre, as I have already
hown ou how to do.
It i an important question how to treat the cervical ganglia of the ympathetic. A I I-::aiu, we u ually affect them by treatinO' the ub- and great occipthat i , by pre ure in the nb-occipital fo sre. The way in which
ital ner
inhibit th ir action i b holding deeply in those fo 81£ and then turning
the h ad froID ide to ide rotating it a . ou go, and you thu work deep into
the part tr ing to get direct pre ure upon the ub- and great occipItal nerve.
Thr u 'h their c"-·nn ction ith the cer ical ympathetic. ou influence it.
OIDe
er t r--- trea hat · almo~ t ntir t and re ult~ would indicate that th
compli hinD' ha th were attemptinO'. You lUU t not be in a hurr~,
l
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but turn the head from side to side and hold firmly.'
orne treat the fir t ganglion dire. tly by pres ure opposite the second and third cervical vertebrre a
little in front and backward, thus impinging it again8t the hard parts of the
pines beneath. In the same way you can reach the second one, the third I
thInk you cannot reach from the front of the neck, that must be reached indirectly through sympathetic connections with the pinal nerves behind.
To stimulate tLese ganglia, pressure a.nd relaxation are employed.
In treating an atlas we use a combination of motIons already shown, that
is, a thorough loosening up of all the parts. Then by traction, rotation and
pressure upon the prominent part you can work it Lack into its place. Of
cour e It takes time, and frequently has to be done very slowly. That same
m'ethod can be pursned for all the cervical vertebrre. It i something you· will
have to learn by experience. Another way to set the atlas is with the patient
sitting on, the chair. This is a nlovement that Dr. Still showed us not ' r t
while ago. He ets his nee under the ·aw and o.tate~ hJWle1JlQ-Hl-iHtrrtre1~f)lrr
to t row out very prominently the ~art "rhich is~ut of place, and then gettinghis t umb or fingers upon that part and simply rotates the head back again,
the idea being extension and flexion in such a way as to disengage the' articular processes and allow the part to l:esunle its normaL position.
In order to work out the sore places that you will frequently find in the
sub-occipital fossre and just beneath the occipIt.al protuberance you should relax all the parts; both the ligaments and the muscles.
I will ~ow show you h·ow I usually work upon the neck = I will work ju·t
as if I had come in and found thIS neck in a genp.rally bad condition and wi h
to relieve it. The treatment of the neck is a very ilnportant thing. You need
nol, be afraid of gettIng down close to the shoulder and stretching all of .those
muscles. It is a good thing to get the head against you ·and push downward
as you turn, you can thus sOlnetimes relax the parts and start the vertebrre
toward their normal position. It take" considerable time to treat 'a neck
thoroughly and well. One thing which I did not mention is that you can
stretch tbe scaleni muscles very readily by bolding tbe bead straight and turning it, pushing it directly to the side. If it is a case of headache I ave the .
inhibiting movement until the last, and by holding firLDly in the superior cervical region', particularly at the sub-occipItal fossre, I get. good result a' a rule
on the head in that way.
Q. You were speaking of stretching the pyriformis Inuscle. Plea e
show us how that was done?
A. Thftt muscle is on external rotator, and an extrelne internal rotation
will be all that is necessary to stretch it. Work opposite to the defect.
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LECTURE XVI.
At the last lecture I invited your attention fir t to the general principle of
our treatment, that man'pulation always tend to restore parts to .normal, following it out along the idea that therefore hould we manIpu .ate a part which
wa not diseased, we need not be in any fear that we would make it abnormal,
because the tendency would be to exc'te it in the way that normal exercise
would excite It. But we by manipulation of the abnormal, on account of this
tendency, result in tending to t e normal and in helping to cure the disease.
That i a partial explanation of why our friend: ~ the '~engine wipers," who
work over nell:."ly all the body and work for nearly an hour, can get some results, when they are not Osteopaths at all. Another pOInt, was that you
houid take the pc·n as .he cue, and ~o work the part or stretch it in the directIon in .which you get he resistance, since thereby J on work against the lesion.
I explained about how general that ·should be, that you should not irritate in so
doing. Although the question of stimulation and inhibition IS a secondary one
to removal or lesion, that we sometimes stimulate or inhibit irrespective of
lesion or after remo--:··,.J of it. In general, we inhibit by pressure, by holding:
and stimulate by brisk work like making and breaking of an electr;c current,
and that there was a question of degree of force; that you might stimulate
hard enough to inhibi-. There were certain elementary points concerning
nerves which I thought would be profitable to bring to your attention: That
stimn~ating an accelerator nerve accelerates, stimulating a vaso-dilator dilates ~
stimulating a v~so-constrlctor constricts. I also called certain centers to your
mind, the ~act that the center in the medulla is a vaso-constrictor center, and
that a vaso-dilator center has not been found to exist, although it may be there.
I. The Phrenic Nerve. What I wish to-day to do is to notice more particularly something concerning the phrenic nerve. You all know its location
and treatment; how it arises from the 3d~ 4th and 5th cervleal nerves, e pecially the four,n, bav"ng some br8nches from the thIrd and a recur.::-ent branch
f om the 5th; that it is reached in different ways: being impinged agah:i.st the
transverse .proc.esses of the vertebrre, or being reached at the fontieulus gat. turus, or between the first rib and the clav:cle; that it is important to us, but
ha been 0 mainly as a mean.s of stopping h~ccoughs. However, I thInk it
should he of greater importance to the Osteopath, and while I have not heard
these matters bronght out that I am going to bring out this afternoon, yet I
mention t.hem in the way of suggestion for further work. Perhaps I do not
know all that others have done with thij phrenIC nerve; these points are more
in the manner of theories, but if what I 'have already said is true, certainly the
phrenic nerve has .con iderable importance to U8 as an adjuvant to onr work.
The phrenic nerve ha important connection with the 'sympathetic syst.em.
Gray saYE that the phrenic nerve supplies the pericardium and the pleura by
filament · that in the thoracic cavity a filament i ~een. from the sympathetic
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joining the phrenIc nerve, and that there are also branches to the peritoneum.
From the rigoht 'nerve there are branches to the phrenic ganglion, which i ituated just below the diaphragm, the terminals of cour e, perforating the diaphragm to reach this phrenic or diaphragmatic ganglion of the syrnpathetic·
This ganglion of the sympathetic is, of course, connected with the solar plexu .
This ganglion sends branches to the hepatic plexus, and also sends "'orne fila'ments to the inferior vena-cava. Of eourse its function as a spinal nerve IS to
supply the Inuscle of the diaphrflg'm. From the left ner~e branches go to join
the solar plexus, but there is no ganglia formed. Quain substantiates those
points, and says further that branches reach the phrenic in the neck from the
middle or the lower sympathetIc ganglia, some branches going to the pericardium. And that from the right nerve were branches going to the inferior vena
cava, both above and below the diaphragm, and that branches also go to the right
auricle of the heart. Pansini, according to Quain, has found in anImals that
the phrenic plexus of the diaphragm is participated In by the lower three intercostal nerves. You wIll see that the purpose is to associate the muscles of re '.
pIration, the abdominals, intercostals and the diaphragm itself. Quain states
further, that the phrenic may have a branch from the hypoglossal nerve' and
f'rom the 5th cervical nerve. Such are the facts in relation to the phreniJ and
its distribution. When we examine those facts in the llght of Osteopathy, it
seems certain that we find the phrenic significant to us in more ways than one.
You see from what.1 have said that the phrenic is connected with the sympathetics; first with the Illiddle or lower sympathetics in the neck; next, that it
receives a filament from the sympathetic in the chest; next, that it perforates
the diaphragm to join the nerves of visceral life, those on the right running
from the diaphragmatic ganglion, those on the left joining without the intervention of a ganglion. You notice further that it has a connection wIth a cranial nerve-the hypoglossal; that it has branches connected with the brachial
plexus, that is, frOIn the 5th cervical; and that it may perhaps join with the
lower three intercostals, but I do not know that that has ever been "hown to
be true in man. The conclusion is obvious, then, from what we know of the
con nection of nerves in differen t parts of the body, both sympathetic and otherwise, that If any of these sympathetic., spinal or cerebral nerves were diseased,
the disease might conf3eivably be extended to the phrenic and affect it, and that
we might have phrenic symptoms arising from these other troubles. The reverse of eourse is true, and that any of these structures 'VhlCh are supplied by
the sympathetics or these other nerves, may reflexly affect the phrenic nerve.
You have seen that it supplies the pericardium, pleura and peritoneum. that it
supplies one of the great blood vessels, the inferior vena cava, and sends
branches to the right auricle of the heart, and there is no rea on, according to
)ur theory, why disease. in any ot these situation migh t not affect the phrenic
nerve, and you might have symptoms of disea e in the phrenic nerve. So that
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our theoretical rule IS certainly a good one, for it will work both ways, either
affecting the p'hrenic nerve or the other structures as the cuse may be. The
importance of this to us lies in the fact that it would be an adjuvant In the
treatment already used. ,It is one more path by which we can influence nerve
force. We hav~ certain ways of reaching the abdominal viscera through the
.'splachnics in the back; we mig-ht have a case where we could not get at it, in
that region, but if we could reach the trouble through the phrenic, we would
',accomplish the desired result. As I have said, these facts are not fully demontrated, but it is a theory which I leave for your consideration, and which you
.can work on in your practice. It comes to us as another key to unlock the
,doors of sympathetic life; another way in which we can work; another tool
in our hands.
I wish to call up what Dr. Hilton says in regard to the phrenic nerve;
he sets out very clearly why it is that it perforates the diaphragm and is dis.tributed on its lower surface rather than upon its upper surface. He shows
that were it distributed to the upper surIace the nerves would then be impinged upon by the lungs, and you would have constant interference with
nerve fprce, but it is distributed on the under side of the diaphragm where it
is removed from the tendency of pressure of parts above, and the tendency of
the force of gravitation is to draw away th~ stomach, liver and spleen from
the unde,r surface of the diaphragm, so that there can be no interference with
the ple~us situated below the diaphragm. Dana makes use of this tendency
of gravitation in the case of hiccoughs, but in a somewhat different way. That
is, :p.e states that it has a very effective action in hiccoughs. He places the
patient on a table with his head down over the edge of the table; that would
allow the thorax to arch up, and the action of gravitation would allow the
heavy viscera to impinge upon the under surface of the diaphragm, and it
would in that way be helpful in stopping the hiccoughs, by inhibiting the
nerves of the plexus. Hilton does not explain it so. It may be that the
stretching of the thorax, thus extending the contracted muscle would by its
extension send an impulse back over the nerve .and quiet the spasm'. I have
not heard it explained why the drinking of cold water stops hiccou6'hs, but
there may be an explanation here in connection with the sympathetics; that
the action of the cold water may be such as to for a while inhibit the action
of the sympathetics, sending an action reflexly back to the phrenic from its
sympathetic connections~ and thu causing the spasm of the hiccoughs
to be released. So that in our work upon the abdominal viscera we may
avail ourselves of the advantage .of
)rk in the neck on the phrenic. Dana
tates that he treats diaphragmatic pals by electricity applied-,to the neck.
He says there is a motor area in the neck which is readily affected by the
electric current.
0 that it no doubt corre ponds
. h the work we do h n
we bring pressure directly upon the phrenic. nerv .
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I wish to qnote from Dr. Jacobson along this line as follows: "Another
reason for the phrenic nerves traversing the diaphragm, and breaking up into
branches on its under surface may be taken to enable them to come into comffiunication with the sympathetic. or vi ceral nerves of the abdomen. From
this con1mUDlcation branches are given to the hepatic and solar plexuse , and
the inferior vena eava. Everyone knows the value of active exercise "hen
certain abdominal viscera are torpid in the performance of their function, e.
g., in constipation, biliousness, etc. The perforation of the diqphragln by
the phrenic and its communication with the abdorninal sympathetic", mu t bring
t.he brain and spinal cord the diaphragm and abdominal muscles, so important
in active respiration, into intimate association with the subjacent viseera." So
says Dr. Jacobson. Hence, we see that we can go farther, and say, that since
the brain and cord are thu brought into connection through t.he phrenic with
the ~ ympatbetic~ and with abdominal sympathetic life~ and "inee it must end
certain impulses along those nerVeS and thus affect abdominal ympathetic nerve
life~ there is no reason why the reverse luay not be true.
And why~ may we no
affect the brain and cord by workIng b~ck from the sympathetics, and more
partIcularly when there is a lesion, because manipulatIon must tend toward
the n,Jrmal? You would manipulate the pbrenics; the abnormalities would be
affected, you would affect the phrenic, and thus be more likely to affect other
nerves which have under control that which has becolne abnormal. There is
no reason, according to our theory: why we would not tone np the whole Inecbanism of respiration, especially the IDuscular re:spiration, since it is in conneetiOD with the phrenic nerve and with the abdo:ninaL
I emphasize once more what I have said frequently before-that. work
upon nerve terminals will affect the nerve itself and will affeet the center from
which it comes. I think that position taken by Osteopath~ is impregnable.
I wish to quote from Dr. Hilton in a case of pain in the knee, where the
trouble was in the hip, which the Osteopath often meets, and 'which shows u
that doctors are not always in the dark in their diagnosis of th secases. Dr.
Hilton says: "..Lt\gain, we find some patients with hip-joint disease suffering
from pain in the knee. Now, although the disease does not lie there, 1\ e
now hat the pain can be relieved by a belladonna pIa ter, or ~trong hemlock poultices, or fomentations applied over the knee joint; thus acting upon
the nerves of the hip joint through the 111edium of those which are spread
over t,he knee-joint." He has made the point previously that the n ,rves of a
joint supply also the skin over the joint and over the ins rtion of the'mu cle
whieh move the joint. So you have one nerve going to a joint, to i mu cles
and to the skin over those muscles.
~ e seth t the th r peu ic valu of
work· upon nerve terminals has been recog·nized and used long before thi .
i l l ,method i -pe ·uliaI.in this: that it work upon n rye t rmin 1
xclu ive1 by manipulation and it effec 1-s. Perhap orne of you hi v hard of
.rT
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tain exercises for troubles of the stomach, bowels, liver, etc. It is recommended that the patient who has torpid liver should every morning get down
on all fours, that is, keeping the legs stiff and wa,lking on the hands and feet,
and run briskly around the room. That if he would do that it would press
the liver and squeeze it like a sponge and could not help but stir up the
torpid circulation from the portal system. There is another stooping motion
given in which the patient keeps the back straight, bends his knees and
allows his body to sink down straight, then he can bend so that the shoulders
push against the knees.
You will notice that it is a sort of pumping
motion, it will stretch the spine and kneed the bowels and abdomen thoroughly. Often this may be of practical use, . and you might suggest it to
patients with similar troubles. Now, what would be the effect in such a
case' I do not t,hink it would be simply local in pumping the blood through
he abdomen and its contents. I think that the tendency there would be to
affect the nerve supply, if our work and our theory go for anything, and affect generally the abdominal nerves, and through them the ce~ters, which
luay themselves be in an abnormal condition. The tendency continually toward the normal would tell us why work upon the abdomen should affect cerebral centers and thus restore them to the normal. We had quite a marked
ca e in Chicago sQme time since. A lady patient. told Dr. Sullivan that she
had been treated by an Arabian doctor, who adopted a queer method. She
said he had directed her to fix her mind upon the point in view every day at
a definite time, and he had given her particular instructions as to how it
should be done, and she said she was perfectly restored from constipation.
The explanation given was that by thus working on the mind this doctor had
finally led his patient to gain control of the cerebral center which has tp do
with these functions.
I have already examined the neck before you~ and shown you how to treat
tt. I think we are ready to take up the head. I may say in passing that it is
my idea to first go over the body piece by piece, g-ive you the examlnation and
treatment for different pieces of the body. That. is a piecemeal way to do, but
I think it will give you an analysis of the whole. After I have don3 that we
hall have a synthesis, and I will take up special di eases and show you how
to examine and treat the case, combining different movements and treatments
according to circum tances.
II. Landmarks of ~he Head. Holden notes the following: That the
alp i ~ery tough and den e on account of its close connection with the
aponeurosi. That its density, therefore, often obscures the growth of tumors
upon the cranium. A tumor beneath. the aponeurosis may very readily be
confu ed with a growth from the calp it elf or from the brain, and in general
uch tumors are nrm and resisting. Other tumor that are above are very
readily movable, and when they are movable I believe the point i general
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,that they are no so eriou. The upra-orbital rter i f I pul iug ju t
above the . notch. You all know where the supra··orbital notch i , a the
junction of the inner and middle third of the upraorbital arch. It run
thence up over the forehead, and by carefully feeling you will be able to no
the pul e.
The temporal artery i felt an inch and a quarter behind the external angular process of the frontal bone. The occipital artery i felt near the middl
of a line drawn from the occipital protuberance to the mastoid process. The
posterior auricular artery i felt pulsing near the apex of the mastoid proce .
I think it .s a very good way to train the touch to feel for the different arterie at different places.
It is said that the skull cap is rarely exactly ymmetrical. The prominence of the frontal, parietal and occipital portions of the cranium i a partial
indication of the development of those respective parts of the brain, and it i
stated a good way to mea ure the relative proportions is to pa a string from
one external auditory meatus to the other, first over the frontal, then over
the parietal, and then over the occipital. eminences, and thus you .can get an
idea of the comparative bulk of these lobes of the brain, because it is said the
lobes of the brain correspond in general to the e parts.
The anterior fontanelle in the infant you are all familiar with. It hould
be carefully noted whether the condition is a hill or a hollow. Of cour
normally it is even., If it is a hill it will indicate too much cerebral fluid
present, a in hydro-cephalu. But if there is a wasting of the fluids of the
body, as in diarrhea, y~u Inay have a hollow there. Normally the rate of
pulse beat may be counted at the fontanelle of a leeping infant. '.rhe frontal
sinuses do not gain their normal size until after puberty. The absence of
them is not indicative of much because .they grow inside, or if they .are v r
prominent it may be simply a heaping up of the bone, and a degeneration.
The mastoid process i filled with air cells, lined 'with mucou membrane,
and it may develop as other mucou membranes do, a catarrhal condition and
lead to suppuration. The occipital protuberance i the thicke part of th
skull, about three-quarters of an inch thick. The part at the temple is th
thinest, and may be as thin as parchment, it is stated. The xternal auditor
canal runs .slightly foward and inward, hence in examining you mu t pull the
auricle backward and upward.
Marks for the face. The three points of the t.hree termination of th
fifth nerve are at the upra-orbital, infr~orbitaland mental foramina, r p
ively. A line passed down from the upra-orbital foramen, pas ing betw en
the two bicuspids, will pas over these three foramina. Of cour e nerve terminals are importan with u, and we get an important eff ct t>n th~ fifth
nerve by working on th .e terminal. The two lower foramina' look tow rd
the nose.
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III. Examination of the Head and Face. Of course I do not need to
state to you that the examination of the head and its parts, embodying as it
does, the eye, ear, nose and throat, upon anyone or two of which some men
spend a lifetime of stud'y and work, lecture and treatment can be encompassed
by a few lect:nres. We all recognize the importance of the subject. However, I think we can take a general view of this subject now in a few lectures
and depend upon later lectures and later ~xperiences to enlarge upon our
knowledge. The Osteopath has good success with troubles of the head, brain
troubles, diseases of the eye, ear, nose and throat, and diseaiies of the face.
His treatment is very simple, being for the greater part in the neck, Troubles
of the eye and the ear are, as you know, closely aSRociated with the superior
cervical ganglion of the sympathetic and with the various vertebroo. Dislocations of these vertebroo are very important. The atlas will affect the ear,
and the atlas and upper cervical will affect the eye. So that in any examination that you make of the head and its parts you must do it in connection
with the neck. Please remember that the separation of these subjects has
been merely for convenience, but that they must all work together. For instance, you may find a eatarrhal condition of the head where the cause may
be entirely in the neck. You may have a case' of insanity where the trouble
is wholly in the neck. With these renlarks I think you will note the importance of examining the neck ,and treating it in conjunction with head
troubles.
In examining a patient at any time you should note the size and shape
of the head; you should look for the presence of tumors or ulcerations upon
the .scalp or beneath it, and also carefully examine to see if the head is bald.
Always 'notice the face, as it is a great indicator of disease; notice the c.ountenance; the expression. Yon will frequently come acrOBS in medical literature
the fact that the patient has a worried expression. Your patient will sometimes wear an anxious expression. Different diseases affect the countenance
differently, and you will often meet this anxious expression of countenance,
o that is an important indication, as is also·the complexion. You have all
seen the complexion of jaundice; stomach trouble will have its effect upon the
complexion;, certain diseases of the ,genitals will cause eruptions on the face.
These thing you will bear in mind. In looking at the face always note the
lower jaw. It is esp ially important from the Osteopathic point of view.
It may be slipped backward or forward or it may be deviated from one side,
and in being so may cause a tigh~ning of the ligaments of the jaw causing
serious results, It may affect the ear, or it may have something to do with
neuralgia of the fth nerve.
In looking at the eye, always notice the conjunctiva, whether or not it is
engorged WIth blood, whether or not it is yellow, whether there is' ',any growth
upon it or a,ny abnormality whatever concerning it. Note whether or not the.
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eye i'" brilliant; in some it i dull. All of these point hould be ignificant to
you. There IDay be growth upon the eye, pterygiunl, "-niGh have been uccessfnlIy treated by Osteopaths. You may find cataraet; we have had some
success in curing this also by Osteopathy. It is well in examining a patient to
note whether or not the iris reflex can be- obtained. Dr. Harry till always
says there is considerable hope for an eye if you c~n find upon examination
that the irIs wl11 readily di~ate. He just taps the closed eye, putting one finger
upon it. "tapping three or four times gently with another; if that ha cau ed the
iris to dilate you will know th~t the reflex is intact. You can also determine
this by shutting off the light and then in "'tantly turning it on, the reflex being
manifest in the same way. You should ~n your" examination of ~he eye note
what is the color of the mucous membrane. A very pale color will indicate an
ab ence of sufficient nutriment; absence of blood supply. In anemia the mucous melnbranes of the whole body are pale, hence you will want to examine
the eye in health to acquaint yourselves with these'phenomena. In examining
the eye we have to turn back the lids, the under lid' isver.y readily turned back
and down, and you can examine it and notice if there is any foreign body upon
it. The upper lid is nol quite so readily turned back. You can do it with a
pencil, or you can push it- right up and hack. Note; the meibomlau glands and
note whether or not there are any granulations or any foreIgn growths. It will
be well for you to note whether or not the tonicity of the rnuscles abont the eye
is normal, holding- the puncta lachrymala against the globe of the eye.· A
loosening of a .muscle may cause the flowing of tears over the face, or some
growth may obstruct the duct producing the same result, und you want to
know whether or not it is simply a loosening of the rnuseles or some obstruction in the duet. You may in looking at the eye discover a foreign body.
Sometimes you cannot see It, sometimes you have to look obliquely across the
cornea of the eye. It may be stuck on the cornea and you WIll have to look at
it by an oblique light, so as see whether the 8lirfaces are clear. Looking at it
obliq uely will also enable you to see pterygiums, although these are generally
readily seen by looking at it directly. The presence of dead lashe i a ufficient cause of dise~.se; you can have quite a sore eye merely on accoun of
dead lushes belng left in the lids. They hould, I think, be regularly pulled
out every once in a while, and ~hould be gently tried to see whether or not they
will come out. It is saId that if a person will keep them removed he is not apt
to'have trouhle with his eyes. V\Then they have become lifeless you will see
little black points on the eye-lids. It is said a fullness under the eye is indIcative of dropsy. The presence or ab ence of a ring about the eye i al 0 indicative of the general' he-a~tb.
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LECTURE XVII. .
I poke last time of the phrenic nerve, showing how it ha nonnection
with the sympathetic, and advancing the theory that very possibly importatant
results might be obtained Osteopathically by working upon this nerve for the
sake of influencing its connections, calling to your attention the fact that it
upplied the peritoneum and pericadium, send braches to the inferio,r vena
and a ~branch to the right auricle ot the heart. That it also connected with the
sympathetic below the diaphragm and thus had very importaut connections
with visfleral life. That it also connected with a cranial nerve, the hypoglossal, and with spinal nerves, viz., the 5th cervical, an(l that in some animal
connection had heen noted between the phrenic and tbree lower interco~tal
nerves. This connection with the muscles of respiration i to cause them til
work in conjunction. That is.the theory supported by the quotation from Dr.
Jacobson-that work upon, or exercises that would influence ~he abdomillal
viscera would thus have an influence upon the brain. It seems likely that by
work upon these parts we can get an influence over the parts affected and tbu
perhaps reach brain centers and gain an influence over them. I not~rl al 0 the
value of such exercises as stooping, those which would bring a squeezing
motion upon the liver, intestines and stomach, and showed bow it might
through these nervous connections affect the parts which were at fault. I
then explained certain points concerning landmarks about the 11ead and face,.
and spoke on the subject of how to examine the head, face and its -parts. I
wish to-day to continue that line of thought, giving particular attention to the
eye..
I. 0 TEOPATHIC POINTS Co CERNI G THE EYE:- We are aware that the
nerve supply of the eye, which is itself a nervous organ, is various and irnportant, and we shall see later in the lecture that w·e have quite a broad field up'on
which to work to reach the eye. I have already given you some centers for
the eye, and have already spoken, in considering the neck, abou~ the blood
upply to the head and its parts, and it is also of course vel y important to us.
We get our effect upon it t~rough the nerves; .the superior cervieal ganglion
i the (l.hief center upon which we work to affect the eye. I haye seen a cage
of "blood shot" eye, as we cOIDlnonly call it, cured by treating in' the superior
cervical region; simply hy inhibiting the ac~ion of the sympathetics at that
place. So you see the superior cervical ganglion ha an irnportaut control
over the mechanism of the blood supply. We probably affect it through the
ascendIng branch to the carotid and cavernous plexuses, and no doubt also
through the connection which it has with tbe fifth nerve-the fifth nerve havin~ important vaso-motor fibres to the eye. Qu'sin, in his anatonly describes
branches from the cavernou plexus wh~ch run to the cerebral and ophthalmic
arteries, forming a secondar plexus about them, and from them, he ay
some branches go to the. eye-ball and form a plexus of the sympathetic in the
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eye-ball itself. He ce, you see, e have a very important and direct connection with too sympathetic tb~ough the supe ,·or cervical .ga ~lion, hrongh its
aS2eDdif)g·b~anches, and tbls termmal symp:tthetic plexu" in the eye-ball.
The cU· ry gaD~lion is ill 0 important in relation to our wo k UpfJU tb e e.
It; bas ,connection with the third and fifth cranial nervet.: and with the ympatheties. The third and fifth nerves are important, R£ you will see late'r ben
I shall tsk that up more in detail. 'Concerning the (~iHary ganglion,
tlaio
say=--: "The ciliaTy, opthalmic or lenticular ganglion ser~e a a center for
the supply -6f nerves, Inotor, "ensory,and sympa hetic, to the ey -·ball." Thus
we' have 11 center ,upon WhICh we may work. Fllrtber, he ays, "Tbe sympatbetic root is 1l very mall nerve which em,anates from the e8vernou plexus."
So the ciliary ganglion gets its sy'mpathetic ~ upply for tbe eye from the cavern·
ous plexus. The ciJ:iBry' gang'lion lies at the 'bottom of the orbit 'between the
rectus muscle an the optic nerve. The e I a treatment which we freq'1le-ntly
give the eye, not a tapping, but a pressure of the eye back into it socket; 'and·,
I think the effect there tDust be ,upon the oilliary ganglion, and cince it is connected'wIt 1 the third and fiftb nerves, we could undoubtedly, if there were abe
normalities, get an effect upon th6Se nerves. l"bns, orking in this way we might
affect the third nerve and tone up the muscular mechanism of the eye, or
orking in thi way indirectly l1J)on -th-e fifth nerve, we might tone' up the'
nutrition of the eye. Thus you see by pre snre we have reached 'DO a nerve,
b a center, and the reverse i clearly--true according to our theory, that
might work upon terminals, as .for instance, the terminals of the fifth nerve
w ich are eadily reached in the face, and -in that way get an e ect upon thi
ciliary ganglion which is connected with the fi~th nerve. Or, by working a
we do, through the superior cervical ganglion to reach the third nerv ~~;) .
might have an effect upon the ciliary gangli()D, of co-urse through it
~a_7
thetic connection. ·This will erve to how y{)U ho clo ly' conne te" ;i'· it ~
this n rve upply to ' he eye. One is quite depend~nt npon the oth r, an .' :1n'
affecting one you affect the othe-r,' provided it i' in need of 'treatment. 'Th,u:
en see that by working on :this theory yon can affect· not 'only sympathetilife, but sen ation nd motion of the eye, since hese nerve, nd ,'!ranche 0
t e eye.
little further with regard to the third nerve and it colin ction'
w·th·the'eye ball: It-innervates all tne muscles of the eye ball, as you kno "
expt the external rootu and up rior obliqne - Through the ciliar' gangIi ill it also rule the sphincter of the iris. a{) ell's Text Boo.
tw that'
the e aI', 'fibersJa ta.gonistic 'to this motor occuli fporn the ciliary ganglion,
ich cons rict the iri and Ie . n he ape ture of th pupil.. Tb antagonistic tiber to this motor ooouli come from the third ventricle, through the'
bulb, the cervical cord, ··.the anterior roots of the upper dorsal ;nerve , the
upper thoraCic ganglionlaIid the cervical
mpath~tic co:rd, and t u ha· i,~
join. he ophthalmi divi ion of the fit n rv pa. ing thro gh it n 3] ~
I
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branch and it lo~g~~iJiary ipranche to .the. iri. These antagoni tic fibers,. of
course, must be dil~tor~...:~~tThu from the motor occuli you get;,:· t~e mQtor
fiber to the phtncter ot ..~e iris and from the region I have ju. t ~plained
you get the dilat9r fiber .of the iris. Hence, we dilate the iris by tiinulati
the superior ~ervica,l. an lion or stimulating in the upper dorsal region, ruo
particularly t ·e)a,.tter. Q ·n, in speaking of fibres from the cervical gan
lion, notes t~e~~. centers: dilator fibers arising from the 1st, 2nd, an~t3. ·....@:or
~\ 11-~IT~ , then_.passing upward in the ascending branch of ~l;le
uperior cerviQl' I gangl~on, reach the Ga erian ganglion, and the eye , t~ro~h the fir t· ~
~l~i,,~.q~ .•9f the fifth nerve and the long ciliary
e a. C10 ays in par.; J,/.
ent¥~e/~, t;h~t.it is stated RN'il~any observers that the dilator fibers are con~D
tained al!,!o in the 7th aJild~th cervical nerves. Motor fibers run from th f:'<.
ht~her, . tQi. " .or five dors~l nerves.
Thus you see along the cervical region,~ ,~
frQp1 ~~~.. uperior Cf;r~(~l gangllon down a low as the 6th dorsal you may
.g'. t.. an. important~~ff~ct!~nuponthe eye.
'Iln\.C.~ncerning tP(~\;:r~~.th\ nerve, ca~d its connection with the eye ball, I have
~1r!~a.dy noted its COJlP,§~tion with the ciliar)~ mechanism; that there ar~ dilator
branches fromq~~e:.¢erviq~land upper dorsal through the nasal branch of. the
fifth, and that .It has .,~9nnection with the Gasserian ganglion. The ophthahnic,
o,r ~r~~ diyi~,tO~tof the..fiJth nerve.. whic4:is sensory in function, join with
b~aqche~. ~r~~ . .the sympathetic d
from the cavernous plexus. 'rhi~ nerve
&JlPp~ie~ t~e, J~~.p:r;ymal glands, th~ conjunctIva of the hds and of the eye ball,
a~d ,~\l~tl ~~n,J~pout the l.id and the face of that part. The fifth nerve is also
~~rY llm,J?~rt~n~ jn the ,nutrition of the eye, the face, and different parts of the
J:l:~~q;: .,q~~en's Pathology notes the fact that upon section of the fifth nerve
kerati~i& .or inflammation of the ornea arises, followed by ulceration. Kirke
makes ~he. same statmen~( and says further that the disease may progress so
far' ~s ~~ .destroy the w~ole ~y~~ball. Kirke ~lso states that in the" case ,of. the
fift41)~~rve the f~ct thtlt.:t~er~, are trophic fibe~s in it is proven by, .exp~r·w;.ent
Qf M~issner and Buttn~r,:_who ·found t'hat;, div,ision of the innermQ~t, ~.~~l~rs is
mos~., p.otent in prod:ucing decay. Howe~l's Text Book states t4at "~i1 ~-dilator
~~er~(;~or the face and mouth are found ,:111 the cervical sYlnpathetic~; that th'cy
lea~~ lJ.he cord at the second to the fifth dorsal; that they. con nect with the fifth
n~,r~~ J)y passing from the supe~ipr cervical ganghon to the ·Ga~erian ganglion.
TnJlt other dilator B.bers for the -skin and mucous membrane of the mouth ·and
fas~~':seem to arise i'n the fifth nerve it~elf, also some in the nerve of Wrisber~.
H.~ ~tates further. that excitation of,. t~e ce~vjcal sympathetic causes c9nstriction ;
e~c~tation of the. thoracic ymp~t:P~tic dilation of the retinal arteries. Thu
yo~' see that working from the cervical ympathetic, getting an influence -along
the path of the fifth nerve, you 9Rve a vaso motor effect upon the retina.. .So
you have not.onl trophic but vaso-motor fibers in the fifth nerve, suppl ~g
the eye.
uain states further that the original fibers leaviIl'g the sympathe· ~
at the superiqr cervical ganal.ion pass to the ganglion of g r a n d to the e>:e
>
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from the ophthalmic branch of the fifth through the gray root of the opthah:pic
ganglion and the ciliary nerves. Almost all of the fibers of the anterior part
of the eye are found in the fifth nerve, hence, you can readily see the great
iInportance that the fifth nerve bear to Ost.eopathic work upon the eye, because
there is hardly any trou ble in the eye which:lnay not be influeneed through the
nutrition, and such troubles are readily witbin the reach of the Osteopath.
Taking into consideration the facts, then, we note first, tb-at-- the eye i·
readil.}' reached by the Osteopath in two ways; through its blood upply, and
throug-h its nerve supply. We note further that the chief points at which the
Osteopath works to affect the eye are t.he third ll~rve, the fifth nerve~ the superior cervi_cal ganglion, the upper dorsal region, and also the ciliary ganglion;
that, as I noted in the begin ning, the superIor cervical g-anglion is the most
important point upon which we work in treating the eye, since, as JOu have
seen, it is connected with the third and fifth nerves, and also with the ciliary
ganglion. Also that through it you get an effect upon the iris, upon muscles,
and upon nutrition and sensation in general.
0 that the Osteopath certainly
is nGt lacking for means of reaching the eye.
We note further that there is a constrictor eenter for the iris in the ciliary
ganglion and in the superior cervical ganglion; that there j also a dilator center in the upper dorsal region and in the superior cervical ganglion. That is,
dilator center for the irIE. That is something that might be a little confusing~
that in the superior cervical ganglion you may have both a constrictor and
dilator center for the irIS. However, Dr. McConnell states that we m'ay contract th~ iris by working at t~e upper cervical re~ion, and that we dilate it by
\vorking down at the second and third dorsal. That Las been onr experience,
and although there seems to to be a confusion of centers there, we go according to the results. We may· work in one way upon the fifth nerve by treating.
the superior cervical gangli6n, and we get an important effect upon the fifth
nerve by working upon Its terminal branches. As I pointed out to you at the
last lecture, the terminar-::.bt~nchesof the fifth nerve are readily pressed upon
at the supraorbital and intraorbital foraulina, QS well as at the mental foramen.
and since we have sho~n-t~at working upon terminal fiber i an important
part of our work, and that-through them we can gain important effect upon
connected nervous mechanism, I think it shows that we have a good opportunity to reach and effect the nervous mechanism of the eye thl~ough the fifth
nerve.
I noted also at the last lecture, the importance of ~xalnilling the neck in
any trouble of the eye or part of the head. If there is any dislocation of the
atlas or of the third cervical, these points are particularly ignificant ill regard
to eye troubles, or there may be an interference at the Inferior rnaxI11ary articu1ation-a ~lip of that. articulation, inlpinging from fiber of the inferior maxillary division of the Jifth nerve, and since in that way you rnay -affect the whole
nerve, It may have an affect upon the eye.
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Byron Rob~n un quotes from Fox that, · 'Irritation of the peripheral end 0
the cervical sympathetic will cause a protrusion of the eye ball, while ection \
will cau e a sinking- of the eye ball."
Dr. MgConnell states that there are ,
fibers which aid in the control of the metabolism of the retina at the fouth a
!ifth dorsal, and the strong stimulatio ~be sexual organs eau es dilation of
the pupils and protrusion of the eye ball. .
II. FURTHER LANDMARKS IN REGARD TO THE PART OF THE HEAD AND
FACE.-According to Holden we notice the following pOInts: You will readily
feel the pulley of the superior oblique muscle bv pressing the thumb just under the inner edg-e of the orbit. The ~eventb n~rve has its exit from the cranium at the stylo-mastoid foreman. It then passes for.ward and runs into the
parotid glands. It sends branches upward to the temple, toward the eye, the
cheek and jaw. The parotid duct lies on a line drawn from the bottom of the
lobe of the ear to midway between the nose and the mouth, and empti~s opposite the upper second molar touth. It is aecompanied by a branch of the
facial nerve supplying- the buccinator . mu~cle. The pulsation of the tempe> ral
a.rtery may be felt etween -the ridge of the zygoma and the anterior par.,t of the
ear. And it is said that that is a very convenient place to feel the pulse of a
sleeping patient. The facial artery is very important in our work. It passe
over the inferior maxillary bone at the anterior edge of the masseter muscle and
also at the side of the nose high up. The coronary arteries are readily felt by
placing the fInger just bene3i.th the lip against the mucous membrane; you can
feel them p~lsate on the inner side of the upper lip and on the inner side of the
lower lip. The facial vein, instead of taking a tortuous course to follow the
artery, runs directly from the inne~~ angle of the ~ye down to the anterior border
of the masseter muscles.
. III. EXAMINATION OF THE EYE :-1 took thIS subject up at the last lecture,
but there are some other poi~ts that I wish to call to your attention in examinJng 1he eye, An unnatural luster of the eye is seen in~fevers. ...~n unnatural
brilliancy is o~ten found in consumptives. A glassy eye in children shows inflammatIon of the mesenteric glands, and If it.is accompanied by dark,. dry lip
and tongue and great restlesne s, it hows an acute inflammation of the 'tomache. In fevers glassy eye are a si~n of great danger or of orne serious
change about to .occur. Dull eyes are noticed in febrile .conditions, during .the
catamenia in catarrhal and other affections. Sunken eyes are due to the aborption of the fatty cushions, and indicate some loss of tbe vital fluids; hemorrhage or some exausti~g disease. Exophthalmus, that is, protrusion.of the
eye ball, when not congenital, is said to be characteristic of Basedow'·s or
rave' disease.
In your examination of the eye you should hear in mind and see wba part"
of the e e are affected whether it i the lid, iris or conjuctiva, whether it· i
a chan~e in the eye ball, whetber the ight i affected, or there be weakeninO' of
t e ner e" or inflamrnation of the eye.
'C
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I . TREATMI£ T OF THE EYE :-A "I have aid the treatmelJt of the e e
Osteopathically i quite a simple nlatter. There are certain point that I will go
over to uotiee how we treat the eye. In the fir t plac"', a I' noted, we ometime
bring direct pre 'sore upon the eye. We 'imply with one hand pre ~ gently upOll the eye ball, or you can lay your thumbs Oll it and pre s downward.
III
thut way, as I explaiued to you. you probably baye an effect upon the ciliary ganglion~ you would a1:-,0, of cOllrse, lnechani(~ally excite the hlood upply
by pre "ure. You would also h:lve an effect through thi'" pre ure upon the optic
nerve, since all these parts by heing pressed back into the cavity would be lTIOre
or Ie s impinged upon. I nl"'o noted that we sometimes gently tapped the eye.
laying' one finger upon tile e.ye, and witl1 another, tapping three or four time
very gen tly. rrhe idea in that is Dr. Harry" Still says, to shoek the optic nerve
and thu
tirr.ulate it. Of Q0.urse In tbat way also we stimulate the 'ympathetic, aud through them thp blood. npply. We frequent]., In lrt ~tment of the
head tap upon tbe froutal iUGs, not very hard, for trou hie with a branch- of
the fifth nerve which supplies that ~inu8, and from it you might have a bad ef·
fect upon the eye, can'iug orne pain, \vbich you tnight relieve in that way_
are frequently called upon to treat granulat.ed eyelid. They are oIIlething
tha.t are readily treated hv Osteopathic means, and something \vhicb are very
di tre sing to the eye. We just \vet the fiI!ger with a li~tl~ wa~er or ~?m~ oJl
weet . or vaseline and pres it under ~be ed e
the lid, both above ana below, and then ,pre ing- ,,\lith-the thnlllu agaiust the lid upon the finger, work
WIth the thum'b and finger along the edge of the lid, and in that ,va TOll stitnulate the lo~al blood flow; and the thickening there e~ the granulatIon L,'
..:'aid to be due sometimes to a loeal hypertrophy of the conjunctiva, or orne·
times to a stopping of the du~ts of the Meibomian glands. In thus workIng
you would tirnulate th~ blood flow to rnake that conjunctive normal ·or you
would take away the toppage of the duct of the gland. 'Iometiule the ecretlon gets thick and stops up the duct. I have often heard I)r. Hildreth
speak of quite a noted case of gran ulated eyelids which were (n tirely cu red.
He aid that Dr. till explaiup.d that there was a toppage of the circulation,
that the blood had to m~ke ,.orne u e of the nutriment which wa earried t.ht:>rt
and Instead of its being directed norlnally it wa -, direJted abnormally on B(~
connt of the stoppafTe, and so caused the'e abnormal growth. \Vhat. he did,
wa a I have 'aid, to free the cireulation. Of course in any treatment of the
eye we .IIlust work over the ~ uperior cervieal ganfTlion to get our effect upon the
circulation.
I spoke about point at which w can reaeh th fifth n r
Parti iuIarI
in work upon the ~ye we work at the supraor ital notch or forl,:nen, here at
the junction of th inner and middle third of th arch. B careful to fr that
o tha any contraction of the ti ue about i ar thorou hI r 1. xe. Th n
th
m thing hould b don belo ~ a th infraorbital foram .n.
al 0
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get a termination of the fifth nerve at the outer angle of the eye, and I always
work carefully there and stimulate that branch of the fifth nerve. There is
aid to be a terminal branch just over the middle of the eye lid, and two terminal branches at the inner canthus of the eye on the nose, where we can
readily impinge upon them. A terminal branch is found also upon each side
of the mid-line of the forehead. According to the theory that we can work
upon nerve terminals, as we frequently do, to gain an important effect upon
the connected parts, we here have a number of terminal branches of the fifth
nerve which we could certainly influence in that way to restore the normal.
Of course at these places we also get the little blocd vessels, here at the inner
canthus and at the foramina and free them in our treatment. Another ay
that Dr. Harry sometimes employs almost exclusively in work upon the eye
is to have the patint spring the mouth oren while you hold t.he jaw; the idea
being to free the blood supply through the c1rotids, since the blood supply of
the eye is derived entirely from the internal carotids, and it is a very important point in relation to work upon the eyes. Of course we must not forget
the point I mentioned in regard to .the nEcK, and which you are familiar with;
but the great and important point upon which we work, always remember, is
the superior ganglion. Thoroughly relax everything and remove every pressure which may aff~ct the blood flow. I showed you how to inhibit the action
of the cervical sympathetic by holding. Of course stimulating would be the
opposite-working quickly with alternate pressure and relaxation. ,/'

LECTURE XVIII.
At the last lecture I took up points in regard to the eye, giving you
TTariu centers, which I need not repeat here. Also I noted the importance
of the ciliary ganglion in connection with the eye, the importance of the third
nerve in relation with the eye, also of the fifth nerve in nutrition of the eye
and parts of the. head and face. Then I brought out certain points of
importance to u as Osteopaths. I noted certain· landmarks concerning the
head and face; concluded the examination and took uP. the treatment of the
eye. I wish to-day to continue our consideration of points about the head
and face.
I. Certain centers for the parts of the head. I have already mentioned
orne in previous lectures. Howell's Text Book states that the cervical
ympathetic contains vaso-constrict.or fibers for the face, the eye, the ear, the
alivary glands, the tongue, and -perh~ps the brain. A to vaso-motor
nerves to the tongue; the lingual.and glosso-pharyngeal nerves contain va 0dilator fiber , 'while th bypoglo al and ympathetics contain vaso-constrictor fibers. ~rh chorda tympani, as already noted, is the vaso-dilator of the
ubmaxillary o-land.
,uain tate that th
ecretory fibers qf the submaxil-
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IV.

TREATME T OF THE EYE :-A.s I have aid ·the treatment of the eye
a imple matter. There ar~ certain point that I will.go
over to notice how we treat the ey~. In the fir t plac ,a I noted, we ometime
bring direct prel-; snre upou the eye. We 'imply with one hand pre s gently upon the eye ball, or you tan lay Jour th~mbs on it and press downward. In
that way, a" I ~xplained to you. you probably have a,n effect upon the ciliary ganglion, you would al~o, of course, mechani(~ally excite the blood upply
by pressure. Yon would al""o have an effect through thi pre ure upon the optic
nerve,. since all the e parts by heing pres ed back into the cavity would be lTIOre
or Ie impinged upon. I also noted that we sometime8 gently tapped the eye.
laying one finger upon the e.ye, and with another, tapping three or four time
very gently. The idea i'n that i~ Dr. Harry. Still says, .to shoek the optic nerve
and thus stimulate it. Of course In that way also we stimulate the "ympathetic, aud through them tl~p blood supply. We frequently In trt: atment of.the
. head tap ~pon the frolltal siuus, I!ot very bard, for trou hIes with a branch of
the fifth nerve which supplies that sinus, and from it you might have a bad effect upon the eye, causing some pain, which you might relieye in-that way. We
are frequently called upon to treat granulated eyelid. They -are - olnetbiug
that are readily treated hy Osteopathic means, and something .\vhich are very
distressing to the eye. We just wet the finger with a little water or some oil,
sweet oil or vaseline and press it under the edge of the lid, both above and below, and then pressing with the thnrlJb againRt the lid upon the finger, 'work
WIth the thumb and finger along the edge of the lid, and in that way you titnulate the Ioeal blood flow; and the thickening there eau ~ing the granulatIon i'
said to be due sometimes to a lo~al hypertrophy of the conjunctiva, or orne·
times to a stopping of the, duets of the Meibomian glands. In ,thus worklng
you would stimulate the blood flow to make that conjunctive normal or you
would take away the toppage of the duct of the glands. "ometirne the ecretlon gets thick and stops up the duct. I have often. heard Dr. Hildreth
speak of quite a noted case of ~ranulated eyelids which were entirely cured.
He said that Dr. Still explainp,d that there was a stoppage of the circulation,
that the blood had to make some u e of the nutriment which wa carried ther~,
and Instead of it being directed llorlnal1y it was direQted abnormally on aeconnt of the stoppage, and so cau ed the ~e abnorl1?al growth. What. be did,
W:lS, as I have said, to free the circulation.
Of course in any treatment of the
eye we uiust work over the superior cervieal ganglion to get our effect upon the
circulation.
I pok about point at which e can reach the fifth nerv. Particularlin work upon the e e we work at the supraorbital notch or fora~nen, her at
the junction of the inner and middle third of th arch. Be car fnl to ~ree that
o that any contraction oJ the tis nes about it ar thoroughly r L1xed. Then
11 arne thing hould b done b low, at the infraorbital foran en. W al 0
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get a termination of the fifth nerve at the outer angle of the eye, and I alway
work carefully there and timulate that branch of the fifth nerve. There i
aid to be a terminal branch just over the middle of the eye lid, and two terminal branches at the inner canthu of the eye on the nose, where we can
readily impinge upon them. A terminal branch is found also upon each ide
of the mid-line of the forehead. According to ~he theory that we can work
upon nerve terminal , as we frequently do, to gain an important effect upon
the connected part , we here have a number of terminal branches of the fifth
nerve which we could certainly influence in that way to restore the normal.
O~ cour e at these places we al 0 get -the little blocd vessels, here at the inner
canthu and at the foramina and free them in our treatment. Another way
that Dr. Harry ometimes employ almost exclusively in 'work upon the eye
i to have the patint spring the mouth of en while you hold t.he jaw; the idea
being to free the blood upply through the c1rotids, since the blood supply of
the eye is derived entirely from the internal carotids, and it is it very important point in relation to work upon the eyes. Of course we must not forget
the point I mentioned in regard to the neck, and which you are familiar with;
but the great and important point upon which we work, always remember, is
the uperior ganglion. Thoroughly relax everything and remove every presure which may affect the blood flow. I showed you how to inhibit the action
of the cervical sympathetic by holding. Of course stimulating would be the
oppo ite-working quickly with alternate pressure and relaxation.

LECTURE XVIII.
t the la t lecture I took up points in regard to the eye, giving, you
~ariu centers, which I need not repeat here.
.Also I noted the importance
of the ciliary ganglion in connection with the eye, the importance of the third
nerve in relation with the eye, also of the fifth nerve in'nutrition of the eye
and parts of the head and face. Then I broug~t out certain points of
importance to u as 0 teopaths. I noted certain landmark concerning the
head and face; concluded the .examination and took up the treatment of the
eye. I wish to-day to continue our consideratjon of points about the head
nd-face.
I. . ~ ertain center for the part"-'l of the head. I have already mentioned
orne in p' viou' lecture. Howell' Te~ Book tates that the cervical
ympathetic contain va <i-con trictor fibers for the face, the eye, t.he ear, the
alivary O'land ,the ongue and p rhap the brain. As to vaso-motor
nerves to the tongue· the lingual and glo o-phar ngeal nerv contain va 0- .
dilator fiber , while the h poglo al and mpathetics contain va o-con tricor fiber. Th chorda t mpani, a alread noted, is the va o-dila or of tho
ubmaxillar gland.
uain· tat that the ecretory:fib r of the ubmaxil-
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lary gland ari e mainly frJffi the econd and third dor aL Dana tate that
herpes, flushing, pallor, lachrymation and salivation all indicate SOllle di turbance of the sympathetic and trophic fiber contained in the fifth nerve.
Quain states fprther that the gl.os o-pharyngeal nerve through it ~ mall uperficial petrossal branch furnishes secretory and vaso-dilator fiber to the
pa r~tid gland.
In view of the e fact, and of fact which I have already pre ented, I
wish to call the following point, to your attention: First, that you have already been shown ho'w to reach and treat the fifth nerve, the cervical sympathetic, the lingual, which is a branch of t,he facial, and the glossopharyngeal.
I have brought up further the hypoglossal nerve, which i reached bo- the
Osteopath at its exit from the skull at the anterior condyloid foramen, and
also indirectly by the treatment of the superior cervical sympathetic ganglion.
That the Osteopath thus controls the nerve upply of all parts of the head
practically, and through the nerve supply the blood supply to the head, governing' as he does, by his work upon the neck, the blood flow to all parts of
the head, he must have an important effect upon its nutrition. --L-~ further
point is that the Osteopathic work is very simply, and is made up largely of
treatment in the neck, particularly at the superior cervical ganglion. I say
very simple, because it is so in cer~ain respects, but very complex when you
come to study out the various complex relations of the nerve. and the effect
we may get upon them by working upon centers.
II. LANDMARKS Holden instances the following points: The opening
between the eyelid varies in size in different per ons, and it is this change
and not a variation in the size of the eyeball which makes us say a person
has a large or small eye, as the eyeballs are very nearly of the same size in
different individuals. The external angle of the lid is generally a little higher
than the internal a.ngle, and gives an arch expression to the face. The clo ed
lids fit accurately together, and are not believed, as sometimes stated, to
form a channel with the ball of the eye for the flow of the tears. Upon hutting the eye the ball turns slightly upward and inward, "and in that way
cleansing the cornea of any foreign substance which may have dropped upon
it, and al30 turning the pupil away from the light. The puncta lachrymalia
are familiar to you, they are een at the inner angle of each lid: Th
lachrymal ac is found by drawing the eyelid outward, ten ing in that way
th3 tendo oculi, which crosseS3 the lachrymal sac about the middle. By
placing your finger upon the tendo oculi .. ou can feel, by winking the ye,
that the orbiculari palpebrarum and the muscle about the e" e k ep that
tendon working 0 that the tear are pumped into the lachryulal ac and
pasaed into the nasal duct. The na al duct is from ix to eight. r rre long, and
pa e from the lachr mal ::lac downward· It open:1 at the top of th inferior
meatu or om time· in the on r wall. The left no tril you "will
e upon
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examination is usually narrower than the right, owing to·a deviation toward
the left of the septum. It is important to you to know these points, so that
you will recognize normal conditions and not confuse them with. disease.
The middle and inferior spongy bones may be se~n by dilating. the nostril
and throwing the head back. They are red in color and must be carefully
distinguished from polypi.
The Osteopath should also note the color of the lips, the normal vermillion color indicating heath, and a departure from this indi<::ating either the
'tate of the circulation or condition of the blood. In looking into the mouth
always bear in mind to look at the condition of the tongue, as it is a great indicator of disease. Upon the under surface of the tongue .is a ll1edian furrow
upon each side of which is the ranine vein. In the middle line of the floor of
the mouth is the frenum lingure, upon each side of which is the opening of
the duct of Wharton, leading from the submaxillary glands, whi~h you may
find beneath the mucous membrane back near the angle of the jaw. The
sublingual glands are in the ridge of mucous membrane each side of the middIe. The shape of the hard palate is sometim3s signifigant, usually a broad
arch, sometimes narrower at the top like Gothic arch, and it is s3Jid that in
idiots it is quite sharp.
In examing the throat it is a good plan, it is said, to hold the nose so
that the person is obliged to breath through the mouth. That will cause a
dilation of the varous parts of the throat and a widening of the fauces and a
raising of the soft palate, so that you can then get a good view of the internal
parts of the throat. When you depress the tongue it should be done gently
with your finger or the handle of a spoon or something of that kjnd; if you
are rough the tongue will resist the effort you are making to lower it. The
operator can pass his finger down into the throat past the epiglottis as far as
the inferior border of the cricoid cartilage; as far as the beginning of the
oesophagus, and can make out the greater cornua of the hyoid bone and seek
in the hyoid spacei on .each side where any foreign body is .queit. apt to
lodge. It is important to know sometimes -that behind the last molar tooth
there is a small aperature through which a little tube may be introduced
through which to feed a patient in spasmodic closure of the lower jaw. The
place where the surgeon taps the antrum is just above the second bicuspid
tooth about an inch above the margin of the gum. The aperature of the posterior nares may be felt by passing the finger carefully up behind the soft
palate, and there can be made out by: the touch the back of tbe septum. and
the back part of the inferior spongy bone in each nostril, also a graRping
feeling from the action of the superior constrictors of the pharynx.
I have already spoken concerning the tonsils. They lie at the side of the
throat just behind the pillars, and in examination of the throat if you see
them extending beyond those pillars, it .shows the" are abnormal in size.
The normal tonsil does not extend beyond the level of the pillars.
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I have mentioned physiognomy in r~lation to examination of the fa e. It
i tated that the insertion of the muscles, not only into tendon and bon
part of the face, also into the kin allover the face , lead to the formation;f
line. That the passage of various thoughts through the mind con tantly recurring, calls into play certain sets of muscles, and finally leaves lines upon
the skin at the places of contraction, thus creating a reliable method by
which the countenance may be read, and which is sometime useful to us.
There are two of these lines which I wish to mention particularly. Fir t,
there is the linre nasalis, extending from the aIm nasi out to the angle of the
mouth. ..4-t\.nd it i said that in children its presence denotes some abdominal
trouble, especially inflammat,ion of the bowels; in older persons some trouble
with the stomach or abdominal disease, frequently of the liver. The linm
labialis extends from the angle of the mouth down to the side of the jaw. It
i seen frequently in children with intlamlnatory diseases of the larynx or
lungs, and in older people who have laryngeal and bronchial trouble, and
difficulty of breathing. - Of course the Osteopath, as well as the physician,
should become familiar with the indications of the face, know its natural temperature and different things about it. I cannot mention such things now,
but they are interesting to study and are very practical in directing the operators attention to the probabilities of disea e-it is very helpful in diagnosis.
I wish to-day to examine further the parts of the head, and show you the
treat,ment to be given.
III. Examination of the Ear. The disease may be in the external, in
the internal, or in the middle Bar, or it may be in the brain or in the auditory
nerve itself. It is sometimes very difficult to say where the location of the
disease is. First: As to examination of the external auditory canal. Since
it runs forward and inward and is slightly curved, you must, draw the auricle
upward and backward to be able to look down into the external canal. You
must have a good light. You can look directly in without the aid of an
instrument, but llsually the operator should be supplied with an ~ar peculllID,
which is a little tube, funnel shaped, polished so as to reflect the light.
Frequently a forehe:1d mirror is used; a little mirror that is fastened by a
band about the forehead with an aperature in the middle, through which the
operator may look. This reflects the light, and reveals the interior of the
canal. In looking into the external ear you may notice that therei too much
or too little wax, indicating so~e general disease. .X"ou may notice that
there are growths in the ear, or foreign bodies, such as buttons in childern'
ear , or insects, or the wax may become hard and impacted. I had a ca e
once in which a per~on had noticed a slight deafne s continually increa ing
until finallv he wa not able to hear hi watch tick when held at hi ear. I
found by e~amination that the wax had become impacted. Of cour
he
could hear internall- by certain method employ d to te the h arin. I ju t
-
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took the curved end of a hair pin and picked out the wax, and he could hear
all right. It is quiet a common thing in persons who have a poor quality of
blood to have furuncles, or boils, in the external auditory canal. Your examination of the ear will reveal to you the membrani tympani, which should
appear concave. It is in color a pearly gray and glistens with the reflection
of the light. You can see the processus brevis of the malleus and the manubrium of the malleus, and you can sometimes with a good light see the processus longus of the incus. The membrane appears concave; the most concave part at the end of the manubrium, is called the umbo; at the tip of the
manubrium appears a bright triangle or pyramid of light where the reflection
is brighter than at other parts. Of course only practiee will make you familiar with the normal external parts and appearance of the membrane.
Further, you should· always in examinlng the ear look for perforations, of
the membrane because those frequently occur in ear troubles.
As to the middle ear, you may have it affected by different diseases,
among which are inflammations, catarrhs, etc., in whi~h case pus or mucous
may collect in it. In that case, if the ear were filled with pus or mucous,
the membrane would be pushed outward, and would be convex instead of
concave. By examining from the external ear, if inflammation were present
there would be a reddish appearance of the membrane. It is said the presence of mucous or pus gives a yellowish tinge to the membrane. For examination to see wJ::tether or not the Eustachian tube be closed there are different methods used. One is for the patient to close his nose and mouth and
make an expiratory effort, eliciting a crankling Round of the membrane, due
to the impact of the air. That is called Valsalra' s method. Another method,
called Politzer's, is practically the same. The patient is directed to swallow
a little water, the operator having introduced a tube through one nostril, and
closing the mouth and both nostrils except the tube, through this tube the
operator .blows, and the air is forced up towards the membrane, and in case
the membrane is perforated there is a whistling sound as the air e~capes. Or
if there js an accumulation of pus or fluids, they will be driven into the external ear. In case of closure of the external ear it is said that there is an
magnification of the sound in the middle ear, or in case of closure of the
Eustachian tube the same thing would obtain, or in case there was too much
secretion about the ossicles, not allowing free motion. In such cases it is
said if a tuning fork -is placed on the mid-line of the top of the skull, or
against the teeth, the sound is increased in the affected side. If it is heard
louder in the other ear, it indicat~s some trouble with the internal ear of the
affected side. Your diagnosis may be made still closer by placing a watch or
tuning fork against tpe mastoid process of the affected ear; if there is no response you may be sure the trouble is in the internal ear. Those are a few
methods by which you may determine where is the trouble that is affecting
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the ear. Since the aurist makes the· ear his life time work, we cannot do
justice t) the subject in anyone or two lectures.
IV. TREATl\JIENT OF THE EAR-I have already shown you how to examine the external canal of the ear; the usnal methods are employed to remove foreign substances, or in case of impacted wax you had better use some
warm water; it may t,ake several sittings to renlove it entirely, and the
hearing may be worse a1ter the first treatment with the water because of the
swelling of the wax filling the canal. In the case of in sects in the ear some
warm water or sweet oil may be introduced with a syringe. In ear affections
there is usually trouble with the atlas or in the upper cervical region. We
treat then the lesion, if we find it, in the neck, and we treat the ear largely
by regulating the blood supply; by springing the jaw, as already shown.
The chief work in the neck is on the superior cervical ganglion, and in stimulating the blood flow through the carotid arteries. Of course in affections of
the ear from catarrh or cons.titutional troubles you would have to direct your
treatment to the general condition of the patient-look after his general
health. I had an interesting case of deafness once where I did not treat the
ear at all. I found the clavicle was slipped; that the scaleni muscles were
hard; that there was a paresis of the right arm. I slipped the clavicle back,
treated the scaleni muscles, and the lady went up stairs and immediately called
down that she could hear the clock ticking downstairs, something she had
not done before. It must have been by sympathetic connection of the nerves
which had been affected; the brachial plexus and the nerves to the ear. I
do not know of any other way to account for it. That shows you cannot
always work according to rule, but you must look for the cause and treat
wherever that may occur.
EXAMINATION AND TREATMENT OF THE NOSE:-Since the aperature of
the nostril is on a little lower level than the bottom of the passage of the
nostril, you have to pull the nose up and back. You can dilate it with
a speculum used for the purpose, and you can use either form of refle cted
light· You may see the middle and inferior turbinated bones and the marks
I have mentioned. You will learn to recognize the normal conditions, and
to note any diseased conditions and observe whether there are any growth ~
in the nose; the polypus is the most common. It is common to meet with
fractured nasal bones. That of conrse belongs to the surgeon, bJlt is very
readily set. You can diagnose this condition by holding the ear close and
you can hear a grating sound as you move the nose. I have had cases in
which I would simply straight~n out the parts, using no splint or anything
of that kind. I do not know what is the usual method surgically, but with
no splints the bones willI stay in position and no deformity or abnormality
follow. Yon will so.metimes notice th~t in catarrh, on account of the absorption of these turbinated bones, the nose is deflected to one side or to the oth-
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ere The usual way in which we treat the nose, aside from the general ystern which is adopted in catarrh, the freeing of the blood supply in the neck
and of the blood upply about the nose, is to work on the outsjde of the nose
and loosen all the tissues along the side. In that way also you free the nasal
duct by loosening all the tissues. Also in case of stoppage of the nose in
colds and catarrh, we place the hand flat above the frontal sinuses and press
down quite hard. You can sometimes clear the nostrils in that way so that
the toppage is gone and the breathing is clear through the nostrils. There
i nother di ease which you frequently meet, a ringing in the ear, tinnitus
---rurium. It is common in old people, and it is common also in constitutional
di eases, after sunstroke, or in malnutrition, and old age. Therefore, it arises
ometimes from conditions of general health. The 0 teopath has found that it
is due, in some cases., to a stoppage of the circulation in the little anastomosis
on the, ear drum, and he then work~ in the usual method to free up the carotid
artery, and by stretching the jaw. Sometinles the trouble is in an obstruction
to the' auditory nerve. It is said that we inhibit the auditory nerve by pressure
in the neck opposite the third cervieal, by steady holding there.
I cannot mention In such a lecture as this all the points in connection with
examination of the mouth and throat. That also is a field for the specialist. I
have noted that you should see the condition of the tongue, whether it is
furred, what its teynperature is, and its color. These are very indtcative. For
instance, it.is said that a furred tongue is indicative of a one-sided disease, as
instance of the liver or spleen. .A. furred tongue has been noticed by Hilton in
a case of ulceration of the teeth. The half of the tongue on the side of the
mouth affected by the tooth was furred, and there was stiffness of the jaw. Of
course he referred it to the fifth nerve, ,vhich supplies the muscles of the jaw
and supplies also a, part of the tongue. As to the color of the tongue, we
might mention for instanoe, the strawberry tongue, as it is called, in scarlet
fever, or the lead colored thrush-covered tongue in the dying.
You will observe the'tonsils, the uvula and the condition of the fauces.
Frequently in diseases of the thrQat the uvula is inflamed or edemetous an(l is
hanging down, obstructing the passage of the air, and keeping the patient contInually coughing. There are certain times when we give internal treatment
to the mouth and throat, but not very frequently. ~rhat is, in case of catarrh,
tonsilitis, or somethIng of tbat kiud. We sometimes jnsert the fingers and by
a prerssure upward and outward along the pillars of the fauces, we free the
circulatIon to those parts, and can in that way to a considerable extent allay
the inflal11mation. That is, we frequently relax congested and contracted
parts. The aeneral treatment for the throat' I have shown you, by loosening
the muscles and by workIng to free the blood supply, but you must ~lso be
sure that all the muscles t~roughout the neck are relaxed. You can feel tbo"e
in the back of the nec~,. as I have already hown. You cannot, however, feel
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the anterior spinal muscles in the neck, you must take into considefation the
probability that where others are contracted, they also are,and adapt your different motions to the stretching of those muscles; simply by stretching the
head backward you can free all the branches of the nerves.
There is a great deal more that might be said ·both in general and in particular concerning the eye, ear~ nose, throat, and parts of the head, but I think
that in the three lectures that I have given you 1 have been able to give you the
usual Osteopaf.lhic treatment for the parts of the head, and to give a general
idea of the importance of these things. Of course we depend entirely upon the
nerve and blood supply. 'rhat after all is the best part of the work.
Q. In regard to examInation of the nostril, you said we should observe
the turbinated bones. Is there any way by which you can re·move abnormal
growt.hs from that bone osteopathically?
A. That bone is very frequently softened by catarrh, sometimes ulcerated
and eaten away, and in so far as you can influence catarrh, with which we have
good~ results, you could influence this other trouble, and by work upon the nose
you might gradually work the parts back into their normal condition.
Q. You spoke of dropping of the uvula, is that not caused largely by .
catarrh?
. A. Yes, sir, in general. Anything which would inflame, of which catarrh
is a sample.

LECTURE XIX.
At the eighteenth lecture I considered eertain Osteopathic points about the.
head,. giving you certain centers for the head and its parts, which I need not re- .
peat here; 'something concerning the vaso motors, that the Oste?path ha~ therefore a good fleld upon. which to work in treating the bead and all its parts, the.
brain included. I then instanced certain landmarks, and took up further the
subject 'of how to examine the parts of the head, including the eye, ,nose, thro.at
and mouth. I wisL to-day to call your attention further t.o the thorax and its /
parts. We have so far in our Osteopathic work seen how to examine the .spine,
neck, head, etc., the significance of points discovered; also how to treat them .. _
It is -of great interest to us now to go to the thorax. And In going . t o the thorax
it is quite fitting that I should say something in particular about the splanchnie
nerves. I have said something concerning these nerves alrea~y, but think
something more in .particular .would be of value to you. The splanchnics, as
you probably already know, are some of the most important tools with which
the Osteopath wGrks. and I will venture the assertion that there will be hardly
a day in your practice pass without your working. upon the splanchnics. They
are of such far reaching connection that ~heir importance at once becQ.mes apparent, bence, their constant use by the Osteopath. As to definition you know
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what splanchnology is-the science of the viscera. Hence, the splanchnics,
refers to vi ceral nerves, those nerves governing the viscera, and it is in this
fact that their significance lies.. It is with the symp.athetic splanchnic nerves
that we as Osteopaths have to deal, and It is because of their far reachin~ control of visceral life and the. wonderful results the Osteopath can get in working
upon them, that he has been so successful in treatment of diseases in general.
That is one of the reasons, I should say.
ow, as to what these ·nerves are, we know at once that they art the
sympathetics from the lateral chains of thoracic ganglia. I want to bring out
a few pOInts. concerning these nerves by way of review, so that we will know
what we are workin~ with. First, the great splanchnic arises from as high as
the fifth or sixth, and from all of -the thoracic ganglia below down to the ninth
or tenth. It perforates the diaphMgm and joins the lower part of the semilunar ganglion. In the chest it sometinles divides and forms _a plexus with the
smaller splanchnic. As to the nature of these fibers, they are white, mednllated fibers. You remember in on~ of the first lectures I called your attention
to the fact that in the sympathetic there are two kinds of fibers. And it is
stated by Quain that about four-fifths of the fibers of the splanchnlcs are made
up of white medullated fibers, and they come direct from the anterior roots 9f
the spinal nerves. This greater splanchnic may arise as high as the third
thoracic. Gray, I believe,_ states it may receive branches from the upper six
thoracic. This greater splanchnic gives branches in front to the aorta itself
and to the front of the vertebroo.
As to the smaller splanchnic, it arises from the ninth and tenth, as usually
described, sometimes from the tenth and eleventh, ,thoracic gang-lia. .Or, it
Iuay not arise from the ganglia, it may arise from the sympathetic cord itself
withQut the intervention of ganglia. It also passes through. :the diaphragm,
sometimes separately.. and sometimes in conjunction with the cord of the
greater splanchnic. It also joins the lower part of the semi-lunar ganglion,
and sends branches to the. renal plexus in case the re·nal splanchnic ]S wanting,
or in case it is sm.all.
The smallest or renal splanchnic, as you gather from the above, is sometimes. wanting. It arises ·from the last thoracic ganglion, and I=asses
throngh the diaphragm in connection with the general sympathetic cord, and
go.es to the renal plexus, not the semi-lunar ganglion.
A fourth eplanchnic.is. sometimes described. It is stated that Wrisberg
in eight instances out of a great many found a fourth splanchnic is the cervIcal
region..·
We all understand what i meant in general when we speak of
the. spla.nchnic. That is, the3e, ·three splanchnic' nerve3. But you will
see that it is sometime~ -ll"sed in a different sense. Gaskell, quoted by Quain,
say that there are visceral branche from the second third and fourth sacral
"
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nerves, and the e he call" the' 'sacral or pelvic splanchn.lcs."
"The cervicocranial rami vIscerales" are vi ceral branche from the spinal accessory, pneumogastric and glosso-pharyngeal and facial nerves. So you ee that vi ceral
nerves have their origin from these cranial nerve ; also a branch from the
ciliary ganglion from the third nerve. Byron Robinson has this to say 'concerning Eplanchnics in general. "There are certain fine white medullated
nerves, which Gaskell mentIoned, and which pass from the spinal cord in the
white rami communIcantes hetween the second dorsal and second lumbar nerves
inclusively, to supply viscera and blood vessels. These nerves should be called,
as Gaskell suggests, splanchnics. Hence, we will have, first, the thoracic
splanchnics; second, the abdominal splanchnics, and third, the pelvic planchnics. Hence, you will see the general use to which Gaskell put the term, in
the use of which the other authorities have concurred. Robinson says further,
that these white rami commuuicantes extend from the second dorsal to the second lumbar, but we know that along this region and in the region above the
second dorsal and below the second lumbar, gray ones are found.
In the last two named regions gray exclusively. That variety he calls
peripheral, supplying the parietes of the body. :From the ,foregoing, and what
has been said in general concerning splanchnics, we see that the planchnics
proper of which we speak, are white medullated fibers, for the most part, and
that their particular function is to attend to the blood vessels and to the viscera.
Flint says that, the splanchnics are the most important vaso-motor.s of the
system. And further, Quain states that the medullated fibers, that i , such as
we find in the '~planchnics, which pass in the sympathetic system, are classed
by Kolliker as (a) sensory, (b) vaso ~nd viscero constrictors, and (c) vaso and.
viscero-dilators. Hence, we have passing from the spinal cord along into the
great prevertebral plexuses in the different regions these s~nsory, vaso-dilatorl.:
and contrictors and viscero inhibitors and eonstrictors. He goes on further to
say that the sensory are. found only passing from the cranial nerves, but that
these visceral and vaso-motor fibers are fuund all the Wtty down the cord.
Hence we ee at once that these visceral and vaso-motor branches are found in
the splanchnics. In line with the above Quftin ~ays further, that the splanchnic
nerves proper, act first, as viscero-inhibitolY fibers for the stomach and intestines; second, as vaso-motor fibers to the abdominal blood vessel ; third, as
afferent fibers from the abdominal viscera. That is, fibers from the abdominal
viscera back to the center. And that explains why it is that we get secondary
lesions, as we call them. You may have some trouble in a viscus somewhere,
and knowing that you have afferent fiber from the viscus back to the center,
you can account for the center being affected, and the impul e coming out
from it to the posterior pinal nerves, for example, and causing con tracture
of the muscle in the back. I have .already aid enough to how you the importance of the splanchnic -to show you in general their nature and flinc-
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tion. The become .still more significant to the Osteopath when he considers
their connections with the other parts of the sympathetic system. In the first
place, they must be connected with the spinal cord itself, since they arise
from the anterior root , and, through the cord, with the brain. It i doubtful how close a connection they have with the brain centers, but they have at
least a close connection with the bulbar center, the vaso constrictor center
of the medulla. Then it is probable that these splanchnics have a close connection also with cardiac and pulmonary fibers arising from the upper part
of the spinal cord; because we have seen that the center for the lungs extends
from the econd to the seventh dorsal, and that we work in the upper dorsal
region for the heart, and there are certain vaso motor fibers from these regions to the heart and lungs, so that it is almost undisputable that there is a
connection between the splanchnics and what we might call other splanchnics
for the heart and lungs. In the next place, we have seen that the first two
join the semi-lunar ganglion and the third the renal ganglion. And they are
connected directly with the solar plexus, and through it with the other great
prevertebral plexus, the hypogastric plexus, and through that with those little secondary plexuses, such as the superior and inferior mesenteric, hem0rrhoidal' portal, Auerbach's and Meissner's, and the various plexuses
throughout the pelvis and elsewhere. Hence, anyone who sees the significance of osteopathic work will see the significance of this far reaching connection with visceral and organic life. Then, again, remember, that in the
thorax the first or' greater splanchnic sends branches directly to the aorta itself. Hence it is. that the operator so frequently works upon the splanchnics;
it does not make any difference what· kind of trouble you may have, your general health is likely to be affected, and it must be attended to; and whether
you are working upon the stomach, liver, portal system, upon the intestines,
or pelvic vi 'cera, you WIll work at least in part upon the splanchnics.
There is a second sense in which we must consider the use of these
splanchnic nerves," and we may state the matter this way: That wor~ upon
the splanchnic nerve is frequently a regulative process. I might illustrate what
I mean by that. Here you have a set of sympathetic nerves, they are. vasomotor nerves for very important parts of the body, viz: the internal viFcera,
which receives an exceedingly large blood supply. If the osteopath.ie abi!ity
to work upon the nerve centers and nerve connections stands for anything, it
must certainly stand for something when it goes to work upon theRe splanchnics. Hence, be must have a large c0!ltrol throughout a great portion of the
circulation of the body since it is so richly supplied from these nerves. Here
you have a quantity of blood in the body; we will say in a certain case It is unequally divided. The Osteopath's work is sometimes to equalize the circulation
throughout t.he body. In case you have a headache, which is frequently a congestion in the craniuIll, what do you wish to do? You· wish to regulate the
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circulation. You must therefore employ some regulative process, and very
frequently we work upon these splanchnics to throw- this co'ngestion omewhere
else where it will do no harm. Another thing, the most natural place for the
overplus of blood to go is in the abdominal veins. Green makes the statement
that the abdominal veins are the most easily dilated, and while I cannot exactly
quote from him, I believe he goes on to say that the over-plus of blood is most
readily thrown there. At any rate I can state it is my experience that we can
get important results by throwing the congested blood to the abdomInal veins,
and we do cause another congestIon there. Not long ago I had a case of head
ache; it came frem prola,psus,.. The lady had vomited, and had had trouble
with her stomach and trouble generally. I gave the usual treatments, as I always do first, working about the region of the stomach and liver and over the
splanchnics, as it looked as if the case at first might b~ a case of sick head ache,
later she told me it was from prolapsus. I then treated all about her head, but
the head ache did not go until I finally pressed deeply over the region of the
solar plexus. By deep pressure there until you can feel the pulsation of the
abdomIna.! aorta, you will get important results very frequently. In other
cases I have relIeved head ache by simply pressing there. Now, wheather that
was sImply inhibition over the solar plexus, and thus to the brain, and thus
quieting the painful sense, I could not say, but it looks to me more likely that
it was a re~ulative process which inhibited the solar splanchnic and allowed
the blood to come to the veins of the abdomen~ and thus relieved the congestion
in other parts. There is another thing tnat I frequently notice in my practice,
that IS I get effects upon the CIrculation of the body by a general spinal treatlnent, which of course involves work upon the splanchnic region. And I can~
by working there, coupled with the usual treatment I give the heart, get better
results in quieting the pulse than I can by other methods. It ~eems to me it is'
because I get a dilation of the vessels in general thoughout the abdominal
viscera, hence lessening of the tension and slowing of the blood flow follows,
and a quieting of the pulse. A case of the same kind might be mentioned
where a congested uterus was relieved by work ,over the splanchnic region.
Row we reach and treat that region I will show you in detail in the third part
of the lecture.
In line with what I have stated, Howell's Text Book says that visceral
changes produced reflexly in the splanchnic area are of especial importance because of the great num ber of vessels innervated through these nerves, and the
great changes in blood pressure that can f()llo",~ dilation or constrictIon cn so
large a scale. Some one asked me some time ago how we worked to cure a
cold. I told him .that was a matter of general treatment which I shall take up
later. However, we give a spinal treatment, drawing the cOllg-estion from the
part affected, which is very frequently the head, and gIve relief. Tl}.at i , we
work upon a large amount of blood controlled by the planchnic , and thus
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draw it away from the congested part. We thus see that It is a very probable;
and, in view of the facts it is quite likely the case, that the Osteopath can almost at will throw large quantities of blood to the abdominal region, or away
from it, by proper treatment. I -might state in passing that it is a principle
that we might take notice of that in a case of congestion it is a good "plan to
divert the congestion to some other part where it will do no harm. We stated
the other day when the matter was brought up that the way to tre8;t it was to
sweep it out by freeing the arterial blood flow to the part. I am indebted to
Dr. Conner for the suggestion that it is well to divert the congestion to a part
where it will do no harm. I saw him treat a case some tIme ago, an old lady
with a very troublesome cold in her head, which gave her headache and caused
her a great deal of trouble. She had been treated for some bro ncial trouble
and the pain had left the upper part of the chest and she thought the congestion had been forced into the head. Several had treated the ,case unsuccessfully. Dr.Connor just came in and raised the clavicle and twisted the see a time
or two and went out. I saw him later in the hall und asked him about it. He
said " I just lifted th"at clavicle and sent the conges~ion down the arm
where it'would do no harm."
I think we very frequently use the method and
throw the blood somewhere else, but when it is thrown somewhere else I do not
believe it is congestion. Howell's Text-book says further: "Anemia or
asphyxia of the brain stimulates the cells composing the center, that is the
vaso-motor ceuter, and more blo'od enters the cranial cavity where it is needed.
. Doubless the splanchnic area plays an important part in this restoration process." Hence we see from that, in the first place that the Osteopath may by
bis ~ppropriate methods influence the blood in the splanchnic area by work
upon the vaso-motor area in the medulla. And since it is a poor rule that will
not work either way, he can dQ the reverse. That is, he can affect blood flow in
the head by work upon the splanchnic direct. Our conclusions may be expressed under two heads: First, that in wOJ:k upon the sp13nchnics the Osteopath works upon them for the effect that it goets upon the connect~d viscera
supplied by those sphinchnlcs. That he works upon them in a secondary manner frequently for regulation of blood currents to the body g-enerally nr in
some particular part of the body.
II. LA DMARK .~Accordingto Holden: Since the heart and lungs are
contained in the thorax. and since adnormalitieR of parts of the thorax may
cause seriou trouble with these important viscera, and since the Osteopath
find so many thing upon which to work abou the thorax, I hardly need to
say to you that it is important that we know the landmarks of the thorax
thoroughly. I have given you orne in connection with the spine, but you
will notice the following: As a rule the right side of the chest is a little"
larger t~an the left and you should bear that in mind in making your examination. . In the female the sternum i horter and the upper rib are more
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movable, and the upper aperature of the ternum is on a level ith the econd dorsal vertebra, is quite narrow, rarely exceeding two inche . Behind the
fir t bone of the sternum there is no lung ti ue. The left vena innominata
crosses behind the sternum about an inch below the top.
ext come th
great primary branches from the aorta. You get deeper in thi region th
trachea bifurcation at about the level of the junction of the first and second
parts of the sternum; and deepe t of all lie the oesophagu . On the bifurcation of the ~rachea and about an inch below the upper margin of the sternum
lies the highest part of the arch of the aorta, which curves on over the left
bronchus. The course of the innominate artery corresponds to a line drawn
rom the middle of the junction of the first and second bone of the sternum
to the right. sterno-clavicular articulation. All these are interesting to know.
Here is something that is ab olutely essential to know:
Rules for counting the ribs: In passing your fingers down the sternum
in front you can readily detect where the first part ends and the econd part
begins. Here is the junction of the cartilege of the second rib with th
sternum. The first rib is found by feeling behind the clavicle above. You
can, by deep pressure, come to .the first rib. The first and second ribs give a
great deal of trouble, and it is important to keep in mind this rule to find
them. In the male the nipple is usually between the third and fourth rib
three-quarters of an inch external to the line of their cartileges. It i aid
that the lower external border of the pectoralis major corresponds in clirection
with the fifth rib, that a horizontal line drawn from the nipple right around
the body will cut the sixth interc03tal spa~e at a point midway between th
sternum and the spine. When the arm is raised the highest visible digitation
of the serratus magnus correspond\.: with the sixth rib, and the 'eventh and
eighth digitations correspond with the seventh and eighth ribs below. I hav
already noted that the scapula lies on the ribs from the second to the seventh
inclusive. The eleventh and twelfth ribs are readily recognized, even in
fie·shy persons, at the outer edge· of the erectors spinoo, sloping downward.
The sternal end of e~ch rib, of course, as you know, is lower than the end
which joins the spine, and it is said that if a horizontal line was drawn fronl
the middle of the third costal cartilage at its junction with the sternum, it
would touch ~the body of the sixth dorsal vertebra. The end of the sternum
is upon a level with the tenth dorsal vertebra, its length varying orne in ~if
ferent individuals, more in female than in males.
III. (a). How to treat the splanchnic. (b) How to examine the thorax.
There are ~ various ways in which we may treat the splanchnic. One of th
best way to treat the splanchnic, especially the renal planchnic, i to hav
the patient on the back, everything being relaxed. If you are afraid ha the
psoa mn cle will not be relaxed, yon can raise the limb , and then ever.
thing c rtainly will b. And then b reaching under and rai in the pa i n
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on the tip of the finger , we can get one of the most important effects upon
the planchnic, e peciall the renal planchnics. Dr. Harry treat in that
wa almo entirely for the kidney '.
e may al 0 treat the splanchnic by
having the patient on the side and pringing up the pine all the way along
the region of the splanchnics. Also, one way you 'can 'work i by loos~ning
up all these muscles, or you might have the patient upon the face and work
as I have already shown you, and this restricted particularly to the splanchnic region will timulate the Aplanchnic. There is one more important way
in which we reach the planchnics, and it is something we apply usually to
the treatment of the liver, which of course must be done directly over the
splanchnics. In treating the liver I always end up in this way, reaching
over with the left hand I get it again t the angles of the ribs, bent in this way
to make a fulcrum of the hand. Then, having hold of the arm of the patient
just below the elbow, I "push it up and back near the head and then backward; that raises the ribs, and of course it gets an effeet also upon the
splanchnics, that is, directly; it will also act mechanically in freeing the ribs
here and giving the liver more space in which to work. Once more as to how
we can reach the splanchnics in front. This ~s the motion I use just here at
the front; deep pressure until you can feel the pulsation of the abdominal
aorta. It is apt to hurt ome patients quite a little, you will have to be very
careful, some it will not hurt much, and if you do it gently and have quite
a prolonged pressure there, you can often get the most astonishing results. It
i said also that this pressure treatment.here is very good to condense gas in
bloating of the abdomen.
As to the examination of the thorax, it is quite a long question, and I
will have to let some of it go over until the next lecture, but I might call your
attention to the importance of making very careful examination of the thorax.
In examining the thorax you should have the patient lying lying flat
upon his back. First, remember that the right side is usually a little larger
than the left. You should by inspection, next the skin if possible, see that
both sides are about the same size-that one does not bulge more' than the
other. You will find important changes in the shape of the thorax. For intance, I saw a ca e of enlargement of the heart from cigarette smoking, there
wa a perceptible bulge in the precardial region. In another case, of asthma,
I a quite a bulge upon the right ride along the region of the upper ribs.
.Also see that when the patient is standing the thorax is in shape; that is, that
one side is not. dropped more than the other. Some times we will find one
side of the thorax dropped. It °i proper in making your examination, especially by palpation, to put both hand upon the part, so that yo~ involuntaril compare the part. If I were examining thi thorax upon the left side
particularly, I.would put my left hand upon. the side opposite, so that I could
compare the part as I work over it.
T
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Of cour e to examine in front and behind. Then you put your hand over
the surface of the skin to detect any departure from the normal temperature.
I have already noted the importance of that in examination of the liver; in
conditions resulting from diseaRed liver it is said that very frequently cold
spots are found upon the surface of the body. However, you will have to be
a little careful on a warm summer day, a person being in a state of perspiration the skin. will cool very rapidly. Then you should observe the shape of
the thorax-whether the general shape be normal. In an infant you will find
it cylindrical. In asthma and emphysema you will find the characteristic
barrel-shaped chest. In what is known as the paralytic chest the antero-posterior diameter is lessened and the chest is flattened. I have already mentioned that to you in cases of neurasthenia. The rachitic chest is flattened
upon the sides. Also look closely at the sternum. It may be abnormally
protruded or retracted, or there may be malposition at the junction of the first
and second parts, and the ensiform appendix may be deflected to one side.
Finally, look at the clavicle and the coracoid process. You know where
to find the coracoid, on the front part of the shoulder at the origin of the
coraco-brachialis muscle. It is easily found. Sometimes the fibers of the
deltoid get caught below it, sometimes the fibers of the braehial plexus. The
clavicle may be up or down .at either extremity. You will·acquaint yourself
with the normal feeling here at the junction of the clavicle with the scapula
and will readily -detect when it has slipped up or down. You can al 0 ee if
it has slipped down by seeing whether it is close to the coracoid process at
the scapular end, you will recognize whether it corresponds with the normal.
At the upper part of the sternum, the clavicle sets up quite prominently. It
may slip down or be too high up, and you must learn to look 'for all these
things carefully.

LECTURE XX.
At the last lectur~ I considered especially the splanchnic nerve, howing you their origin, that they arise from a high as the third dorsal down to
the twelfth; that they were composed, largely at least, of white medullated
fibers; that they were closely connected with the cord, since they arise from
the s~inal nerves themselves, and with the various vi ce-ral ~lexuses, also
which rule the organic life; that they were extremely important in the wor~
of the Osteop3}th, and that since the general health was so often involved in
the troubles of the viscera, therefore he worked upon them very frequently;
the.fact that he worked usually directly for the benefit of the action he would
get up on abdominal life, and that al 0 he frequently worked in a regulative
way, using the splanchnics for vaso-motor control largely, thus influencing
arge quantities of blood and drawing them from part of the body wher a
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congestion may have existed. I spoke in general also concerning 'congestion,
and the way we treat it. I also brought out 'certain landmarks concerning
the thorax and certain points in examination of the parts of the tb.orax. I
wish to continue that subject to-day.
I. LA DJHARKS OF THE THORAx.-After Holden: The interval below
the clavicle is the sub-clavicular space between it and the upper margin of
the pectoralis major and the deltoid externally, and is important as a guide
to us to find the coracoid process. By drawing the arm up and backward in
this way, thus tensing those muscles, we can feel the sub-clavicular space,
and at the outer part, near the shoulder, we can find the inner side of the
coracoid process. Also that space corresponds in direction to the direction
of the axillary artery, we can feel it pulsing in there, and can compress it
against the second rib. The internal mammary artery runs perpendicular to
the cartilages of the rib,s, and about half an inch external to the margin of the
sternum. Its perforating branch at the second intercostal space, is the chief
one. It becomes important for us as Osteopaths in examination of the heart
to know just what its topography upon the chest wall would be. The following description of the outline of the heart on the chest wall is given:
That the base corresponds to a horizontal line drawn from the third costal
cartilages, their upper border, extended a half inch to the right and inch to
the left; that the apex is found by measuring one inch internal and two inches
below the nipple, this point being between the fifth and sixth ribs; that the
lower margin may be ,outlined by drawing a line from this point )f the apex,
bulging slightly downward to the end of the sternllm, the xiphoid cartilage
excepted, that line extended as far as the right edge of the sternum; that the
right border would therefore' be indicated by a line joining point at th~ right
inferior extremity of the sternum with a point on a level with the cartilages
of the third rib, extended half an inch to the right, while on the left the border would be indicated by a line drawn from the left extremity of this line at
the base, an inch and a half from the sternum on the level with the third
costal cartilage down to the point wbich indicates the apex. In that way you
would get the outline of the heart upon the chest wall. It is said that a needle
passed into the third, fourth and fifth intercostal spaces on the right side just
next to the sternum, would perforate the lung, pericardium, and the right
auricle. A. needle passed i.nto the second intf'TSpaCe would perforate the
aorta at its greatest bulge, also the part of the' pericardium which is reflected
over the first part of the aorta. And that a needle perforating the first intercostal space on the right of the sternum would enter the superior vena cava.
___- - - - -...u~le is given for finding the extent, or outlining in general the dullsounding space in the pl'QQftf'ditM region made by the presence of the heart;
take a point midway between the nipple and the sternum, a point midway·for
your cent r, and describe about that a circle with a diameter of two inches,
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and that will include practically all of this dull-sounding region over the
heart.
The apex of the heart, as you know, beats between the fifth and sixth
ribs. Its impulse is readily felt there, but that is not an invariable place to
find it. You can change the position of the heart by changing your position.
You may cause the heart to deviate from its usual locus by turning from side
to side. In deep inspiration the heart may descend somewhat, so that when
you have taken a very deep breath you may feel the beating of the heart over
the pit of the stomach. That is, you can get the impulse at that place.
As to the valves of the heart and their location externally: The a tic
valves are located behind the third intercostal space close to the left border
of the sternum; the pu.l
valves at the junction of the third costal
cartilage with the sternum, on the left; the tr" us id valves are on a level
with the carti.lage of the fourth rib just behind the nliddle of the sternum,
and the mitral valves are at the third intercostal space, about an inch to the
left of the sternum. Since the valves are close together they are readily covered by the tip of the stethoscope, or what is better for our use, by the ear.
And since they are covered by a small amount of lung tissue you can hear
the heart better by having the patient hold the breath while you listen to the
beating of the heart. For the reason that these valv-es are so close together
it is better in trying to distinguish the sound from each, to go out a little way
in the direction of the current from the ~alve. Thus, in sounding the aortic
valves, you would go to the second iI~tercostal space,_ just at the right 'edge of
the sternum. For sounding the pulmonary valves, you would .go to second
intercostal space at the left edge of the sternum. To sound the tricuspids
you would take the point at the end of the sternum just behind the middle,
and to observe the sound of the mitral valves you would listen at the apex of
the heart. That is according to the direction that the blood takes.·
For finding the outline of the lungs upon the chest wall: You know that
they rise above the clavicle an inch and a half, or in some cases two inches;
that there is but very little lung tissue behind the first part of the sternum;
that from the sternal articulation down to about the second rib, the anterior
edges of the lungs converge. From the second to the fourth they are close together in the median line, quite close, and also about parallel. Below this
point-their course on the different sides is different. On the right side it follows down along the course of the sixth costal cartilage. On the left it is
notched for the heart, descending back of the heart. On the left side it descends as far as the lower border of the fourth rib, which it follows. It
reaches a line drawn perpendicularly from the nipple, at the lower edge of
the sixth rib. In the axillary region on each side it is found at the lower
edge of the eighth rib, and behind, extends as far down as the tenth rib. Of
course in the deep inspiration it descends still lower.
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II. EXAMINATIO OF THE THORAX. (Continued. )-1 began. to take up
this examination at the last meeting. I wish first, t,o give you some points
concerning the divisions of the thorax, which, while they are not of so much
use to us as Osteopaths, as we do not divide the thorax into such spaces in
our practical work, I thought it best to describe them to you for the sake of
your understanding them when you come across them in your reading, so that
you will know what is meant by the mammary region, the scapular region, etc.
This division is the one adopted by Loomis: He divides the chest first into
three general regions, the anterior, lateral, and posterior. ~rhe area an the
anterior aspect is again divided: The supra-clavIcular portion is that, in general, just above the clavicle. The clavicular portion is that corresponding to
the inner three-fifths of the clavicle, and is bounded by that bone. The infraclavicular spa.ce extends from the lower border of the third rib; internally
it is .bonnded by the edge of the sternum, and externally by a perpendicular
line dropped from the junction of the middle and outer third of the ~lavicle.
Next below comes the mammary region, extending from the lower bOlder of
the third rib to the lower border of the sixth rib, extendIng inward as far as
the edge of the sternum, and outward as fa~ as the last described. Next, as
for the sternal region: There is the suprasternal region, which he describes as
the region just above the sternum. The superIor sternal region IS that portion
behind as much of the sternum as lies above the Inferior border of the third
rib and the Inferior sternal region, that behind. the rest of the sternum.
On the posterior aspect we have three regions: The supra-scapular, and
the scapular, corresponding to the space from the second to the seventh ribs
inclusive, and corresponding recpectively to the supra-spinatus and infra-spinatus fossae of the scapula extending inward In this region as far as the ipner
or spinal edge of the scapula, and extending outward as far as the aXillary
region. The infra-scapular region extends from the lower angle of the scapula
and the seventh dorsal vertebra down to the lower margin of the twelfth rib;
extending internally In this case to the '.: pines of the vertebra and externally to
the inferior' axillary region. There is also an inter-scapular regiou; one on
each side, corresponding to the space between he second and sixth ribs, and
between the Inner or spinal edge of the scapula and the spines of .the dorsal
vertebrae. SpeakIng, by the way, of Ii tening io the sound of the aorta, it i
also heard in the posterior region of the back from the third down to the
ninth dorsal vertebra.
Laterally we have the axillary space, bounded above by the axilla and below by a line projected from the mammary space, that is, from the inferior
border of the third rib. Then we have the infra-axillary space, extendingfrom the axillary space above down to the lower margin of the 12th rib;
bounded in front by the infra-mammary region and posteriorly by the infrascapular region.
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You know already as far as practical for our work the content of the e
different regions, especially when studied in conjunction with the pointl.; I
have already given you in these landmarks. As I said, I give the e general regions to you, not to detail the parts found in them, but so that you will understand, when an author speaks of these general regions, what he is speaking of.
You are of course aware that in making a physical diagnosis, of which our
Inethod largeiy consists, and which our medical frIends seem to leave out in a
great many instances, we use auscultation. inspectlon, percussion, palpitation
and mensuration. In our examination we want to hear and see all that we can
that is going on about the human body, especially in the way of examining
and making out thing which have caused a departure from the normal. I
mentioned certain pointB at the last lecture in relation "to the chest. There is
another point that. I wish to speak of which is important in our practice, and
that is the movement of the chest as to whether the two sides correspond~
whether one side is restricted in movement as ill the case of pneumonia or
whether the inferior ribs are drawn in as in some cases of asthma, where I
have seen them drawn in extensively. Also note whether or not the action of
the opposite side is norlnal or increased to compensate for lack of normal on
the other side. It is taken as a very good sign of tuberculosis if there is a
depression in the infra-clavicular region. A great deal Inore might be said
about these different rnethods of physical dIagnosis, but it is hardly the place
here to go into them extensively. In cellsidering palpitation, that is the examination on the surface with the hand, I brought up certain points lagt time.
We should not only touch hoth sides of the thorax in making the examina1 ion,
but we should touch with equal force and touch in the same place each tilne,
and you need not lay your hand on heavily, lightly is sufficient. Auscultation
and percussion are by far the most important methods in dealing with the
chest, espe('ially since it contains the heart and lungs, and to get 'a good idea
how the heart and lungs are behaving we must listen to the m directly and
also listen to them by percussing the region in which they lie. The authors,
of course, have different methods of bringing out the e points. I have been
reading Loomis and he seems to have some very good points. Of course the~r
all make thi statement, that percussion is either immediate or mediate. Immediate percussion or direct tapping upon the part is the old method and i
very little used nowadays. The medIate style' the one use mo , In which
you use a little rubber tipped hammer of some sort as you percuss, and what
is known as a pleximeter placed between the hammer and the part sounded.
hat is very rarely used. It is stated by some authors that we have as good
instruments as neces~ary, the Iniddle or index finger of the left hand being the
pleximeter and the fingers of the right hand being the hammer. There are
certain simple rules that we may adopt In u iog thi method of physical diaO"no i. First it will be of lIttle value to you to find a difference in ound un-
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les both sides of the chest or of the part of the body which is being examined
are similarl disposed so th-at one is not in a higher plane than the other. You
must be extremely careful ef the posltion of the patient. Then, also, you
should have the parts slig'htly tensed. For in tance in examining the chest
the arms should drop downward and the head be thrown back. If you are
percussing the axillary region have the arms Lifted. If you are percussing the
back have the pa~ient stoop over slightly so as to bring tension on the part percussed. That shouid be done evenlv; a patient should not have one arm down
and the other over the head. The condition on each slde should be similar.
It is well to make the examination directly upon the skin, or if that is not
practicable make it upon some thin, soft cloth spread over the chest, of such a
nature that it will not interfere with the sound. You should, of course, percuss equally on each side, and In case of the lungs you should take it at the
same stage of respiration, that is, you should not tap on one side while the patient is inhaling and on the other side while the patient is exhaling. You
should have an equal pressure with the pleximeter finger and an equal forcibleness of the striking hand, because you can make the sound different by striking harder on one side or by holding the hand more loosely against the surface
you are examining. rrhe best percussing motion comes from the wrist and
not from the who~e arm, and in general tap lightly for an examination of the
superficial parts and more forcibly for parts more deeply located.
In the practice of auscultation the same general rules will apply; you have
the immediate in which you apply the ear directly to the part, or you have the
medIate in which you use some instrument as a stethoscope. The authors differ a great deal as to whether a stethoscope should be used. boomis is particular that It should be used In examining' the heart but does not care much
for it in examining the lungs. Raue, whom I sometimes read~ says be prefers
in all cause the U8e of the ear alone unless considerations of cleansiness make it
convenient for the use of the stethoscope. If you are axamining the chest and
it is covered see that the covering is a thin soft cloth, a towel will usually do,
something that will not interfere with the sound. See that your patient is in
a proper condition with both parts disposed alike, and give your full attention
to the sound itself. The ear should be evenly applied in each case alIke, not
forceably but firmly. You should listen to the corresponding parts, and in
touching you should tou ch over the corresponding parts, for instance it would
not do to tap over a rib on one si'de and over the interspace on the other. You
must examine t.he corresponding parts, no matter Low you do it, and then, of
course, especially in respiration, it 1s better to examine under cond itions as
nearly normal as po ible. have the patient breathing qnietly and in a natural
way.
I mention these things to you more for the sake of a hint of what there is
in this ubject and what there is for you to tudy, since it 1 quite a complex
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ubject to go in detail over the different @und that you wIll hear, and to do 0
would probably confuse you more than elucidate the ubject. Al 0 it i very
difficult to show these things without clinic material, and you can only learn
them by practice. You should become pe.. ' fectly familiar with the sound of
the normal parts both on auscultation and percussion, and t~en you will note
any departure from the normal when you come to make examinations, and also
to distinguish the different abnormal sounds one from another. However, this
is quite an imporant subject. I would advise you to become familiar with the
instrument that you are going to use. I do not think it is generally recommended that the Osteopath should use a stethoscope. That I a matter of ta teo
The way is to get familiar with the sounds by the ear if you are going to use
the ear, or familiar with a certain stethescope, as the sounds vary with different
instruments.
III. How TO EXAMINE FOR DISPLACED RIBS. I exanlined the different
parts of the thorax at the Ifl,st time. In the first place, I need hardly to remind
yon that in variations in the spine, any abnormal curve in the spine, either
curvature or
departure from
the normal
curves, will tend to
alter the normal position of the ribs. So that in examining the
spine if you find that the parts are not in normal position, of course
you will at once look for dislocatIons in the ribs cO~'responding with the affected
part in the spine, to see whether or not the affection ha extended that far.
You may fiud a general alternation in the shape of the chest, as for instance the
flattening in the paralytic chest in its anter-posterior diameter; or flatteriing in
lateral in rachitis, or bulging or barrel shaped chest in a thma or empby ema.
Of course you WIll then see at once that there is a change not only In the thorax
in general but in the parts necessarily, and that you will probably find that the
rlbs are misplaced. To examine and replace subluxated or displaced rib is one
of the most ilnportant parts of our practice, not only because it occurs so frequently but because it is very troublesome. They often cause erious trouble
and are hard to locate in some instances, they will require your very careful attention. We might explain why it is that ribs when di placed cau e 0 much
trOll ble. I think the theory already advanced will explain that as far as it goes,
that is, parts o~t of the normal, whether they be rib or vertebrre, will bring
pressure in some cases upon structures such as nerves and blood ves e1 ; in
other cases they would drag ligaments acros important structures. In other
ca es they may result in contractures and that win be followed by other results
already noted. So in examining a spine nnd the chest particularly you hould
examine each rib. I have already giv,en you the rule for counting the ribs~
and having found where each rib i.s you should exami.ne each rIb in parti~ular.
It is ~aid where a rib "is displaced you will very likely find tender point along
its course. Dr. McConnell says that usually there is a tender point at the pine
where it IS displ~ced, another about the middle region and another at the an-
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terior end. .Y 011 will also find cases where they are sore almost all the way
along, especially the anterior half.
The ribs may be pressed together behind and separated in front. In
general you will look for the soreness over the rib and over the part of the
interspace which is narrowed. I have found that to be so in my experience
at least. The displaced rib may be separated from one rib, which naturally
causes it to be approximated to some other rib, and you will judge which it
is by finQ.ing the widening above and the narrowing below, for anyone rib or
any group of ribs. Then your rib may be changed, not being slipped up or
down, but may be twisted so that you will find that one edge is more prominent' and in this case it is very common to find the under edge th.e most
prominent. The best method that I have found to examine whether the ribs
are separated is to take the tips of the fingers and follow down the course of
the intercostal spaces. You can then learn, knowing the normal, whether or
not these parts are too much separated or too close together; you will also
note whether or not they are not twisted. Sometimes the cartilages will be
distorted, and in that case you will find an irregularity and a tenderness
along them. They may be twisted or may have been torn and grown together. I have seen several cases in which the cartilage had been broken
away from the tenth rib and the person had three floaters on each side in.stead of two. It is said to be a fact that there is a little weaker attachment
of the cartilages to the ends of the ribs in the case. of the tenth than in the
-ease of the other ribs. In examining the ribs of the patient what I have said
will apply to all of the ribs, but of-course we must apply our examination to
all parts of the thorax, anterior and posterior. But in examining the first
and second ribs you will find that something more of a consideration. The
first and second ribs, on account of their attachment to the scaleni muscles are usually displaced upward because the tendency of these muscles when
contracted is to draw the ribs upward. In the first place, how would you
tell whether or not this first rib is up~ To find it you feel down about the
middle point of the clavicle, press down and back and you will immediately
come to the first rib. You must first know that the clavicle itself is in position. If its acromial and clavicular are both in situ then you can judge from
the relative position of the first rib whether it is up or down. Of course the
more it is slipped up, the more it tends to come on the level with the upper
ridge of the clavicle, or if it is down it will widen the spaee between them.
That is one of the best ways of determining by examination whether it be up
'or down. The second rib is som'ewhat more difficult to get -at. You can feel
it, as I noted, in the outer portion of this infra-clavicu~ar space by drawing
the arm outward and down tensing the muscle. Y-ou can also examine it by
finding th-e junction of the first and second parts of the sternum; follow the
cartilage out, you can feel it as far as· the clavicle. Note whether the points
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are ore a~ t~e places where you can reach the rib, and by following further
there will be a difference in the intercostal space, and you can tell whether
the •econd rib is up or down, but it will require practice and I will promise
you that the first and second ribs are very hard to deal with. Just a the
first two ribs are usually up, the last two by some strange compen ation of
nature, go down. As the man said, "There is compensation in everything;
snow comes down in winter and ice goes up in summer." The reason wh
these last two ribs go down, especially the last one, is that the quadratus
lumborum muscle is attached to it, and it seems to be the nature of the
eleventh to follow the twelfth in its course downward, I do not! know just why,
unless it is because it is not attached by a· cartilage to the others above, and
is free to follow the other. The position of these ribs is very readily asc~r
tained even in a fleshy person. It will take considerable dexterity of touch
to accustom you to find them, but by patience you can do it. Of course any
of these ribs may not only be slipped up or down, but one may overlap the
other. I saw a case the other day in which the tenth was overlapping the
eleventh quite prominently. Then, you may find that these last two floating
ribs instead of being down may be up, and the twelfth may be pushed up
under the eleventh. In that case they often cause trouble, but they may
sometimes be down without any trouble at all, in which case it will not be
necessary for you to bother with them.
I wish to tell you how to set this clavicle. I noted it in the examination
the last time. Suppose, in the first place, it is down. It may be down at
either end. I believe the commonest place for it to be down is at the outer
end, because of the attachment of the deltoid and of the pectoralis major to it
at the outer end. The way the "Old Doctor" told me to treat that is to get
the fingers against the anterior edge of the clavicle near the sternal end, draw
the arm then inward, across the chest thus relaxing the ligaments and the
muscles. Then push outward upon the first point that I noted, the anterior
edge of the clavicle, push outward, and draw the arm up backward. Thu
having relaxed the ligaments and muscles, rour pu h will serve, on account
of the peculiar shape of the clavicle, to push it on to its proper articulation.
In case it is lipped up at the acromial articulation, that sometimes happens
and causes a catching of the fibers of the deltoid, or it impinges on the fiber
of the brachial plexus, the best way is to raise the arm to relax all muscular
tension, since it is bound to the shoulder here by the deltoid partly, and
some of the e smaller muscles; relax them in that way. and then ou can get,
your finger in behind the part that is slipped up, and it doe not make much
difference which way you throw the arm. Dr. Harry says when a joint i
out almost any way you turn it, it will want to l)OP back where it belong ,
which of cour e is true, that is the tendency toward the normal. In ca e it i
down at the ternal end, which you find with a fair degree of frequency, one
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of the best way i to thrust the thumb of one hand under in behind the
sternal end of the clavicle, thrust it in deeply,. and then relax the ~uscles by
drawing the arm up and inward. Then by drawing the arm over, down and
out and thus tensing the muscles, it brings a leverage upon that end of the
clavicle, and will force it up. Or you do practically the ame thing by bringing the arm up and· around and making a twist in such a way as to tense the
muscles. In other words, this is just a system of animal mechanics whereby
you study out the shape of the bones, their attachments and ligaments, and
attachment of the muscles, and just how to use these ligaments, bones and
muscles, as levers and pulleys, so as to work them back into pla.ce. Now, if
the clavicle is up, the point of courAe would be to relax again and simply
force it down from above by working with the thumb in behind it. Another
good way to free up the space between the clavicle and the first rib is to thru&.J
the fingers in behind the clavicle where it is always tender, and draw the arm
up over the face and then on out, thus getting a very good leverage.

LECTURE XXI.
At the last lecture I took up certain landmarks of the thorax, showing
you, among other things, what was the outline upon the chest wall of the
heart, where to note its valves, and where to listen to the sounds produced
by their action; that the point at which you should listen varies from the
position of the valve in the direction of the current of blood. Also I noted
the topography of the lung upon the chest wall. Then I took up certain
points in the examination of the thorax, showing you how it was divided into
the different regions; then spoke concerning auscultation, palpation, mensuration, percussion, etc., the d.ifferent methods that we use. Then I brou'ght up
the point of how to examine for displaced ribs. To-day I wiRh to take up
more particularly the contents of the thorax, viz., the heart and lungs. They
are, of course, important to the Osteopath~ and since they have 80 much to do
with life, they must be carefully' looked after. I think that the Osteopath has
more succe s than other forms of healing with troubles in the heart and lungs.
A great many troubles of the heart are not organic, and when not organic the
opportunities for Osteopathic work are much better than when organic.

I.

SOME CENTERS AND

ERVE CONNECTIO 8 FOR THE HEART AJ. D LUNGS:

There are certain facts that we come across in our osteopathic work which lead
us to reason about nerve action. In the first place, displaced ribs wlll v~ry
readily affect the heart. Sympathetic troubles, such as crying and the like,
are caused by contractures a.Iong the left side of the back between the shoulder , or by displacements in that region; displacements of the third, fourth and
fifth ribs particularly. From the fact that we can reach the heart through the
superior cervical ganglion and in the- upper dorsal region on the left side, and
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from the fact that there are certain centers given, as that in the medulla, and
for the rhythm of the. heart in the upper dorsal region, from the second to the
fourth, we naturally wish to know what i the nerve connection, and why it i
that working there we c:all get such an important effect upon the heart. That
we do get the e effects, of course our practice shows, it is simply a que tion of
fitting theories to these facts. In the fir t place, we sometimes work along
the splan0hnIcs, and thus get an effect upon the centers, which I explained at
length in the lecture the other day. Then there i our work in the upper dorsal region. Tho e are the two places, except the neck, where we get the rno t
important effects.
~ ow, as to this nerve connection between the heart and the
spine, Jacobson brings out the connection here very admirably, in relation to
the infra-mammary pains. He shows how the visce.ra are connected through
the sympathetics, the great splanchnic particularly, connected with the spine
as high as the fourth, fifth and sixth spinal nerve. We have learned that the
great splanchnic may arise as high as the third also. These spinal nerve send
certain sympathetic branches to the aorta, from the fourth, fifth and sixth sympathetic ganglia., branches are given off which form· a plexu about the aorta.
This plexus over the aorta gives branehes to the cardiac plexus about the heart.
li"'urther, there are branehes given off from the fourth, fifth and sixth, cutaneous branches, descending over the ribs and supplying parts along the sixth; eventh and eighth ribs. Hence you have a direct connection between the pain
which you fepl by means of these cutaneous nerves of the 'sixth, seventh and
eighth interspace ·which run in their distrIbution beneath the breast, in the
infra-mammary region, a connection with the spinal nerves and thus with the
fourth, fifth and SIxth spinal nerves and through them·out to the sympathetic
plexuses about the aorta and the heart: Thus, you have an "indirect connection
between the viscera on the one hand, and the heart's action ()n the other. You
may have pains in the infra-mammary region caused by disease 'of the heart.
Hilton, himself, also . tates something concerning the sympathetic pains which
we may feel on the surface of the body That pains from diseased viscera, the
liver or intestines., for instance, are often reflected to the region between the
shoulders or at the inferior angles of the scapula You can readily see how
this connection takes place, between the sympathetics from the great planchnics and tho e of these fourth, fifth and sixth, and directed to the region of the
8cap u1 oo and the region between them and about their angle . Thu we see how
we may have pain in a distant part of the body when a certain terminal is
affected. I have, myself, noticed in certain cases of trouble with the liver,
where t.he liver was rather tender., that I could get a pain under the scapula
e pecially on the left side.
Taking into consideration the connection between the heart and thl upper
dorsftl region, the fourth, fifth and ixth, you can see how the 0 teopath, by
working there, wher·e he does very frequently to affect the heart, can get an
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effect upon the heart, and thus npon the general circul~tion. I think I instanced
the point that by workIng along the splanchnics and by working along the
upper dorsal region, I could get important effects in quieting the heart. I have
sometimes quieted the heart as much as from ten to twenty beats per minute,
when it was running high by work in this region. Thus you will see that
work here upon the heart is directly upon nerve action, but we must not omit
to notice the fact that by raising the ribs we get a mechanical effect, if those
ribs were so lowered as to narrow the cavity in 'which the heart acts. Any 1eslesing of that cavity has a tendency to interfere with the heart's beat, so that
by mechanically enlarging the cavity we also get an effect upon the heart. It
is probable al 0 that the raising- of the ribs frees pressure upon nerve connections along the spine.
Further, as to connection in the upper dorsal region between the nerves
there and the heart, Quain say , that accelerator fibers of the heart derived
from the upper four or five dorsal nerves, but chiefly from the second and third,
are sometimes found .. The spinal fibers begin in the middle and lower cervical,
perhaps also the first thoracic ganglion. That is, these fibers really come from
the sympathetics, the change of fibers occurrlng in the ganglion mentIoned. He
ays further, that vaso-constrictor fibers of pulmonary vessels have been found
in the dog from the second to the seventh spinal nerves, and that they connect
-in the stellate ganglio
In the dog and cat it is said that the lower cervical
and upper thoracic ganglia are connected to form what is called the stellate
ganglion. While it has not been demonstrated in man that these fibers arise
from the second to the seven th, these vasu-con trictors fOl the pulmonary vesel , it looks probable that there are some such fibers existing, since that is the
identical center upon WhICh we work to affect the lungs, the second to tb3 sev··
enth dorsal. Howell's Text Book states that stimulation of the vagus in the neck
con tricts the pulmonary vessels. while stimulatIon of the sympathetics of the
neck will dilate the pulmonary ~essels; also that there is noted a reflex contraction of the pulmonary ves el by st,imulation of some other nerve, as for
in tanc, h
ciatic, intercostal nerve, abdominal pneumoga tric; or abdominal mpathetics. Thi will call to your mind instantly wha~ I have
id onc rning regulativ proce es, in our work upon different parts of the
o
I ill ntioned that particularly in relatio"n to the splanchnics; you see
the r fl
eff c gain d b timulation of the e nerve in distant parts of the
od, nd it eff ct upon th lUngs~ You ee how general that work may
co e. It i an intere tirig fact to note what Robinson ays concerning the
h r nd th aort, which ar directly. connected with the circulatory system.
h.
h. ha
n no d a
im to have :period of violent ra-pid
nd that th hear i elf and the aorta appear to be dilated and to be
r for 1 1 . ha f ling of h pul in 0 h r part of the bod
h
h ff
a
n r I Robin on a th
hi ha
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been lIttle made of in books, in fact, he doe not know that it i mentioned
something about the aorta, and explains it bo; influence of one kind or
another which may effect the various ym:pathetic center .
nd in ca e of
the aorta he says he ha seen, in ca e of a thin woman, it beating violentl
and simulating in every respect an aneurism. He explain it by aying that
the centers in the substance or in the immediate neighborhood of the aorta,
are in some way affected, though the effect rna ~ of cour e, be dependent upo~
general conditions.
II. EXAMINATION OF THE HEART.-First, some general point as to the
heart. The' 'Old Doctor" explains some of his recent illness by a toppage
of the aorta at t,he point where it perforates the diaphragm. He says that
frequently some injury there may cause a constriction, especially if the injury
is of such a kind as to allow a relaxation of the usual vault of the diaphragm,
causing a constriction about the point where the aorta pa se through, and
thus constricting and restricting the blood flow Thus, he ay~, the heart
goes to work pounding to force the blood through, and you have palpitation
of the heart. That is similar to effects we have itt other parts of the body,
where a thickening of parts about an important structure would lead to
troubles which were of peculiar significance to the 0 teopath.
0 the "Old
Doctor" wears a belt. He says that compresses the lower part of the thorax,
allows the aorta to bulge upward.
Second., as to your examination, You must take into consideration that
the heart, being so closely connected with sympathetic life in every'part of
the body, is affected by general sympathetic disturbaooe. You may have
trouble almost anywhere; in the neck or with the genital organs; and of
course you get an important effect upon the heart and circulation by dilation
of the rectal sphincter&. Such a slight cause as a dropping of the acromial
end of the clavicle, or either end of the clavicle, for that matter, shutting
down upon the circulation through the subclavian artery and vein, generall
the vein,- has caused angina pectoris I knew of a very bad ca e where th
woman was ready to die of heart trouble and looked about a bad a a per on
could look. She was cured by the "Old Doctor" by etting the clavicle. I
was a typical case, with the radiating pains over the chest and all th accompanying symptom. That lady i one of our graduate no and enjoying
lucrative practice. Al 0 the ame kind of a lip may cau e a periodic emptying of the innominate vein, and thus lead to a 10 of a beat of the hear
occa.sionally, so that the heart will be beating irregularly.
0 plea e con ider
that in looking for trouble with the heart, you will need to xamine no onI
the region of the thorax, but every hing tha might affec he ve 1 coming
from it. Do not forget the clavicle or the fir t and econd rib. Th fir
and second rib are apt to can e trouble of the heart. Tb rea on e m to
be that inee the are u nally di placed upward the.. bring p
ur upon
ex~ept
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some of the blood ves el or interfere a the pine with some of the important
nerve which I mentioned in the previou part of my lecture. I do not know
but tha it hould be as much a matter of pride with us to observe a profesional demeanor in our calling upon a patient, as it i with our medical
friend. I have gone with a student to see a patient where there was trouble
~ith the heart--I remember one case particularly, a case of asthma.
I went
in and felt the pulse the first thing, a I usually do; the heart was beating at
the rate of 120 per minute, and the student had not noticed it. So it will not
b a bad idea to always note the pulse. It is, of course, an important clue
to the state of the circulation. It will tell you whether or not the heart is interm~tting; whether or not the heart is, beating too strongly or too weakly;
\vh ther or not the pulse is normal in every respect. The strength of the beat
you can tell, then, and the frequency and the regularity. So I always first
t· k~ the pulse, which is usually found best at the left wrist at the radical
firt ry; you all know how to find it. Also note the chest, the shape of it. In
enlargement of the heart there may be a bulging in the precordial region. Or
narrowing of the chest may interfere with the heart. Do not forget inspection
of the che t in examination for troubles of the heart. Note also by inspection
and by palpation whether the apex beat is normal, occurring at the interpace between the fifth and sixth ribs. You can, by knowing how it beats
normally, tell when it has departed from the normal, whether it beat too
trongly or weakly. Or it may be displaced to one side or the other by
trouble of the other viscera, the lungs, for instance. Notice by inspection
and palpation where he apex beat occurs. By palpation, not only at the
a. ex but over the region of the heart, preferably with the patient sitting up,
you can note the three points that you want, that is, regularity, frequency
and strength of the beat. It is not a bad point in examining for enlargement
or encroachment of other olid viscera upon the heart, to use percussion. It
i a well to percuss next to the skin, or through orne oft thin cloth. The
t wa to make a pleximeter of your left hand i by laying not the whole
palm of your hand, but just the middle finger upon the surface to· be percn ed and then triking it with the tips of the fingers of the right brought in
lin , or b the first or index finger. Of course when you come to the hear
o no it fla ound. I noted to you the )ther da how to find that region,
ir 1 dr n two inche about a point midwa between the nipple and the
n of the ternum
. h ehan call d ill attention to a point the other'da: In making
r u ion ov r the part of th lung which are mo t liabl to be affected in
r ulo i mak i Ii ht b cau e there i
orne danger of tarting a fre h
h 0 rha if ou u
forcibl p r u ion. Ligh percn ion i as effectiv
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orne effusion in the pericardium, or some effu ion in the pleura or some enlargement of the stomach upward, or by solidification of the lung, anything
that will make a larger area of the flat 80und in the region of the heart. By
studying these things they will be an important aid to your diagnosis.
We also practice auscultation upon the heart, by placing the ear over the
region of the heart. This is the best method of examining the heart. You
will want to note the sounds of the heart particularly, and for doing that you
would have to know the sounds for the various valves of the heart. Of
course there are various murmurs, regurgitant, restrictive, etc. There are
murmurs that occur in several conditions of the heart. Sometimes there is a
venous murmur, as in the jugular vein. It is said that by holding that vein,
and compressing it for a few minutes you can stop that hum. To differentiate
between it and the heart murmur, particularly that caused by percussion of
the heart against the pericardium when it has been thickened by some inflammatory process, is difficult. It is also difficult to differentiate from other
murmurs in the heart, and the only way is to find that this sound follows,
while the other accompanies the heart beat.
A great deal, I am aware, might be said about physical examination of
the heart, about the analysis of these sounds, but should I go into that subject extensively it would make a set of lectures as large as that I am delivering in general. It is only by study along those lines and by practice that
you will learn both the normal and abnormal. But I brought them up for
your notice, and leave them for the more important part, the osteopathic
practice, which I shall consider here.
III. EXAJVIINATION OF THE LUNGs.-We adopt the same methods forpercussing the different regions of the chest. For instance, if you were
sounding here over the clavicle, you get a dull sound; while in the space just
below we should get a resonant sound; over the larynx, especially" with t,he
mouth open, you get a higher sound, called tympanitic. You must become
accustomed to these normal sounds. Anything which will cause a solidification of the lungs about the tubes or thickening of the tubes themselves, in
fact, an accumulation, or any growth which aids transmission of sounds ill
change the character of these sounds, making them more resonant, higher;
while the effusion of any liquid, such as blood in hemorrhage, or in the ca
of pleurisy the effusion of lymph or serum, or the accumulation of pus will
also interfere with the sound and make it more dull. There i a. tympanitic
ound found in the lung when there is a large cavity not communicating with
a brochus; whe.n the cavity communicates with a bronchu we get what i
called the "cracked-pot sound." Our chief method of examining the lung
are by percussion and auscultation; these are two of he be t method . I am
aware that this subject under my treatment i a very dull ubject to you.
However, it will be a very imllortant one and will merit further tud. If I
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had the time and ability to go into the subject more fully I would spend more
time upon it. As it is I can best call your attention to the more important
osteopathic points in re . n to the lungs by -taking up certain of the troubles
which affect the lung. .4.~s for instance in asthma you may have trouble anywhere along the back from the second to the seventh ribs, especially on the
right side. It is said that the sixth rib upon either side may be displaced
and cause· this trouble, or if there is any pain upon taking a deep breath
probably the fifth rib is interferred with. There also may be an interference with the phrenic and pneumogastric nerve 'n the neck, some stoppage
of the nerve force in those nerves will cause asthma In case of bronchitis it
is said the first, second and third ribs are at fau t, especially in case of the
, first, or the clavicle may be qisplaced downward, or either of the nerves I
have mentioned in the neck may be impinged upon.. In congested lungs you
will find the best method is to work along the upper dorsal region, raising all
the ribs. I have at that point very quickly reliev~d the congestion in the
lungs, simply raising all the upper ribs; working between the shoulders.
Hay-fever is usually found in lesions from the third cervical down tp the
fifth dorsal; you may have trouble either in the neck or of the upper ribs, or
your clavicle may be displaced, or those nerves I have mentioned may be impinged upon. Of course in working upon any of these troubles where there
is probability of complication with general troubles you must take that into
consideration. In relation to the lungs Dr. Still has been speaking recently
of the formation of gases upon the lungs, and that in fever the gases are
formed but are not transformed into perspiration, and therefore the natural
cooling process does not go on and you have fever resulting. In fever his
work is largely upon the lungs, he says, to stimulate them to action to ca'use
the proper COIn bination of gases and the resulting perspiration. In the same
way he explained the other night the cause of the abnormal amount of secretion of sweat in cases of cholera.
As to how to raise 1jbe ribs, I brought out the points of examinatIon for
the rihs the last time. Dr. Charlie Still has the patient take a deep breath and
then by placIng the fingtrs of one hand .upon the spinal end of the rib and of
the other on the sternal end of the rib, he pushes the rib either up or do\vn.
That is one method which he uses. Dr. McConnell frequently works with hIS
knee in the back, u·s do also the other operators, and in that case the idea is to
~et the point of the knee at the angle of the rib which is displaced, and then
you can have one hand free-to reach over the shoulder of the patient and get at
the ternal end of the rib~ whIle with the other hand you bring the arm up,
thu tensing .the pp.ctoraI muscles and the latissimus dorsL which are attached
to the rib ; drawing the arm toward the head, back and a~ound in such a way
a to draw the rib' up. When you have gotten them up to their highest pOInt,
then rela th arm and let it drop, stIll boldinD' the knee and the hand agains
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the ends of the rib. Dr. McConnell also sometime work!.: bY'getting the knee
against the back and by putting both hand~ against the front part of the rib,
especially when you want to raise the front part. It does not make very muchdifference, anyway you can get tension ot the pectoral mn cles and the lati imus dorsi, getting a leverage on the rIbs, and having a fixed point agaInst the
ribs behind; no. matter how you do that you wIll be able to move the rib.
There i another way which is frequently used, and that i8, th~ patient being
upon the table upon his side, you can get the knee in the back in the same way,
you can get one hand upon the arm of, the patient, the other upon the anterior
end of the rIb and draw the arIll up and back in the same way; thus you can
raise anyone rib or all of the ribg. Also, as I showed you the o~her day in treatment of the lIver, you can reach across and beneath the patient, getting your
fingers against the angles of the ribs and using the tension of the pectoral mu cles in the same way. to dra w the ribs up. You will find all of those method
quite simple, and the reason, perhaps, that there are so many different ways devised to raise the ribs is the fact that you have to work in 0 many different
positions, sometimes one will be more convenient, sometime the other. If
you are treating a patient sitting on the bed, or on the table 011 will hav to
adopt the method that will be the most convenient. Thi will erve to rai
the different ribs. But when you come to the first and second ribs it i a
different matter. These displacement are usually upward owing to th
caleni muscles being attached to them. Hence to treat them, we make u
of these muscles. When these ribs are up, one good way is to bring the-head
of the patient toward the side of the rib affected, then pre ing the finger
down about the middle of the clavicle, in that way you come to the fir t rib.
You can get firm pressure there and can bring tension upon it by pushing the
head in the opposite direction, thu stretching the scaleni muscle , which ar
on a strain and which are holding the rib up. Thu we get tho
lnll cl
stretched.and by working the head around and bringing pres ure till upon
the first rib, you can press it downward. That applies to both the fir t and
second ribs. Of course also in case of the econd rib you can get th pr sure against the angle behind and rai e it by working in th back, drawin
up with the pectoral muscles a before hown.
Dr. Harry Still frequently work as follows upon the upper rib; in thi
way you can get your hands upon the fir t two rib. He put on hand b .
neath the angle of the rib and with the other he gra p the elbow of th patient and presses the arm down acros the chest, thu prinO'ing the rib on
and up, and can get quite a leverage in that a. Thi i very goo for
the e upper rib. In ca e of overlapping or twi ting of th rib the am motions that I have already hOWD you for rai ing or low ring the rib will appl. In ca e you wi h to treat th cartiiage alone, hich you fin t no omi
in .. our examination it i
ell to ork ith th fin er a ain
h cartilage
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in front, drawi~g thB arm up about the level of the shoulder and pushing it
backward, you t,hu rai e the rib and free the cartilages, and you can work
any twi t out of them in that way, or work them up or down at the time. I
hav heard that method frequently mentioned by Dr. McConnell.
A to the lower rib they may be up or down, or slipped or twisted in
different ways. One of the best methods is to flex both kn.ees, then by geting your thumb against the point of the r~b which is out you can bring presure there, with the fingers of the same hand back of the angle of the rib,
then by drawing the legs down in this way you can get a stretching motion
upon the muscle. In case the displacement has been downward by contraction of the muscles, you will hold the rib up in that way and thus stretch the
1:111 cle.
Or in case tl?-e rib has been displaced upward you must work it
d wn a you go by the tension of the muscle in straightening of the knees,
and. by pressure with the thumb. Dr. McConnell has the patient take a deep
breath, he then in case the rib is displaced downward exaggerates it by pressing it still further downward at the free end and upward at the spinal end,
and then when the patient lets the breath go he will simply work the part
up; he thu spring the part, gets a fulcrum by having the lungs inflated and
allow the rib to take its natural position. You cannot always set a rib at
the first motion. It will sometimes take considerable attention and considerable length of treatment to affect your object. There is one more method
which I aw Dr. Charlie Still use the other day for raising the floating ribs,
or any of the other rib. Thi i what you would call a quarter turn. He
g t hi arm under the legs of the patient and brings him around until he is a
quarter turned off of the table, then he swings the patient downward, upward
and back; meanwhile he has kept his fingers against the angles of the ,ribs,
and thu pressure of the hand worked them back into place.
Q. Demonstrate to us the method of giving immediate relitf in severe
ca e of a thma.
A. Any of the methods that I showed you of raising- these particular ribs
on the right side.
Q. In case of the eleventh or twelfth rib being pressed right into the
liver would the motlon you gave us bring it out'
A. Ye ir b relaxing the unnatural tension no matter which way the
part are. These motions were given to either rais~ or lower the ribs. In the
fir t place the motion of e~tending' the limbs will, by the tension brought upon
the quadratll lumborum, draw the limb down. You also, of cour e, push un
del' with our thum b, and get it ao-arn t the point of the rib and work it onturd a ou go.
If one lun 'ere badl di ea ed , ould it affect the pulse on that ide?
ot particular} on that ide, it would probably affect the pul 'te in
g
robabl make i eaker.
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LEC'rURE XXII.
...~t the last lecture I considered the heart and lungs, taking up first orne
nerve centers for the heart and lungs, showing that the theory of our work
was, first, that we work along the splanchnics, getting a g-eneral eqnalization of
the circulatIon, general effect upon the heart and lungs, and further that we
espcially work in the upper dorsal region for this effect. I also showed you
the relation between Intere0stal and inframammary pains-pains coming from the
6th, 7th and 8t:3 cutaneous nerves referred back to the 4th, 5th and 6th intercostal nerves, these connecting with the plexus about the aorta, and also in
that way with the heart; also that in the same way a connection could be
traced from the viscera to these spinal nerves, especially the 4th, 5th and 6th;
and explained the vIsceral pains referred to the surface of the body about the
shoulders and between the scapulre. Then I mentioned certain accelerator
fibres for the heart and Iu ugs, and took up the examination of the heart and
lungs, but had not time to go into the treatment of the heart and lungs. I also
showed you the different methods of raising the ribs. To-day, In the latter
part of my lecture I wish to consider the general treatment of the heart and
lungs.
Having previously taken up the spIne, head, its parts, and the thorax, we ..JJ
have now come to the abdonmen, which I wish to consider to-day. First,.l7 ~)
however, some general points concerning the lymphatics. Occasionally the
question arises in an Osteopath's mind, what is his duty in referece to the lympnatics. What can he do with them' Since they are important in the nutrition of th~ body, how can he gain control of, them? Of course, since they
have to do with n.utrition, they are affected by general eonaitions of the body.
Anything which affects the general nutrition of the body will affect the lymphati.cs, and vice versa. You find glands along the lymphatics, conglobate
glands, as they are called, especially in the neck, although' every part of the
body is supplied with them. I have mentioned the fact that the lymphatics are
scavengers, and that if you note any enlargement in the neck, it show ~ orne
trouble in the head. I have one case particularly In mirrd, a case of measle
followed by serious trouble of the eyes, where these glands were enlarged, and
had been so for quite a while. Another case of measles with whooping cough
had been followed by enlargement of the glands. Another case I noted where
an operation had been performed near the knee for abscess, it was on a cadaver
that I saw it, the femoral glands at the groin were still enlarged, that being the
set of glands in the course of the lymphatics which drained the lymph from the
limb. Of course in tonsilitis, or eptic processes, the c glands are affected. It
i well that it is so, for they prevent the pas age into the blood of thiN septic
matter, which would, of course, result in blood poi oning. In uch ca e I
have called to our mind that you must not treat directly over the gland but
indirectly to remove the original cau e.
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A to the direct treatment that we get upon the lymphatics, you often find
that the clavIcle is down, and in such .~ase it may top up the opening- of the
thoracic duct into the subclavian vein, so occassionally we have to look to see
whether or not the claviele i lowered. The fir t rib may cause the same
trouble by being raised. A tigohtening of the tissues in these parts may cause
a stoppage of the thoracic duct or of the right lymphatic duct. Little is known
concerning the innervation of the lymphatic system. 1t is known that the
lymphatic ve sels are supplied in their middle and inner coats with involuntary
mu cular fibres. The physiologist tell us that the flow is influenced in three
main way : First, the general muscular exercise of the body, aided by the action of the valves in the lymphatics which prevent a backward setting of the
lyrnph helps forward the flow. Another method by which its flow is aided is
1 he movements of the thorax in inspiration and expiration; the pumping mot ion of the chest.
The third way is the vis a tergo, the force of the circulat)ehind-the continual expulsion of the lymph from the blood vessels forcing
tbe onward flow of the lymph in the lymphatic system, Of cuurse the flow is
nlore re tricted by the pre~ence of the gIand~ in the course of the lymphatICS.
floweve~, it is stated that there are certain nerves controllIng all these lymphatie~.
That there are fibres In the upper cervical region which control the calibre of the duct. That probably the thoracic duct itself, and the general lymphatic system are under the control of the sympathetic system. And the receptaculum chyli is probably under control of the splanchnics directly. There
L' a point at the fourth dorsal called by the "Old Doctor" the center for nutrition. He works there in cases of obesity, as well as in the upper cervical
rpgion. In ca es of obe ityalso there i frequently an enlarged cu hion, you
nlight call it, of fie h in the upper dorsal reg-ion; you will find that in almost
every ca e where a person is extremeJy fleshly. It is said that the enlarge~ent
affects not onlY the general condition of the body in. that way, but the heart
and the eyes as well, and I have frequently seen it so. Mrs. Patterson, in decribing the treatment for obe 'ity, said that we treat at this region to reduce
Sj J tb at cu hion of flesh; work a1 0 at the 4th dorsal and in the upper cervical regi n, working along the tran verse processe ~ alternately stimulating and inbi iting nerve force and thu getting an effect upon the thorcic duct. So that
th 0 teopath ometimes works directly to remove some obstruction, a...., . for
in tance, at he cl vicle or the fir t rib, and then the efIct that he may get
through it po ible nerve _upply, added a1 0 to the effect that he gets by general manipulation of the body and the timultion of the lung and the working
of th p 1 ' ,
hich ould all aid the onward flow. And where the trouble
with tlle lymphatic y tern i due to the general condition of nutrition, there
he ould e hi Indirect effect
orking upon the lung heart, bowel liver,
kidne
and II the e cretory and nutritional organ".
A 0 th abdomen we kno that it i inlportant to u from the fact that

r
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it content are 0 often complicated with di ea e. It contain irnportan organs of nutrition. These organ are directly accessable to pre ure from the
outside, hence it is the Osteopath works 0 frequently upon the abdomen.
Here I believe. too, ,,~e are not in danger of becoming rna seur - impl ~ to
kneading- the abdomen, as you might say, which of course i" oot the principle
at all, although we work upon the abdomen and frequently knead it. The prinniple is to work for the blood and nerve control, a in other ca e : occasionally
we do use a kneading to force onward the fecal matter in the large inte tine.
The abdomen is important, then, since it is related to the general health
and is readily reached by us. The fact, al 0, that W"e reach it through the
splanchnic nerves along the spine, of which I have already spoken, and through
the solar plexus in front, which we can get by deep pressure make it an important part to us. V\t~hen we work upon these nervous connection we have influenced the various viscera, since they are all connected.
II. Some nerve centers and nerve connectIons of the abdominal content.
The general facts in this connectio'ns have already been considered. I have
mentioned the effect of abdominal tumors-the fact that a tUlnor pressin<T upon
the sympathetics may produce an effect in distant parts of the body. I call
your attention again to the familiar splanchnics; you kn0w where to reach them:
nervou influence passes from them to the solar plexus, the solar plexu is intimately eonnected with the other prevertebral plexuses, viz., the hypoga tric and
the pelvic plexuses, and these in turn are connected with the econdary plexuses-the diaphragmatic, the superior and inferior m.e enteric, the renal, the
coeliac, prostatIc, vesical and uterine, and all the secondary plexuse. So it i
not strange that, as I stated, there will hardly an hour pass in your practice
that you will not work upon the splanchnics for something or other. Do not
fall into the error of thinking that it is only by our work upon the splanchnics
and the solar plexus that we reach the abdominal organs. Because, a you'
"know, this chain of s~lmpathetic ganglia extend the full length of the cord; there
are four lUlnbar and four sacral ganglia, and branche from the lumbar cord
pass to these plexuse of the ympathetic and have to do WIth the life of the
viscera. Some~imes reflected impul es are sent, a for in tance, abdominal tumor
callsing hypertrophy first, and then degeneration of the heart.
However, to take a slightly different cour e, I wi"'h to call your attention
to the explanation given for a frequently ob erved phenomenon, that i , in
hy teria, frequently a pain is felt in the hip or knee, a cramping of the leg or
pain on the in ide of the knee. The explanation given hy Hiltc,n i a follows; that frOID the ovaries and uteru which are upplied by ympathetic,
branche run back to the sacral ympatbetic ganglia, thence oranche run to
connect these organs and the e nerve WIth the great sciatic and with the 0 turator nerve, al 0 with the sacral plexu of nerve.
ow, the great ciatic, a you
k ow, upplie the thigh, or at lea tend branche to the hip join ~ and tbe
4
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obturator also has articular branches to the knee joint. Hence, it is not
strange that uterine irritation will produce a pain along the paths of these nerves
and may affect the hip or knee-joint or both. or the inner side of the knee.
The same thing is noted in intestinal dlsea e, where the irritation in the lower
bowel may send the same kind of an irritation over the same nervous connectIons and on down the leg, and you have a sciatica caused by trouble in tbe
bowel. Cases have been noted frequently in our practice, where a pregnant
uteru or the pressure of a large f\mount of focal matter will cause a cramping
of the leg; a twisted ilium would have the same effect. These nerve connections are all extremely interesting to us. However, we should not lose sight of
the main points In our work upon nerve connections; when we are considering
)lerVe connections we are apt to become too theoretical. If we can trace the
]lain up the leg to the sacral plexus and find a twisted ilium, we have done the
work which is almost peculiar to the Osteopath. And so it is that we must look
for the original cause, whatever it may be. And remember, please that it is
"ery frequently that the Osteopath finds a d'isplacement 0: parts, and the succe e of our practice have been lragely because we understood where to look
for and how to adju "'t misplaced parts.
In the first few lectures I gave you certain centers which had to do with
the viscera, for instance, the second lumbar, being the center for partuition,
defecation and micturition. But there are other nerve fibers SupplYIng these
part which I wish to call to your attention. I noted the fact that the "Old
Dc ctor" calls the nutrition center in general from the sixth dorsal down, and
o you will see that it has to do with the visceral life, und hence with the nutrItion of the body very largely. Quain, in speaking of the lumbar portion of
the sympathetics, says that spinal fibers decend in the cord from the lower dorsal region, and that fiber~ also pass from the first one or two lumbar ner~es to
the pIe u es of the sympathetics, and that they carry vaso-constrictor and
ecretory fibers to the lower lim bs. ~rbese have been demonstrated more
particularl in animals, but there i not much doubt but that they exist in man;
al~o vaso-con trictor fibers to the' abdominal vessels are found in these nerves;
and motor fibers to the circular, and inhibitory fiber to the longitudinal mu cle of the re~tum. From the lumbar nerves we get, first, motor fibers to the
I dder they pa down to the hypogastric plexus on the pelvic plexus and
are then di tributed to the bladder. They supply the circular muscles, including the pchincter of the ,?ladder, and probably also orne inhibitory fiber to
the longitubinal fibers of the bladder. In the next place, we get motor fibers to
th uteru, which fo110 the same cor r e as the motor fiber to the bladder. It
i
i ct h 'Ith r r no pinal nerve.. from the acral re<rlon running to the ganglia of th ympathetic. The pinal fiber whicb run to the sympathetic ganglia
in thl region come from the lumbar cord or from the lumbar nerves, and it i
thrall h the plnal bran he of the acral nerve that we get the effect tha we
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do by our Osteopathic work in the sacral region. Hence, the importance of all
the work the Osteopath does upon this region for the pelvIc viscera. Frequently
you work along the lumbar region to get an effect upon the organs contained in
the pelvis, and it is on account Qf the sympathetic connection here rather than
with the sacral cord, that we work here. However, we work also down lower,
but where we work in the sacral reg'Ion we get an effect upon spinal nerves.
The forth sacral nerve, spinal, having branches· from the second and third and
sending branches to the fifth, is called by Gaskell one of the pelvic splanchnics, as it has visceral branches. Having connection with these upper sacral
nerves it runs out to form a plexus with the sympathetics, and goe to the bladder and other pelvic viscera. And we frequently work over the sacral region to
release tension there, set the coccyx, or set a slip in the innominate, or remove
anything which may affect nerve force there. From the e vi ceral branches of
the sacral nerves we get the following: First, motor fibers to the longitudinal
and inhibitory fibers to the circular llluscles of the rectum; second, motor fibers
to the bladder, probably chiefly to the longitudinal muscles. Third, motor
fibers to the uterus; fourth, secretory fibers to the prostate gland. So here we
have a rather anomalous condition of working directly upon spinal nerves to get
a direct effect upon the viscera. You will find that from the sacral fiber ,
through the spinal nerves, we get certain fibers to the bladder and rectuln, which
are contrary in their action to the fibers to the bladder and rectum derived from
the lower lumbar region, for instan~e, the fibers to the longitudinal muscle of
the bladder are motor, while those to the circular muscles of the bladder are
inhibitory in the case of the sacral nerves. In case of the lumbar, they are just
the opposite-inhibitory to the longitudinal muscles and motor to the circular
muscles of the bladder. This applies also to those to the rectum, so that you
have for the bladder and rectum in one case motor fibers, and In the other case
inhibitory fibers, and thus you have it under your control.
The Osteopathic centers for these parts I have already given you. Yon
remember that we work there upon the 5th sacral for the spchincter ani, upon
the 4th to relax the vagina, and upon the 2d and 3d for the pchincter of the
bladder. In paSSIng I might also call your attention to the importance of the
fifth lumbar a a center, Important, in the first place, because we so very frequently get a displacement th~re, it being the point of weakness, the junction
of the spinal column with the pelvis; and important, in the next place, becau e
it is a center through which we work to reach the hypogastric plexus.
III. LANDMARKS FOR THE ABDOMEN :-There are certain points about the
abdomen which may be more or less familiar to yon, which I wish to bring up
fot' the sake of refreshing your memory before we proceed further. The e are
according to Holden as before. Tbe Linea Alba, as you know, extends from
the apex of the enSIform cartilage to the symphysis of the pubes, and i the
thinnest part of the abdominal wall. The lina semilunari e~tends from a point
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at the level of the anterIor end of the eventh rib down to the spine of the
pubes, bulging 'outward; the parts between them are attached to the linea alba
and to the semilunaris and are sometimes filled wIth some extravasation of pus
or fluid. The linea transversae are usually all above the umbilicus, the lower
one being about on a level with the umbilicus. These lines on statuary are
almost always exaggerated, lnaking the abdomen of a muscular man look lIke a
chess board, WhICh is not correct. These are interesting to us further from the
fact that anyone of these squares marked off by the transversae and linea alba
may contract, or anyone of them may become filled with pus, and simulate
some deep seated abdominal tumor or other disease.
MARKS ABOUT THE PELVIS :-In the erect position a line drawn between
the hig-hest points of the crests of the ilia is just about on a level with the promontory of the sacrum. The umbilicus is sometimes stated to be the center of
the .body, but it is a little nearer the pubes than the ensiform cartilage. It is
not true that if a man should lie down on his back with his arm outstretched,
a circle drawn with the umbilicus as its center, would just include the extremities, beJause this center varies with age. It will be just above the umbilicus
at birth; at :five years of age it is just at the umbilicus; and at t.hirty it is just
below the pubes in man and just above in woman. Of course it depends also
on the length of the leg~.
The bifurcation of the aorta is just about the level of the promontory of
the sacrum, or you might say, level wIth ~he highest point of the crests of the
~ ilia.
The level of the umbillicus referred to the spine is about that of the third
~~
vertehra. It is ~aid that, taking a point one inch below the umbilicus
and slightly to the left, compression may be made upon the aorta. This point
is taken because above the umbilicus there are structures which might l;>e injured by deep pressure. By feeling here you can get the pulsation of the aorta.
Cases are on record where the aorta has been compressed here, under·chloroform, for a time sufficient to cure 'aneurism of the abdominal aorta. The
umbilicus, as you know~ is sometimes pervious, being the remains of the foetal
artery it sometimes does not close. It is deeper and wider in women than in
men. As it i ometime pervious, there may be a hernia here, or escape of
pu , or of ovarian fluid, or of entozoa. The umbIlicus is also a good fixed
point from whi~b measures are taken in case of q.iseases where it is necessary to
compare parts of the body. Measurements are taken to the ensiform cartilage,
o the anterior superior sp~nes of the ilia, or to the symphysis. It is frequenly
u eful in fracture to mea ure to the anterior superior spines to see how nluch
the parts are di placed. In the med an line behind the linea alba as W'e go
have fir t, the liver ju t below the en iform cartila~e, and extending about
the breadth of three finger. Second, the tomach, whic~, when distended
pre e the tran verse colon down and occupie the space' between the umbilIu an th Ii er.
hen mpt it reced
leaving a ligh hollow on the "Uf-

~
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face, ' the pit of the stomach." The transverse colon, when not displaced,
the rniddle of it is just above the umbilicus. You will frequently want to know
-where to find the transverse colon, and you can work -on it here with a sufficient
deg.&.~ee of certainty.
However you must bear in mind that it is ometimes
slipped out of position, as ill enteroptosis. Cases are on record where it was
found as low down as the floor of the pelvis. Behind and below the umbilicu
are the small intestines, when they are not displaced by a distended bladder.
The peritoneum, as you know, is loosely attached to the abdominal wall; when
the bladder is not distended this peritoneum is in contact with the linea alba
all the way down to the pubes. But when the bladder is much di.stended it
rises, sometimes half way to the umbilicus, then the peritoneum IS pushed back
by the bladder, and between the peritoneum and- the abdominal wall there is a
space of as much as two inches. A case is on record where in the seventeenth
century a-blacksmith cut open the bladder there and removed a large stone.
Of course cutting the peritoneum would have been a serious matter.
When you wish to find the dIvision of the aorta it is a safe way to find a
point a little to the left of the center of a line drawn between the highest points
of the erests of the illia. And, as I said, . compression can be made at this
point. A line bulging Slightly outward from this point to where you feel the
pulsation of the femoral artery will mark the course of the common and externallliac arteries. The first two inches of the line belongs to the commDn iliac
artery. Of course _these things vary, the aorta may be lon~~)' or shoter, the
bifurcation coming abuve or below,.. or the common iliac may be longer or shorter. There is one point in the examination of the the thorax which I failed to
mention, and that is what is 'called succussion. When there are fluids in the
body cavities, especially in the pleura, a quick shake and then the application
of the ear to the chest wall will give you a splashing sound, - and that is called
succussion.
ALSO THE TREATMENT OF MAMMAE :-You will find in your practice th~t
the mammoo are swollen, inflamed and perhaps caked, or something of that
kind and especially at the menstrual period. In such ca es it is a very good
plan to free the circulation by spreading the upper ribs both in front and behind. Raise them well alid raise the clavicle, for there may be obstruction to
the internal mamm&.ry artery, especially at the second interspa.ce, where the artery perforates and runs to t-he _breast, you will have good success in treating
such cases.
GENERAL TREATMENT FOR THE HEART A D LUNGS :-A ~ have said, thi'
is just the indication of the general treatment. Dr. Harry Still, with whom
we are all acquaInted, said in an article in the la t Journal that you cannot give a
a receipt for each partic\llar treatment and it is fooli h to try to do so. If you
write a receipt and try to follow those directions for any one'ca e you are lJable
to get into trouble becau e ca e vary. A../ he say
here are ju t a many
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nervous systems. as there are human faces, and just as many kinds of paralysis as there are nervous systems. Thus it is that I can only give you the general treatment for these conditons. In treatment of the lungs, I have already
shown you how to exanine the lun~s. Your idea is to work upon the upper
dorsal region, you know the center is from the 2d to the 7th. However, I
might say in general concerning the heart and lungs, that ~hey are very clolSely
related. When you have trouble with one you frequently have trouble with
the other, and they are so closely related to the general health, that if you find
trouble in one place you bad better look also in the other. In treatment of the
lungs, one of the chief things to do is to raise the upper ribs, get your fingers
on the angles of the upper ribs and work along, pushing the shoulder down
and back. Or you can set your patient upon a chair and place your knee in the
back, or your thumb, in the same way. I have relieved congestion of the
lungs very readily In that way.
Also in treating the lungs it is a good idea to get the thumb in between
the clavicle .and the first rib, push the arm across the chest and back over the
face. That of course separated the clavicle and the first rib. I have noticed
Dr. Harry Still use that lnethod· frequently, and the idea there is to spread
these parts, give the blood vessels free play-the subclavian, and also we get
an effect upon the phrenic and the pneumogastric nerves which cross the first
rib in front of the scalenus anticus. It is also important in working upon the
lungs to pay attention to the condition of the pneumogastric and of the sympathetics. Hence it is that we work in the superior cer~ical region and also
upon the middle and inferior cervical ganglia of the sympathetics. I have
already shown you how to treat them. Now, your irritation to the vagus
may of course be sufficient to produce results in the lungs. It has to do, with
the caliber of the bronchial tubes; it gives them motor, dilator and constrictor
fibers, so that if it" is irritated it may cause contraction and give you a case of
~stl1ma, or something of that kind.
The irritation may be in the stomach or
i:n the throat, or anywhere where it may irritate the pneumogastric nerve. If
the superior laryngeal branch is irritated it may result in catarrhal pneumonia.
So you must look carefully to the nerves and treat them in the neck at the
points I have indicated. The third, fourth and fifth cervical are particularly
noted because any displacement here is liable to affect the sympathetics,
which has to do with the involuntary movement of the lungs. rrhen the .first
and second ribs and the _fifth rib are particularly noted, but all the ribs from
the second to the seventh are included, and all the upper part of the spine.
I might tell you also how to treat the heart; it is largely a repetition of
what has been said for the lungs, because the phrenic and pneumogastric also
supply the heart, and you mu t always look to theIne We frequently work
upon the pneumogastric nerve here in the neck holding against it, thus inhibiting it action, to increase the beat of tbe heart, because we thus cause the
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inhibitory fiber of the pneumoga tric to cease functionIng. That i simply an
adjutant, as I have said before, we can get a better effect in quieting the heart
or stimulating it by working in the region of the splanchnic and along- the
upper dor')al region, especially on the .left side. The motion I have already
given you-any of these spreading motions to spread and raise the ribs, will
relieve the heart trouble. Of course, as I have said before, I am giving you
only' the general treatment. In uny particular case you will probably find some
one thing the matter~ you might find the clavicle down and affecting the heart,
you might find the first and second ribs up and affecting the heart, and you
might find any particular rib in. the upper dorsal region displaced affecting the
heart.
Q. Suppose you were treating a case and the patient would faint on your
hands, by what means would you bring him to ~
A. A good way is to first get the head of the patient as low as you can;
just let it hang over the lower end of the table; and to refer to Dr. Harry
again, he says to slap theIn, pu1l their bair or anything to get the blood started
to the head; a dash of cold water to the face may be a good thing.
Q. In case of too much blood to the head how would you go about treating it to throw the blood away from it?
A. I would work first along the splanchnics.
Q. Stimulating?
A. Well, ye~, that is, I would loosen all the muscles, first, in the back,
and then I would bave the patient turn over and inhibit or press deeply over
the solar plexus, to get the blood from the head. You will have to find out
the cause; the cause may be an impacted colon preventing the circulati~n in
the lower part of the body. Or you may stimulate the lungs and get it started
through the whole body; your idea is to equalize the blood flow.
Q. In case of too much heart action, ~hat would be the quickest way to
reduce it?
A.. The quickest way that I have found is simply to separate the upper
ribs and raise them on the left side, and I have done it by the count, I have
lowered it as much as twenty beats, and it stayed that way until the next treatment; when tbe patient came back two or three days tater the beat was the
same. Of course that is an exceptional case, you cannot always reduce them
that mnch.
Q. Please give the treatment to increa e the heart beat?
A.· You should desensatize the pneumogastrIc, thus letting the heart run
a little faster; and then you would take thi same moveJnent", becau e the object when it i too slow is a timulation, and by raising these upper rib,
whether it is too slow, you may increa e it, or if too fa t you can lower it. I
have gotten effects either way.
Q. Do lymphatic remain enlarged after the septic condition has pas ed
away:
N
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A. That is a very hard question to answer. I have seen them stay enlarged so very long that it looked as if they might, but I do not think they do
really., They may stay enlarg-ed a long time, but it is possible there is trouble
there. yet, especially if the person is in poor health.
Q. Why are they enlarged in one place a~d not in another'
A. Because certain parts of the lymphatic system drain certain parts of
the body.
Q. The treatment you have given would be good also for irregular heart
actIon, would it not?
A. There are so many things that would cause irregularity of the heart.
As I have said, a stoppage of th'e subclavian vein causing a periodical emptying of it, caused by a slipping of the clavicle; would cause the heart to lose a
beat. An irritation to the sympathetics in the dorsal region would canse a
constriction of these vessels and thus an irregular filling of the heart, causing
it to lose a beat.
(Dr. Harry Still) I will tell you, doctor, when it originates from the stomach
you can press upon th~ pneumogastric and quiet it dcwn. Simple pressure, from two and a half to five pounds pressure, for a minute and a half to
two minutes.
Q. Would not that desensatizing movement tend to stimulate the heart ~
A. In what way?
Q. A desensitization of the pneumogastric.
A. Not with a slight pressure.

LECTURE XXIII.
To-day I wish to consider further the abdomen and its contents. I have
already given you certain centers for the vaso-~otor control of these parts,
necessarily so in considering the splanchnics. But th~re is much more that
might be said, so I will mention some further fibers which go to these parts,
which teach us how we can control them.
First, as to the stomach. We lCnow that we reach' it throngh the solar
plexus and through the splanchnics, also through the vagi. We must not
forget in dealing with the stomach that probably .Auerbach's and Meissner's
plexuses have to do with it as well as with the intestines. Robinson says
that the gastric and intestinal secretions are under the control of Meissner and
Billroth's plexus, aided by Auerbach's plexus'. Further, note certain statements in Howell's Text Book: The mesenteric vessels are under the control
of the planchnics, which contain bot~ vaso-dilators and vaso-constrjctors.
The va o-constrictor for jejunum are up as high as the fifth, and. extend from
there down a ways, it does not state how far. Those for the ileum a little
10 r, and tho for th rectum come off still lower along the splanchnic re-
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gion. There are none, however, below the econd lumbar. The va o-dilator
are present in the same nerves in these regions, and here is a chance to bring
in a point of whether we inhibit or stimulate. I think we understand full
that point, and I do not think you will split hairs over those things. Ho ever, the vaso-dilators are more abundant in the lower three dorsal and in the
upper two lumbar. The vaso-dilator and vaso-constrictor fibers of the
splanchnics, ending in the solar and renal plexuses, have the vaso-motor
supply of the liver. The splanchnics contain the vaso-dilators and va o-constrictors for the liver probably. It is said that there are vaso-dilators also in
the vagi nerves. However, this matter is not settled, and they are not perfectly sure about the existence of these fibers. However, it makes but little
difference to the Osteopath, since he can rule the flow of blood through the
liver in other ways, as we shall see presently.
Then, as to the kidneys, there are vaso-motor fibers from the sixth dorsal
down to the second lumbar. You know that we can get, more easily, perhaps, on the kidneys than on any other organ a vaso-motor effect reflexly by
the application of cold to the skin. And then by stimulating the ciatic
nerves it has been found that one can get a vaso-motor effect upon the kidneys. This seems to be in line with what has been said concerning an equilibrium between the blood flow in different parts of the body. There are certain centers that the Osteopath works upon. The' 'Old Doctor" says there
is a center in the s~in, that is, a peritoneal center, about ?ne inch each side
of the umbilicus, and that work there is beneficial both upon the kidneys and
upon the intestines, and we often make a mere spreading motion there at the
umbilicus, just press in deep and spread apart, not hard, for work upon the
renal veins and arteries. That always seems to have a good effect in treating
the kidneys. Of course you know the micturition center is the second lumbar, but you have already been cautioned not to go too much according to
centers; look for the lesion, which may be some place away from the center.
As to the spleen, it is found that stimulation of the peripheral end of the
splanchnics will cause quite a change in the size of the spleen, that is, in it '
bulk, but it ~s not really known whether it is on account of vaso-motor control, or because of an effect upon those involuntary muscle fibers which you
saw so nicely under the microscope-you* know how the capsule and the
trabeculre of the spleen are well supplied with involuntary muscle :fibers, and
you remember how the oval nuclei of those fibers are easily een. However,
from the Osteopathic point of view, it make little difference,whether h can
in one way or the other change the size of tbe pleen, 0 long as he doe it,
that is what he 1. after. He does not care whether it i through mu cnlar or
vaso-motor control, or whether he can work upon the splanchnic and thus
reduce its size.
hould ,he do that, of cour e he would thu change the flow
of blood through i. There i a grea deal no und r tood abou he pIe n.
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Ahere is a very good Osteopathic point, however, I have often heard Mrs•
. / Patterson speak of it, that is, treatment of the spleen in connection with
treatment for gall stones. She says you can treat for gall stones and remove
them but they will form again unless you treat the spleen on the -left side over
the ninth, tenth and eleventh ribs. And as far as I know that is part of the
ractice. I have not heard that statement refuted by anyone. Another point
as to the spleen-in treating it you will sometimes find it congested; it is like
the liver in that respect, they are both liable to congestive disturbances. You
may by working deep in the left hypochondriac region reach the spleen, but
when the spleen is di~tended wit,h blood it is said it is' very readily ruptured;
and if you find the spleen enlarged and tender I would advise you to treat
rather over the back through the spinal nerve supply than over the abdomen.
I think I might emphasize once more the importance of the Osteopathic work
upon the abdomen. As I have already said, I think here w.e are in more
danger than anywhere else of becoming masseurs. Indeed I do not think we
need to learn the baker's trade before we can work·on the abdomen, and we
Qught to bear in ,mind that although we knead there, we work there as directly as in other parts of the body for nerve control and for the blood
flow. And the fact that we knead the abdomen occasionally is not any sign
that we simply knead it as a masseur does. Of course there are times when
we depend upon the mere mechanical movement, as when we begin at the
sigmoid and work on back to loosen up the fecal contents, but our chief work
is upon the nerve· .supply. I think I·have already mentioned the point that
by work upon the abdominal peripheral terminals we can stimulate or inhibit.
r. merely call it to your mind again, that by getting the peripheral terminals
in the organs of the abdomen, which we can reach by pressure over the ab- .
d.omen, and by getting these various plexuses from the solar down, we can
get an effect upon these organs, and that is what we are reach.ing when we
are working the abdomen. For instance, we frequently work along the whole
length of the great intestine. What are we doing~ Yon will remember that
Auerbach's and Meissner's plexuses are found, the first between the muscular coats, and has to do with the motions of the intestines; and second,
deeper, in the submucous coat, and has to do with the secretions. ·Now, we
may work in the region of the abdomen, and the beginning Osteopath, who
does not understand, may think he is simply kneading, but such is not the
fact, we are reaching ter_minations of .nerves. You know what the plexuses
look like, with, their meshes, in the internodes of which are ganglia; they (the
ganglia) are. center upon which you may work directly by pressure over the
abdomen. ' Thu it is, I think, that we get the best explanation in regard to
the. teopath
successe in -treating abdominal troubles, such as constipation diarrh' a, enteriti, and a whole Ii t of troubles which affect man, and
our ueee
here i marked. Byron Robin on ays: "Ga tro-intestinal
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secretion appears to be carried on by the Mei sner-Billroth aided b
uerbach' plexus of nerve , which are s mpathe ic ganglia, automatic vi cer
ganglia. ' , As I have said, since they are ganglia, they are centers, and since
they are automatic, they are to a certain extent independent, and that b
stimulating them, whether we go back to the splanchnics so much or not,
you get the effect as you have an independent source of nerve supply here.
Indeed, Robinson in making this statement, is doing so to establi h hi point
that the sympathetic is largely independent in its action. We must, however,
. couple our work here with work in other place , and we mu t not forget al 0
tnat the nerve centers chiefly are along the spine. We do Ollr work largely
here also by the blood flow. I have emphasized the nerve control and the
blood flow. Robinson says that the movement of the intestines i largeI dependent on the amount of blood in the intestinal wall. That is, on the amount
of fresh blood ,vhich aff~cts the parenchymal ganglia. We have a certain
number of ganglia in these walls; they must b~ supplied with blood if they
are to act properly; that is, with good, fresh blood. And by working over
the splanchnics and by this manipulation process you can throw great quantities of blood to the abdominal viscera, and thus supply these ganglia ,with
an added amount of blood, and that will also help to explain how we get our
effect upon the nervous system there. And when you have done that you
rule both secretion and motion. Of course that has to do very closely with
constipation and ,diarrhea and those things. Your peristal ~is may ,b too
rapid, and thus you would have acase of diarrhea, )r it may be just as rapid,
but, as Robinson says, futile, and you will have constipation. You have to
couple with that work the ruling of ecretions through Meissner's and uerbach's plexuses, and if they are too abundant you have diarrhea; if deficient,
you would have constipation. The fact then, there, as in other ca~e ,i that
we remove lesions and these ecretions attend to them elves, the become
normal; a change in the amount of motion and a change in the quantity or
quality of secretions; so we work toward the normal. We might repeat thi
for every organ in the abdominal cavity. When we work' for the uteru , the
bladder, or in the intestines, or the ovaries, we work very largely throug~
the nerve control, as is evidenced by the fact that in cas of tho e organ
work generally through the spine, along the lower part. It might be thought
that the motion we employ in our work upon the liver are exception to tbi
rule, but I think not. We frequently work against the lower edge of the
liver, but we cannot work much of its bulk by our direct ~eading motion
there, and I think what we do there i the arne a el ewhere, e affec th
nerve as well. We affect the hepatic plexus of the sympathetic directly by
manipulation there, and indirectl through the olar plexu , al 0 through the
planchnic , and the vagi. If you will watch Dr. Harr till 0\1 ill
tha b~ will carcel ever omit to treat the vagi, when treating th liver, a it
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contains vaso-ll\.otor fibers for this organ. So our work in kneading is largely
work upon nerve connections. There is a good point that I would like to
note in speaking of the liver. I have seen a case in which there was
hemorrhages from the lower bowel; whenever the trouble occurred there
would be a tenderness and trouble about the liver, and the portal circulation
would be stopped. There is a close connection between the portal circulation
and hemorrhoidal. Here you have this great amount of blood which must
pass to the abdomen and through these terminal vessels, and which must find
its way back through the portal circulation and through the liver to be
worked upon by it. These hemorrhoidal veins connect with the portal veins;"
so that if you have an obstruction in the liver you are very apt to find trouble
in the way of hemorrhoids, piles, or something of that kind. So remember,
please, that there is a further object in freeing the splanchnics, as a regulative
process. You might say that this is true, but you might go farther and say
that the liver in this case is a "stop cock," that it is sometimes turned when
it should not be, and is stopping the blood and you have a congestion of
blood at the lower bowel. You remember that the liver is particularly liable
to congestion, and if it is congested the blood flow is retarded and you have
a series of abdominal troubles.
II. LANDMARKS FOR THE ABDOMEN.-I began this last time, and wish
to continue them to-day. In examining a patient, as you all know, perhaps,
it is best for abdominal examination and treatment to have the patient flat on
the back; have the thighs flexed a little to relax the abdominal muscles; have
the head and neck slightly elevated, as much as it is raised by this table, this
will help to relax the recti muscles. Thus you have everything relaxed, and
unless the abdominal wall is unusually tense through its own condition, you
have a good place to work. Then in working, I believe that beginning Osteopaths "dig" here perhaps as much as in any other place. That is, they
use the ends of their fingers. Not only Osteopaths but surgeons make the
statement that tha,t is very wrong. Holden says to use the tips of the fingers
causes the parts to contract. Thus you defeat your own object. Y oil should
lay the flat of the hand on the abdomen. I have seen the worst digging over
the abdomen, and it is wrong, because you are not kneading and you cannot
force any condition there, and you had better not try. Dr. Hildreth always
emphasizes the point that in working upon the abdomen you must work for
nerve influence; and that is_ especially noted in typhoid fever, where you have
an ulceration in Peyer's patches, and it you try to work matters along mechanically, you are liable perforate tHe ulcerated places.
Th central tendon of the diaphragm is about on a level with the lower
end of the ternum, about the level of the junction of the seventh costal cartilag with the ternum. The right half of the diaphragm will rise as high as
th fifth rib when the diaphragm is extended, and to one inch below the level
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of t.he nipple; rather higher than one usually expect to look for it. The
position of the abdominal contents i variable. There is quite a con ra t
say Loomis, between the examination of the contents of the thorax and tho e
of the abdomen. In t.he first instance you have close walls and contents
which may vary but little, especially under physiological conditions. While
in the other you have lose walls, you have numerous organs, some of which
at least, vary considerably within physiological limits. So you see it i a
different matter when you go to the abdomen to examine or treat it, and you
must constantly guard against wrong diagnosis by being mistaken which
organ is at fault. Then, too, the action of the abdominal organs is more or
less peculiar. Take the stomach, at different times it changes its po ition
when it is distended; so it is with the bowels; and according to the position
they assume, the others are also displaced; so you must bear that in mind.
I wish to simply call to your attention the regions of the abdomen. You
know that it is divided into three zones-the epigastric, umbilical and hypogastric. The epigastric region is bounded above by the diaphragm, below by
a plane passing from the anterior tips of the tenth rib, and between the bodies
of the first and second lumbar vertebrre behind. That zone is divided into a
right and left hypochondriac regions, behind the false ribs, and the epiga tric
zone, between the umbilical zone is bounded .above by the epigastric and below
by a plane passed from the highest points of the crests of the ilia, striking a
point b.etween the first and second sacral spine behind. And the lower, or
hypogastric zone is the one below the umbilical, and occupies the region of
the pelvis. These two zones are each divided into three by an almost vertical
plane on each side, passed from the prominence at the tip ot the tenth rib to
the pubic spine, so you have two planes. In the middle zone the region
are the right and left lumbar and the umbilical, and in the hypogastric zone
the regions are the right and left iliac and the pubic. The lower' zone is
bounded below' by the upper edge of the pubes and by the two Poupart" ligaments, one on each side. It will not be necessar~r to detail the content of the 'e
regIons, I will refer to the contents as It becomes necessary later.
As to the liver, it is found mainly in the. right hypochondriac· region and
extends across into the central or epigastric regIon,and as far toward the left a
the mammary line. It may extend down two or three inche , and at thi point,
behind the linea alba and the median line is the be t place te find the liver; it
protrudes half way to the umbIlicus, but you will not be able to find it until
your hand is educated. Of course the liver may pl'otTude lower in disea c. I
have seen ~ liver that weIghed ixty pounds; they become encrmously large at
times. It may extend down, a8 for instance in tight lacing, when it i not di ea ed, and you will have to judge what the general condition i .On the right
side where it goe a little higher, it maya cend a high a the diaphram, about
an inch below the nipple and below at the lower edge of the lung, or a low a
j
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the tenth dOtsal spine. The liver. remember, is a very important organ. I do
not think that with all that Dr. Harry Still says about the liver it is any to
much impressed upon our minds, because it is extremely important to us in our
practice. The gall bladder you will find just beneath the tip of the ninth rib on
right side; but it is behInd the liver, and you are not able to find it, ' and it is
only when distended to a great degree that it can be noticed; even that you do
not feel it directly. But we work there to get an effec~ upon the gall. bladder
and press its contents out. We work down that duct in a reversed "'8" shape
to the umbilicus, a little to the right.
The stomach is one of the most variable org-ans of the abdomen. ,You all
know bow much it descends at times when distended with gas or over distended
with food. At that time instead of simply descending, it turns on its axis 'lnd
the greater curvature comes to the front, because the greater curvature is not so
strongly attached as is the lesser. When the stomach becomes thus distended
it will push away those organs In front~ and even may occupy all th~ space from
the lower edge of the liver or the tip of the en:siform down to the umbilicus,
and in such a case you are likely to have, great dyspnoea and palpitation of the
heart. I remember a c!1se in which about three hours after a meal, the gentleman had eaten ratber hearty, he Had great distress in breathing, and his heart
was palpitating, and he thought he would die surely. He calltJd an Osteopath
for heart trouble, but the Osteopath worked the undigested food on through
the pylorus and worked the gas off of the stomach, and the man's heart was
all right. You will frequently meet that sort of a case, and if you know
the probabilities you can be on your guard against it. The cardiac orifice is
just below the cartIlage of the seventh rib where it joins the sternum, and a
little to the left. The stomach when empty retreats behind the liver and lies
flat, there is no cavity whatever in it. This reminds me of a statement made by
Dr. Eckley frequently, that naturally these are but potential cavities. The
oesophagus when not occupied by the'passage of food or drink lies with its inner surf~ce in contact, it 8imply collapses and occupies as little room as possible. The same is true of the stomach. The pyloric orifice of the stomach is
found on the right at the edge of the sternum about the point where the cartilage of the eighth rib joins; it is behind the liver and cannot be felt unless it is
enlarged by disease.
The spleen is on the left side, below the ninth, tenth and eleventh ribs,
ounded by percussion over the tenth apd eleventh ribs. I have already gIven
you some precautions concerning it. It may become very much enlarged, then
you can readil feel its edge, but unless it is enlarged you do not feel its edge.
Ho~rever, you can get indirect pre sure on it under the edg-es of the left lower
rib. It i forced down olnetimes in full inspiration.
The pancrea i not very easily felt; it lies behind the stomach, transversely
and cro e the aorta and the pIeen at the level of about the econd lumbar ver-
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tebra. I mention its not because you will find it often; you can feel it only
when the abdomen is very thin and the stomach entirely empty; in Rome cases
of thIn individuals you mIgbt mistake it for aneurism of the abdominal aorta,
or you might take it for some disease of the transverse colon.
The kidneys also are not readily felt. It is said by Holden that he doe
not know that he has ever felt the rounded edge of the kidney, but he says it is
accessible to pressure at the outer edge of the erector spinre muscle between the
lower ribs and the crest of the ilium. It is accessible to pressure becau e you
can get indirect pressure and can know when it is tender. Of course it is
sonletimes enlarged and can then be felt. It corresponds in position to the
lower two dorsal and upper two lumbar vertebrffi. A point to know In relation
to it is that it will sometimes deceive you, or you will feel masses of hardened
fecal matter and think they are the kidney, or vice versa; you must distinguish
between them.
As to the large intestine, yOli are familiar with it, The caecum and iliocaecal valve both lie in the right iliac fossa, and in the right lumbar region and
over the right kidney runs the ascending co10.n, and across just above the umbilicus for two or three inches you find the transverse colon; the descending
colon and sigmoId flexure are in the corresponding portions on the left side.
You can reach all of the colon except the splenic and sigmoid flexures. However, these are sometimes prolapsed, sometimes sunken, as Robinson states.
Dr. Tull, of our own practice, has pOInted out that this is frequently the case,
and that prolapsus may cause constipation by acting as a mechanical hindrance
to the passage of fecal matter along the bowel. You all know the relations of
the bowel, and except at those two points you will be able to work upon the
intestine directly.
As for the small intestine, the jejunum lies in the reg-ion behind the umbilicus and is the part concerned in umbilical hernia, and it IS because it seems
to be so particularly vital that umbilical hernia is so often fatal. The point
eoneerning the ileum is that it contains Peyer's patches, which are inflamed and
ulcerated in typhoid fever; they are in the lower part near the Bio-caecal valve,
and just at the edge of the right iliac fossa. You will have to be extremely
careful in treating inflammatory conditions of the bowels, especially in typhoid
fever and enteritIS.
The bladder is cOLtained within the pelvis except when distended. It may
become over distended and rise out of the pelvis as high as the umbilicus.
And as I noted at the last meetin~, when it rises it pushes the peritoneum back
away from the wall of the abdomen, and sometimes will leave a pace as great
as two inches between them.
I thought I had better finish the subject in this way to-day, leaving the
practIcal examination and treatment of each one of these important organs of
the abdomen until next time, and I hall try to fini h this subject.then.
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LE TURE XXIV.
t the la t lecture I considered the abdomen, taking .first certain centers
and nerve connections for the contents of the abdomen-the stomach, intestines, liver, kidney, pleen, and so on, calling to your attention the fact that
although we often work mechanically upon the abdomen, our .chief treatment
there is nevertheles for the reaching of blood and nerve supply, taking especially the ca e of the liver and of the bowels in constipation. I then took
took up certain landmark for the abdomen. I wish to-day to carry the subje~t further.
I. Examination and Treatment of the Abdomen and its Contents. In
thi I do not include the pelvis and its contents, as I shall give a further lecture, taking up the pelvis and the displacement and treatment of its contents.
Of cour e anyone of these various organs becomes complicated with disease,
and .the manner in which it is reached and treated in the various diseases
might well take up a lecture, but I think it best to run over the abdolnen and
it contents, giving the Osteopathic treatment for each different organ to-day..
perhaps with the exception of the kidney, which I will take up at the next
time.
First, a to the examination of the external parts of the abdomen. I
called your attention at the last time to the need of having the patient raise
hi kn e ,thu flexing the thighs slightly, also the fact that our tables raise
the head and chest a little, thus relaxing all the parts about the abdomen,
leaving the abdominal walls relaxed, so that you can readily examine them
by. touch. You should also take care to see that the patient is evenly disposed
on each ide, ·0 that there would be equal tension of the abdominal walls.
Of course you see at once that it is necessary to have the parts equally, dis·
po ed. We u e the ordinary methods of examination of the abdomen-inp ction, palpation, mensuration, ausculation, succession and percussion.
u e palpation and percu sion probably most frequently. The Osteopath
depends upon touch largely, and also upon getting the sound by percussion
from h different vi cera, 0 the e two are the most important methods of
examination that we have. We should first inspect the abdomen, this is
t done next the kin. We note its general appearance; you will find in
om ca e enlargement due to inflation from ga e~ in the bowels. In such
ca e i i
r likel to be even. However, orne of the hollow viscera, as
far in tance, the tomach rna be inflated with gas, in which case you would
h
an uneven enlargement. Further, upon in pection you will find whether
or not ny one organ i enlarged. Sometimes the pleen enlarges enormou Iy
and pu he farther and farther down through the abdomen and makes a bulging enlar ement in it locality.
ometime, a I have aid, the stomach i d i tended ith food or with ga e , 3nd quite enormou ly o. Sometimes di ea e
of the lIver can e i to enlarge a for in tanc in elero j of the lIver. The
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liver protrudes down below the ribs from enlargement and make a protru ion
of the abdominal walls, :l does also enlargement of the ovaries, and so on.
So you should note whether or not the enlargement is equally disposed, as in
g-ases in the intestines, or is at a .fixed point, in which case you will learn by
other methods how to tell what organ is affected.
.
We should also note the temperature, whether or not parts are cold or hot.
It is said that in liver troubles there are' often cold spots upon the ~ urface of
the body, and we know that in cases of obstruction to the nerve supply at the
spine, you can trace the cold streak on acrOBS the body.
Inspecti0n will reveal to you the colrJr, which is significant. In some
ca8es the linea alba becomes pale, or there may be splotches of yellow color a
in some diseases of the liver. jaundice, and in other cases. In pregnancy the
abdomen assumes a different color, brown, yellowi h or black; it differs according to the person. You can make out the outline of any organ and locate
it by the other methods of examination.
The abdomen may be distended or it may be retracted, as in tubercular
diseases of children, where it is said the abdolnen is retracted. And you will
frequently find in your practice that in thin, emaciated people, any disease
that is wasting is liable to cOLtract the abdomen. You will also find that in
some cases it is distended. In diseases which affect the thorax causing paIn
upon respiration there is likely to be a change In the abdomen-anything like
inflammatIon of t~e pleura or pneumonia, there is restriction of Inotion and pain
on the side affected. On the other hand. in the abdomen when you have
trouble which would cause paIn upon motion, as for instapce, in peritonitl ,
you have the restriction of motion there, and increased motion in the thorax.
You can also by this examination occasionally note changes, even through the
wall of the abdomen, as in case where the heart has beeD; displac.ed by some
disease in the thorax. In cases of aneurism of the abdominal aorta you can
find the pulsation of the tumor. You can feel it very frequently, and it will ·
sometimes become so marked that you can detect it on inspection. The caput
mel1USffi, or litttle web of veins about the umbilicus may become enlarged and
engorged with blood, indicatIng that somewhere the blood i interfered with;
·it is usually ill the liver, as in case of scirrhosi of the liver, but it may be in
orne portion of the ascendIng vena cava.
Palpatation, as I have said, i Important to the Osteopath. You can feel
the different solid viscera in the different part of the abdomen. A I have
already mentioned, you can feel whether or not there be tumor. of any kind in
the abdominal wan; you can by touch differentiate between tho e in the wall
and tho e in the organs; you can tell whether or not they are uperficial or
deep, fluctuating or olid. A solid tumor will give a sound a you get over the
Ii er-a flat ~ound; a liquid tumor win give al 0 a flat sound, but will give in
addition a fluctuation, which can be detected by paJpatation. When tbe abdo-
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men ha it wall, retracted it is likely to be tense, when extended. they are also
likely to be ten e. In other cases you may find them very :flabby~ very loose,
without tone. In one case there may be too much life, in the other case a lack
of life or nerve force~ and you can detect that by the feeling. You can also
detect displacement of parts; you must examine to see 1f the parts are in their
normal position. The liver, of course, may descend considerably; the
tomach may be di placed until it i resting upon the floor of the pelvis. The
spleen rnay be enlarged and come far down. Any of the organs may indicate
pathological changes, or be displaced or enlarged. Th~ transverse colon, you
know where to find it, just across above the umbilicus. It sometimes becomes
loaded wi~h fecal matter and descends, dragging with it the splenic and hepatic
flexures, and in ucb ca e you wIll be able to make out those flexures. You
will also be able to make out fecal tumors-accumuhitlon of fecal matter in the
large intestine. If there be pain in the stomacn, and It increases upon pressure'
over the pit of the stomach. it is said to b~ inflammatory, 'as in catarrh of the
tomach; if it ceases it is said to be n~rvous.
A I have said, the method of percussion is an important one in examination of the abd)men. In general, percussion over parts which are distended
ith ga ,give a tympanitic ound of the abdomen, because there the gas is
re tricted within limits. Over a stomach or bowel distended you get a tympanitic ound. Over the parts contained in the abdomen you get a varying
character of fiat sound. For instance, over the liver, you know. it is best
. reach d right in the median line, below the ensiform cartilage, we get a fiat
onnd.. Here, h0wever, over the lung, you get a higher, more resonant sound.
ou can compare ound in that way. Over the region of the spleen we get
the arne flat ound; over the region of the stomach likewise. Over the intestine, th arne, except the note i of a little higher quality. Remember that
in u ing your left hand as a pleximeter it is best not to place the whole hand
on the abdomen, place the middle finger on the abdomen, and then bring the
finger of he right hand into line? or take the middle finger of the right hand,
. and tap gently for uperficial structures, and for deeper structures more
trongl .
ea uremen are u ed bu little in our examination of the abdomen, bllt
ou can take the umbilicus as a fixed point and measure from it to the anrior uperior pine of th ilia, to the end 'of the en iform cartilage, or to
mph i pubi.
u cul ation i made little of in the books. However, I think we use it
th
he old prof ion· it i aid i i of Ii tIe u e. Dr. Harr
ill u e
fr quentl in ca
of liver trouble. He say if he finds a gurgling
ov ·r th liv r, th re i troubl th reo That that gurgling ound inther i an ob rue ion to the portal circulation. I have often
o h ar hi gur lin ound.
ill t .qui for a while and then
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you will hear a gurgling, and it will be quiet again and ou will hear th
gurgling again. Of cour e I am aware you might confu 'e thi with the bubbling of gases in the stomach, but you will have to learn by general indic tions what the probabilitie are. However, I think au culation in tha
over the liver is useful to us as Osteopaths. Au culation i al 0 emplo ed t
hear the fetal sounds in pregnancy, we will take that up later. Plea e r member al 0 that you must take into consideration the conformation of th
pine, thorax and pelvis, take all the e parts which will in any way affect the
abdomen into consideration in your examination. .
It is difficult to say just how to give a general treatm nt for the abdomen, because we usually treat there for a pecific object. However, a far a
a general treatment would go in the abdomen, it would relax the walls. I
would simply lay my hands on t,he abdomen firmly; I would not take the tip
of my fingerE', I would not dig, I would keep my hands straight in that wa ·
you know the importance of that. Thus you can thoroughly relax all the urface of the abdomen. We know this is a very effective movement; it is hard
to explain. As I said at the last lecture, I believe· that the movement there
stimulate the nervous mechanism in the abdomen more than anything el e;
and mechanically of course we cannot help but work the blood to the parts.
It is said to be very beneficial. It is recommended by physicians in general
just to tap the abdomen lightly allover. The rna seur work the abdom n
considerably in ca~e of constipation, and that mechanically excite a jiow of
blood. That is, if it is mechanical, but it is hard to believe it is very largely
in that way. There is also another movement we might include in the general
treatment of the abdomen, that is, a lifting up motion, you can thru t ou
hands down in deep in the iliac fossa, and raise everything there. Yon can
in that way raise the uterus, bladder and bowel. That i~ frequen~ly an xcellent method of treatment and has been u ed with great ucce .
ext as to examining and treating the important organs contained within
the abdomen. First, as to the stomach. It is hard to confine yourself to
particular part. The tomach, for instance, give ymptom in all part of
the body. We should notice the face, the expre sion and the complexion·
there may be lack of color, a yellow or clay colored com.plexion.
1 0 notic
the eye n , the odor of the breath, the appearance of the tongue.
11 the e
things are indicative in troubles of the stomach.
1 0, of cour e, vomiting,
the belching of gas, and so on. But these thing are 0 familiar to ou tha
I need but mention them to you in the treatment of the nbje~t in thi wa .
However, more particularl a to the tomach locall. Of cour e ou hav
the point alread that you can ee by in pection whether or not it it enlarged.
You can al 0 notice by palpation whether or not it be enlarged, by percn ion
whether or no it i cau ed by solid n , fluid or gase .
ow, in tr atment of
he tomach you knowalread hat our chief reatmen i 0 er th pI n h-
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nic ; I have alread indicated to you the manner in which we treat the
planchnic .
e al 0 go to the solar plexus, treating by pressing in deeply
below the end of the ternum, over what is called the pit of the stomach, a
pre ure of five, ix or eight pounds, and thus impinge upon the solar plexus,
and you thu get an effect on the stomach, since the plexus has control of the
coeliac blood upply, as well as variou other blood vessels in the abdomen.
:1 ometimes we treat the stomach mechanically by raising the ribs, as we would
on the right ide in liver trouble. It is the usual motion of raising the ribs.
r ou can e the patient up, have him take" a deep breath and put the finger in gently under the rib and raise upward and outward, thu freeing the
part in that way. Of course in any treatment we wish to reach the splanchnic ,the olar plexu , and it is said there is an important point in the neck.
Of cour e we also reach the vagi along the sides of the neck and behind the
clavicle, where the vagus crosses the first rib. At the atlas it is said a displacement to the right will interfere with the right vagus. In the case of
nau ea we inhibit upon the left side between the fourth and fifth ribs. You
know how to find these interspaces. I simply thrust my thumb into that inter pace. The pine of the scapula is opposite the third, then coming down a
little over an inch, you will readily be able to find where the interspace is;
then you mu t raise the arm a little, just enough to relax those parts, and
thru t the thumb deeply in that interspace. That is one way of treating
nau ea, but it depends upon the cause. I have had cases of nausea in which
that would not succeed, the pressure gave no relief, but general work upon
the planchn~c would give relief. That was a .case where the patient was
easily usceptible to congestion of the stomach, and such treatment, coupled
witn treatment of the vagi in the neck would always give relief. Treat in general the back from the third or fourth dorsal down "to the tenth. eleventh or
twelfth. Displacement of ribs may cause the same trouble, and you may also
find a contracture along the spine on either SIde which will cause trouble with
the stomach. I treated a case some time ago in WhICh the only lesion I could
find wa a contracture of the muscles on both sides, there was a little heaviness
of the stomach, which di appeared on treatment. You may find exquisite tenderne over the region of the stomach, and you can see on pressure whether or
Dot that may be nervous or inflammatory. When you have gas in the stomach
it show there is a lack of life in such a way as to allow the food not to be digested
and pass on in the usual-way, but to be retained and thus to ferment and form
ga. It i l.:·aid to free the stomach of it contents to inhibit the pneumogastric
between the fourth and fifth ribs. as"l have hown you, and in that way you reI
the p loru and allo the food and content to pa s off. Or you can al 0
do the arne thin b me hanical ork. I thrust m hand under in thi way
and work toward the large ena of the tomacb; I then bring pre ure graduall.
i
ard th' p loric end in tbat a on ·an force:on ward the content . of the
T
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tomach. You work thus over the rib ; you can pre the ribs down in -that
way and get quite a pressure, and you can also, in the median line, work very
carefully on the abdomen; you ran thus work the gas OT liquid from the stomacb.
rrhis deep pressure over the solar plexus, as I bave already hown, is
said to be very efficient in case of bloating with gas. In some way the stimulation of the plexus allows the gases to be .condensed, and that is one of the
efficient treatments in cases of gas on the stomach or bowel. The ninth and
twelfth ribs on the left side have been found displaced In some cases. In ca. e6
of pregnancy, menstruation or such troubles, you will frequently find a sick
stomach. Of course that is reflex. To treat a sick headache which is cau ed
from the stomach, you must first apply your treatment to the stomach, and
thoroughly stimulate the parts there before attempting to work on the head.
In cases of female troubles, you may give relief there, and it is well to do
so, but of course you must work upon the local trouble at its appropriate centers to relieve it.
Now, as to the liver. FIrst as to Its examination; you cannot see any·
thIng by mere inspection; the best way IS to percuss the region of the liver.
If you find behind the linea alba that the left lobe come down as much as
tbree inches, the liver is either prolapsed or enlarged, and you will have to determine which is the case. By percussion .along the lower edge of the ribs and
up over the ribs as high as about an inch below the nipple you can make out
the outline of the liver. You will also frequently find that it is quite tender,
and it becomes extremely so in some cases. Dr. Ha~ry till says that in ca e
the liver js extremely tender he always looks for diarrhoea. The easiest place
to find whether or not the liver is tender is in the median ]Ioe behind the linea
alba. Of course the llver is complicated with general troubles, as for instance,
in constlp8tion and diarrhea; these two things indicate the derangoement of the
liver. In diseases of the liver you will frequently notice yellow splotcbe upon
the skin, perhaps on the face, perhaps over the abdomen; you will find a ru hing of blood to the be'ad, double vision, or day blindness. You must learn in
general what the cOJnplications are, when the liver is deranged. I have noted
already the fact that auscultation is frequently used in examination of the liver.
Just place the ear very lightly over the region of the liver, just at the edge of
the liver you will be able to make out a gurgling if there be such there .
.1 ow, as to the trea~ment of the liver itself.
I have already shown you how "'e
treat the liver-the raising of the ribs as shown here; or have the patient take a
till fre'"
deep inspiration, and then raise the points of the ribs. Dr. Harry
quently employs that method-just reaching under the tIp of the rib a~d
raising them upwards and outwards. Of cour h you will have to be careful In
doing that. We al 0 work upon the liver frequently in this way: You can
place one hand beneath and tllus raise the Ide of the chest toward you, and
ith the other hand "pre down with the flat of the finger again t the liver.
Thus you can press the ribs down, and thi motion is very good.
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I explained what I believed to be the theory of C'ouch work the other day.
Of course in treating' the liver we must remember that there are vaso-motor
tiber in the pneumogastric, and we must not omit to treat it. We also treat
the splanchnics, as it is also controlled by sympathetic supply; also the solar
plexus. Those are the chief points for reaching the blood and nerve supply of
the liver.Also the point that I gav.e you, upon each side of the umbilicus, it is
said that pressure here applied not too deeply, a fairly firm pressure, will reach
tho e center and it fluence, first, the kidneys.: second, the liver;_ and third, the
bowels; you can get an influence apon all those organs in that .wuy.
A to the gall bladder and duct, they are extreJuely important to .us. As
I have said, the gall bladder IS behind the Ii ver here at the point of the ninth
:r:ib on the rig-ht, but we can get indirect pressure upon it by working up under
the point of the ribs, for instance, you can sometimes feel the prominence
made oy the fundus. The first thing in w&rking upon the gall bladder is to
work Rg-ainst its fundus, and we can work upon it by working up under the
, nds of the ribs. The duet we have already spoken of, it lies upon the rig'ht
in;'a reversed "8" being just over the umhilicus, to the left, and the lower
limb of the "8" around the umbilicus to the right.where it empties into the
duodenum.
ince the gall bladder and its ducts are both lined by mucous
membrane and like mucous membranes in other parts of the body it is liable to
catarrh, it follows that catarrhal inflammation may sometimes travel from the
pharynx, through the resophagus, stomach and intestines and. up into the gall
aladder. You :will then have an increased secretion of mucous in the gall
bladder and duct, and may have a mucous plug shutting up that duct, res'ulting in jaundice. Or you may have a gall stQne formed, said to be a prenipitation of tbe cholesterine of the bile; these solidify and close up the duc't. In
treating for them we work as I have shown you, against the fnndus of the
bladder and along down the duct, simply trying to force them out. Sometime they are quite hard, and at tImes they are quite soft and can he
c.ru hed in the duet; thi ha to be done without any violence, however. It is
aid that in treatin~ for gall stones, you hould not end your treatment without
raising the ninth, tenth, and eleventh rib on the left ide for the spleen; that
stimulation of the spleen eems to prevent their formatioa, and results gotten
there seem to prove that line of argument.
Q. In ~~a e you were treating the vagi in the neck and the patient should
be taken with a nervou 9hill or something of that kind, at what point would
you treat to counteract that?
A. I would treat along the spine, a general treatment. It is said that a
rubbing up the pine in thi~ way IS good for a chill, and I would work there
for a chill timulating al 0 the heart and lungs to stimulate the cIrculation.
Q. Ha it been the e perienee of 0 teopath that by timulation of the
V gi it
ould increa e peri tal i of the large bowel, and timulation of the
great "planehnic would decrea e it?
e i that ha been the experience.
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LE T RE X V.
At the last lect~re I took up the examination and treatment of the abdomen and its contents, first showing you how we treat to affect the abdomen
in a general way, and then I started to take up the contents of the abdom n
one after another. I thought I should get as far as the intestine the last
time,. but failed to do so, and that will be included in t{)-day' lecture. I will
al 0 take up the consideration of the pelvis to-day.
I. Some nerve connections and centers for the intestines and pelvic COlltents. I have already mentioned some centers, in the list gi en, an"d
should always consider those centers along the spine in connection with the
different parts. There are certain vaso-motor fiber noted in 'Howell' T xt
'Book: Fir t, for the external genital organs there are two group, one coming from the lumbar reg~on and the other from the sacral region. Those of
the lumbar region from the second, third, fourth and fifth lumbar nerve, running forward in the white rami communicantes; they pas through the pelvic
plexus, and thus reach their termination. You will see later that thi pudic
nerve is important to u in our treatment; you know it contain orne va 0motor fibers for the external genitals. As for the sacral group, the e leave
the anterior roots of the nerves in the sacral region.
timulation her
causes a dilation of the vessels of the external genitals. A to the internal
generative organs, vaso-constrictors for the Fallopian tub ,uteru, and
vagina in the female, and for the seminal ve icle and the va a deferentia in
the male, are contained in the sacral nerves. Also we get some fibers from' .
the second, third, fourth and fifth lumbar nerves, just a we had va o-motor
fibers for the external genitals. We want to know the following point: that
the second, third, fourth and fifth are ~he same for the external and internal
genitals; that we get vaso-motor fiber from both; that we al 0 work, a ou
will see later, in consideration of the pelvis contents, frequently upon the
sacral region, springing the sacrum, relaxing the ligament about it, and al 0
stimulating the peripheral termination of the nerve in the mn cle along
the sacral region. It is said that the first point to which one hould go in
treatment of female trouble is the fifth lumber; that that i the important
point, not particularly an important center, but the place where it e m a
displacement is likely to occur. Then, too, you know that that i the enter
for the hypoga tric plexu~. The next important poin i the cond lumbar,
which is the center for blood supply to the uteru. After that in treatment
of female trouble the next importan point is between th tenth and el venth
dorsal vertebrre, the blood ~ upply to he ovarie. Hilton make a point that
the muscular abdominal wall , the p ritoneum lining all the e. wall , and th
kin over them, are supplied by branche of the arne n I've a
e ha
already mentioned the point that he make that a joint, the mu cle moving the
joint and the kin covering th in rtion of ho mu Ie, raIl upplied b
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branche of the same nerve. Hence, it is, he says, that retraction of the abdominal wall and great tendel'nes of the skin over the abdomen is found in
ca e of peritoniti , the inflammation reaching the terminal filaments in the
peritoneum, extending thus from the branches irritated, the sensory branches,
to the motor branches, causing the abdominal walls to contract, influencing
al 0 the external cutaneous branches, causing a feeling of pain upon touching
the abdomen. That bring to mind the point that has already been mentioned to orne extent, and which was brought up in clinics not long since.
The question was, can you impinge upon the sensory part of a nerve and
thu affect it motor fiber!. I think that such points as this answer that very
clearly. Hilton also instances a case of peritonitis, in which the cause was
obscure. It was not severe, but it was hard to tell at first that it was
peritonitis. The patient had been having pain in the abdomen, it was bilateral, there wa no heat at the part; he therefore decided that the cause was·
either central or was dJuble, and since there was no heat there, he examined
for spinal trou.ble. He examined thoroughly, but could not find any evidence
of di ea e of the pine; he then made his examination for fluid in the abdominal cavity, and found that there was fluid in the abdominal cavity irritating the nerves and causing this pain upon the abdomen.
In considering the pelvis, I thoug-h it would be interesting to bring- out
some further points considering nerve connections there. I noted the point the
other day that in trouble of the uterus, ovaries, etc., the sympatbeti e filaments
supplying these parts carry the irrItation back to the spinal nerves, and thus it
may go down the sciatic, or might influence the mucles at the lower part of the
spIne, causing lameness there. A further point is noted with considerable interest, and it may be useful to us in many cases. Hilton noted a case in "which
a gentleman came to him with what he supposed to be trouble of the bladder
and urethra. He had pain externally in the g-enItal on one side, and he traced
the pain very definitely along the peripheral branch of the pudic nerve, along the
ramu of the pubi and ischium, to the genitals. Hilton traced the nerve carefully back and discovered at the tuberosity of the ischium on the side affected
a thickening of the tendons. The gentleman had been used to sitting upon a
hard uneven eat, and gradually there had formed a thickening of the tissues,
whicn had impinged upon the nerves and caused tbis pain. As you know,
there i a bur a over the tuberosity of the ischum' for its protection, and irrItation or excessive u e, or sitting upon a hard seat,.or weight unevenly distributed,
v ill cau e imilar trouble. It rnay. be that an Osteopath would go back to the
pine, but if be did not find a ]e ion there, the next best thIng would be to go to
the nerve, and ee, especially at the tuheriositles, if there was not orne trouble.
II. LA DMARK ABOUT THE PELVI AND PERITONEUM.-You are all familiar with the location of the anterior uperior pine of the Ilium. It is n ed by
urgeon
,., a point from which to measure the length of the 11mb ~ wbich you
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know is quite a hard thing to do succes fully, so many things make change'"' in
the length of the leg. Holden, however, ay he find it more reliable to take a
tape line and have the patient hold it between his teeth, then mea ure a fixed
pOInt on the limb somewhere, (he measures to the inner malleolus) not swinging
the tape from one side to the other, but making an independent measurement
eaeh tinle. You will find that in work upon the pelvis, and in examining the
leg you will have to see that the patIent lies perfectly traight upon the tab
One good way is to assertain whether or not a line drawn tran versbly bet,;veen
th~ anterior superior spines is at right angles to the axis of the body; you will
have to see that the pati~nt is perfectl)! straight. It is also helpful in making
a diagnosis of hip JOInt disease or disease about the hip joint, to place the thumbs
firmly upon the spines one upon each, then grasp beneath the trochanters with
the fingers, and you will be able to examine in that way for two thing ; whether
.the two sides are alike, and at the same time you can pre s backward upon tb. _
the 8pine, a tenderness behind gives evidence of diseases, frequently in the pine
a tenderness behind gives evidence of disease, frequently in the sacro-iliac y chondrosIs.
The spine of the pubis is also familiar to you in it location. It is not always easy to find; sometimes you can find it by pushing the lower 3 bdominal'
skIn backward towards the direction of the spine; if not successful then, by
ducting the limb slightly. causing the abductor longus to be tensed, you can feel
its attachment to 'the spine. Frequently it is'difficult to distinguished between
two kinds of hernia, the inguinal and femoral, but it is said that in case of ingUInal hernia the spine of the pubis is on the outside of the neck of the sack.
while in case of femoral hernia it is on the insIde. That may be a helpful
point.
The perineum has a ligamentous and osseous boundry ; it is bounded by the
rami of the pubes and ischia, the tuberosities of tIle i chia, and the great acrosciating ligaments, and the tip of the coccyx behind. It is important in our
practice, I have not seen the point mentioned in books, that we should note the
shape of the perineum. In the normal, healthy perineulll there is a slight
bowing upward to hold up the pelvic contents. In disease there may be a relaxation of the ligaments of the perineum and a dropping down of the content ,
causing a bulging of the perineum. Of course the bulging is light whether it
is normal or abnormal, but it is important; t~ose things something cau e a great
deal of trouble, even though the variation from the normal positinn may be
slight. In treatIng such a case we go to the pudic nerve where it cros es the
pine of the i chium, stimulating ju t where it ero ",e the pine, and it perineal branche running to the perineum cause a contractio'n; also by stimulating the lower sacral nerve " causing a contraction of the coccygeu mu cle we
thus help it to raise the bowel and the pelvic content .
U uaIly along the region of the aerum we find the 0 terior uperior

ab-
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pines of the ilia. They are .on a line whIch would pass horizontally through
the econd sacral spine and they al 0 mark the middle point of the sacro-iliac
synchondro i. We can find opposite them the pines of the sacrum, down to
the la t, and the two tubercles upon tbe last just where it ends. The third sacral spine it is said IS the lilnit of the extent of the membranes of the cord in
the spinal canal and of the presence of the the cerebro",spInal fluid In the canal.
The prominence of the gluteti mu cles often become significant. 'fhat is,
it is . aid that in per ons of ill health these muscle become relaxed and flaccid,
and that wasting upon one side is an early symptom of hip-joint disease, which
is very diffieult to dIagnose. The fold of the buttock is the name given to the
lIne just below the edg-e of the gluteus maximus muscle~ bet ween it and the upper back part of the thigh, and it is said that in this fold is the easiest place to
bring pre ure upon the great sciatic nerve. Taking a point between the trochanter and the tubero ity of the ischium, and press in deeply, rather nearer
the tuberosity than the trochanter, you can impinge upon the nerve. Often a
.person sitting sidewi e will have the leg become numb because of impingement
upon the nerve; you may sit upon the edge of a bench and injure this nerve 0
o a to cause SCIatica.
A line drawn from the posterior superior SpIne of the ischium to the top
.of the trochanter, when the thigh is rotated forward, rnarks at the junction of
the upper with the middle two-thirds, the emergence of the gluteal artery from
.the great acro-sciatic notch, and it is at that pOInt that you can determine the
top of the notch. The pudic nerve and artery, as you know, both cross the
pine of the ischium. ThI i located by drawing a line from the same point,
the posterior superior spine of the ischium, to the outer side of the tuberosity
of the ischlum, then taking the junction of its outer and middle third, you have
where thi ve sel cro es the spine, and there you can impinge upon it. Of
conI' e the nerve accompanies the artery, and that is an Importatant point to the
Osteopath, for there you can stimulate that nerve and cause contraction of the
perIneum. The point is mentioned that modern methods of sitting, enjoying
one's self in an easy chair, or upon soft cushions and the like, causes the parts
t~:>' be upported more by the soft part about the hips, so that pressure could
thu~ be brought upon the e blood ve els, e pecially the pudic, and that a hard
chair i much more healthful. Upon the condItion of these nerves depends the
blood upply to the interior pelVIC organ. Pre ure, brought by sitting, upon
the e vee-< els determines the flow of blood into the pelvis and is a fruitful
ource of u.terine and pelvic di order.
III. E
I ATIO A D rfREATME T OF ABDOMI AL CO TE T - ( Con. tinued)to ho' to diagno e trouble of the inte tine you will learn that
etter in mptomatology ~
ben ou come to the pecial di ea"'e. However,
I can how ou omething of the method employed. It i obviou that when
you hav a ca e of eon ·tipation, diarrh a, flu ,or an, thing of that kind, where
k
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the trouble i. The nerve supply for the intestine, as you know i through
the sympathetics from the upper dorsal down; that i, from the third dor al
down, because we get the va o-motors to the mesenteric yes e1 from the
planchnicR~ and we reach the sympathetic connection all the way down the
spine. I have· already shown you how to treat those parts. We also rea'ch it
by workIng on the solar plexu , and you can get an immediate effect by working upon the centers either side of the urnbilicu. In all these ways we may
reach the intestine. Stimulation of the sympathetics will inhibit the vermicular
motion of the bowels, while stimulation of the pneumoga tric will increa e the
motion. Of course you know that in ~orking upon the region of the intestines we also work upon ~t\.uerbach's and Meissner' plexu e. There i a
treatment that we use sometimes In cal-.:e of constipation, trouble with the
bowels, that is, we begin at the left iliac fossa, and by deep pressure over the
line of the colon, "rork gradually upward along the left lumbar region where
the intestine runs over the kidney, then acros just above the umbilicus, and
down the right lumbar region; that is, we work there largely for mechanIcal
effect; to soften the fecal matter and work it outward as we go, beginning near
the orifice. Of course it is impossible not to impinge upon the nerve plexuses
and not to influence Auerbach's and Meissner's plexu es in working upon the
intestines there. You will very frequently, according to the ~ eason of the
year, which will soon be upon us, come across ca es of cramp and diarrhea.
It is not, however, limited to particular ea on of the year, I have found
cases of bad cramps in the abdominal contents where it was almost periodic,
you might say; it came on every two or three months; after orne indiscretion,
a over eating or eating of too rich food the patient would have tho e attack .
The spasm, as near as I could make out, is most liable to occur in the tran verse colon; it tarts there first and there is an irritation, from th"at point the
irritation will pass down through the bowel, and the next morning or the econd morning you will have tenderne s and pain down in the region of the
right iliac fossa. It ha been my experience that it take that cour ; and
from there it will spread over the bowel and you will have a ca e imilar to
to an inflammation.. I think it is an inflammation, from the fact that he pa. tient usually passes mucous upon convalescence. Thi trouble can be very
readily stopped. It i done by inhibiting the splanchnic ; you can have the
patient· i' upon a chair and hold clo ely all along the region of th planchnics, just by a deep pressure, hold at each point for a minute o~ two and you
will be able in that way to stop the pa m. I hav
n it i app ar in a
very bort time. The same thing can of cour e b don by placing on kne
along the planchnic and drawing the arm up and back. Of cour e that
bring deep pre me, and ver forcibl, again t the planchnic an inhibi
them. Particularly it is the upper planchnic we wi h to reach, but i do
no harm to work on down the. p~ne. It i no a bad id a to adop thi
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ing motion, bec u e if there is a tightening and irritation of tho e nerves, you
will be able to relax them in that way, and I have been able to in that way
/et very good result with such trouble. (There is another thing that comes
to u very commonly, and that is flux and diarrhea. The center for the
bowels in such cases it is said in opposite the lower two ribs on each side,
and I do not know what the control is there, but we work by inhibiting, by
getting deep pressure, just as I have shown you. Have the patient sitting
up} and you can place your knee against the eleventh and twelfth ribs ~nd
pull the arm up and back, and then against the other ide; you can thus inhibit the peristalsis. It is undoubtedly through the sympathetic connection
there and inhibition of the sympathetics. I never omit in such cases to
spring the spine, and to spring it strongly; that is one of the cases where we
have to give a st~ong treatment, so I have the patient on the side, reach under
the'spine and spring the column up toward me strongly, all along the lumbar
region. It is very helpful also to adopt this method in such cases: with the
patient upon his side, have the thighs bent up and get a good hold against
the acro-iliac articulation, and spring enough to raise the patient from the
table. I think you can see from the motions I have given you about what
you can do in such cases. Also in such cases never forget to work upon the
liver, I have already shown you how to reach that, and influence it, especially
the flow of the bile. It does not make much difference whether the patient is
constipated or whether he has flux or diarrhea, the presence of bile in the intestine is undoubtedly helpful. In cases of constipation the "Old Doctor"
say the bile is nature's aperient, and that it helps to stimulate the peristalsis.
In the other case the action of the bile in the intestine seems to be such as to
allay the irritation or the inflammation. It simply amounts to restoring the
normal, in one ca e you have a lack of bile, and the normal action of the bowel
seems to be dependent upon it for stimulation. In the 9ther case you m~st
work to cau e a flow of bile also. Just why it works differently it is very
hard to explain, unles , as I ay, it is the normal condition of the bowel to
have the bile present at certain intervals, and if that bile is lacking, you may
have variou effect. I had a very interesting case not long since, a gentleman who orne years ago, I think about three, had a case of bowel trouble,
diarrhea and con iderable trouble at that time, severe trouble. Since then he
had had pain after eating, say.about three hours after a meal, also bloody flux
at tool. This had been - troubling him off and on ever since he had the ,old
t oubl. Upon e amin tion th only difficulty that I could find was tightening along the lower lumbar region, making a mooth place in the pine,
hich I ha
alread described to ou. Besides that the eleventh and
If h rib on ach ide
re approximated forced together, 0 that o,u
ould f el but ver little interspace between 'them. In the fir t treatment I
id 11 I ould to prin th 10 er prof he pine and to relax the ti ue
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'in that region, and also adopted motions already hown to separate the
eleventh and twelfth ribs. After that treatment the pain after eating cea ed
and he did not have any return of it. The next treatment was given about a
week later and I repeated the same proce s at that time, and since then, at
the last information about a week ago, he had had no return of the trouble,
and that was about two weeks after the treatment.
ow, that wa all ver
simple, it was merely looking to see where things had departed from the normal, and restoring them and relieving the tension upon the parts. One thing
that I did in that case was to relax the ligaments in this way, by springing
the lumbar region, and working the limbs first up in that way and then down.
You willlearn these motion and how to apply them. It eems that in some
certain kinds of trouble one motion is more efficatious than another, and you
will also find that it varies with your patient. I also in th case
what
I call the quarter turn to relax the tension between those ribs. That is, I got
the legs of the patient in my arms, and turned him until his body was about
·three quarters off the table, then let him slip down and around back on to the
table in that way, straightening the legs. I think you understand, as I
showed you the motion before. I think I mentioned the point that a displaced
coccyx is sometimes the cause of diarrhea. There is also another important
treatment in the case of intestinal troubles. That is, you muy raise the inte tines almost .bodily, especially in cases where there is a relaxation of the abdominal walls, where yuu find the transverse colon. descended below the umbilicus, and then by pushing in deeply above the pubes you can push upward
and outward and thug raise the abdominal contents. Another motion is to have
the patient lie en the side and then to reach deeply into the fossre and work in
on the right side under the caecum, follow it up and spread apart, and then
work In the sanle way on the left to raise and spread out the siglnoid flexure.
rrhat is frequently a very good way in which to treat troubles of the intestine,
especially where you expect any sort of relaxation allowing the bowel to drop in
that way, and that is in almost every case where you have had inte tinal
trouble that has been going on for some time, there is almost always a relaxation of those ligaments and prolapse of the bowel. You will remember tbat
the defecation center is at the second lumbar, and the' 'Old Doctor" has hown
me a good point in how to reach the second lumbar. He places the thumb of
one hand just over the trochanter or just above, and then finds the second lumbar by counting carefully up from t~e fifth lumbar, and then while he presses
upward the trochanter of the patient with the hand that is on the "hip, be pre. e
inward with the other hand and give a turn to the econd lu·mbar. Then taking the same point for one hand, and reaching under and raising the patient's
head and sboulders you can thus very effectually relax the econd lumbar.
You see that makes the 'second lumbar a fixed point and you swing t~e upper
part of the trunk around it Dud in :118 other place you wing' it in much the
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same way. Robinson make quite a point of the fact that what he calls the fecal reservoir, viz., the left half of the transverse colon and the descending
colon and the sigmoid flexure, are all. supplied by the inferior mesenteric
ganglion. This' inferior mesenteric ganglion is found on the inferior mesenteric artery, and you can reach it by working a little toward the left about two
in es below the umbilicus. We have very goood results in cases of constipa. n by working in. there with such motions as this, and this stimulates that
lexns; the inferior mesenterIC ganglion of the sympathetic. In speakIng of
the use of bile it is not only helpful in cases of diarrhea, flux and congtipation,
but that is our way of destroying- entozoa, tape worms or seat worms or para_
sites of any kind, it is said it is al ways beneficial to stimulate the flow of bile in
such case8, and very frequently that is all that IS necessary, thus causing the
worm or whatever it i~ to be acted upon by the bile. In treatment of constipation you will frequently find that the patient is simply in trouble because
he has not drank enough water, and that is why very frequently it is necessary
to prescribe so many glasses of water in a day, you can say mineral water or
spring water, or som'ething of that kin(l, so they will think you are particular
about it. It is said that the explanation of why drinking of water is benefici~.l
in cases of constipation, is that when the stomach is empty, the water should
be used one half :hour before breakfast, that the water passes into the intestine
and i~ easily absorbed by the lacteals and carried to the portal circulation, and
that stimulate the flow ·of bile and increases its quantity, and thus it affects the
fee-al contents.
As to the treatment of the spleen, I have already shown you that at the la8t
lecture.. You will find that there is a tenderness along the spine behInd, and
in front along- the region of the ninth, tenth and eleventh ribs on thc left side
in such cases, and Dr. Harry Still tells me that in such cases it has been hIS experience to find a cold, clammy perspiration, especially on the left side of the
body. What we do there I have already explained, raise the ninth, tenth and
eleventh ribs. and work carefully under the tips of the lower ribs in .front. As
I explaihed at the last lecture, the vaso-motor supply of the spleen is not understood, but it was stated that we changed its size by work upon the peripheral
terminals of the splanchnics, but it is understood also that there is a center in
the medulla, there is also a center in the medulla for the intestInes and it seems
that some trouble with the atlas, or some tightenln~ of the ligaments may impinge upon the sympathetics and thus get an effect. either through the rnedulla
Qr directly through the ympathetic system.

LECTURE XXVI.
At the la t lee ure I wa folIo ing the ubjeet of examination and treatment of the abdominal content. I shall purEue that· subject farther to-day
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taking up also the pelvis, its examinRtion and treatment particularly with regards to slips or twi ts of the pelvl as a whole and of the innominate bone .
We had g'otten as far as to the kidneys. To treat the subject in a general wa.y
we can only say that in general where there i trouble with the kidney there is
a tenderness in the back, freequently contractures or displacements along the
spine. Ther~ are general symptoms which you will learn to recognize, and
which you will find by urinalysis, which you have learned elsewhere. Al 0 such
things as odor of the breath, and condition of the tongue, it i aid that a furrowed or ridged tongue indica.tes kidney disease. The complexion, and various
things of that kind, are indications of kidney disease; also fever, e peclally following suppression of the urine, SInce then the system is poi oned. Often
you have painful micturition due to bladder or kidney di ease, and 0 on. The
chief thing, however, is how we, as Osteopaths, treat the kidney. The nerve
supply is largely through the renal splanchnics, the la t planchnic rising opposite the twelfth dorsal. I have already sbown you how we should work there.
Also the second lumbar is the center for micturition, and the effect that we get
by working upon the Recond lumbar is probably a vaso-motor effect, since you
know that vaso-motors leave the spine all thlj way down, e pecially from the
sixth dorsal to the second lumbar, having both vaso-dilators and vaso-constrictors within those limits. A lesion at the atlas also effects the kidneys, probably
by an effect upon the renal center in the medulla. Hence, we alway examine
to find whether or not the atlag is di placed, and if not, we are able to get an effect upon the renal center in the medulla by working on the superior ganglion
and in the sub-occipital fossa. Hence, we get a sympathetic effect. Now a
lesion in the cervical region, especially at the upper part, at the atlas, may affect
the kidney directly through the sympathetics, and indirectly through the center
ip the medulla.
.
One of the best way to treat the kidneys is the method employed by Dr.
Harry Still; have the patient upon the back, with the knee rai ed, you then
have all the muscles relaxed. Then by lifting along in the region of the
lower splanchnics, SImply raising the patient upon the fingers and springing
outward as you go, you relax the contractions, and spring the ligaments and
get a Q:eneral stimulating effect upon the kidney. You will find that, I think,
one ot the best treatments. Another tleatmeut is to pre s here at the umbilicu ,
and by pressing deeply, spreading and stimulating probably the ympatbetic
ganglia upon the renal yes e1, as there the renal ganglia occur. Also the centers which I have before mentioned, occuring one on either ide of toe umbilicu
in the skin, called perlntoneal centers, have an effect upon the kidney , and I
do not doubt but that we get orne ~ort of a mechanical effect a1 0 in thi way,
by relieving ~ny pres ure which may be brought upon the renal ve sel. Of
cour e there are other thing that may bring mechanical pre "ure upon the renal
ve sel , such a aneurism of the abdominal aorta, an enlargement of orne one of
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the aneurism of the abdominal aorta, an enlargement of some of the abdominal
organs, or tumors, and in those case you must direct your treament to the conditions which are producing the disease. You will frequently come across cases
of renal eolic, that is, stone in the kidney or in the bladder ~ and in the passage
of the stone down the ureter the pain is excruciating. Renal colic is the name
given to the pain caused by the passage ·of the stone. Of course the deposit
varies, sometimes the stone is large, and it varies in composition. I do not
need to go into that, as that is not the purpose of this lecture; sometImes it is
a crystal of uric acid about which deposIts aggregate, and in the long' run there
is quite a large stone. As to the proper treatment for it, when a stone is sturted
from the pelvis of the kIdney down the ureter, it is our treatment to work along
the course of the ureter and to work it back, if it is possible, because you can
diso~ve it as well in the kidney as you can if you press it on down to the bladder. Of course if it has started on down the ureter und can not be worked
back, it should be worked on down into the bladder. Y u know what the
course of the ureter is, from about the level of the umbilicus, a couple of inches
on each side, down obliquely to the base of the bladder. Of course I do not
mean to say that you can feel the uterer by working along its course. You can
however, bring aeep pressure along its course, and thus work upward any stone
which may be ln it. Tllat is frequently done. In such cases our treatment
would be directed to stimulating the general health of the kidneys, that is, to
InClease its healthy actio·n, St' that these stones could not be formed. If your
kidney is acting properly you will not have renal calculus. Not only would
we take care of the renal splanchnics, and the second lumbar, but all along the
lumbar and lower dorsal region. I have tried to teach you that your lesion may
be at the center, but it may be above or below, causing trouble with the kidneys. In general our success with kidney troub'es has been very good. Of
course when you come to general treatment, drinking of hot water; bathing,
and exercises, are all good. There are some who believe that it is beneficial to,
as they call it, flush tht kidney every morning by taking a drink of water before breakfast. That acts upon the kidneys as well as the bowel. It is probable that the increased excretion would tend to keep the kidneys flushed. Byron
Robinson note~ that fact, but doe not give it the weight of his authority.
As to examination and treatment of the pelvis, when yon come to its contents the hooks have a great deal to say, but as to the pelvis as a whole slippIng
or becoming twisted, I -have not seen a word about that in any books. However, that is an iUlportant thing in our work. The pelvis or the innominate
bone may be lipped in different dir.ection , and the correction of these slips
give the 0 teopa~h ver gratifying result indeed. The whole pelvi may be
"'lipped forward or it may be tipped backward in the first place, or the whole
pelvis may be twisted from side to SIde, and y.ou would have tenderness on each
ide at the ~acro-iliac '1ynchondro i particularly, and you would also ha e ten-
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derness at the symphysis, for the reason that the sa'nrurn is broader in front, as
you see, and movement of the parts then would tend to cause the wedge-shaped
sacrum to act upon the innominate bone and pre s them apart, thus you would
have a strain at the symphysis, and you would have tenderness here just at the
symphysis. In examining for these troubles, always pay attention to the
symphysis. You would always have tenderness where the ligaments bind the
back part of the sacrum to the innomina~e bones. If it is tilted backward,
your hand when it has becorre able by touch to detect the departure from the
normal, will find that the posterior portions of the ere ts of the ilia are projecting farther back, and when tilted forward, that the posterior portion of the
crests are tilted farther forward, so that you will come to :find out whether the
position is correct when you examine by palpItation, which is our general
method. Now, if the pelvis is twisted from side to side you would find a tenderness on each side, at the sacro-IlIac articulation as well as a tenderness in front,
at the symphysis and you will have to judgp which is the case. Of conrse if
the pelvis is twisted you can by examining the back get an indication of
which way it is twisted. It will take very close work in examination and
you have to give it your careful attention. The reason why you would have ten- .
derness on each side is that in a twist of the pelvis from side to side you would
have both ligaments thrown on a strain, one diagonally backward, and one diagonally forward, and you would get tenderness in each case. When you have
these slips and twists. of course you have something then that is affecting the
sacral plexus of nerves, and the result may be pain down the legs, and you may
have sciatica in one or both limbs, and the most fruitful source of pelvic disorders, especially of female troubles, is a slip of the innolninate, as you will see
later. So your examination, then, would include both the symphysis in front,
and the articulations behind, coupled with an examination for general di orders
of the pelvis and even down into t~e limbs.
Now, as to how to treat the pelvis if it is tilted forward. One of the best
ways that I know of is to set the patient on a chair, and then by putting the
knee in the sacrum behind, we can reach in front and get hold of the anterior
superior spines and pull backwards; it does not take a great deal of force,
and at the time it is quite a good movement to pull the patient forward. If the
pelvis is twisted, of course then the lower part of the body in re pect to th
waist is turned to one side or the other. One of the be t ways to fix that i
to set the patient on a chair and get the arms up over your should~r, youcan
sit right down on their knee, and.give a twist to one side or the other, simply making an effort to move the whole trunk of the body upon the articulation with the pelvis, and as that is rather a moveable point, and often th
point of displacement, you can readily turn it from side to side. Yon can
also move the whole pelvis forward by some ncb motion a thi: have th
patient lying upon hi ide, ou can make a fixed point with one hand again
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the ba lk of the acrum, and you can pull the limb backward in this way;
that would be when the pelvis was tilted backward. Or, you can get the
knee in the back, and pull back on one side and then on the other with the
patient lying upon his side as well as to set him in the chair. Some will prefer that method perhaps. Then, there is another method; of course there are
different ways in which you might do this. One of the best ways which I
have found to move the pelvis with the patient on his back, is to fix the hand
and place it under the sacro-iliac articulation and then flex the thigh, and pull
the knee down, out and around quite strongly and thus relax the ligaments of
the articulation. That should be done upon one side and then upon the
other. Our experience and practice has taught us this one thing: that ligaments are extremely important, the "Old Doctor" sets considerable store by
ligaments. You may have such a thing as a cold, and the effect upon the
ligaments will be to contract them, and you will have dislocations of the parts
affected, Irom that simple fact. You may have dislocations of the pelvis or
of one of the innominate bones. I had quite a remarkable case the other
day-there was almost complete paralysis of the lower limbs, there was sensation and some motion, but there was very little motion, the patient, went
about in a chair. That had all been brought on by la grjppe, and the whole
body had ceased to grow, the arms were thin and small, the face and head
were normal, and you got the impression of looking at a dwarf when you examined the patient. So it is that a cold, light or severe, may act upon the
ligaments and contract them and cause displacement of the parts, and there
is no ,doubt that is freq,uently the cause of displacements of the pelvis, as cOf
other parts. Now, I have already stated that not only may the whole pelvis
move one way or the other" but one bone may move one way or the 'other.
That is, the whole bone may be slipped up or down or it may be tilted backward or forward. However, when the bone is tilted forward, you will see
that it almost inevitably goes somewhat upward on .account of the shape of
the articulation here with the sacrum. From that fact, since when. it is tilted
omewhat forward, and at the same time has a tendency to slip up along the
back part of the articulation, .it will have the effect of shortening the leg.
on equentl , when the innominate, not the pelvis as a whole, is lipped forward you Dligbt have a shortening of tbe leg. Naturally you would suppose
that a lipping forward of the pelvis would lengthen the leg, but you can see
from what I have said that such is not likely to be the fact. Of course that
would chan'ge the normal axi of the part. The various axes are made by.
junction of the acrum and ilium b mean of ligament, and when the innominate bone i moved in one dir ction one point will be fixed and act as an
axi ,and no bel' poin will be fixed and act as an axi in another po ition of
h iuno in e bon. Tha ubjec ha no been thoroughl" udied out, but
i i a fa
h n th innonlina i
lipp d forward then ou have a
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shortened leg, and when backward you will probabl have a lengthened leg.
Dr. Harry is authority for the statelnent that a twisted or tilted innominate
may shorten a leg as much as three inches. Of course a novice looking a
such a condition would think at once that the hip wa di located and that he
had one of those wonderful things that are so much talked of, but it i not
always the case, and you must be careful in your examination. On of th
first things in examination is to make these motions of the thigh in and out,
flexion of the knee up toward the shoulder, and so on, for the purpose of relaxing all the unnatural tension about the leg, so that you can tell whether or
not the limbs are similar. Then, getting the patient straight upon the table
which you will have to do by accuracy of your eye, you can of conr e judge
whether or not a line drawn between the anterior superior spine is at righ
angles to the direction of the body. Then you will, by taking a certain point,
preferably the bottom of the heels, or just where the earn run around above
the heel, note whether the legs are of the same length. Of cour e you will
have to take into consideration any variation in the thickness of the heel,
.some people have a th~ckened heel or sole put on their hoes for the very
reason that their limb is a little shorter, though quite as frequently the condition has not been discovered. When you have pain in the lumbar region
of the back, pain in the hip, or in the leg, or in the sacral region, or in the
external genitals, you will do well to examine to see whether or not the limb
are of the same length, and if such is not the case you may continue the xamination further by looking to see whether or not the pelvis or one of the
innominates is displaced. When you come to measure one leg by the other
you have a variable standard, it is hard to tell wh~ther or not one leg i
longer than it ought to be, or shorter.. So you have to take means of determining which is the affected side. It is well to go to the acral articulation ,
where there will be soreness on the side affected, because a greater train ha
come upon the ligaments there, and you will al 0 have a orenes on the ymphysis on the side affected. You will frequently have a ten ion and om
tenderness, very likely from contraction of muscles, on the oppo lite side from
the one affected. Taking this .left one a the one affected, then you might
have a contracture here and some tenderness on the right side, becau e when
you have one thrown out of position, then you have the equilibrium destroy~d; there has to be readjustment of the part, and you will have ten ion
there on that account, but I think the rule given you will indicate to you
which is the side affected.
As to how we may remedy the defect of one Innominate being lipped,
there are various ways; some are the arne as I have hown you. A I have
said, the motion thu employed, by flexIng the thigh against the thorax, placing the haud firmly under the pelvis, and pu bing the knee outward and down,
thu tra.ighteniug the leg [lgain i O:l n of the he t method I have found. After
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you have done that, it is just as well to give the leg a straight pull, not a jerk,
and you can thus bring tension upon the ligaments, and you can in that way
frequently straighten mechanically, and I thInk you can get a certaIn nervous
effect that will relax the spasm. It IS just like putting your haud upon a contracture and gently pulling agaInst the contracture until you have relaxed it,
so it is with the limb, you can relax the spasm of the muscles, you can rest.ore
the equilibrium of nerve force, and it will return to normal. That is one way;
another way is for the operator to stand in front with the patient upon the side,
then, by reaching under the limb and graspIng the tuberosity below and the anterior superior spine above, you can move it in either way very readily; 'you
can slip the innominate forward or backward; that is one of the best ways.
You can in that way stand in front of your patient and do your work. You can
get ~ehind the patient, use the knee as a fixed point against the sacrum, and
then, holding against th~ anterior superior spine, work it back,vard in that
way. When you stand behind, the idea is that you can work to draw the anterior spine toward you. Also you can stand behind the patient, one arm beneath the thigh of the patient, making a fixed point of your hand against the
sacrum, then bend the leg back until you have it baek tt a considerable extent, varying the degree of tension according to the patient. That is one very
good way to force the bone forward. Pressure upon the sacrum is v'ery frequently employed; it is one of Dr. Hildreth's very COill..non treatments. In a
great many cases of treatment along the lower part of the spine Dr. Hildreth
will finish by putting his knee against the sacrum and bringing it inward
against the patient, while he.draws the pelvis of the patient back towards him.
The Idea being, as you readily.see, to relax the ligaments and to take off the
tension which is thus brQught upon the branches of the sacral plexus. E"'rom
what I have said and from combinations that your own ingenuity will suggest
to you, you can remedy the defect when the innominate is slipped upward or
downward. You mIght set the patient upon a chuir and lift upward, at the
. arne time having' an assistant push downward upon the erest of the innominate
affected. One point that you might notice In regard to affecting the innominate is the fact that the quadratus lumborulll has a tendency to help matters
along by its contracture, and in relaxing the tension about the innomlnates
when di placed, you would do well to stretch the quadratus lumborum. That
I have hown before; give.it the diagonal tretch this way once or twice and
once or twice the other way; you can do that better with an assistant, because
you can get a better tension. I think thi shows the value of steady, firm work
over .the body. The idea of workinO" with jerk is bad, because a a rule, when
you g-ive a pull or a pressure, the idea is that you are relaxing, it is in the
nature of inhibition of nerve force and jf you go at it with a jerk, you are not
onI liabl to timulate in tead of inhibit but thu set up a firmer contraction
wherea you wi h to relax.
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In treating the pelvis, I have already noted the point that you can 'work
upon the spine of the ischium, thus impinging directly upon the pudic nerve.
I have indicated how you should find that point by a line drawn from the posterior spine of the iliu m to the outer side of the tu bero ity, the junction of the
lower wIth the middle third of the line will be the point where you can best
impinge upon the pudic nerve~ and then by relaxing the glutei mu cle by drawing the limb backward some, you can get deep pressure at that point, and thus
stimulate or bring pressure and inhibition upon the nerve. Of course the effect
of that is to work upon the perineal branches, and through it to cause contraction of the perineum itself.
As to the bladder, the point at which we reach the hypogastric plexus, sup. plying the fundus of the bladder, is at the fifth lumbar, as you well know. And
then along the sacral region we get SOlne motor fibers to the bladder. Along
the lumbar region, according to Quin, we get motor fibers, particularly to the
circular fibers of the bladder, including the sphincter. He says there are probably also to aid those fibers, inhibitors to the longitudinal fibers. Thus, work
along the lumbar region would affect the bladder. An inhibitory effect wQuld
be to relax those circular fibers, and a stirnulating effect would be to contract
the circular fibers. In the sacral regIon the Osteopath takes as his center, the
third and fourth sacral, and he works there to relax the spinct~r of the bladder. It is st:...ted by Howell's Text Book that in that region we get principally
the nerve fibers to the longitudinal muscular fibers. So you see there is a contradiction between the Osteopath and the text book. However, it has been our
practice that by working in that region we got the effect, and of cour"e when
theory and practice eonflict we must take practice. There is a difference between the text book and what we have found in practice; w·e cannot alway
make them agree. It is stated b.y Howell's Text Book that in the sacral region
and in' the lurnbar region there are no vaso-motor fiber given off to the blood
vessels of the bladder.
It is hardly worth while to tell you how to examine the bladder. Of course
you know where the bladder i~ situated: when distended, it will rise above the
puhes, and VOll willlikfly find it by the tumor, and on percussion you will get
the flat sound from the contained fluid, so that will be part of your examination, bnt the general symptoms which you will get, particularly in your symptomatology and in urinalysis, will direct you in your examination of the bladder. If you have a case of ammoniacal urine you will be able to recognize
the crystals under the glass, and can tell whether th re i trouble with th
bladder in that way, you will note the presence of bacteria, etting up a decomposition in the urine.
everal month ago I examined a ample of urine
. under the glass; it was freshly drawn and it wa crowded with bacteria. I
directed the operator who brought the ample to boil the bottle and I t it cool
and thus have it completely sterilized, and bring me a ample a ire h a
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po ible. He did 0, and examination showed a great number of bacteria,
and that very soon after obtaining the urine. This indicated the presence of
bacteria in the bladder, setting up a decomposition of the urine. In that instance it was a ca e of bladder instead of kidney trouble, as had been thought.
That case had an enlarged prostate; the prostate had acted as a partial stricture to the passage of urine, and the patient had used a catheter, had not taken
any precaution to keep it antiseptic, and had thus brought about a large
amount of his trouble. The operator washed out the bladder with some antieptic solution and reduced the prostate, and the patient was out in a few
days. The doctors had had him ready to die of kidney trouble, but the trouble
was all in the bladder and prostate. Of course in all our treatments we get
particularly an effect upon the centers indicated in the spine, viz.: the fifth
IUJ!lbar and the second lumbar, the centers respectively for the hypogastric
plexus and micturition. The treatment there I hardly need to show you; it
i the same as I have already shown you in how to treat the spine. There is
another treatment, though, which I have already shown you, the treatment
by raising the bladder bodily. You can do the same thing by having the
patient stand in front of you, bending forward at right angle, thus letting the
abdominal contents drop down toward the symphysis, then by deep pressut'e
inward and raising as the patient straightens up, you can raise all those parts.
I have spoken already of enteroptosis, the dropping down of the intestine ;~I
shall speak presently of the prolapsus of the uterus and all those things that
allow a lengthening and a relaxation of the ligaments which bind these abdolninal content to the walls. Anything which allow's a relaxation, of course
bringes down those s~ructures, and the Osteopath a.rgues that there is too little
lIfe there. Now, how does he go about to replape those things' Should he
simply push them into place, they. would not stay-they must be held there.
Hence, the importance of out' work along the spine, stimulatIng the nerve force
and life to the omenta which are holding these abdolninal contents in place, so
a to regain their tonicity. Never forget that It will not do to replace a prolapsed uterus or replace intestines which are displaced by reason of enterotosis,
unles at the same time you inelude the work along the spine; that we work
with the idea of stimulating the hfe of the ligaments and making them tense
again. In fact, we should always have that in view, particularly we should be
careful to stimulate or inhibit the nerve force to the part ill trouble. We would
al 0 work deeply in this -manner here over the internal iliacs. That is one of
the treatments for the bladder also.' We thus stimulate the blood supply and
direct it more particularly to the part affected, by reason of the tendency toward the normal, and that treatment is very effective in nch troubles. Of course
in retentIon of urine you will al wa S sU$pect orne stricture. Yo·u may have
an enlarg-ement of the pro tate or some trouble of the sphincter of the bladder.
ou ill find al 0 that the quantit of urine arie -after very long reading b
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a person who is not used to reading much, the amount of urine will be increased, and after hysteria and various troubles, the amollnt of urine is greatl
increasecl. There is a motion employed largely by Mrs. Patterson for raising
both the bladder and the uterus. She has the patient flex the thig'h , then,
directing the patient to hold the knees together, you push them apart. In. other
.words, you work against the resistance of the flexed thigh. In that way the
psoas muscles will contract and the idea 's that as you push them out the bladder will be raised; having done tha
ou trv just the opposite and tell the
patient to hold the knees apart and
draw them. together. l\1rs. Patterson
employs that method of treatment
y frequently and ha had very good uccess in female troubles in that wa ~ It affects both the bladder and uteru .
We should next direct our attention to the ovaries. They are found an
inch and a half inward from th anterior superior spines of the ilia. It i said
they cannot be examined by p ysical n1eans, that i, you cannot find them by
SlITlply feeling over the fles,' where they should be, and It is only when tender
or when enlarged that you'" 'will be able to make out by physIcal examination
the location of the ovaries .. However, when inflamed, as they very frequently
are, the intense tenderness there about an inch and a half interior to the anterior superior spine would indicate their site. Also when inflamed they frequently cause a swelling there and you will be able to find their location. The ovary
is also frequently the seat of a tumor, and the tumor nlay become very largoe,
and then not only palpation, but inspection, will reveal the seat of the' trouble.
Our treatment for the ovar.ies is through the lumbar region, as you know. The
centers given by Howell's Text Book for the internal genitals are along the
lumbar region from the second to the fifth; that is, vaso-motor fiber of both
kinds J;un to the internal genital organs. We should also examine carefully
the sacro·iliac region and the lower dorsal. The center for the blood supply
for the ovary is between the tenth and eleventh dorsal, and you should look all
the way fron1 the ninth to the twelfth dor,;al particularly to see whether or not
there is a lesion affecting the ovaries. We work upon the eleventh dorsal, restoring it to normal when it has been misplaced, both in ca es of profuse menstruation and in scant menstrual flow. That seems to be the particular center
since it haR control of the blood supply to the ovary. Also, a you know, the
spermatic artej~Y in the male, becoming the ovarian in the female, arise about
opposite the second lumbar vertebra, that is, a little above the umbilicu , and
by working in deeply, trying to get as far as possible in under the tran ver e
colon and working on down in the direction of that artery~ down a far as the
.ovary, you will be able to stimulate the blood-flow, and then by working backward in the same direction··you stimulate the venous flow; aL 0 working over the
utering blood supply, because these vessels ana8tomose a good deal, and you
thus timulate the entire blood supply. Of COUf e the ovarie are closely concerned with men truation and it will ·be worth your while to bear in mind that
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they. act alternately, one wIll ovulate one month and then not again until the
second month. So if you have a trouble recurring every second month you
will be able to calcu~ate that the trouble is in one ovary or the other, ~nd YOU!
further examination will indicate to you which is the ovary affected. In cases
of ol;>esity where the patient is extremely large, cases are on re(~ord where the
accumulation of fat has acted to crowd the ovary, hence the menstrual flow did
not occur and the ovaries were atrophied. It may act in a mechanical way and
separate the Fallopian tube from the ovary so that the Fallopian tube cannot
take up the ovum when discharged. So that if you have such a case of menstrual trouble where the patient is extremely large and obese, then you will
bear in mind that the obese condition itself may have SOUle effect in causing
the trouble. Of course the Qvary, as it is situated in the broad ligaluent, is
drawn down in any prolapsus of the uterus and will be implicated in many
troubles of that kind. As for treatment, it is especially along the lum bar region and a.lso at the centers designated. the eleventh dorsal, not forgetting the
fifth lumbar, which is the center for the hypogastric plexus, through which we
get the pelvic plexuses which have to do with the life of the ovary.
Q. In that case of paralysis you spoke of caused by the grippe, what was
affected'
A. The whole spin~llife was affected. I bave seen cases where the grippe
was the only cause apparently and the whole muscular life along the spine was
diminished.
Q. Do you think that can be corrected by treatment?
A. Yes, sir; I think we ean secure good results.
Q.. Does that also include the ligaments along the spine?
A. Yes, sir; that is the main trouble. The ligaments are cont~acted,
shutting off the nerve force.

LECTURE XXVII.
t the last lecture I spoke of the examination and treatment of the pelvic
viscera. I shall continue that subject to-day, concluding the examination
and treatment of the pelvis and its contents, and taking up the osteopathic
treatment of the limbj; ; I 'shall then have gone over the whole body.
I. EXAMINATIO A D TREATMENT OF THE PELVIC VISCERA.-Continued.-Th next organ for us to consider is the uterus. I might say in
pa ' ing that female di ea es are am.ong the most numerous class of cases that
we handle, and are among those best handled by us. A very large per cent
of our ca e will b -various female troubles, and you will have very good
ncc
with them. The examination of the ovaries I poke of at the last
meeting.
ext to the ovaries the uterus is quite as frequently the seat of
umor a el ewhere. The e ma occur in an pal~t of the organ, and when
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these have enlarged the organ by their growth, you can by the ordinary
methods of examination find the trouble. In general, peaking of trouble of
the uterus, prolapsus is vert common, anteversion, retrover ion; al 0 anteflexion or retroflexion, the bending of the uteru on it elf. When the uteru
falls, it may fall forward and impinge upon the bladder, and thu one of the
symptoms will be very frequent micturition. It may fall backward and impinge upon the rectum, and you will have a mechanical cau e of con tipation·
dragging pain in the loins and pain down the limbs. Frequently it i a 0ciated with local headache, which is generally on the top of the head; it' rna
be on the back of the head or it may run over to the forehead or to one ide,
but its peculiarity seems to be that it becomes a local headache. There are
other symptoms, since the uterus becoming displaced will impinge upon
other viscera and the pIexu es of those vi cera. You will have ympathetic
troubles, such as vomiting., sick stomach, and things of that kind. In ca
of any displacement of the uterlJ.S, the patient is likely to be very sick at the
menstrual period. At such times the fact that the organ is down and i thu
stopping the flow of blood will lead to this condition. I have een very painful cases at the period relieved immediately by replacing the uteru. However, that is not usually a good plan to pursue at the menstrual period, since
the organ then is very tender, and any handling is liable to irritate it and et
up an inflammation or some sort of growth, and you mu t alway be extrem I
careful in local treatments of the uterus. There have been Rome very remarkable cases instanced of an enlarged uterus. Of course the uteru normally enlarges within physiological limits; it enlarge also from tumor. Th
chief way i~ which tumor is differentiated from the normal enlargement of
. pregnancy, is that after a certain time you can hear the uterine souffle and
the fretal heart beat. Also after the fourth month, ometimes befor and
sometimes later, you will get movements of the uterus. Dr. mith tell quite
an amusing story of a lady who came to term, she was perfectly sure that she
was ready to be delive~ed, but he found merely gas in the intestine, a p culiar movement of the gas had simulated the movement of a fretu . which had
been taken for quickening, and the gas in every respect simulated pregnancy;
and so it has been, you will find some remarkable ca e. I only speak upon
these ubjects generally, because in gynecology and ob tetric,
hich on
will take up later elsewhere, they will be treated fully. What I aim to t II
you is how the Osteopath treats the uterus. In examining the uteru , beides the e general symptom I have given you, a local examination will
u ually remove all doubt. By in erting the finger into th vagina you can
feel at the upper end of the vagina, the uteru .
ou know ho the uteru
lies in relation to the passage of the vagina--nearl at right angle , p rhap
not quite. The normal feeling of the cervix i de crib d b th "Old Doctor
to b about lik the normal feeling of the nd of
no, ha
h n th

u

-
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uterus is normal. On account of the transverse direction of the os you can
tell whether or not the uterus be fallen or twisted. If you :find that the os,
in tead of being directed from side to side, is turned at an angle, you can
judge from t4at in which direction the uterus has been twisted. The most
common displacement is said to be downward and backward and to the left.
Frequently you will :find a sort of a turn associated with this displacement,
and that the uterus lies down near the left sacro-iliac articulation. If the
uterus has fallen forward, of course you will :find the cervix and the os projecting backward, and if it has fallen backward, you will have the cervix and
o projecting forward, and you will be able to judge as to its position. That
is what the Osteopath ascertains in making examination per vaginam-he
looks to see whether or not the uterus is in normal position.
Of course you know about the eight ligaments of the uterus; the broad
ligaments are the most useful. They extend from each side to be attached to
the pelvis, and when the uterus is displaced. to one side you will :find a tenderness in the broad ligament on the opposite side, readily explained of
cour e as the tension comes upon the ligament of the other side, the weight
coming on it as the uterus falls from it. That is one way in which we diagnose.
Another point in examination per vaginam is to note the condition of the
vaginal walls. Of course in prolapsus the walls have lost their tone; they
have part of the duty of sustaining the weight of the uterus. When they are
full of "tone they will help to hold the uterus up, but if they are prolapsed
and sunken down they become flaccid. Frequently you can give great relief
in female troubles by simply passing the finger up along each side, before and
behind and at each side, and smoothing out these wrinkles which have gotten
into the walls of the vagina. You can also by that treatment stimulate the
flow of blood and stimulate the local nerve force, and thus lead to more life
in the vagina arid consequently to a better performance of its duty of helping
to hoHl the uterus up.
You will find such troubles as leucorrhea following the displacement of
the uterus, since the nutrition is partly cut off from the walls of the vagina,
the circulation is impeded and the healthy tone does not exist, consequently
ou have a morbid secretion.
The normal position of the uterus I suppose is known to you-the broad
ligament tilts somewhat backward in the pelvis and the uterus is tilted forward at the upper part of the vaginal passage, so that you have practically
peaking a right angle between the walls of the vagina and the uterus, perhap not quite a righ angle. Of course the uteru normally does not ri e
above the brim of the pelvis. I wish to emphasize in this connection with I
aid the other da in regard to prolap us of the uterus and of the intestine,
h i
h 0 teopath replace them, bu doe not expect them to stay impl
b cau e h ha r placed them.
ou mu t alwa s couple local treatment with
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treatment along the spine. I remember a case in point-I examined a young
lady in Peoria, she had had a twist in the gymnasium, she had jumped to
catch a cross-bar and had given her elf a jerk and a twi t.
long in the upper lumbar region there was a lesion, I do not remember now exactly which
vertebrre were displaced, it was, however, of the lumbar vertebrre, there was
quite a prominence of one of them. Shortly after the accident the young lady
'was troubled with frequent micturition, and local examination later revealed
the fact that the uterus was down upon the bladder. That ca e wa treated
at the front over the abdomen, over the iliacs, and along the pine, particularly at the second and fifth lumbar centRrs, through which you can reach the
uterus. The case was entirely cured in two months, and she had not had
IO\3al treatment more than a half dozen times. So you see the Osteopath doe
not depend upon simple reposition, he depend largely upon the work of
timulating the nerve force and toning up the blood upply to give tone to
these ligaments which have lost their tone, and thus hold the parts in place.
For the purpose of the Osteopath the finger answers as well a anything for
an instrument. The first finger is u ually inserted, and you can feel the
cervix of the uterus. The idea then is to push upward in such a way that
the organ will take the position of being at a right angle to the broad ligament, and it is as well while your patient is upon the table to insert the finger, reaeh upward to the uterus, then have the patient slip around and tand
up and you can then push forward. One of the best ways of replacing the
uterus is to have the patient take the knee-chest position-kneel ,vith the
chest down upon the table or bed, and then to pu h the uteru up, and thu
allow the intestines to fall down behind and over the uterus and hold it in
place. The' 'Old Doctor" has invented an instrument w~hich i very u eful
also in reposition. It is a wire, curved with· a handle. The finger of th
operator is slipped in with the instrument lying in the opening between th
two wires, and then the point of the instrument is placed either behind or in
front of the os, depending upon the position of the organ, whether it ha
fallen forward or backward. Then with the point of the in trument back and
the finger in front, or vice versa, you can work the organ a you wi h.
Iso
you can by working upon the abdomen aid to lift the part. I have already
shown you how that is done. That i , you rai e it with the patient upon th
back as I have shown you, or with the patient upon the side, or tanding bent
at a right angle, and you, -pushing the finger in dee"ply over the abdomen,
raise bodily the contents. It is al 0 a good idea to have the patient practice
taking the knee and chest "po ition and im"pl dila ing th pa ag, the a mospheric pressure will sometime be ufficient to cau e th uteru to take it
place· also the motion I showed you at the last meeting, having the patient
lie u~on the back and flex the thigh, thu tr tching the p oa mu cle , and
push the leg apar while holding them tog ther, and dra th leg togeth r
while they are held apart.
.A-
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Treat e8pecially the centers mentioned, that is, the second, which is the
blood apply for the uteru, and the fifth, which is the center through which
we reach the hypogastric plexus, and all along the lumbar and sacral region in
general, but do not fall into the error of thinking the trouble is always there,
because the leSIon may be above or below the center at which you would naturally expect to find the trouble.'
I have already mentioned the point that yo~ should stimulate the coccygeus
muscle through the sacral plexus, and thus cause it to contract and aid in raising the contents of pelvis. You can also stimulate the round ligaments whi.ch
pas over the pubic arch just external to the symphysis; you can find
them both by the feeling and by the sensitivpness, because when you impinge
upon them you will always have an expression of pain. Stimulation there will
help to draw up the uterus; all these things help a good deal. Stimulation at
the second lumbar is used to cause contraction of the lungitudinal fibers of the
uterus, while stirnulatIon of the clitoris and round ligaments is used to cause
contraction of the circular fibres of the uterus. Consequently, ,,~e inhibit over the
clitoris and round ligaments to cause them to relax and thus relax the circular
muscular fibres of the uterus. That is one of the most important points in
Osteopathic 0 bsteterics.
In young females and in pregnant women it is advised never to give an
internal treatment. Mrs. Patterson says that remarkably young children are
sometimes suffering from prolapsus, and mentions a case in which the patient
was not over two yea.rs old, but the case was entIrely cured by external treatment. Should you be treating a case for other troubles in which the patient is
preg-nant, carefully avoid the ninth and eleventh dorsal and the second and
fifth lUlnbar, in fact, the whole lumbar region.
Dr. Bolle has mentioned a point to me whieh is extremely interesting and
I think extremely important also. 1 n a case in which there had been abortion
and the mother had kept wasting- from the uterus, a discharge of matter and
flow of blood, he directed her to rub the nipples each morning with vaseline,
. and thus to stimulate as far as possible the normal irritation made by the suck
ling chIld. He was thus acting in accordance with nature, and the di8charge
ceased. In another case he followed the same rule, where the woman was in
difficulty, the pregnancy was about three months along, and the indications
were that the foetus had been dead for some days. The nipples were stImulated, which caused contraction of the utbrus, and the "woman wa~ delivered of
a till-born child. There i a very clQse connection between the nerves of the
breast and of the uteru. It i a very good point in floodIng-profuse mensturation or in flooding after child-birth, or in pos-partuill hemorrhage, which is
a very eriou thin , to gi e a quick jerk at the mon veneris, thus cau ~lng
pain and cau ing a contraction; that will usually top the floodlug. I knew
f a a e not man month ago in which the floodi~g wa persi tent and Jastf-d
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for some time. I ent word to the patient to try that treatment tbat I have
described, and the flooding ceased immediately. Aloin ca e of po t-partum
hemorrhage the' 'Old Doctor" say'"' you hould sirn-ply in ert the fingers and
pre~s upward agaInst the os.
He presses up and inward to mooth out any
obstruction which may cause the trouble; of course there is some ob truction
there which is hindering the proper flow of the blood and so cau ing the bemorrhag-e and simply that pre sing up allow the blood ve els to re ume their
normal relations and the hemorrhage to be stopped. Of cour e you understand when you come to treat uterine troubles, it is a subject for the peciali t,
and you will get -this subject fully treated in gynecology and ob teterics. I
cannot do more than SImply mention to you the usual treeatment; thi will
also be the case later in this lecture when I will take up the subject of di..Iocations, you will get them more fully in surgery, but I will give you the u ual
Osteopathic tratment for them.
In examination per rectum, whicll is frequently resorted to by the Osteopath in the female, if you WIll at the same time insert a catheter into the urethra
you can feel the urethra along the anterior wall of the vagina. Here i an
important pOInt which.I have never heard mentioned except in connection
with Osteopathic practice. If your vagInal ",'"aIls are relaxed and have fallen
in rfsponse to a prolapsed uterus, you may very likely get a twi t or an obstruction of the urethra through the prolapsus of the vaginal walls. There
have been some cases of that here, and it has been readily cured hy SIlloothing
out the vaginal walls in the manner I have described and by passing a catheter
up the urethra, simply straightening out the urethal passage. Be ide that
you wIll find in digital exploration of the rectum the grip of the external
sphincter, and you will be able to judge, by practice whether or not it i normal. The normal grasp of the external ~phinct~r is extremely powerful, and of
course in all these in ternal treatments you should in ert the finger only after it
h~s been well oiled with vaseline, soapsuds or something of that kind.
You
willI have no difficulty in inserting the finger into the rectum; the palm houid
turned toward the coccyx, and the finger inserted with it palm toward the
ccyx, and may then be turned; the patient may be on the left ide, or may
e stooping' bent over the table. You will also in your practice, no doubt,
come across cases of prolapsed rectum, the gut may be prolap ed and be folded
upon itself in just the way the vagIna prolapse. In 'ihicago I had a ea e in
which the patIent came in in great pain, there nad been rectal prolap u, and
there was a great tene mus-a feeling of wanting to go to tool continually.
It was extremely painful and the patient wa able to walk only with great difficulty. I surmi ed at once. tbat there wa prolapsu, and I in erted the fing-er
and crowded the wall of the rectum upward all the way around. I wa able
to relieve the case and he bad no trouble for orne time afterward. In nch a
ca e you mn t adopt the method of treating over the pine to timnlate the
nerve force and blood supply to that part, and thu" give permanent reli.ef.
1

t.
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In the male, you will find, after inserting the finger for about two inches
and turning it forward, the prostate gland. It IS said by some authorities that
the pro tate gland is almost universally enlarged in men over forty years of
age. The enlargement of the prostate is frequently the cau e of stricture of the
urethra. You will find the lateral lobes of the gland enlarged or the central lobe may be enlarged. Should the lateral lobes be . enlarged there may
not be much difficulty, but if the central lobe is enlarged you are very apt to
have stricture of the urethra. All of these internal treatments should be resorted to only in case of necessity; you should not treat internally very frequently, not more than once a week, and sometimes not more, than once in two
. weeks or a month. Be very careful in treating internally, as you may irritate
the internal parts. When the prostate is enlarged it may set up considerable
irritatIon, and curing that may be the only way of curing certain genital
troubles in the male The prostate is very easily reduced, you can reduce it
in half a dozen treatments, treating once a week or once in two weeks.
Q. Is it reduced by 10cal treatment?
A. By local treatments. Of course you must couple with that treatment
over the internal iliacs to tone up the blood supply.
II. Osteopathic Treatment of the Limbs: In consideration of the arm,
the ball and socket joil.. t is the one most likely to be dislocated. Fir"t I will
describe the ways in which this dislocati\)n may OneUI': The dislocation of the
humerus may be downward in the axilla, it may be backwar~ upon the back of
the "capula, or in froHt under the clavicle, or it may be slightly upward. called
a partial di location, against the coracoid process. Now. the treOatment for
any of these is practIcally the same. One good way adopted by the practice is
to put the knee under the axilla firm~y, of course you would have an assistant
holding against the patient to exert counter pressure. We would then presthe arm down strongly in this way, and out, and thus' spread the joint, brings
ing pressure upon the contracted muscles and upon the ligaments, and they
will dlaw the bOone down into place. - Another way is when the patient is l~ling
upon the table, simply to place the foot in the axilla in this way, and you can
get a powerful leverage, as you ;.:ee, and you can force the arm out into Its
ocket. I do not know ju t how freqnent the dislocation of the shoulder is in
practice, but I do know that in gymnasium practice the shoulder 1S very fre_
quently di ~located and et Ly a move on the rings, without harm. This joint is
usually set without difficulty; of course it must be set very ~oon after dlsloation.
In di location of the elbow, there are five different dil-:)placement. Both
bone may be di located backward, both bone" may be dislocated internally or
externall ?, the ulna may be di located backward, or the radiu may be dislocated forward into the hollow on the front of the humerus, or it may rar'el y be
di located backward. One method de cribed i to place the knee in the lJend
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of the arm, and then by having your assistant exert counter traction above the
elbow, you can spring the arm down strongly in this way. That will do for the
fir t three. When you have thus exerted considerable tension, enough to overcome the contraction of the muscles, the bones will slip into their places. When
the radIUS is dislocated forward, of course that would draw the hand back, and
by turning the hand toward the supine or half supine and exerting tractian
downward and outward in such a way as to pull the head of the radius down
into position, you will be able to work it into place.
In dislocations of the wrist both bones may be out of place, the radiu · may
be forward or the ulna backward, and in all those cases simple exten ion is required; you have your assistant fix the elbow and then you exert powerful
traction upon the parts until they have been drawn into place.
In dislocation of the fingers it is Raid dislocation is usually between the
first and second phalanges, and there, also, simple extension i required, drawing straight upon the finger until the bone is slipped back int ) place. Dr. Harry Still says, in his own peculiar way, that if a bone is out all you have to do i
to move it around enough and it will want to slip back into place. As to the
usual way of treating the arm, you have seen that we frequently use it as a
lever. In some cases, as for instanee in articular rheumatism, we work with
the idea of spreading the joint and allowing the blood and nerve force to be
freed about the joint and especially allowing the inflow of the blood, tlle timulation of the blood flow thus removing the deposit in the joint. You can readily stretch the joint hy doubling tbe hand and putting it under the axilla aud
then pressing the arm in against the side. That, of course, will draw the houl
der down, and I have had some very good success in relieving cases of articular
rheumatism in that way. In spreading the joint you can also stimulate. Place
your hand upon ~he front of the elbow and then bend the arm trong-Iy over
the hand; that will spring the joint; and also by turning it out at a right angle,
you know how the olecrunon process catches at the back of the humerus, by
bending the arm at a rIght angle so that they will catch you can exert pre u.re
in that way to spread the joint. A.lso you can tlmulate the flow of blood
down the arm by getting a certain twisting motion in this way. That is one of
Dr. Hildreth's movellients. I have hold of the arm here and I am mcving the
head of the humerus in the socket. I twist it in that way without exertin<T
mucn force. I might speak here of the fact that you can Impinge upon the
nerves of the inner side of the arm, the branches of the brachial plexu running
down there, and the axillary artery. In geueral if you impinge upon an artery,
press it toward the bone; do not press it toward the mu cleo You will find in
your practIce that the e nerves become paralyzed by the u e of a crutch, setting
up crutch paraly L ; and that is a point whieh it i well to take into con ideration. Also we have found in our practice that omethlng ill catch here at the
anterior part of the houlder; whether it is deltoid fiber under the coracoid
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process or whether it is a simple binding of the ligaments drawing th4j head of
the humerus out against the acromian or coracoid, it is hard to say, but we
frequently find a catch there WhICh we can reduce by drawing the arm upward
and backward, and then, when horizontal, draw it outward, and havIng the
fingers in front over the process there you can free any obstruction in that way.
I do not know just what catches there, but I have seen cases of extremely lame
arms which could not be raised higher than the head and could not be put behind the back, relieved by that treatment.. Sometimes you will hRve Euch an
injury as will cause a contraction of one of the heads of the biceps muscle; you
know its attachments; by straightening the arm and drawing it backward, thus
lengthening the distance between the attaehments of that muscle, you bring
tention upon it. Frequently you will find that muscle contr&.cted, and all you
will need to do is to stretch it, thus in hibiting its nerve force and thus relaxing
its spasm, ana you get rid of the trouble.
In the treatment of the legs you have all seen the various motions we all
go through with, perhaps you have not all appreciated what the purpose of each
movement was. When I flex the thigh above the thorax and the leg upon the
thigh I am stretching the quadriceps extensor muscles. You see you simply
stretch it and with it you free the blood supply, the femoral artery and the anterior veins and the anterior crural nerve. That is the purpose of this motion
wh~ch you see so frequently employed.
Sometimes, of course, ,ve simply use
this motion ,as leverage, having our hands iIi the sacra-iliac joints; you know
its purpose already . You have thus stretched the anterior muscles of the thigh;
you' can stretch the muscles of the anterior part of the leg simply by pushing
the toe straight down. That is a most frequent motion that the Osteopath uses.
You can stretch the calf muscles in just the opposite way, by pushing the to'e in
the direction of the knee; aud yon will have no difficulty in pushing it strongly
enough. We can tretcb the adductor muscles by holding the leg straight,
standing between' the legs and separating them. You can stretch the external
rotators by ap internal movement in this way: it is very well to regulate the
force in thi way: In making this movement turn just enougb so that the patIent
turns on the side it is not necessary to use a great deal of force; then turn
the other way until you have turned him about the same dIstance. We may
al 0 tretch the mu cles on the back of the thigh, you know that in raising the
knee, for instance against the chest, you can only do it by hending the leg; if
you straighten the leg you \jan get it to a certain height, and then you teel tenion upon the ham tring muscles, con8equently we frequently use that in our
practice. Putting the heel over the boulder of the operator and raising the
limb higher than it can naturally go, you see it cannot naturally go quite to a
right angle ou thu lengthen the di tance between the point of attachments
of the mu tIe on the back of the thigh and you stretch their tendon. Frequently ou ill find it hnportant to stretch tho e mUNcIe'. 1 had a ca e ju t
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the other day of this kind, where the legs were drawn with rheumati ill, the patient had no uSe of the limbs, they were considerable drawn, the toes were turned
in, the muscles set and it was with difficulty that I could handle them. I simply
brought deep pressure in Scarpa's triangle on the anterior crural n~rves,
and that relaxed the anterior muscles. I had another case in which was paralysis
of the lower limb, and frequently the limb would jerk when I would treat it, so
I inhibited the anterior crural nerve and the limb would relax dIrectly. So we
pay particular attention to Scarpa's triangle since we can impinge upon the
femoral artery and upon the anterior crural nerve. Also we treat in the popliteal
space; we very freqaently knead it or work its contents, simply bending the
knee, putting the foot of the patIent between your thighs and working the flat
of your hand in the popliteal space; you can thus free any contraction there
and can stimulate both the popliteal nerves and the blood vessels.
Frequently in cases of rheumatism you will have trouble with the feet.
You can straighten tnem down forward as I have shown, or backward. In treatIng the feet you will see that there are two natural arche, one lengthwise of
the foot a.nd one crosswise of the foot; consequently in your treatment o~ the
feet you can break it in two ways-you can spring it down toward the toes and
can work with both hands beneath the instep and spring it toward the sides.
In doing that the I-trineiple is that you stretch the lig-aments about the joints.
You 'can stretch the ligaments at the articulation of the ankle by this forward
and backward movem'ent and by workine: it from side to side. By bleaking
the two arches of the foot as I have shown, you can relax all of the ligaments
'across the arch of the instep. Of course the toes can also be treated in the
same way. 'We frequently are called to treat for corns along with the rest of
our treatment, not that anyone pays us $25 for 'treating their corns, but if
they have something of that kind the matter with them they always want you
to put that in. When Y0U are treatIng a toe, you know the vessels run down
the outside; simply spring it from one side to the other; that will stretch the
ligament~ and the blood vessels and stimulate the nerves.
Q. Would that treatment cure a cramp in the foot~
A. It would depend upon the cause, if the cau e were in the foot it
would. You could very well cure ,some cases.
Q. Would it cure cramps on the bottom of the foot~
A. It would depend upon where your obstruction wa ; it might be
higher in the path very likely. You would have no trouble in curing it in
the foot; I have found that in my own case, by simply stretching it. Every
one naturally does that; some people are much troubled by cramping in the
feet.
It frequently becomes the duty of the 0 teopath to tretch the- ciatic
nerve thoroughly by stretching in thi way, the heel of the patient over operator's shoulder, and lengthening the di tance along th back of the leg, and
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then since the branches of the nerve run on down over the planter surface of
the foot imply pull down on the toe and you can stretch the sciatic nerve
considerably. Also, in treatlnent of ciatica it is one of the treatments to
work the limb outward in this manner, thu to relax the muscles throughout
the whole course of the sciatic nerve, or, by an inward turn, the pyriformis
and those short muscles, the external rotator which may impinge upon the
nerve.
As to dislocation .-Frequently you get a dislocation of the ankle, the
foot may be thrown outward, in which case you have an inward dislocation;
or it may be the reverse, or these bones may be thrown forward upon the
ankle, in which case you have a forward dislocation. In a few cases you have
a backward dislocation. The movement is to have your patient lying down,
flex the knee at a right angle, have your assistant fix the knee so that he can }
exert counter-extension, then you simply stretch and bend the foot in the direction in which it would go. If it was thrown outward stretch it and bend
it inward, and vice versa. We do this in the case of the toes, simple extension is the method employed. In the case of the knee the dislocations also
are four: inward or outward, forward or backward. It is said simple extenion is enough. However, the Osteopath uses this movement: he flexes the
knee at a right angle, and then reaching in at the popliteal space he grasps
both the internal and external hamstring tendons and pulls outward with the
idea of spreading them, drawing them away from the prominences at the end
of the femur; and then he pulls with considerable tension and attempts to
spring the joint back into place.
Dislocation of the knee is rather serious as it is especially apt to be followed by inflammation.
As to the hip. There are four dislocations described for the hip. One
is upward and backward upon the dorsum of the ilium, in which case the leg
i shortened and the toes are turned inward. Another is backward into the
ciatic notch, in which case also the limb is shortened, though not so much,
and the toes are turned inward. The third is forward into the obturator forarp.en and is called the thyroid dislocation. It is the most difficult with which
e have to deal, and when such is the case the knee is bent, the toes point to
the ground and may rotate inward or outward; and in the other case the head
of the femur if forward upon the pubic arch and the turn of the toes is invariably outward. So you have two in which it is always inward, one in
which it may be inward or outward" and one ~n which it is invariably outward. Of cour di l~cations when they are new are fairly easy to reduce
bu the 0 teopath get them almost always when they are old. Your treatill n mu t fir t b dir cted to oftening all the ligaments and the muscles, removing th unnatural t nsion, and thu get the hip ready to set. These' old
ca
ar almo t alwa
low to et though I have een 'orne long standing
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cases set in a few treatments. You alway have two factors of great aid to
you, one is the anterior "Y" ligament of the hip joint and the )ther is the
action of the small muscles, the pyriformis, obturator internus and externu ,
the two gemellI, and the quadratus femoris. They are attached in such a a
as to draw on the great troc~anter. When i is up, they are below, con equently they are of great importance to us in setting a hip. If the hip is up
and back, you simply flex the thigh still more, turn it inward trongly until
you get the tension of those muscles, and then throw it outward, and get the
head of the femur to travel just over the edge of the ascetabulum. That looks
very easy. but I will assure you it is not. When it is dislocated backw~rd
into the sciatic notch, the idea is to flex the thigh, work the knee inward to
disengage the head of the femur from the notch, and then work it upward and
forward in this way, and you get the head of the femur drawn toward the a cetabulum. When the dislocation is forward into the obturator foramen you
are usually in difficulty. The mob-ion described for that is to flex the knee
and to rotate it inward, using the attachment of the' 'Y" ligament as a fulcrum
against which the limb works. Flex the thigh and work the head of the femur inward or toward the cotyloid notch. In the fourth dislocation, where
the head of the femur is over the brim of the pelvs, considerable t n ion i
exerted backward, long enough to stretch these ligaments, and then try.to
lift the head of the femur over and across.
In diagnosing the hip dislocations you frequently find it very difficult.
If your dislocation is backward into the sciatic notch, you limb will be a little shorter, the toes will be turneLl in, and when the patient sits up you hav
a shorter limb. While if it is forward it alway lengthens the limb for the
patient to sit up. Of course, as I have said, these things get out and sta
out for a great length 'of time, and we have a great deal of trouble in getting
them back, and I believe of all the hard dislocation , the mo t difficult to
treat is the one into the obturator..
LECTURE XXVIII.
There are two or three points to which I neglected to call your attention
at the last time. I mentioned treating the prostate gland, but did Hot show
you how to treat it. You know how to find the gland, and working down
across it on eaeh side with a faIrly firm pressure, just to stImulate the flow of
blood through it, is the motion employed.
Also as to the saphenous opening, we treat that by tretching the thigh
which ha ' been flexed ou towards; that will enable you to stretch the mu cle
about that opening, then by rotatiug the limb inward and relaxing the mn cle , you can work ynur finge~ in at the opening, you tretcb the mu cle abou
it and free the opening.
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Tenesmus in the lower bowel occurs frequently in diarrhea and in othet'
troubles. This can be relieved by working over the sacrum, especially over
the muscles to stimulate and thus cause a contrartion of the sphineter and a rehef of the feeling' of tenesmus.
Frequently after parturition tbe disease known as milk leg, or phlegmasia
dolen " occurs, and is probably ~ue to a contr!lction of some of the sho-rt muscles, probably the pyriformis; it sometirnes happens that the hip has been
thrown out in the efforts of parturition. Always after attending such a case
the hip should be turned to see that it is properly in place, and see that the
muscles are properly stretched. The saphenous veins should be treated also.
Q. How would you treat for fainting~
A.' By the common methods employed-anything to lower the head; some
people, for instance, when they know they are going to faint, as some do, wIll
drop over the back of a chair, with the head down, and that will stop it. When
such has occurred, get the bead of tbe patient lower than the feet, you can then
have him hang his head over the end of the table at the foot; or you may shock
him, pull tbe hair, or a simple slap will draw the blood to tbe head when it is
exhausted.
Q. I have a ease in mind in which bleedIng of the nose occurred and lasted four or five hours before it was stopped, and the patient finally died. What
would be the treatlnent?
A. To check epistaxis or bleeding from the nose we work in the superior
cervical region, stimulating; that is frequently of use. Or you may hold the
facial artery where it crosses the anglp of the jaw, or hold the nasal branches
just here at the inner canthus of the eye. Hold them strongly. That is the
usual treatment, particularly the stimulation in the cervical region.
Q. In case of a lady whose babe is about fifteen months old; since the
birth of her cbild she has had an extrerrely sore mouth; the condition of the
alimentary canal has been such that she could not eat but a very light diet;
diarrhea all the time, and a gradual wasting away of her strength and rnuscular
system until she is almost a skeleton. What could be done Osteopathically?
A. What we would describe as a general treatment should be given; a
general spinal treatment to tone up the nervous system partIcularly, reaching
especially the centers for the bowels, the planchnics, and reaching also the
kidneys and the liver, toning up the secre~ory and excretory organs, and keeping the system in as good a condition as possible.
Q. I~ IS the disease known among ,the medical profession as nurse's sore
mouth: there i also uterine trouble.
A. You wruld have to look after that al~b. The trouble is probably of
nervous origin.
Q. In the case of a person taking- a hard cold, or the disease known as la
grippe, how ould you treat?
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A. I would give a strong stimulating treatnlent. That i a thing that i
very important. I have already spoken of the effects of lagrippe several times,
and I have found the most serious results following it after a long period of
time. Have the patient on the face for the first. This treatment will al 0
. apply to what is called a bad cold, and I ha.ve had some excellent re ults in
treating bad colds, and you can usually cure them. Use this general treatment.
You know the purpose of the treatment-to relax first all the mu cles. WIth
the condition brought about by 1a grippe there is usually a painful aching af
the back, especially along the lumbar region. I then have the patient on the
side, and having loosened the muscles as shown, I would spring the pine all
along by working underneath; you know the various motion. You can separate the pelvis and the shoulder bv putting your two arms between them and
springing the spine. Then for' this backache in the lumbar region, I would go
particularly to the fifth lumbar, having first loosened all along the lumbar
region and springIng the spine in the goud old Osteopathic way. The ache
there is probably caused by the tension of the ligaments, and while we usually
use an inhibiting motion to free one from an ache or paiu, it depends upon what
it is caused by. If it is caused by the contraction, as it probably is in such a
case, the relaxation of the ligamen ts should do the work.· I would then treat
for the kidneys ,vith the patient on the back; reach underneath and stimulate
along the region of the lower splanchnics and upper lumbar. I would also in
that case treat the liver and the bowels. Gi ve the neck a thorough treatment;
I have already explained all these things in detail in going over the parts of the
body. Of course the neck is a part of the spine and you must be particular in
watcohing there to see that this contracture of the deep IllRscles does not affect
important nerves, as it may very readily do. Use the motions given; fi.!st relax
all the 1l1uscl~s, then work deeper and sprIng the neck to relax the ligaments.
Of course yon can work from side to side in this way, and before completing
the operation I would give the st.raight pull as you see here, and the bend of·
the neck, enough to raise the patient's head and shoulders from the table.
That motion, of course, will give a stretching motion all along the spine. Then
I would free all about the head nnd face, the points of the fifth nerve, tho e
places at which you know how to reach it. I would free all of the parts about
the face. To free the nose, press firmly upon the forehead J spring the jaw
down, and work thoroughly at the styloid processes. It would not hurt to
work the arms and lower limbs, in fact, go allover the system to 100 en any
structure, either muscle or ligament, which may be contracted by the effects of
la grippe.
Q. What would yon consider a few of the most es ential point in consideration \vhen a patient first comes to see you'
A. That is a very good question, I think, bacaus~ it involves the que tion
of how to tart about an examInation. I would fir t take the pul e; it i my
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habit to do ~o I do not know that it is necessary always; others~ I believe, do
not do it, but the pulse is always considered an indication in diseases. I would
then ~o to the spine and examine it thoroughly, but of course I would be questioning them as I went concerning all the synlptoms. In fact, before ta,king
the pulse I would ask them all'about the trouble; I would get the subjective
symptoms.
Q. Do you think the history of the case is essential, then?
A. Yes, sir, it is.
Q. Please give the treatment for goitre.
A. For goitre we would give essentially neck treatment; I will not need
to show it to you. Frequently goitre is caused by an obstruction of veins·
However, I think it is often caused by some impingement upon the nerves supplying the arteries and veins, consequently you have an obstru(~tion there. The
idea would be to thoroughly relax all the muscles and ligaments about the
neck, give the -neck the straight pull and the turn from side to side, and bend
it backwards, since there are anterior muscles in the neck which you must take
into consideration. SometImes it is those muscles which are contracted and are
pressing down upon the nerves and vessels. If It is a hard, encased goitre
with a fibrous capsule, it is very difficult to cure. If it is an ex-ophthalmic
goitre you will have difficulty in curing it but the ordinary goitre IS dealt with
with considerable success, although it fr.eq nently takes considerable time. In
treating for gOItre I would also, beSIdes the general treatment, work locally
over the thyroid gland, whIch you know is the gland enlarged in goitre, work
across it from side to side, to free the veins there.
Q. How would ,you treat enlarged parotid, submaxillary or sublingual
gla:qds, exceedingly large ones?
A. Do you kno'w what caused it?
Q.. Not unless it was scrofula.
A. That was probably the cause.
Q. Can you cure that' What would you do for it'
A. I should give the treatment for the general system first; we must get
rid of what is causing it, whether it be impurities in the blood or a scrofulous
condition, or anything of that kind. Any case would depend upon general
causes to some extent~ and you would have to give a general treatment to
purify the blood. That is, attend to all the avenues of secretion and excretion
and of assimilation and nutrition in gene.ral. The local treatment would then
be confined to loosening all the parts and freeing the blood and nerve supply to
the organs affected.
Q. Plea~e give the treatment for reduction of fevers.
A. In the first place it is said that when there is fever in the body that it
is made b the refuse not being cast off, and ·hence being burned.
ature is
making an extra effort to burn the refu e and hence i causing a fever. Wheth-
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er that be true or not, you know that there is in many cases almost a complete
suppression of urine in fever, or if not so much as that, that the urine is
scanty and high colored. You must go to the kidneys and free their action.
Go also to the bowels and free their action; combine the general treatment.
Look for the cause; of course it would depend upon what kind of fever it was;
and then having treated the particular cause, the Osteopath also goes to the
superior cervIcal ganglion and inhibits the action of the heart. You can inhibit the superior cervical ganglion either opposite the transvf>rse processes or
in the sub-occipital foss~. Then give the treatment in the upper dorsal regIon,
stimulating the actIon of the lungs to help them to carry off the poisonous matter in the body. Also treat the splallchnics. In general, go to the cause. I
suppose you have heard Dr. Still's theory of fever-he says ,that the lung i
not acting properly, that the gases are not properly condensed, and he treats
fevers through the lung a good deal, to get it to act properly that the poi on
of the body may be excreted properly.
Q. Would you treat the vagi in fever?
A. Yes, sir, we would treat them for the general effect on the liver and
intestines, and you could stimulate them to inhibit the pulse. Of course you
have not cured the fever simply by slowing the heart, that is an adjuvant. You
must go to the first cause; having done that work I should also ~o to the
splanchnics, as I have said, and should inhibit there; having i~hibited the cervical, I would inhibit in the middle dorsal region or along the splanehnic and
then I"would go to the fifth lumbar, where you get the center for the hypoga tric plexus and throug-h it the pelvic plexuses. Your object in doing that is to
dIlate the vessels, and thus inhibit the vaso-constrictors and stimulate the vasodilators, or you tend to restore things to the normal. In other words, you
free the body, free the parts affected, and dilate the abdominal veins'. In that
way you equalize the circulat~on. 'fhat is just part of your general work, and
it depends on the kind of fever; in typhoid fever you have to go to the inte tines and treat them.
Q. How do you treat chills?
A. Stimulate the heart to propel the blood faster; stimulate the Iu ngs 0
that the blood will be better purified.
Q. Where the fever follows the chill as soon as it is over, would you begin treatment for the fever at once?
A. If I suppos~d it would come on right away; I would be on the watch
for it; I do not know that I would begin to treat immediately. But having
taken those general points together, I would also combine with that general
spinal treatment and treatment for the heart, a general stimulating- treatment,
and In some cases it might not hurt to stretch the limbs, and do all you can to
stimulate the flow of blood tbrou~h the body. In chills and fever treat e pecially the liver and pleen.
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Q. Just about what you would do for a cold or la grippe'
A. Largely so in that general treatment. Then they say that rapid rubbing upward alon~ the spine, hard and quickly, will CLouse a chill to cease. On
one of the hot days last summer I was called to a case; it was not a regular
chill, but the person had become over-heated, and the blood had left the surface of the body. He felt extr~mely faint, had difficulty in standing up, and
was covered with a cold, clammy perspiration; the surface of the body was
chilly. I immedIately stimulated the heart and lungs, inhibited at the superior
cervical, and gave a general treatment to equalize the blood and keep it circulating. I had the patient keep quiet and be soon felt all right.
Q. I would like to know what treatment you would give for vaso-dilator
effect and for ~aso-constrictor effect, to inhib~t the flow of blood or increase it.
.A. I do not know that I would give any in that way. For instance, go
to the' splanchnics, they contain both vaso-dilators and vaso-constrictors, go
to the sciatics, they also contain both. Now, I cannot treat the sciatic or the
splanchnics and cause that particular set of fibers to act alone, that js, I do
not know that I can, and frequently I employ a method which I say will inhibit and frequently do that which we say will stimulate, and no doubt we
do so. .As near as I can describe it to you, a treatment to stimulate, and a
holding pressure over the root of the nerve will inhibit. It is very hard to
say just what we do there, I tend more and more to the belief that we simply
restore something that is abnormal to the normal conditions, and allow nature
to do the rest. I think that is the best theory by which we can explain so
nlany things, and there are many things we cannot explain by the. theory of
stimulation and inhibition.
, Q. If a person faints from overheating, is not there any special treatment besides holding the head down. Dr. Charley St~ll seems to have had
good results in that trouble~
.A. In s~ch a case you would also have to direct your attention to the general condition. In case of overheating, where there is an jn ward congestion,
very likely the blood is preventell from flowing to the head and is congested
about the lungs particularly, .and about the intestInes, since there the veins dilate the most readily and hold the most blood. You would have to apply your
timulating treatment, and cause the blood to circulate freely.
Q. I would like to know why it is that nervous prostrations i8 so much
more a general complaint of- ladies than gentlemen, and what treatment you
would advise.
A.
ervous prostration is, a very serious thing. Whenever I can. I advise again t studying too hard and too long at 'a tim€, according to the patient's
con titution, of course. A'person can stand only a certain amount of work at
a time. For m elf I make it a rule not to work extremely hard longer than
two or three hour at a time. I can work four hour" or more at a time, but I
<
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do not do it often, I do it when it i necessary. In Iny regular work where I
can regulate .my hours, I will have something to break in at the end of about
two hours. It is a question of personal experence and per onal taste, although
one may work too long and too hard. I have seen a number of ca es of nervous break down fronl over stndy, I have seen theln in college, and I do not want
any in mine. .It is caused by lack of exercise, lack of fresh air, sedentary habits, too rnuch stimulants, as tea or coffee, and two much of a ~ train on the mental faculties. To prevent that, the prophylactic treatment would be to regulate
the habits of the patient as far as possible, get them to take plenty of exercise,
etc., because when the trouble has once come on, it is in the majorIty of cases
hard to get over, and almost always leaves its effects. And then as to our
Osteopathic treatment, the treatment will have to be general, since the nervous
organism is exhausted, you will have to generally tone it up, and it will take
considerable time and general treatment.
Q. GIve us the treatment for diphtheria.
A. Diphtheria of course is a constitutional trouble, and when a patient i
sick with it, he is sick allover. You will have to prevent the membrane forming if possible, and that can be done very nicely. Dr. Charley Still has had the
very best experience, more than any other Osteopath, he had a remarkable run
of cases in Red Wing, Minnesota, and had remarkable success. His treatment
was very largely about the neck and thj"oat, he would treat there to keep the
blood supply open, yon know how to do it, free all the muscles and ligaments,
an1 especially keep the anterior muscles softened and luose so that there can be
no tension there and any stoppage of the blood so that an excretion can arow in
the throat and forlll a menlbrane; You must attend to the bowels and the kidneys and the general health.
Q. When the membrane does form what do you do?
A. To cause the patient to vomit is one way, in order to throw it out, and
. there are certain drinks that they use to loosen the membrane.
Q. How often should you treat in diphtheria?
A. Dr. Charley Still said that he frequently would come back to a case
jnside of fifteen or twenty minutes. He was ~npr()tected by the law and he had
to go very carefully or he would have had trouble.
Q. Did he treat for the fever?
A. Yes, you would have to treat for that according to the treatment outlIned.
Q. In any acute trouble of that kind would yon just treat for the "'ymptoms you see, unless you find some lesion·?
A. No-, Rir, that is hardly our method, we should try to find a lesion, in
the spine particularly, and you would probably be succe ful.
Q. Suppose you did not find a le~ion ?
A. If you didn't find a l~sion yon eould only go according to principles and
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wvrk on the centers indicated, but you will find lesions.or contracted muscles,
or 80mething of that kind.
Q. Give the treatment for granulated eyelids.
A. .In granulated eyelids, first, of course, you must turn back the lids
and examine whether or not the granulations be there. Usually there is considerable stretching ann irritation and the eyeball IS inflanled, then you will see
the granulations existing as little white points all along on the inside of the lid,
yon may find them on both lids. Our treatment there locally is. after having
wet the finger with a little soap suds, or having vaseline on it, to gently work
all along under the edge of both lids and to rub on the outside of the lids as you
go alollg'; that will crush the grafiulations. Some say that the granulations
are caused by the stoppage of the ducts of the Meibomian glands. "Old Docto.r," however, says that there is some obstruction to the veins, that the blood
is bronght to the eye and cannot get away, consequently it must do something, .
and it goes to work then to build up some foreign growth. That seems to be
the most reasonable theory. If you want to know particularly about granulated
eyelids, ask Dr. Hildreth; he bad qUIte a relnarl{able case, whIch the "Old Doctor" cured. Having treated the granulations, treat the points of the fifth nerve
over the eye here, on the forehead, at the inner and outer canthus of the eye,
and at the supra and infraorbital foramina, to free the blood flow. Treat parti~ularly through the upper cervical region, and look for any lesion in the cervicall eglon; give the general treatment for the neck in order to keep the blood
upply freely open to the eye.
Q. Where the upper lid is drooping, would you give the same treatment?
A. I would there stimulate the flow of blood and would stimulate the fifth
nerve, since it is the muscular trouble, and you must tone Up the muscles and
and strive to get them built up through the blood flow.
Q. Do you give the same treatment for cataract'
A. You would treat particular through the fifth nerve for cataract, as
the fifth nerve has to do with nutrition of the eye, particularly its anterior
part. You reach it through the superior eervical, at the inferior maxillary
articulation, and through these points that I have mentioned over the face.
Also look for any lesion in the cervical region or in the upper dorsal. Give the
general treatment of the neck.
Q. In case of the eyeball turning inward, for instance the right one,
through weakness of either the external muscles or increased strength of the
other muscles, what do you do?
A. I do not know ju t. what the experience has been in regard to crossed
e~ e.
However, I have known of case being treated surgically, whIch is always
to cut a few fibers of the muscle which is opposite to the one affecting the eye
most-on the side pulling the most strongly; that weakens that muscle and allow it antagoonL::t to be more evenly balanced in it action. That will allow
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the eye to beconle straight. But the trouble with that operation i that after
the person has gotten well and the general health has increased, this weak rnu _
cle, if the trouble was of this IDus.cle, will strengthen and pull too bard against
the one which has been weakened by the operation. I have heard of uch ca e .
In speaking of such troubles once before I asked Dr. Sheehan if he bad met
such cases and he said he had, where the cure was only tempora'ry from that
surgical operation, and the trouble returned. The treatment there O. t.eopathically would be to strengthen the muscles. I have heard of a nUlnber of case
being treated. However, in cases of young children I think they are uccessful.
Q. This is a case of a party about middle age and it came on uddenl .

A. I would by all means try it in all such ca es; where it come on
suddenly that way it may be a nervous trouble, it may be a slip in the neck
somewhere. I would not send the patient away and say I could not cure
him, not unless I was positive. It is pretty hard to be certain. I~ some
cases the Osteopat,h can not tell until he has tried, and if he is conscientiou
he must treat his patients awhile before he is sure.
Q. How would you treat for pneumonia~
A. In pneumonia the trouble is in the lungs, and pneumonia is usually
handled very nicely. The patient will usually have fever besides the trouble
of the lungs. The simple osteopathic treatment is to stimulate the lung , a
I have shown, in the upper dorsal' region all along on both sides. Fin~ out
particularly which one is affected by the methods which I have shown you.
Treat for the fever- In children and old people it often follows measle or i
a complication of them, and if you are called to a case of measle do not forget that complication; in all cases look out for pneumonia.
Q. Is there any way in which evere coughing can be topped imm diately~

A. It will depend upon the cause of the trouble. If I were called to
such a case about the first thing I would do would be to examine the pneu'mogastrics to see whether or not there was some irritation in the neck affecting them. Or if I could not find it I would inhibit the action of the pneumogastrics. There are laryngeal branches supplying the larynx which may b
irritated causing severe coughing. It may be some irritation of the pneumogastric in the stomach that is irritating the nerves and causing the coughing.
Q. What would you do when it is cau ed from the lung ?
A. I would give a general treatment to the lung. I would go to th
lungs first and treat them.
Q. In case the heart ceases to beat for a hort time, ay during 1 ep,
and the person awakens and cannot breath until he ha got on hi f
or omething of that kind, what :would you do~
A. I would raise the ribs on the left sid. I would draw th arm back
trongl while holding my other hand in a
hape unde the angl of th
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rib. What you de cribe i probably orne palpitation and may be nervous
in cau e. Perhap~ the patient ha lain upon the back for a certain length of
time and has turned in his sleep and gott~n two ribs compressed together.
The idea there is that you give the heart more room mechanically, by raising
the ribs, and that you stimulate the splanchnics along the spine which we
reach along the upper dorsal.
Q. Give the treatment for rheumatism.
A. There are several kinds of rheumatism. In any case we go to the
kidney , we treat them always in the manner shown, to free the system of
the acid which frequently is present in a case of rheumatism. Sometimes
acute rheumatism comes on without any other previous form, that is, it begins as articular rheumatism, and will strike one joint, say the shoulder., and
next it will be in the knee of the opposite limb, the following day it will be in
the forearm, then in the wrist, and it jumps about from place to place. In such
a case we would stretch the joint, separate it. I would also for this shoulder
work along the dorsal region, loosening the muscles there, any contraction;
then I would stimulate at the origin of the brachial plexus, along the scaleni
muscles, between which the branches of the plexus run out to the arm;
raise the clavicle, stimulate the subclavian artery, and in general, thoroughly
relax everything about that arm and free the forces of life to it. I would do
that .for any joint affected. In case of muscular rheumatism you must treat
very gently, treat the blood and nerve supply to the part and work over the
mu cles affected very gently, that is, bring gentle pressure and stretch them
very gently. I have known of a case of general muscular rheumatism where
we simply went over the patient, gave him a gentle treatment, stretched the
muscles and the ligaments and stimulated the kidneys and the liver and the
general excretory organs.
Q. What is the treatment for flux~
A. The same as for diarrhea, I believe I showed that at one time.. The
chief thing which we do is to work strongly along the lumbar region, .spring
the spine strongly, and hold against it. I have seen cases treated in that
way, just as you see me doing here, the point of the knees against you here,
and hold against the eleventh and twelfth ribs, inhibiting the action of the
nerve there to stop the rapid peristalsis, that is the theory. You can do
that by setting the patient upon a chair, get your knee against the heads of
the elev~nth and twelfth ribs, and pull the arms up and out, and you thus
get a strong pres ure against this point. I would also stimulate the flow of
bile. I described to you not long ago a case of flux of long standing; in that
ca I found that the two lower ribs were too close together on each side, and
that there wa a contraction and smoothnes along the lower lumbar region"
I relax d that and traighten d the rib and i took bu wo treatment to
ur th ca e.
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Q. Please give the treatment for catarrh.
A. That is' general treatment of the neck, and is what I have alread
given, but I might mention a few points. They say always that there i a
tender place under the angl~ of the jaw. It will hardly be nece sary for me
to show you all these motion'3. The theory there is that some contraction,
either recent or of long standing, is shutting off the blood upply to the
membranes of the throat and nose.
Q. Do you t~eat in the mouth~
A. W"re sometimes treat through the mouth. You can put the finger
back and work from the top of the palate down along the pillar of the fauee
. on each side; we sometimes do that.
Q. How would you treat a sprained ankle or knee~
A. Say it was the knee, you must be very careful, if it is a recent ca e
and there is swelling about it you must take the swelling down. I would not
move the member much at first, and the best way that I know to reduce a
congested condition from inflammation after severe strain is the u e of hot
water, hot bandages or the hot water bottle, or something of that kind. ..Alter
having reduced the swelling you can see if the parts are dislocated, examine
to see if they are. out of place or if there is any break. Of course if you are
called at once to the case you can find that out at once. You should alway
do that as early as possible, find out if there are any dislocated parts, and if
there are you must put them back as soon as possible. If there are no
broken or dislocated parts, after having taken down the swelling principally
by the use of hot applications, I would work gently at the popliteal space to
relax the muscles and stimulate the popliteal vessels, then I would bend the
thigh up and stretch the muscles about the saphenous opening to allow the
blood flow above to be properly opened, and give the stretching motion to t,h
leg to relax its nluAcles in general. I should then treat along the lower part
.of the spine, especially where we reach the sacral plexus, 0 as to stimulate
the nerves to the leg.
Q. Those movements would be rather painfnl, would they not~
A. You will have to be very careful, perhaps you cannot do them at
first. I have had cases of sprain where I would not manipulate at all for
several days; I just used the hot applications about it, and watched to ee
that no trouble took place, but it was several days before I began to manipulate. At first you can treat the lower part of the spine without moving the
leg, and I would do that. In these cases I have had good succe s.
ometimes your strain will not be painful, and you. can manipulate the leg from
the start; it depends altogether on the conditions.
Q. Has Osteopathy come in contact with yellow fever or cholera, and if
0, with what succe s~
A. The' 'Old Doctor" says he ha treated cholera. I do not know that
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we have ever had any cases of yellow fever. About all I know about the treatment for cholera is that Dr. Still says he treate~ the lungs, he was speaki~g
on ~hat the other day in relation to his th.eory of the formation of gases in the
lungs, and also stimulated the excretions.
Q. What is the treatment in Bright' s disease~
A. In Bright's disease treat for the kidney. Bright's disease is a general name. However, it refers to a disease of the parenchyma of the kidney,
and there are various forms. You would have to look for any lesion affect,ing the kidney along the lower dorsal region or at the second lumbar, and .
your idea there would be to work upon the nerve supply to the kidney by
treating over the spine. Then you could work at the umbilicus, as I have
shown you, to get these centers, or you can reach them by deep pressure over
the renal ganglia, which lie on the renal arteries.
Q'. How do you regulate the action of the kidneys when they are acting
too frequently~
/:
A. "Then the kidneys are acting excessively or too frequently, the idea
/ ' is
you must find any lesion which may caUt)e an irritation or inhibition
~ of the nerve force.
It is frequently confined to about what I -have said, to
look for the lesion and remove it, and then treat along the region of the spine
where we get the nerves to the kidneys.
Q. Stimulate to increase the action, and inhibit to lessen it~
A. Well, that brings us back to the question of just what we do when
we stimulate or inhibit. It would depend upon the condition there whether
I would spring the spine and work in such a way as to stimulate or whether
I would hold.
Q. If there was too much secretion you would not treat in the same way
as if you wanted to increase it~
A. I would be very likely to. I would stimulate along the region of
the spine which shows there is some obstruction to the nerve force and my
idea would be to remove that obstruction.
Q. Would you pull on the neck'when it is turned to one side or the
other and turn it~
I would not pull it and turn it.
Q. I mean after it is turned.
A. 0, yes; I would not be afraid to do that. I would have the neck
turned about in this way, and this straight pull is about the best way, but I
would not pull it and turn it, because. you are likely to cause trouble. The
"parts are mor apt to be stretched, and you may get an articular process out
of place.
Q. In varicose veins, what would you do other than manipulate the

~ve and the limb ~

I would work along the lower region of the spine, and stimulate the
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sacral nerves, and I would tretch the leg thoroughl ,and timulate th
sciatic, since the ciatic contain the vaso-motor nerve for the limbs; then at
the saphenous opening, I would looRen that as I have already t.old you how
'to do, and I would work upward from the varicose vein along the cour e of
the veins to stimulate the flow of blood. Do everything to build up the tone
of the limb. The trouble may be somewhere else, but it i most frequentl in
the legs, from standing on the feet too much.
Q. How would you treat neuralgia of the heart~
. .~. I would confine my elf there to the upper dorsal region. I would
go to that region first and would give the heart all the room to play in that
it needed, then I would inhibit at the superior cervical region with the idea
of inhibiting the nerve force and quieting the spasm if pos ible. You can do
anything to reach the nerve force and quiet it. It is evidently excited and
there is evidently some irritation. Your idea is to find the cause of the irritation and remove it if possible. It, may be caused by some poison in the
system, then you would have to remove the original cause by general treatment. Dr. McConnell says the trouble is frequently in the costal cartilage .
Q. How would you treat cerebral troubles?
A. Through the neck, it depends upon the case, of cour e.
Q. In hay fever would the treatment be anything different from ~hat for
general fevers?
A. Yes, look for the lesion in the superior cervical region or in the upper
dorsal, sometilnes the first rib is at fault, sometimes the clavicle, and you
must look for the lesion in those places. We do not have the ordinary ymptoms of fever in hay fever, it is a catarrh.
Q. How would you treat for lumbago~
A. I would relax everything along the spine, especially in th lower
part; first by working the muscles, then by flexing the knee against me, then
I would put the patient into a chair and lift up' and turn as I lift,ed. I think
the theory is that the tension of the ligaments there is affecting the nerve
and causing the stiffness of the muscles, I have seen several cases treated in
that way and very successfully.
Q. How would you treat appoplexy~
A. It depends upon general causes and conditions generally. That i ,
it generally occurs' in elderly people, where they are not u ed to much exerci.se and after they have run for a train or to a fire, they get their heart excited and their vessels being weak and the general tone of their sy tem being
relaxed, there is a break of a small capillary in the brain and the formation of
a clot, and perhap it does not extend farther than' conge tion of the brain.
Sometimes it is in cases of people who have long been bothered with conge tion, and the blood does not circulate properly through the brain or the body,
and too much is thrown to the head. You would have to relieve th general
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cau e , and you must in some way call the overplus of blood from the head,
and in that ca e. you would treat over the superior cervical region particularly, and then to get your effect you would have to work over the solar
plexus and the splanchnics to draw the blood from the head. That in general
is.the treatment. Of course you understand these are just snap shots. I cannot say much on any of these subj t3 here. vVhat I have said is simply as
far as my knowledge has gone.
Q. Is catarrhal fever treated the same as catarrh~
.A.. W~ll, hardly, you would have to go further than the general treatment for catarrh. Catarrhal fever is a name applied to catarrh when it has
extended to the stomach, and you have a bilious fever or gastric fever. Yon
must work then for the nerve centers for the stomach, and thoroughly free
them up. I have had a case of that and had very goad success with it. They
usually have a stitch in the side. I do not know what causes it, that is one
of the symptoms. My treatment was t.o stimulate the stomach and intestines
in all parts and work through the superior cervical region.

